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PAPER NO: 12-610A 
 

WANDSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 

PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE – 19TH SEPTEMBER 2012 
 

Details of applications for permission to develop together with the Assistant 
Director Planning and Environmental Services recommendation on each 
proposal 
 

Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3045 
               
02 July 2012 
PL 

8 Amies Street, SW11  
 
 
Shaftesbury 

Construction of a rear roof extension, and an 
extension above the back addition. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
 
SITE: Two-storey mid-terrace house with a two-storey back addition. Situated 
on the south-east side of Amies Street. Similar properties adjoin, backland site 
with a house being constructed on it to the rear. 
 
DETAILS: Construction of a rear roof extension, adjoining the raised party wall 
of no. 6 Amies Street, with a vertical rear face containing a single window. 
Second floor extension above the full-length of the existing two-storey back 
addition, raising the existing party wall and side eaves by approx. 2.3m, with a 
sloping roof matching the profile of the existing roof, and a window in its rear 
face. The proposal would add two bedrooms and a bathroom at second-floor 
level. Materials: matching brickwork/render to the walls, with matching slate to 
the roof.  
 
Amended proposal: extension above back addition altered from a flat roof to a 
sloping roof with the windows in its side elevation omitted. 
 
CIL Exempt.  
 
CONSULTATION: 10 neighbours. 1 objection: concerned that new window 
would overlook garden; overdevelopment of site, creation of 5-bed house 
without a garden is not consistent with a family home and is more likely a 
house of multiple occupation. 
 
POLICY: NPPF 2012 and DMPD 2012 Policies DMS1 (General development 
principles), DMH5 (Alterations and extensions). 
 
COMMENT: The proposed roof extension does not strictly accord with design 
guidelines, as it has a vertical rear face instead of it being angled at 70-
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degrees. In most circumstances this type of roof extension would not be 
acceptable in design terms, however given the presence of the existing roof 
extension at no. 6 granted p.p. in December 2000, which has a vertical rear 
face, it would be difficult to withhold permission purely for this reason, 
particularly as the extension above the back addition would largely obscure 
the main roof extension from surrounding views. Vertical main roof extension 
have been approved or constructed in the vicinity at nos. 4, 6, 34 and 36 
Amies Street.   
 
Following the amendments, the proposed extension above the back addition 
would follow the profile of the existing sloping roof, and although there are no 
design guidelines for extensions above back additions, it could be argued that 
this type of extension is the most sympathetic to the host building, rather than 
one with a flat roof. There are no other similar extensions within the vicinity, 
and it is considered that this type of extension could establish an acceptable 
precedent. It would be more appropriate if this type of development was done 
‘in a pair’ with no. 10 so as not to unbalance the symmetry of the back 
additions. The extensions would not be visible from the street, and overall 
they should not be unsympathetic additions to the building.  
 
The proposed extension above the back addition would increase its height by 
approx. 2.3m, which should not be overly dominant when viewed from the 
properties to the rear. The extension would be approx 1.8m from the boundary 
with no. 6 to the south, and approx 2.3m away from the nearest window 
opening of this neighbour. No. 6 has French doors in its main roof extension, 
and also has a first floor bedroom window in the main building, and first floor 
windows within the back addition, which would face the extension. The 
proposed extension above the back addition would be at a reasonable 
distance so as not to unduly impact on the outlook from this neighbour’s 
property. The distance of this extension from the boundary should allow for a 
reasonable amount of daylight to enter into the windows in the rear elevation 
of no. 6, however, the facing windows may experience some additional 
overshadowing between midday and mid-afternoon at certain times of year. 
The facing windows are finished in obscured glazing and serve a bathroom 
and WC. The omission of the windows in the side elevation should ensure 
there is no undue overlooking of this neighbour. The views from the rear 
window of the extension should not result in any undue additional overlooking 
of neighbour’s gardens, over and above that already possible from the second 
floor roof terraces at nos. 4 and 6 Amies Street. The objector’s garden 
boundary is 10m away from the rear window, and their building is 25m away 
from this window.  It should not have a significant impact on the amenities of 
no. 10, due to the position of this neighbour’s two-storey back addition, while 
the proposed extension should not prejudice the implementation of a similar 
proposed extension at no. 10 at any point in the future.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
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02. Standard 39 No additional windows in stated walls (side elevations of 
extension above back addition). 

03. The external finish to the roof extension and extension above the back 
addition hereby approved shall be in materials to match in colour and 
texture that of the existing building, or such other materials that may be 
approved in writing by the local planning authority. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2663 
               
28 May 2012 
GB 

5-6 Banbury Street, 
SW11  
 
St. Mary's Park 

Conversion of two dwelling houses to form 
one dwelling house, including a dormer rear 
roof extension and a single- 
storey side/rear extension.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.  

SITE: Two mid-terraced dwelling houses with two-storey rear additions, 
located on the south side of Banbury Road within the Battersea Park 
Conservation Area.  To the rear is an enclosed playground, east larger 
terraced properties and west similar residential terraced housing. 

HISTORY:  No.5 none.  

No.6: 
2008: p.p. refused construction of a rear roof extension incorporating a juliet 
balcony (bulky obtrusive).  
2008 p.p. granted at appeal relating to the above refusal.  
2009 p.p, for construction of a single storey rear/side extension. 

DETAILS:  Conversion of two adjoining terraced properties to form one single 
dwelling house including a rear dormer roof extension at no.5 that would span 
the roof slope (4.7m approx) and include two timber sash windows and a 
rooflight in the front roof slope. 

Construction of a single-storey extension at no.5, infilling the side return (4.6m 
long  by 1.9m wide) and 1.9m high with a pitched roof rising to 2.9m. Including 
glazed bi-folding doors and additional french doors and three rooflights.  In 
addition, matching bi-folding doors are proposed in the rear elevation of no.6. 
 
Materials conditioned to match existing. 

CONSULTATION:  Site and press. 12 neighbours. 1 objection: loss of light 
and privacy. 
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £1,695.00. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 
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POLICY:  NPPF 2012. DMPD 2012: Policies DMS1 (General development 
principles); DMS2 (Managing the historic environment); DMH5 (Alterations 
and extensions) DMH1 (Protection of residential land and buildings). 

COMMENT:  The main issues with this application are the acceptability of the 
change of use to one single dwellinghouse and the impact of the extensions 
on the conservation area and amenity of the surrounding residents. 
 
Policy DMH1 seeks to resist the loss of residential units. This policy does, 
however, allow the loss of units when they create family sized 
accommodation. Officers make the observation that these types of 
applications are infrequent in their submission and the effect of loosing a unit 
and gaining a larger property is considered negligible in terms of housing 
provision. Taking this into account, the principle of the conversion to one 
dwellinghouse is considered acceptable in land use terms as the loss of the 
unit would be in order to create a larger family sized unit and the spirit of 
Policy DMH1 has been met.  
 
The rear roof extension is not strictly in accordance with policy guidance as it 
involves a full width dormer extension.  However, the dormer would match the 
proportions and design of the adjoining existing rear dormer extension at no.6 
that was approved at appeal in 2008.  In addition, it would abut the higher 
flank wall of no.4.  The Inspector had previously highlighted that these 
properties form a small terrace and are not visible from Banbury Street, as 
well as having limited views from the rear due to the enclosed playground.  It 
was also highlighted that there are a variety of roof extensions within this area 
of Battersea Park Conservation Area, some of which are visible from the 
Street.  The proposal would serve to add a degree of symmetry to these two 
properties. Based on the conclusions within the Inspector’s report and officer 
opinion, the roof extension is considered to sustain the significance, character 
and appearance of the Battersea Park Conservation Area. In addition, the roof 
extension is not considered to result in additional overlooking above that 
generated from the existing first-floor windows or loss of daylight. 
 
The proposed single-storey extension is considered acceptable in terms of 
design.  The boundary height has been kept to 1.9m which is considered 
modest and would not result in loss of daylight or sense of enclosure to the 
adjoining property.  The extension is also not considered to result in loss of 
privacy to the adjoining properties. 
 
In summary, the conversion to one single dwelling house is considered 
acceptable in land use terms and the proposed extensions would preserve the 
character and appearance of the conservation area while not having a 
significant impact on the amenity of the surrounding residents. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
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01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing 
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PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE – 19TH SEPTEMBER 2012 
 

Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2814 
              
  
08 June 
2012 MS 

18a Bangalore Street, 
SW15 
 
 
Thamesfield 

Erection of rear mansard roof extension and 
mansard roof extension over part of two-
storey rear extension. Alterations to roof of 
part of two-storey rear extension to provide a 
roof terrace.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.  

SITE: Two-storey mid-terraced property divided into upper and lower flats 
fronting onto the western side of Bangalore Street. Similar properties adjoin to 
either side and to the rear. 
 
DETAILS:  Mansard-style roof extension above main roof and two-storey rear 
addition. Extension over main roof comprising enlargement of the roof space 
to the rear of the ridge line with flat roof 6.0m wide x 4.0m long. Flat-roofed 
extension over two-storey rear addition 4.0m wide x 3.5m long. Dormer 
windows set within mansard roof slope on rear elevation of main roof and side 
elevation of extension over rear addition.  
 
Proposed roof terrace, approximately 3.0m wide x 3.0m long to the rear of 
proposed extension over the existing 10m long back addition. The roof terrace 
would be set within the roof structure, it is set in from the eaves by 1m and 
would be partly enclosed by the roof to the rear.   
 
Amended to include 70 degree pitches to the roof extensions. 
 
CIL exempt. 

CONSULTATION: 9 neighbours. 1 objection: Loss of privacy, increased 
overlooking, loss of amenity to immediate neighbours as a result of the roof 
terrace element of the scheme.  

POLICY:  NPPF; Development Management Policies (DMPD), adopted 
February 2012: DMS1: (General development principles - Sustainable urban 
design and the quality of the environment); DMH5 (Alterations and 
extensions): Supplementary Planning Guidance: Making More of Your Loft 
(June 1996). 

COMMENT:   The main considerations are whether the proposed roof 
extension and roof terrace would be appropriate in the context of this location 
and whether there would be any impact on residential amenity in terms of 
appearance and impact on amenity of neighbours. 
 
The proposed extension would generally be acceptable in terms of its design 
and relationship to the main building. As amended the scheme incorporates a 
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70 degree slope in all side and rear elevations. This is in line with the Councils 
guidance and reflected in the form of development at the adjacent property, 
20/20a Bangalore Street, where a similar development was approved in 
February 2006. 
 
The proposed roof terrace would be the only example of this form of 
development in the immediate vicinity, with the exception of 22A Bangalore 
Street, which is an end-terrace property immediately to the north of the site. 
This terrace is similar in that it is built within the roof slope above the back 
addition. It would represent a departure from the generally uniform 
appearance of the properties immediately adjacent to the subject site, 
however its visibility would be limited by adjacent pitched-roofs. The proposed 
roof terrace would be relatively small both in the context of the building itself 
and the wider area.  Views of the boundary treatments to be used in its 
construction (obscure glazing), would be limited to those properties directly to 
the north and west of the site.  
 
The objection to the proposal has been made on the basis that there would be 
overlooking which would directly affect the neighbouring properties to the 
north. However, through the use of obscure glazed screening around the 
proposed roof terrace, any impact on the neighbouring property could be 
effectively reduced or mitigated. A condition requiring the retention of this form 
of boundary enclosure would be necessary in order to protect privacy levels 
and ensure these are maintained in the future.  
 
In conclusion, the design of the proposed extensions and roof terrace would 
be acceptable in the context of the site where these can be accommodated 
without any adverse impacts on the external appearance of the property or on 
residential amenity. Sufficient protection of the privacy levels currently 
afforded to neighbours would remain with the retention of obscure glazing 
1.7m high around the proposed roof terrace.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 Years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing. 
03. Standard 25 Obscure glazing in side elevation. 
04. Standard 26 Screening to roof terrace. 
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PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE – 19TH SEPTEMBER 2012 
 

Ref. Address Proposal 
A)2012/3400 
          
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B)2012/3466 
 
19 July 2012 
JK 
 

The Castle, 115 
Battersea High Street, 
SW11  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
St. Mary's Park 

A) Demolition of existing public house and 
erection of a part two, part three, part four, 
part five-storey building to provide a new 
public house on the ground floor with 9 
residential units above (2 x one-bedroom; 2 x 
two-bedroom; 3 x three-bedroom and 2 x four-
bedroom) with associated amenity space 
including pub garden, roof terraces and 
balconies, and 9 basement car parking 
spaces and cycle parking facilities. 
 
B) Conservation area application for 
demolition of existing two-storey building. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
A) Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
B) Grant conservation area consent subject to conditions. 

SITE: 0.06ha site on the east side of Battersea High Street at its junction with 
Shuttleworth Road, currently occupied by a two-storey public house. On its N 
side the pub adjoins a four-storey block of flats, which continue down the 
street to the junction with Trott Street. To the rear of the site is a 10-storey 
block of flats, Meecham Court, the garden area to which bounds the E side of 
the application site.  Three-storey residential properties lie opposite the site on 
the W side of Battersea High Street on the S junction with Vicarage Crescent, 
with four storey residential properties on the N side of this junction.  
 
The site falls within the Battersea Square Conservation Area. It is also within 
an archaeological priority area and is located in flood zone 3a. 
 
HISTORY:  1964 p.p. erection of a new licensed premises on the site of the 
old Castle Public House and no’s 117-125 Battersea High Street. 
1990 p.p. Erection of ground floor extension to bar, conservatory extension 
and new external staircase at rear, alterations to fascia sign and to ground 
floor windows. 
April 2012 planning and conservation area applications withdrawn for 
demolition of existing public house, and erection of a part three, part four, part 
five-storey building providing 16 residential apartments (4 x one-bedroom, 8 x 
two-bedroom and 4 x three-bedroom) with associated amenity space 
(including balconies and roof terraces) and landscaping, with 12 basement 
level car parking spaces and 22 cycle parking spaces. 
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DETAILS:  The existing two-storey public house is proposed to be demolished 
and a new building up to five-storeys high would be erected.  With slight set 
backs from the pavement edge the new building would broadly follow the site 
boundary lines along Battersea High Street and part of Shuttleworth Road, 
and would be set back by some 5.5m from the rear site boundary, to allow 
provision of a rear amenity space. The building would directly adjoin the 
existing four-storey block of flats on its northern side at ground, first and 
second floor levels, before being set away from this party boundary at fourth 
and fifth floor levels. It would, like the existing building on the site, project 
approx. 3.2m forward of the front building line of this adjoining block of flats, 
although this forward projection would only be at ground floor level rather than 
also at first floor level as is at present. To the rear the building would project 
approx. 5m beyond the rear building line of this adjoining block at ground floor 
level before cutting back at first floor level and above.  
 
The building would vary in height with three, four and five storey elements with 
flat roofs. The highest five storey elements would be located centrally and 
would be approx. 16.2m above ground level.  The architectural treatment of 
the elevations seek to break up the mass of the building to give the 
impression of five narrow elements each with a different arrangement of 
decorative brick panels, window openings and recessed balconies. 
 
The ground floor of the proposal would provide a replacement public house. 
This would have a floorspace of approx. 350 sq.m and would have a corner 
entrance at the junction of Battersea High Street and Shuttleworth Street, with 
two further entrances along Battersea High Street. The pub would have a rear 
outside amenity space of approx. 95 sq.m with a cellar in the basement and 
refuse storage and cycle storage on the ground floor.  
 
The upper three floors would provide nine residential units, comprising 2 x 
one-bedroom; 2 x two-bedroom; 3 x three-bedroom and 2 x four-bedroom 
units ranging in size from 55 sq.m up to 116 sq.m. All of the units would be 
built to be lifetime homes compliant. Of the nine units all but two would be 
dual aspect and all would benefit from some private amenity space in the form 
of one or more balconies/roof terraces, ranging in size from approx. 4.5 sq.m. 
up to approx. 90 sq.m., with the majority of these fronting the street 
elevations.   
 
Access to the residential element would be from an entrance located on 
Shuttleworth Road, with the residential bin store also located on this frontage.  
 
The proposed building would include a basement which would accommodate 
9 parking spaces, accessed via a car lift off Shuttleworth Road, utilising an 
existing vehicular crossover. The basement would also house cycle parking 
facilities for 20 bikes. 
 
Materials: Buff coloured brickwork; pre-cast stone cladding panels; bronze 
anodised aluminium cladding; powder coated aluminium window frames; 
green roof; frameless glass balustrades 
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The building has been designed with the aim of achieving Code for 
Sustainable Homes Level 4. Measures to achieve this include the use of PV 
panels on some roof areas.  
 
Density: 600 hrph  
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £72,200.00. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 
 
In support of their proposals the applicants have submitted the following 
reports:  
 
Heritage Assessment: (Prepared by Denis McCoy): The purpose of the report 
is “to provide an understanding of the particular nature of the site and its 
significance in order to inform consideration of the proposals for change”.  It 
notes the site is within Battersea Square Conservation Area, and looks at the 
historic background to this area, identifying key features of the conservation 
area. It details the architectural and historic background of the Castle public 
house. The report goes on to asses the impact of the proposals on the 
identified significance, and concludes “…the Castle Inn is an undistinguished 
individual building within the area. It is a neutral feature visually overwhelmed 
by the adjacent area of 1960s local authority housing. Stylistically it relates 
better to that development than to the character or appearance of the 
conservation area. The contribution which it makes to that character and 
appearance is minimal and less than should be expected at one of the 
entrances to the area.”   The report goes on to conclude “The heritage 
impacts of the proposed development would be benign”.  
 
Sunlight, Daylight and Overshadowing Assessment  (Prepared by Herrington 
Consulting Ltd.) - This makes an assessment of the impact of the 
development on the sunlight and daylight received by existing buildings and 
amenity areas. It shows the only areas that would result in a reduction in 
daylight as a result of the development are a ground and first floor kitchen 
window within the rear of the block of flats immediately adjoining the site. For 
both these windows the vertical sky component (VSC) would be less than 
27% under post-development conditions, however, it would not be less than 
0.8 times of its former value, and therefore in accordance with BRE 
Guidelines, the occupants are unlikely to notice this reduction in the amount of 
daylight. Furthermore the stepping back of the building to the front would 
improve the current situation improving the amount of daylight available to 
adjacent front windows.  
The report concludes there would be no significant impact in terms of 
overshadowing on the area of open space associated with Meecham Court to 
the rear (E) of the site.     
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Flood Risk Assessment: (Prepared by Herrington Consulting Ltd.) – This 
concludes…‘the risk of flooding has been considered across a wide range of 
sources and it is only the risk of tidal flooding from the Thames that has been 
shown to have any significant bearing on the development. However when the 
risk is examined in detail, it has been demonstrated that the development will 
be safe and will not increase flood risk elsewhere. Consequently, it has been 
shown that the development can pass the Exception Test and is therefore 
appropriate for its location within a flood risk area’. The report goes on to 
conclude that providing suggested mitigation measures are incorporated into 
the design of the development the proposal will…‘meet the requirements of 
the NPPF and its Technical Guidance and will therefore be acceptable and 
sustainable in terms of flood risk’.  
 
Sustainability Report (Prepared by Trinity Construction Consultancy Ltd): This 
notes the use of Photo voltaic panels was chosen as the optimum source of 
renewable energy due to the inappropriate nature of any alternatives on this 
site. It shows the overall efficiency of the building would result in a 45% 
reduction in energy demand.  
 
Transport Statement: (Prepared by Paul Mew Associates, Traffic 
Consultants): The report notes the site is situated within an area with excellent 
accessibility to public transport, and that the development will provide 9 off-
street parking spaces. This parking provision is within the maximum standards 
set out in Council policy and the London Plan. The report notes this number of 
off-street parking spaces is likely to generate very low vehicular movements 
throughout the day. It further concludes that access arrangements would be 
satisfactory, with the car lift remaining at ground floor level by default, and with 
only a short time delay for the lift door to open.  
 
A parking survey carried out also confirmed that if there were to be any 
overspill parking generated by the proposal, the streets in the locality of the 
site could adequately accommodate any increase in demand.  
 
Arboricultural Development Statement: (Prepared by CBA Trees): This 
suggests protection measures for trees that are to be retained and follows an 
initial tree survey and implications assessment. It relates to off-site trees only 
with 5 trees identified in the immediate vicinity of the site, located within the 
grounds of Morgan Court, (a Council owned estate on the east side of the 
application site). The report concludes a total of 3 of these trees can be 
retained, with 2 trees (an oak and a sycamore) requiring to be felled in order 
to facilitate the development. It is intended those trees which are felled be 
replaced on a 1:1 ratio.  
 
Design and Access Statement: This undertakes a site analysis; looks at the 
details of the design development from pre-application stage to submission; 
and details the planning application in respect of the layout; scale and 
massing and appearance. 
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Statement of Community Involvement: This summarises consultation that took 
place prior to submission of the planning application. This included: meeting 
with local councillors, and local groups; meeting with M.P.; dialogue with the 
existing tenant of the public house; distribution of newsletters; a public 
exhibition and posting of information on the applicants website.  
  

CONSULTATION:  Site and press notices: 104 neighbours: 399 objections: 
 
Loss of existing building/existing use: Well designed 1960’s pubs like this are 
rare survivals and we must not allow them to be demolished; the character of 
our city is being lost; the Castle is a famous local landmark; the cumulative 
effect of the loss of public houses in the borough generally and in Battersea 
specifically is a matter of great concern to the local CAMRA branch; why 
destroy an asset to our neighbourhood for the sake of a few more flats; no 
other pub matches up to the Castle; demolishing the existing building and 
replacing with a drab apartment block would be a disastrous decision; to tear 
down a fantastic venue and erect another block of generic, stock standard, 
boring, dull apartments would be detrimental to the neighbourhood taking the 
life and soul out of the area; the inclusion of the pub in the Battersea Square 
Conservation Area recognises the positive contribution it makes, therefore its 
demolition would constitute demonstrable harm; the demolition of the existing 
building is not justified by the replacement building; we are losing our history 
at an alarming rate; will be losing part of our heritage. 
 
The existing pub is a valued community facility that should be saved; the local 
pub is an essential part of the community; existing operators of the Castle 
help strengthen the community; no other pub in the area has such a following 
– it is a haven for the community; loss of such a popular pub is unacceptable; 
would be significantly detrimental to local community; is an important meeting 
place; local groups need local venues to meet and thrive, the Castle provides 
that; the Castle protects the social infrastructure of the area; the elderly and 
less well off members of the community will have their social contact 
opportunities severely affected by the loss of this vital community hub; the 
Castle is unique to London; the Castle is a bastion of everything modern 
society often lacks in central London; removing the Castle from the social 
landscape will drastically change the area making it a less appealing and 
desirable place to visit; while there are other pubs in the area none provide 
the amenities that the Castle does; the existing pub is a well run and valued 
business that contributes to the overall appeal of the area; the existing pub will 
continue to improve is the landlords are supported and given assurances they 
have a long-term business prospect; the Castle is much more than a pub it is 
the hub of the community; the Castle plays an integral part in the oasis of this 
area; a great pub with a long history and the outside space is a jewel worth 
fighting for. 
 
One of the main features of the existing pub is the amazing garden; existing 
outdoor communal area is easily accessible, safe and hospitable; offers the 
only/the best outdoor space in the area away from pollution and noise; the 
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existing pub garden is one of its defining and most valued features; many 
properties in the locality do not have outside space making the beer garden 
an important feature; this is a densely populated area with many properties 
not having their own outside space so the attractive pub garden is of particular 
value; quality of life for the existing community should be protected; loss of 
open space provided by the pub which, while privately owned, is still enjoyed 
by the community is unacceptable. 
 
Scale and design of proposed building: Overdevelopment of the site; too 
large; five storeys is too big; excessive; way out of scale for the site; other 
buildings in the vicinity are no more than 4 storeys; the existing two storey pub 
and garden provide some valuable breathing space in a densely populated 
area; should be trying to reduce not accentuate the skyline; too dense; simply 
not appropriate for the area; completely incompatible and will set a terrible 
precedent; will turn a nice open area into a horribly built up place; the size of 
the building emphasises how out of kilter it is with the surrounding 
architecture; the area is already built up enough and the charm to the local 
area is low level buildings like the Castle; builds over a large pleasant garden 
leaving only a small, cramped courtyard at the rear.  
 
Design does not in any way relate to its setting; been designed to maximise 
profits rather than fitting into local context; of no architectural merit; poorly 
designed; an eyesore; will stick out like a sore thumb; will not fit in with its 
surroundings; a retrograde step; loss of Castle for another faceless concrete 
box;  an absolute abomination; new design not in keeping with current 
character of the local surroundings; looks like a car park building; looks like a 
shoebox; loss of local character; bland; monstrosity of a building; lacks the 
beauty and charm of the existing building; materials not in keeping; yet more 
homogenised dwellings that lack imagination, good architecture and 
character;  the type of building proposed will lead to the area becoming less 
friendly; the underground parking access will be unsightly and undermining of 
pedestrian enjoyment; 
 
Proposed building will be unlike anything in the near vicinity and certainly not 
in the conservation area; replacement building is of insufficient quality and 
adds nothing to the visual or amenity value of the conservation area, and 
indeed detracts from it; doesn’t preserve or enhance the conservation area; 
will have a significant impact on the conservation area; appearance, form, 
scale and massing of the new building does not respect or preserve/enhance 
the conservation area; will make a mockery of conservation area rules if 
approved. 
 
Proposed Use: No need for additional housing in the locality; more over-priced 
flats are not an investment in the local community; do not need more flats as  
the area is already over-populated; building flats does not support a diverse 
sector; will not offer the much needed low cost housing but will be for the 
more wealthy, making money for the owners; lack of affordable housing within 
development; appears applicant has intentionally developed a scheme that 
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falls below the affordable housing threshold; 10 or more units could be 
accommodated within the footprint proposed; need more family housing. 
  
 A new pub underneath modern flats with no outside space to speak of will be 
no replacement for this unique pub; we have enough flats in the vicinity, we 
need to keep a quality leisure establishment; replacement pub smaller than 
the existing pub and does not provide equivalent provision; application will 
significantly reduce the size and character of the existing pub; replacement 
pub garden far inferior to existing; despite the inclusion of a new pub in the 
proposals it still endorses changes that will be significantly detrimental to the 
area. Concerned the plan to use the ground floor as a pub is not guaranteed 
and may result in a different ground floor usage altogether; proposals to 
provide a replacement pub are not assured; GPDO allows change of use so 
no guarantee a pub will even be provided; nothing to stop replacement pub 
from closing down in the future; all over pubs are closing and being converted 
to flats and are in danger of creating empty street as local people will have no 
where to meet and socialise; lack of a kitchen area, office and cellar will make 
it impossible to run profitably and therefore will end up being changed in use. 
New pub does not include a kitchen area so wont be able to offer food; 
existing pub has live music something that would have to stop with flats above 
it. Loss of existing pub to another block of luxury flats would be contrary to 
local and national policy objectives. 
 
Amenity Issues: loss of daylight; overshadowing; increased height will make 
garden area dank and unappealing; overlooking; loss of outlook; views of 
church spire will be blocked; reduce sense of space; will create a 
claustrophobic environment; the corner of the street will be darkened by this 
tall building making walking home at night feel less secure; makes adjacent 
spaces feel more enclosed, darker and unsafe due to height of proposed 
building. Creating flats over the pub will force smokers/those wanting to sit 
outside into the road to avoid noise disturbance to residents above and this 
will lead to anti social behaviour and noise for other residents; additional 
rubbish; noise and disturbance during building works.  
 
Will increase demands on local transport, parking and other services in the 
area; difficult to see how roads already under strain would  be able to cope 
with the additional traffic; the roads and public transport are already 
overcrowded and this will add further congestion; insufficient parking 
provision; submitted transport study does not accurately reflect the traffic and 
parking situations; no visitor parking provided; owners of luxury flats will not 
use public transport; existing infrastructure cannot support more housing; 
further housing will add to capacity of already overstretched amenities 
particularly schooling and parking.  
 
The area will suffer from a loss of diversity; will lead to a drop in spending in 
the local community; local businesses benefit from the existing thriving hub 
provided by the Castle; will make the area less desirable to live in; loss of 
large valued garden area; will encroach on what little open space there is in 
the area; the replacement garden is no substitute for what will be lost. 
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Potential residents to the flats will not want to live above a noisy pub with 
outside space – currently the pub garden fronts two roads which helps 
minimise noise pollution. 
 
Other Issues: Would be contrary to London Plan policies including policies 
which advocate bringing communities together; goes against the spirit of the 
London Plan to improve local social infrastructure; contrary to Wandsworth's 
Core Strategy and Development Management polices; contrary to NPPF ; 
proposals in direct opposition to everything championed by Government and 
the Council’s localism agenda. The development is short sighted and 
detrimental to the local economy, local community and local businesses; 
current pub is a thriving business and should be supported; will compromise 
the local businesses that supply the pub, including Sambrooks Brewery; 
society can not live by economics alone, existing communities need to be 
protected; sheer greed on part of developer.  
 
Developers have not taken on board views of local consultees; alternative 
proposals which could have preserved the present building in its present use 
while maximising the potential of the site without compromising its special 
qualities have not been explored; the concessions made in this application do 
not take into account the real reasons locals love the existing pub and the 
positive impact its existence has on the area; the costs to the community and 
its residents far outweigh any benefits the development may bring; have paid 
little more than lip service to views of the community; listen to local residents 
and keep the Castle; what real difference will 9 more flats make compared to 
the difference the loss of the Castle will make to the community; this is one 
application the Council should fight and refuse. The dearth of any community 
to be found in the new riverside developments is an indication of what could 
happen should the Castle be destroyed; a pub is more than the fabric of the 
building; would not reinforce heritage values of the area which cannot be 
measured by bricks and mortar alone; the setting and building are all part of 
the existing pubs character, the replacement will be just another gastro pub; 
pulling the pub down and replacing it with another that says the Castle does 
not make it the same; there will be no pub to visit while redevelopment takes 
place; the location of the existing pub in the middle of the street provides a 
safe shelter and reassuring presence for those walking from the station or in 
the area; too many pubs closing down in the area as it is. 
Disruption from construction traffic; who is going to buy luxury flats in an area 
surrounded by Council properties; there are other sections of the area that are 
more likely candidates for demolition and regeneration; money could be better 
spent updating the Council flats instead.  Does not provide suitable play space 
for children in the proposed flats; loss of wildlife habitat; concreting over the 
garden will prevent surface water run off; application is misleading. 
 
The Battersea Society: Object: An intrusive development designed to build 
over the majority of the site. The ‘garden’ proposed for the pub is small and 
totally inadequate as a replacement for a generous community open space; 
such a small enclosed space would change the character of the existing pub, 
possibly to the detriment of the long-term viability of the business. The 
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amenity proposed for the flats is ungenerous and contributes to the 
unsatisfactory nature of the proposals. Differs little from earlier withdrawn 
scheme, other than inclusion of commercial unit on ground floor. Share 
concern of others this space could be subject to change in the future. Loss of 
a valued public house. Majority of surrounding buildings are two, three and 
four storeys, development will be overbearing, echoing and enhancing the 
overbearing nature of the 10-storey Meecham Court; should seek a more 
thoughtful design for any building to stand in place of the existing. No 
demolition of the existing building should take place until there are agreed 
plans for its replacement, and the site owners are about to start building such 
a replacement; the site should not be allowed to be left derelict after 
demolition. 
 
Jane Ellison, M.P. While the current building is not particularly old, the 
buildings and garden are of a character which enhances the conservation 
area. The building of another block of flats would put further demands on the 
limited amenity space in the area. As well as altering the skyscape the 
proposed building, replacing as it does a low level building and garden, would 
add a sense of massing in this part of the conservation area. While an 
improvement on the initial plans the proposed 5-storey building is still to large 
for the site in terms of its effect on neighbouring properties and its domination 
at upper levels, of the view up and down Battersea High Street. The scale and 
massing of the new building does not respect or enhance the character and 
setting of the heritage assets to a sufficient degree. The choice of materials is 
not sympathetic to the dominant appearance of the conservation area. The 
loss of the Castles large garden to existing residents would be great. This 
extensive outdoor facility is particularly appreciated by local residents as an 
outside space where the community can come together, and for those who do 
not have their own or only limited outside space.  
Welcome the inclusion of a pub in current proposals, and in the event the 
Committee are minded to pass this application urge they put the strongest 
condition to ensure the continuing pub use and prevent its change of use.  
The Castle is a popular community hub and a viable business, and would urge 
the Council to review its policy to include pubs as listable community assets.  
 
English Heritage: Do not wish to make any comments on this occasion and 
recommend the application be determined in accordance with national and 
local policy guidance, and on the basis of the Council’s specialist conservation 
advice.  
 
English Heritage (Archaeology):  Do not consider any archaeological fieldwork 
need be undertaken prior to determination, but the archaeological position 
should be reserved by the attachment of suggested conditions. Demolition 
down to existing ground level can be actioned without implicating the potential 
archaeological interest of the site but the method of removing foundations, 
grubbing out and removal of obstructions will need to be addressed by an 
archaeological specification. 
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Wandsworth Conservation Area Advisory Committee: Objection: the 
Committee has concerns about the scale of the proposal and considers the 
height and bulk to be overbearing and out of keeping with the Conservation 
Area. The architectural design is too brutal in appearance and not sympathetic 
to the historic context, and the loss of the open corner space is regrettable. 
 

POLICY:  NPPF 2012 
Core Strategy (October 2012): PL1 (Attractive and distinctive neighbourhoods 
and regeneration initiatives); PL2 (flood risk); PL5 (provision of new homes); 
IS1 (Sustainable development); IS3 (Good quality design and townscape). 
DMPD (February 2012): DMS1 (General development principles); DMS2 
(Managing the historic environment): DMS3 (Sustainable design and low 
carbon energy): DMS5 (Flood risk management): DMH3 (Unit mix in new 
housing): DMH4 (Residential development); DMH6 (Residential space 
standards); DMH7 (Amenity space); DMTS2 (Out of centre development); 
DMTS7 (Loss of shops outside protected parades); DMT2 (Parking and 
servicing). 
Supplementary Planning Guidelines for Housing Development (November 
2001). 
 
 
COMMENT:  The site is within the Battersea Square Conservation Area and 
in order to comply with the requirements of policy DMS 2 the proposals should 
sustain, conserve and where possible, enhance the appearance and 
character of the surrounding historic environment.  
 
Loss of the existing building:  The original buildings that occupied this site and 
a large portion of the east side of Battersea High Street were demolished in 
the early 1960’s and the present two storey pub building was built about 1965, 
together with the four storey block of flats that adjoin to the north (which are 
not within the boundary of the Conservation Area). The original buildings on 
the site comprised an imposing 18th century three storey public house and a 
terrace of four, three storey houses with narrow frontages, standing at the 
back edge of the footway and built right up to the corner with Shuttleworth 
Road. This building form, with small scale buildings closely fronting a narrow 
high street, was a traditional arrangement and typical of the spatial character 
that prevails within this Conservation Area.  
 
By contrast, the present pub building is much less imposing at two storeys in 
height. It is set well back from the corner and it fails to define the street as 
effectively as its historic predecessors once did.  Consequently it is 
considered a generally weak feature in the townscape, and the open corner of 
the site only serves to emphasise the dominance of the adjoining 1960’s 
Council flats in the street scene.  This inconsistency with the traditional 
building form, together with the fact that it is a building with no particular 
architectural merit, means that it is considered not to make a positive 
contribution to the significance of this part of the Battersea Square 
Conservation Area. The historic “Castle” pub sign (said by some authorities to 
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be late Tudor) which was retained and relocated onto the new (1960’s) public 
house is the sole positive feature. The inclusion of the site in the conservation 
area in 1989 now affords an opportunity to safeguard the future of this historic 
sign and to also secure a more appropriate form of development which 
enhances the conservation area. It is concluded the demolition of the existing 
building is therefore acceptable, and would be in accordance with policy 
DMS2.  
 
Design of the proposed building: The proposed development has been 
designed to replicate the area’s traditional spatial characteristics by restoring 
the plan form of the historic buildings that once occupied the site.  This would 
provide a new building with a relationship to the street that is more consistent 
with the character and appearance of the Conservation Area.   In addition, the 
facades of the new residential building have been articulated in order to 
emphasise five separate vertical elements of varying heights that break up the 
mass of the building and replicate the traditionally occurring narrow frontages.  
Although contemporary in style, the new building has a predominance of 
traditionally proportioned window openings with visually discrete recessed 
balconies.  It is concluded that providing it is constructed using good quality 
materials its design is such that it would not appear of out of keeping with the 
surrounding developments, and would be an acceptable replacement for the 
existing pub building. Overall it is concluded it would not harm the appearance 
of this part of the Conservation Area and in certain respects (i.e. the 
restoration of the historic street frontage) could be considered as an 
enhancement.  
 
Form of proposed development: While there is no specific protection in policy 
terms to ensure the retention of public house uses, in this instance it became 
clear from the consultation process during the previously withdrawn planning 
application, that many local residents value highly the existing public house, 
and have strong concerns about the loss of the pub use from the site. It was in 
response to this that the applicants have now incorporated a public house use 
into the ground floor of the building. While clearly many objectors would prefer 
to see the existing pub kept in situ, the retention of a pub use as part of the 
redevelopment is nevertheless welcomed, since there has been a pub on this 
site for centuries, and it is an established part of the history and character of 
the Conservation Area. The character appraisal for the conservation area 
refers to the importance of the mixture of uses, principally in Battersea Square 
itself, but also in the High Street.  The elevations to the pub have been 
designed with references to traditional pub architecture and are successfully 
integrated into the contemporary style of the building as a whole to produce a 
modern building with an attractive appearance.   
 
The inclusion of the pub use on the ground floor has however meant that, for 
viability reasons, the building is higher by one storey than the applicants 
originally intended.  This increase in height of the development is not entirely 
satisfactory as the building will now be bigger than its immediate neighbours. 
The retention of a pub use within the scheme is however clearly an important 
issue, and the consequences of its re-provision in terms of the resulting 
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additional bulk proposed on the site are considered, on balance, to be 
acceptable in terms of the impact on the Conservation Area. The top floor 
would have a reduced footprint compared to the floors below it, which together 
with the inclusion of the active frontage at ground floor provided by the 
inclusion of a pub, should help reduce its overall prominence within the 
streetscene. It is considered that in terms of the overall composition of the 
building, the height, bulk and mass of the proposed development would be 
acceptable.  
 
Impact on amenity: Clearly replacing the existing generally low-key two storey 
public house building with a much larger new development of up to five-
storeys high will have some impact on the amenity of existing neighbouring 
residents. It will result in a far more prominent building on this corner than at 
present and as a consequence is likely to result in a generally increased 
sense of enclosure when viewed from some neighbouring windows. The five-
story building would serve to ‘close the view’ for some residents compared to 
the existing generally more open character parts of the site currently offer, 
changing their current outlook. The development should not however result in 
any unacceptable loss of daylight to neighbouring properties as the 
applicants’ report has demonstrated. There would be no direct window to 
window situations from the rear of the development to existing windows in 
Meecham Court so an acceptable degree of privacy should be maintained. To 
the front, windows would face towards existing properties on the opposite side 
of Battersea High Street. While this would result in additional overlooking, this 
would be an ‘across the street’ situation and is not considered an 
unacceptable arrangement which repeats the established pattern of 
development within the location.  
 
Quality of proposed accommodation: The overall size of the proposed 
residential units would exceed minimum floorspace standards, with all having 
a generally satisfactory layout. Two of the nine units would be single aspect 
(in a westerly direction), but all should receive satisfactory levels of internal 
light and have a reasonable outlook. Some units would be well proportioned, 
and officers make the observation as to whether it is appropriate for such 
large family sized units with limited outdoor amenity space to be located 
above a public house in terms of potential noise and disturbance. All of the 
proposed units would have some form of outdoor amenity space and the 
public open space of Fred Wells Gardens is a short distance from the 
application site. As the proposal would provide nine units there is no policy 
requirement to provide affordable housing units as part of the proposed 
development.  
 
Specialist Transportation Officers confirm the development is located in an 
area with moderate accessibility to public transport, and would provide 9 off-
street parking spaces. This together with the proposed cycle parking provision 
is considered to be satisfactory, and it is concluded the development would 
not have an unacceptable impact on existing on-street parking demand and 
on traffic levels in the locality.  Concern has been raised about the potential 
impact on traffic flow from the proposed car lift, which does not have a 
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designated waiting area for vehicles wanting to enter the lift from Shuttleworth 
Road. The provision of such a waiting area, by setting the lift back further 
under the building has, however, to be balanced against the potential safety 
and security issues such a setting back of the ground floor could have. It is 
concluded that while a vehicle waiting area would be desirable, overall it is 
preferable to have the lift in the location proposed rather than set back, and 
given that the car lift will be set to ground level as its default position, that it 
only takes a short time for the lift doors to open, and given the overall level of 
vehicle activity likely from 9 car parking spaces, the impact on traffic and 
pedestrian flow along Shuttleworth Road from its operation should not be 
unacceptably disruptive. 
 
The location of a public house beneath the proposed new flats does raise 
potential for some conflict between these two uses. Future occupiers would 
however be aware of the pubs existence at the time of purchase, and 
soundproofing measures would be incorporated into the building. There would 
not however be such protection from noise from the use of the rear pub 
garden, and this is something that future residents would need to accept. The 
provision of a garden, albeit much smaller than the existing pub garden that it 
is replacing, is seen as an important feature for users of the pub, and one that 
has been encouraged as part of the redevelopment. Air handling and fumes 
extraction has been indicated as being located internally within the building 
through a dedicated core and terminating at roof level. Specialist 
Environmental Health officers have been consulted on the principles of the air 
handling provision and have raised no objection subject to the finalising of the 
technical specification through the imposition of a condition. 
 
Protection of pub use on the site: Clearly the loss of the existing pub from the 
site is something to which many local residents object, many siting the social 
and community benefits the existing establishment provides as their reason 
for objection. The community benefits the pub provides appear to be largely 
down to the operation of the facility, something outside of planning control. 
While the replacement pub will not have the same character or outside 
facilities of the existing, there is nothing to say that it too could not become a 
hub of the local community in the future. Some objectors have rightly pointed 
out that while a pub is desirable on the site, the proposed use could change to 
an A1 retail use without the benefit of planning permission and as such there 
is no guarantee the pub would be provided at all. Given the strength of feeling 
of local people, and the historic provision of a pub on this site, it would in this 
case be appropriate to remove these permitted development rights, in order to 
allow the Council to assess any future proposed change from the approved 
pub use on the ground floor.     
 
The historic carved inn sign that was retained from the former Castle pub that 
was demolished and was attached to the present pub has been removed and 
stored for safekeeping.  The applicants have stated this important and 
extremely rare historic feature will be restored and reinstated, either on or 
within the new pub. Conditions should be added to any permission to ensure 
this is the case.  
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Conclusion: It is clear from the level of response to these applications that the 
existing public house is a valued local facility. The existing building is not 
however considered to be architecturally outstanding, and there is nothing to 
prevent the change of use of the current pub building to, for example, a Class 
A1 retail unit. While it is acknowledged the replacement building would be 
much larger in scale and of a more contemporary appearance than the 
existing building, it is considered a suitable development for this corner site. 
While it would result in significant changes to the streetscene, and will 
inevitably have some impact on the amenity of existing occupiers, the 
development would be generally in line with policy guidelines, providing a 
sustainable and well balanced development that would not harm the character 
and appearance of the conservation area.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 05     Details of site treatment. 
03. Standard 06     Details of boundary treatment. 
04. Standard 08     Details of materials. 
05. Standard 09     Details of refuse. 
06. Standard 14     Details of any ventilation equipment. 
07. Standard 15     Details of landscaping, including replacement trees for 

those being removed off-site to enable the development to proceed. 
08. Standard 28     In accordance with drawings. 
09. Standard 29     Car parking and cycle parking to be provided and 

retained. 
10. The ground floor of the premises shall be used as a public house (Class 

A4), and not withstanding the provisions of the Town and Country 
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987, or in any statutory instrument 
revoking and re-enacting that Order with or without modification, 
permitted change of use, no change of use shall take place without the 
prior written approval of the local planning authority. 

11. Details of a construction management plan including specification of 
routing of site clearance/construction traffic and wheel washing facilities, 
shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority before 
the development hereby approved commences, and the construction of 
the development shall not be carried out otherwise than in accordance 
with that management plan unless otherwise agreed in writing by the 
local planning authority. 

12. Details of any external lighting within the development shall be submitted 
to and approved by the local planning authority before its installation. 

13. Standard 31      Limited opening hours for the public house (10.00 hours 
and midnight)  

14. Standard 39 No additional windows (in east facing walls)  
15. Standard 41  No structures on roof. 
16. The ground floor pub garden/amenity area, shall not be open for use by 

any patrons or staff, other than between the hours of 10.00 and 23.00 
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Monday to Saturday and between 10.00 and 22.30 hours on Sundays,  
and at no other times.  

17. The residential units hereby approved shall be built to a minimum 
standard of Code for Sustainable Homes level 3, and within three months 
of occupation of any part of the development, a copy of the Post 
Construction Certificate verifying that at least the Code for Sustainable 
Homes level 3 has been achieved shall be submitted to and approved by 
the local planning authority. 

18.  The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance 
with the submitted Flood Risk Assessment by Herrington Consulting Ltd. 
including the implementation of the mitigation measures detailed within it. 

19. Those trees to be retained shall be protected during building works in 
accordance with the details specified in the submitted Arboricultural 
Development Statement prepared by CBA Trees. 

20. The development must ensure the safekeeping of the historic carved inn 
sign that was retained from the former Castle pub on the site. Details of 
its restoration and proposed reinstatement either on or within the 
approved public house shall be submitted to and approved by the local 
planning authority within 3 months of the opening of the new public 
house.   

 
 
B) Grant conservation area consent subject to the following conditions: 
 

01. Standard 48. 3 years. 
02. Standard 49. Contract for approved work (particular to scheme 

2012/3400).  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
(A) 2012/2879 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(B) 2012/3073 
 
 
 
11 June 2012 
CG 

124 Bolingbroke Grove  
SW11  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      -: ditto :-  
 
 
 
 
Northcote 

A) Redevelopment involving excavation and 
construction of a block of 3 x three-storey 
houses and a block of 4 x four-storey houses 
with underground storage and parking  for 11 
cars and 14 bicycles with vehicle access 
between the two blocks and refuse storage at 
ground floor level. 
 
 
B) Conservation area consent for demolition 
of existing light industrial building and 
warehouse. 

RECOMMENDATION:(A) Grant planning permission subject to conditions. 
                                    (B) Grant conservation area demolition consent subject to 
                                          Conditions. 
 
 
SITE: 0.1 ha site comprising large three-storey light industrial/office (Searcy) 
building to the north with one/two storey warehouse to the south, situated on 
the west side of Bolingbroke Grove approx 30m south of Battersea Rise. Rear 
gardens to four-storey residential properties in Battersea Rise to the north and 
Chivalry Road to the west; two-storey semi-detached terraced houses in 
Bolingbroke Grove to the south, St Mary’s Cemetery opposite to the east. 
Within Wandsworth Common Conservation Area.  

HISTORY:  Various history most relevant being:  

1982 : established use certificate for use of 124/126 Bolingbroke Grove for 
light industry and storage purposes 
  
2006:  p.p. and conservation area consent granted for Demolition of two 
storey warehouse building and erection of 3-storey building to provide 7 flats; 
additional storey above existing 3-storey warehouse to provide a penthouse 
flat; parking for 8 cars. (Not implemented).  
 
DETAILS: (A) The proposal would replace the existing warehouse and light 
industrial building with two new buildings: a single three-storey building 
comprising of 3 terrace houses with basement level along the south of the site 
and a single four storey building comprising of 4 terrace houses with 
basement level along the north.  
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The three-storey building would be 7.2m high, 13.5m long, between 12.6-16m 
in length. The building would extend the existing terrace with no.123 to the 
south, each house would have in the region of 173-195sq.m. floorspace and 
would contain lightwells in the front elevation with the building footprint in line 
with the neighbouring property at 123; towards the rear the two end houses 
would contain two storey back additions with each house possessing a single 
storey side or rear extension; the building and the rear gardens would be 
staggered at intervals, each with a private deck and garden amenity between 
26sq.m. and 44 sq.m.  

The four storey building would be 9.5m high, 17.5m long, 17m in length. The 
building would be approx 4.4m north of the proposed three storey block and 
would adjoin the southern boundary with the part single/two storey light 
industrial building no.125 to the north. Each house would have approx 
280sqm floorspace and would contain lightwells in the front elevation with the 
building footprint in line with the proposed three-storey buildings; each of the 
houses would possess a single storey rear extension with small roof terrace at 
first floor level 1.4m x 5m the rear gardens would between 26sq.m and 30 
sqm. Towards the end of one of the gardens would be a staircase leading to 
new basement level. 

A 4.4m gap would be in the centre separating the proposed buildings and 
would provide vehicle access via automated gate (12 metres from the back of 
the adjacent footway) by way of car lift to new basement level approx 
927sq.m. incorporating storage and laundry areas to each of the houses, 
electrical substation and car parking for 11 cars (including 1 disabled space) 
bicycle storage (14 spaces). Separate bin stores for each house. Each of the 
houses would be constructed to Life Time Homes Standards and Code for 
Sustainable Homes Code level 4 and would incorporate measures to reduce 
carbon by 20%. Density 262 hrph. 

(B) Conservation area consent for demolition of the light industrial (between 
10.6m to 14.6m high, 18m wide, 21m long) and warehouse building (a 
maximum of 7.2m high, 13.4m wide, 10m long). 
 
Materials:  walls: London stock brick; roof: profiled metal cladding grey matt, 
green roofs and terraces, windows: steel powder coated dark grey lead; 
timber balconies and gate. 
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £36,770.00. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 
 
The following documents have been submitted in support of the proposal:- 
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Sustainability and energy statement: “The use of ground floor source heat 
pumps has been assessed as the most suitable and efficient option. It will 
contribute to reducing carbon emissions by 25.31% which meets the minim 
um requirement for Code for Sustainable homes level 4.   
 
Daylight and Sunlight Report. Report based upon the Building Research 
Establishment (BRE) guidelines “Site layout Planning for Daylight and 
Sunlight”. The report focused on the following properties 151-167 (odds) 
Battersea Rise, 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 Chivalry Road, 122-123 
Bolingbroke Grove and the Lodge Bolingbroke Grove. The three main 
methods used for the calculation by daylight are Vertical Sky Component 
(VSC) method which calculates the angle of sky at the centre of each of the 
windows serving residential buildings. The No Sky Line (NSL) or Daylight 
Distribution method which assesses the change in the position of the NSL 
between the existing and proposed situations and the Average Daylight Factor 
(ADF) which considers the amount of sky on the vertical face of the window in 
relation to the room it would serve in terms of category and internal floor 
dimension. In relation to sunlight the annual probable sunlight hours (APSH) 
which considered the amount sun in both summer and winter months.  
 
The report concluded that there were 197 windows with neighbouring 
residential properties which served 145 rooms…The VSC results 
indicated…100% of the windows in neighbour residential properties will meet 
the BRE guidelines. 
 
In regards to NSL assessment 144 out of the 145 (99.3%) rooms assessed 
will meet the BRE Guidelines. The room located to the rear of 8 Chivalry Road 
is already marginalised due to high local obstruction but room will continue to 
enjoy a view of sky dome. 85 windows face the proposed site and are within 
90 degree due south result in 100% BRE compliance. 

“The proposed scheme will result in near BRE compliance with regard to NSL, 
the proposal would result in an increase in the VSC and NSL experienced by 
several of the neighbouring properties”. 

CONSULTATION:  Site and press notice. 72 neighbours. 4 objections; 
concerned that development would cause great deal of disruption to adjoining 
offices including noise , pollution and possible hazards; protection measures 
required; issue of maintaining fire exist route through property which was 
agreed in the 1960s, office meeting shares a back wall with 124 and noise 
and vibration is likely;  underground parking still significant concern as 
neighbouring buildings are old and may not respond favourably to such deep 
excavation; a full survey should be produced of neighbouring properties and 
developers make good any damage; not in keeping with the area, scale far 
too large, obscure light to neighbours garden; overlooked; change in roof line 
of building has a significant impact on light to basement flat; distance of new 
building from boundary is more like 5m not 9m as shown on drawing; sunlight 
report not satisfactory; direct overlooking; design of the new building bears no 
relationship with surroundings; concerns about car lift noise and vibrations 
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and car turning circle; neighbouring walls not strong enough to bear pressure; 
raised gardens above neighbouring properties must be considered as privacy 
issue.    
 
Battersea Society:  Do not object to demolition of existing warehouse but 
consider design of the proposed buildings are unsympathetic to adjoining 
properties on Bolingbroke Grove the junction with Battersea Rise and 
properties in Chivalry Road; harsh lies do not meet conservation area 
approval; insertion of two square blocks is out of sympathy with Victorian 
terraced property. Parking arrangement and provision for visitors and 
residents is inappropriate and has over ridden the ability and need to provide 
sufficient private amenity space.  
 
Wandsworth Society:  No objection: access should be strictly limited to the 
cobble area and shifting the raised curb gives plenty of room for quite large 
vehicles; concrete posts should be replaced by granite blocks the splay end 
access way should be removed as they are redundant; no gate or barrier 
across common land. 
 
Wandsworth Conservation Area Advisory Committee: Objection: the junction 
between the new three-storey houses and the existing two storey houses with 
pitched roofs is crude and poorly resolved. The design should be amended to 
incorporate a pitched roof or the insertion of a space at second floor level to 
avoid the unsympathetic junction between the new and existing houses.  The 
four storey houses appear very imposing and would be better reduced to 
three storeys.  
 
Ecology: There is a possibility of bats in the roof of the northern most building, 
strongly suggest that walkover" ecological survey is required by a licensed bat 
worker to identify if the buildings are used as bat roosts.  If evidence is found 
the applicant would need to submit an appropriate method statement 
indicating how they will deal with prior to demolition.  Welcome the proposals 
for integrated bat and bird boxes but would wish to have more detail on the 
species. Detailed plant list for any landscaping including the green roofs to be 
submitted to the local planning authority to ensure that species choice is 
appropriate to a location so proximate to Wandsworth Common & ST Mary's 
Churchyard (both sites of importance for wildlife). 

Thames Water: No objection with regard to water infrastructure. With regard 
to surface water drainage it is the responsibility of a developer to make proper 
provision for drainage to ground, water courses or a suitable sewer. It is 
recommended that the applicant should ensure that storm flows are 
attenuated or regulated into the receiving public network through on or off site 
storage. Where the developer proposes to discharge to a public sewer, prior 
approval from Thames Water Developer Services will be required. 
 
DECS (Trees): No objections however care should be given to a very large 
Eucalyptus tree that overhangs from a neighbouring property.  Special care 
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should be taken in regards to the roots of the neighbouring Eucalyptus so as 
not to affect its health in anyway. Any works taking place should be carried out 
in accordance with BS 5837 2012 ‘Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition 
and Construction” 

DECS (refuse): The 7 houses each require allocated hard standing at the front 
of the property for the equivalent of 3 standard-sized dustbins (645mm 
diameter, including handles). The first two dustbins are for refuse and the third 
represents 200-litres of recycling sacks.  Waste must be presented in the front 
garden on collection day in small dustbins with clip-on lids or in sacks (black 
sacks for refuse and council-provided orange sacks for recycling). 

POLICY:  NPPF 2012; Development Management Policy Document (Adopted 
February 2012): DMS1 (General Development Principles); DMS2 (Managing 
the historic environment); DMS 3 (Sustainable Design and low carbon 
energy); DMH4 (Residential development including conversion); DMH6 
(Residential space standards); DMH7 (Residential gardens and amenity 
space); DMO5 (Trees); DMT2 (Parking and servicing). 

COMMENT: The main issues in the consideration of this application are: the 
principle of residential development on this site including the loss of the 
existing buildings, the bulk, massing and appearance of the buildings, the 
impact on neighbours amenity, the overall standard of accommodation 
provided including sustainable energy issues, parking and transport issues. 
 
Principle of the development: The principle of a residential development 
occupying this site was previously established by the granting of planning 
permission by the Planning Applications Committee in June 2006, where 
members resolved favourably the removal of the warehouse to be replaced 
with a building of contemporary design to provide 7 flats with an additional 
storey above the existing light industrial building to provide an additional 
penthouse. Policy DMH4 aims to consider appropriate sites for residential 
development, while policy DMS2 considers the impact of the loss of building 
on the historic environment. The removal of both the light industrial and 
warehouse buildings do not give rise to undue concern in the conservation 
area, being of little architectural merit. No details of the method of demolition 
have been submitted, however a condition would ensure neighbours amenity 
is protected in terms of safeguarding the local environment. In principle, while 
the loss of employment floorspace is regrettable the use of the site for 
residential purposes is appropriate and in line with Council policy for sites 
outside defined employment areas. Therefore proposed housing, subject to 
design and amenity considerations, would be acceptable in principle and in 
line with Council policy.  
 
The bulk, massing and appearance. Policy DMS2 also assesses the impact of 
the new development on the historic environment. The aim of this policy is to 
ensure that developments conserve and enhance the significance, character 
and appearance of the heritage asset and contributes positively to the 
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enjoyment of life in the borough. At 7.2m high the three-storey building would 
be similar in height to the existing pitched roof warehouse; the proposed four 
storey building at 9.2m would be below the height of the main light industrial 
building 10.6m high. The proposed development would move from the west to 
the east of the site with the new buildings line of the existing terrace houses 
(122 and 123) on Bolingbroke Road to create a traditional back-to-back 
relationship with the rear of neighbouring properties in Chivalry Road. The 
proposal would result in a reduced bulk and uniformed building form on this 
site creating an open vista along the west between the rear gardens of 
properties in Chivalry Road and the two new buildings, while introducing two 
new blocks of terraced housing taking which take their design cues directly 
from the existing street layout. The proposed buildings would have a modern 
contemporary appearance with a strong vertical emphasis and would fit 
appropriately within the street setting stepping up neatly to the larger buildings 
on the corner of Battersea Rise. A condition detailing materials and providing 
more information as to the finish of building should ensure a satisfactory high 
quality appearance to the buildings. Overall the proposal would be in line with 
Council policy DMS2.  
 
Neighbours’ Amenity: A principle concern of this application is the proximity of 
the new buildings to the rear of the neighbouring properties (nos.5-9) in 
Chivalry Road to the west, and a two-storey house (123) to the south in 
Bolingbroke Grove. Neighbours have objected to the proposal with regard to 
loss of outlook, overlooking and daylight/sunlight. The relevant policy which 
assesses the impact of the proposal on neighbours and their immediate 
surroundings is DMS1 of the DMPD; its aim is to ensure that the proposals do 
not harm the amenity of occupiers/users and nearby properties, through 
outlook, privacy or sunlight. The proposed three-storey building would be 
between 5m-9m from the rear boundaries of the neighbouring properties in 
Chivalry Road while the proposed four-storey building would be between 5m-
6m from theses neighbouring rear gardens. On average the rear windows 
within the proposed buildings would be between 16-20m from the rear 
windows of properties in Chivalry Road. The proposal would block the 
relatively open outlook from the upper maisonettes, neighbouring properties 
and gardens of nos. 8 and 9. However the proposal would improve upon the 
outlook for numbers 2-5 Chivalry Road. While there would be some increase 
overlooking, it is considered that there would be a reasonable distance 
between these buildings. The inclusion of a condition to prevent the roof areas 
of the single storey extensions from being used as roof terraces should help 
safeguard neighbours amenity in terms of overlooking. The applicants have 
submitted a sunlight/daylight report which confirms that the majority of 
windows to properties in Chivalry Road would not result in a reduction in 
daylight or sunlight and due to the removal of the existing buildings (which are 
hard on the boundary with neighbouring properties) there would be an 
improvement in daylight for a number of the houses along Chivalry Road.    
 
The proposed three-storey house nearest to 123 to the south would extend 
only 0.6m beyond the back line of this neighbouring two storey house at first 
floor level with the back addition to the proposed house 2m from this 
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neighbours boundary. The proposed building is unlikely to adversely impact 
on the amenity of these neighbours.  The proposed four-storey block would be 
south of and adjoin the two storey industrial building at 125 and would not 
affect the amenity for these occupiers.    
 
Standard of Accommodation: A number of the Council’s policies are relevant 
in assessing elements concerned with the overall the standard of 
accommodation provided, including the quality of the proposed housing, 
amenity provision and general living environment which occupiers would 
experience. Policy DMH4 sets out the overall criteria for appropriate 
residential development including the quality of the housing and ensuring the 
maximum intensity of the use compatible with the local context is achieved, 
the provision of adequate amenity space (as outlined in Policy DMH7 which 
seeks to ensure that units have good access to private/communal outdoor 
space); the need to comply with internal floorspace standards (as outlined in 
Policy DMH6, which seeks to ensure that the houses are of a size which 
would satisfactorily meet the needs and aspirations of changing household 
size and composition); car and cycle provision is appropriate to the nature of 
the development and conversions of existing buildings will be encouraged to 
meet Code level 3 (in accordance with policy DMS3 , which encourages 
sustainable design, low carbon development and renewable energy options to 
improve energy conservation and efficiency through a variety of techniques).        
 
Each of the proposed houses would provide generous family accommodation 
with good layout and outlook. Each of the houses would have amenity by way 
of own private garden in excess of Council’s guidelines for new build family 
style accommodation. The proposed development will be constructed to 
Lifetime Homes standards and Code for Sustainable Homes level 4 and would 
incorporate measures to reduce carbon by 20% through the use of renewable 
energy in ground source heart pumps, details of which are to be secured by 
condition. Thames Water does not raise any concerns. Refuse storage 
facilities would appear appropriate subject to details specification. The 
presence of a large Eucalyptus tree that overhangs the application site within 
a neighbouring property would require a condition to ensure that suitable 
protection is afforded to this neighbours tree. Subject to conditions the 
proposal would be in line with Council policy DMH4. 
 
Parking and highway issues:  Policy DMT2 seeks to strike the appropriate 
balance between public transport and meeting essential parking needs. This 
proposed development is located in an area with excellent (6 – High) public 
transport accessibility level. In addition, Northcote Area CPZ provides 
adequate parking control in this area from Monday to Saturday, between 
0930hrs and 1730hrs. The car parking area offers ample parking and 
manoeuvring space that would ensure that cars and transit vans can enter 
and leave this site in a forward gear. The Council’s Transportation officer has 
been consulted on the proposal and considers that the width of the 
vehicular/pedestrian access route, at 4.5metres, is sufficient enough to offer a 
waiting area for vehicles entering, so as to give way to those leaving from the 
lift. In addition, it is considered that there is sufficient headroom for the car lift 
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and that the development would result in a negligible vehicle movement in the 
morning or evening peak hours. Subsequently the proposal would not have 
any significant adverse impact on the existing traffic or indeed car parking 
demand on the adjoining roads. Consequently, there are no objections from 
the highway and transportation viewpoints, subject to the conditions that one 
of the car parking bays be dedicated for disabled car parking space, and for 
the vehicle access to be constructed with suitable paving materials and that 
details of the Sheffield cycle racks be submitted to the Transportation team for 
approval.  
 
Conclusion.  The proposed development would result in an improvement to 
the outlook for some neighbours, but would also have some impact upon the 
outlook of others, as is common when developing constrained sites, yet not to 
harmful proportions. Overall, however the design is considered appropriate 
and there is every reason to conclude that the development would improve 
the character and appearance of conservation area. The general amenity for 
most of the surrounding neighbours would be improved and the proposed 
buildings would provide much needed family accommodation for the Borough 
with good amenity space and parking.   
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01  3 years.  
02. Standard 05      Details required for parts not covered by buildings 
03. Standard 08      Details of materials 
04. Standard 09      Details of refuse  
05. Details of disabled parking spaces shall be submitted to the local 

planning authority for prior approval and shall be retained permanently 
thereafter for users of the development and no other purpose 

06. Details of the cycle storage provision shown on the approved drawing 
shall be submitted to the local planning authority for prior approval before 
and shall be retained permanently thereafter for users of the 
development and no other purpose 

07. Standard 18      Details of protection of trees. 
08. Standard 28      In accordance with drawings 
09. Standard 29      Parking to be provided and retained 
10. Standard 40      No telecommunications equipment 
11. Standard 41      No structures on roof 
12. Standard 43      No use as roof terrace 
13. Standard 44      No extensions without permission 
14.  The development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved 

sustainable development/ renewable energy report dated 30 March 2012 
and thereafter maintained, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local 
planning authority 

15. The development hereby approved shall be built to a minimum standard 
of Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4. Within three months of the 
occupation of the approved buildings a copy of the Post Construction 
Certificate verifying that the Code for Sustainable Homes level 4 rating 
has been achieved shall be submitted to the local planning authority. 
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16. No development shall take place until a site survey has been carried out 
for bat roosting of all buildings to be demolished and a method statement 
be provided indicating what steps will be taken should protected species 
be found. 

 
B) Grant Conservation Area consent for demolition subject to following 
conditions: 
 
01 Standard 48 3 Year 
02 Details of the method of demolition of the two buildings shall be submitted  
     to the local planning authority for prior approval. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2980 
               
28 June 
2012 RB 

33 Boundaries Road 
SW12 
 
Nightingale 

Insertion of window with flush balcony into 
rear wall of previously approved extension.  

RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 

SITE: Two storey mid-terraced property converted into flats, located on the 
south-eastern side of Boundaries Road in a residential area. To the rear of the 
site is Trinity St Mary’s Primary School.  

HISTORY:  2011/4733 – PP granted for rear roof extension and extension 
over part of the existing back addition.  
  
2011/3628 – Application withdrawn for construction of rear roof extension and 
extension over back addition including balcony.  

DETAILS:  Planning permission (2011/4733) has previously been granted for 
a rear roof extension and an extension over the back addition. This application 
seeks to add a juliet balcony to the rear elevation of the extension.  

CIL Exempt 

CONSULTATION:  8 neighbours, 5 objections: privacy, overlooking, noise 
nuisance, flat roof would be used as a terrace.   

POLICY:  NPPF 2012. DMPD 2012: DMS1 (General development principles) 
and DMH5 (Alterations and extensions). 

COMMENT: The principle of the roof extension and extension above the rear 
addition is considered to be acceptable as it has been approved under 
planning application 2011/4733. Therefore the only matters for consideration 
under this application are any additional effects caused by the insertion of a 
‘juliet’ flush balcony into the rear face of the back addition extension. It is 
noted that the 2011 permission did not detail a window within the rear facing 
element of the approved roof extension.  
 
In design terms, no objection is raised to the addition of a window with flush 
railing as this detail would serve to add visual interest to an otherwise blank 
elevation. The size, proportions and siting of the proposal are considered to 
be proportionate to the elevation in which it would be installed, and in this 
regard, the proposal is considered to be acceptable.  
 
In terms of amenity, the inclusion of a window within this elevation would not 
result in increased overlooking of adjoining occupiers over the current 
situation. It is also noted that a school is situated to the rear of the application 
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site which, by virtue of its non-residential status, would not be affected by the 
proposal. 
 
The flat roofed area beyond the juliet balcony could conceivably be used as a 
roof terrace which, without appropriate screening, could result in unacceptable 
levels of overlooking to neighbouring properties and a loss of privacy. A 
condition restricting the use this area is considered appropriate, in conjunction 
with a condition ensuring that the juliet balcony railings are installed prior to 
occupation of the extension. 
 
In conclusion, the proposed development would not have an unacceptable 
detrimental impact upon the amenities of neighbouring occupiers and 
achieves policy objectives in this regard.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 23 Materials to match. 
03. The railings of the ‘juliet’ flush balcony, hereby approved, shall be 

installed as indicated on drawings 585-7 and 585-8 prior to the 
occupation of the extension. The railings shall thereafter be retained and 
maintained as such for the life of the development unless otherwise 
agreed in writing by the Council. 

04. The roof area beyond the juliet balcony shall not be used as a balcony, 
roof garden, sitting out area or for any purpose of a similar nature without 
the prior written consent of the Council.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3564 
               
 
 
 
 
24 July 2012 
GB 

65A Bramfield Road and 
143A & 145A Northcote 
Road, SW11 
 
 
 
 
Northcote 

Application for replacement of extant planning 
permission for the demolition of existing 
garage fronting Bramfield Road and 
construction of new two-storey office (B1) 
building; enlargement of first-floor roof terrace 
at 145 Northcote road and creation of new 
first-floor roof terrace at 143 Northcote road 
(ref: 2009/1624 dated 21 August 2009). 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 

SITE: Single-storey vacant garage/workshop fronting Bramfield Road at rear 
of 145 Northcote Road. Nos. 143 and 145 Northcote Road are three-storey 
properties with three-storey back additions, used as a shop on their ground 
floors, and each property having two flats on the upper floors. To east, 
alleyway between garage and flank wall of no. 65 Bramfield Road; opposite to 
south part three/part two-storey residential/commercial properties. (The 
address of the garage has been changed from 145/145A Northcote Road to 
65A Bramfield Road). 
 
HISTORY:  65A Bramfield Road: 1994: LDC rebuilding of single-storey 
building and its use as a vehicle repair workshop with ancillary office. 
Jan & Sept 2003: p.p’s. construction of a part two/part three-storey one-
bedroom house fronting Bramfield Road with second floor roof terrace (not 
implemented).  
Nov 2005: p.p. refused for construction of part two/part three-storey (plus 
basement) one-bedroom house fronting Bramfield Road with second floor roof 
terrace (unneighbourly development, detrimental to the amenities of 
neighbours through loss of outlook and an increased sense of enclosure). 
Aug 2007: p.p. refused for construction of part two/part three-storey (plus 
basement) two-bedroom house, with second floor roof terrace (detrimental to 
amenities of neighbours through loss of outlook and an increased sense of 
enclosure; main living area would have poor levels of daylight and outlook; 
lightwell detrimental to appearance of the street scene). 
June 2008: Appeal against above refusal dismissed. 
2009 p.p for Demolition of existing garage fronting Bramfield Road, and 
construction of new two-storey office (Class B1) building; enlargement of first 
floor roof terrace at 145 Northcote Road, and creation of new first floor roof 
terrace at 143 Northcote Road (not implemented) 
2012 – current application for the construction of a part one/two storey one-
bedroom house fronting Bramfield Road with second floor roof terrace 
 
145 Northcote Road: 2001: p.p. conversion of upper floors into two flats 
(implemented). 
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2002: p.p. formation of first-floor roof terrace above existing ground-floor 
extension (implemented). 
Feb 2005: p.p. new side extension to shop, and change-of-use of part of 
repair workshop to form part of existing estate agents office (implemented).  
 
143 Northcote Road: 1978: p.p. use for sales of motor accessories and 
ancillary motor servicing and fitting of such accessories, pedestrian access to 
workshop at rear.  
1979: p.p. change-of-use from car showroom to restaurant. 
2000: p.p. rear roof extension, new access door to existing roof terrace over 
back addition and new balustrade (1.1m high). 
2006: p.p. construction of single-storey rear extension to rear yard 
(implemented) 

DETAILS:  This application is for a new p.p. to replace an extant p.p. in order 
to extend the time limit for implementation by a further three years. The 
proposal for the new office (Class B1) in this location would result in the 
almost total demolition of existing garage (retaining part of north and east 
walls) and construction of a two-storey building (approx. 70 sq.m) to the rear 
of the existing three-storey back addition of no. 145 Northcote Road. The 
building would have a flat roof with a maximum height of 6.3m, and extend to 
the rear of the ‘side-return’ at no. 145 with this part of building set 1m lower, 
with a section of building closest to existing first floor roof terrace at no. 145 
sloping down by a further 1m. The front elevation of the building would extend 
out to the pavement at ground floor level, with a setback entrance door, and 
first floor projecting 0.9m in front of no. 145’s back addition, with first floor front 
balcony. Full height glazing at ground and first floor levels. No car parking 
would be provided. The building would have a render finish with powder- 
coated aluminium windows. 

The existing first floor roof terrace at no. 145 Northcote Road would be 
enlarged to extend along whole length of side return, with a matching new first 
floor roof terrace created at no. 143, with 1 .8m high obscured glass screening 
between the roof terraces and to the east sides of the terraces. 
 
CONSULTATION:  27 neighbours. 2 objections: Poor design that does not 
enhance the area, loss of privacy from the front balcony, noise disturbance, 
out of keeping, the office building should be set back in line with the adjoining 
properties, increase traffic and parking pressure, the increased height of the 
existing laneway will encourage anti-social behaviour. 
 
DECS (Refuse): No details have been provided of refuse storage. Suitable 
space should be provided to enable the likely volume of waste produced each 
week to be stored as refuse, with additional space to enable at least one 
stream of it to be stored separately for recycling, unless more frequent 
collections than weekly are protected by covenant attached to the lease. 
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POLICY:  NPPF 2012 and DMPD 2012 Policies: DMS 1 (General 
Development Principles), DMS3 (Sustainable design), DMH5 (Alterations & 
Extensions), DMTS13 (Offices), DMT1 (Transport Impacts of Development) & 
DMT2 (Parking and servicing). 

COMMENT:  The principle of a new office building in this location has already 
been established by permission granted at Committee in 2009. Guidance set 
out by Government in ‘Greater flexibility for planning permissions’ 2010 
states…‘local planning authorities should take a positive and constructive 
approach towards applications which improve the prospect of sustainable 
development being taken forward quickly. The development proposed in an 
application for an extension will by definition have been judged to be 
acceptable in principle at an earlier date.’ The report goes on to state 
that…‘local planning authorities should focus their attention on development 
plan policies and other material considerations which may have changed 
significantly since the original grant of permission.’   
 
There have not been any significant policy alterations or material 
considerations that have changed that would affect this proposal in this case, 
apart from policy DMS3 which deals with sustainability issues.  In the interest 
of clarity the main points will be summarised below. 
 
The office use is considered acceptable in this location, despite being on a 
residential road, due to the other surrounding commercial uses.  The built 
form would have a limited impact on no.143 and 145 Northcote Road due to 
the sloping roof at the rear, and the extensions to the roof terraces are 
considered acceptable and would not result in significant loss of privacy.  The 
building design is contemporary which would form a distinction from the 
Victorian housing which is also considered acceptable.  The ground-floor 
would match the building line of no.145 Northcote Road and the first-floor 
would match the bay window of no.65 Bramfield Road.  The first-floor balcony 
is not considered to result in additional loss of privacy above views that would 
exist from the first-floor windows, and its use would be limited due to being 
used primarily during office hours.  In terms of parking, an additional space 
would be created by the removal of the vehicle cross-over, and the office use 
is considered to result in less pressure than the established use of the site as 
vehicle repair shop. No details of cycle or refuse storage have been provided.  
Due to the proposal covering the total area of the site the location of the 
storage is likely to be internal, details will be required by condition. 
 
In terms of policy DMS3 on sustainability, no details have been provided to 
demonstrate the proposal meets the required BREEAM standards; therefore a 
condition will be imposed to request this. 
 
In summary, there have not been any significant policy alterations or material 
considerations that have changed and would affect this proposal, therefore 
the recommendation for approval in 2009 is unaltered. 
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RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 09 Details of refuse and cycle storage 
03. Standard 32 Restricted use B1 (a) 
04. Standard 39 No additional windows in rear and east walls of the 

building 
05. Standard 43 No use as roof terrace (main roof) 
06. Non-standard Prior to work starting on site, a pre-assessment report 

should be submitted to demonstrate how the office development will 
achieve a BREEAM ‘Very Good’ rating. Within 3 months of first 
occupation of the building, a BREEAM Final (Post-Construction) 
Certificate, issued by the BRE or approved assessor, must be submitted 
to the Local Planning Authority to demonstrate that an ‘Very Good’ rating 
has been achieved. All the measures integrated shall be retained for as 
long as the development is in existence.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2818 
               
07 June 
2012 GB 

65a Bramfield Road 
SW11 
 
Northcote 

Demolition of existing garage and 
construction of a part one and two-storey one 
bedroom dwellinghouse with second-floor roof 
terrace. 

RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.  

INTRODUCTION: This application was deferred from the 22 August 2012 
Planning Applications Committee in order to allow additional time for 
neighbouring occupiers to consider the assessment contained within a 
daylight/sunlight report submitted by the applicant.  

SITE: Single-storey vacant garage/workshop fronting Bramfield Road at rear 
of 145 Northcote Road. Nos. 143 and 145 Northcote Road are three-storey 
properties with three-storey back additions, used as a shop on their ground 
floors, and each property having two flats on the upper floors. To east, 
alleyway between garage and flank wall of no. 65 Bramfield Road; opposite to 
south part three/part two-storey residential/commercial properties. (The 
address of the garage has been changed from 145/145A Northcote Road to 
65A Bramfield Road). 
 
HISTORY: 65A Bramfield Road: 1994: LDC rebuilding of single-storey 
building and its use as a vehicle repair workshop with ancillary office. 
Jan & Sept 2003: p.p’s. construction of a part two/part three-storey one-
bedroom house fronting Bramfield Road with second floor roof terrace (not 
implemented).  
Nov 2005: p.p. refused for construction of part two/part three-storey (plus 
basement) one-bedroom house fronting Bramfield Road with second floor roof 
terrace (unneighbourly development, detrimental to the amenities of 
neighbours through loss of outlook and an increased sense of enclosure). 
Aug 2007: p.p. refused for construction of part two/part three-storey (plus 
basement) two-bedroom house, with second floor roof terrace (detrimental to 
amenities of neighbours through loss of outlook and an increased sense of 
enclosure; main living area would have poor levels of daylight and outlook; 
lightwell detrimental to appearance of the street scene). 
June 2008: Appeal against above refusal dismissed. 
2009: p.p for Demolition of existing garage fronting Bramfield Road, and 
construction of new two-storey office (Class B1) building; enlargement of first 
floor roof terrace at 145 Northcote Road, and creation of new first floor roof 
terrace at 143 Northcote Road (not implemented) 
2012: current application for the renewal of the application above for Class B1 
use. 
 
145 Northcote Road: 2001: p.p. conversion of upper floors into two flats 
(implemented). 
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2002: p.p. formation of first floor roof terrace above existing ground floor 
extension (implemented). 
Feb 2005: p.p. new side extension to shop, and change of use of part of 
repair workshop to form part of existing estate agents office (implemented).  
 
143 Northcote Road: 1978: p.p. use for sales of motor accessories and 
ancillary motor servicing and fitting of such accessories, pedestrian access to 
workshop at rear.  
1979: p.p. change of use from car showroom to restaurant. 
2000: p.p. rear roof extension, new access door to existing roof terrace over 
back addition and new balustrade (1.1m high). 
2006: p.p. construction of single-storey rear extension to rear yard 
(implemented) 

DETAILS:  The proposal, along with the previous 2003 approvals, for a new  
dwellinghouse in this location would result in the almost total demolition of 
existing garage (retaining part of N and E walls) and erection of a building to 
the rear of the existing three-storey back addition of no. 145 Northcote Road. 
A ground and first floor would be erected at the rear of the back addition of no. 
145 with roof terrace (10 sq.m.) enclosed by parapet wall (1.2m high), and 
obscured glazed screen above at second-floor level. The house would have a 
flat roof with a maximum height of 6m, stepping down to 5m and 3.6m at the 
rear. On the front elevation of the building there would be windows at ground 
and first-floor levels, and there would be a high ground-floor window in the 
side elevation facing the flank wall of No.65 and raised rooflight to serve the 
kitchen. The building would have brickwork finish. A front boundary wall (up to 
1.4m high) with railings in the middle would be constructed in brickwork. The 
proposed house would provide approximately 55 sq.m. of floorspace with a 
double bedroom and bathroom at first floor level, 10 sq.m. of amenity space 
on the roof terrace access via an opening hatch on the second floor level, and 
an open plan kitchen/lounge at ground floor level. No parking would be 
provided.  
 
Amendment: The second-floor flat roofed 2m high projection for the stairs that 
would have provided access to the roof terrace has been deleted. 
 
The main differences to the previous approvals and refusals are set out 
below: 
 
Jan 2003 approval: The kitchen for this scheme was located at ground-floor 
level in part of the side return with No.145.  It should be noted this area has 
since been incorporated into the floor area of the ground-floor office. The 
other main difference was this proposal did not include the second-floor roof 
terrace. 
 
Sep 2003 approval: This scheme comprised a slightly larger version of the 
previous approved house as it included the second floor roof terrace.  In 
comparison to the current application, the only notable differences are that the 
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kitchen was proposed within the side return of No.145 and it involved a 
second floor extension to access the roof terrace. 
 
2005 refusal: This scheme included a basement level that would serve as an 
open plan kitchen/dining area.  In addition, and crucial to the later appeal, it 
involved building up a second floor extension 5.5m in front of the rear kitchen 
windows of No.145A, as well as the second floor extension. 
 
2008 refusal: This scheme included an additional bedroom, in so making it a 
two-bed house, also with a basement incorporating a front lightwell that would 
fill the front garden.  Essentially the design of the front elevation was very 
similar to the current application, but at the rear it still involved building a wall 
5.5m from No.145A and the second floor extension. 
 
2009 approval: This application was a marked departure from the previous 
schemes, as it comprised a ground and first floor office.  In terms of its bulk, it 
was much more similar to the initial 2003 approval.  It also included 
extensions to the roof terraces at the rear of No.145A and 143A.  At the rear 
the first floor level had a pitched roof to reduce the impact on the facing flats. 
 
CONSULTATION:  31 neighbours. 12 objections received: loss of daylight, 
sunlight and outlook; sense of enclosure; overshadowing; loss of privacy; 
disruption to business; loss of parking; negative impact on the visual amenity 
of the area and is out of keeping; overbearing height; noise from the roof 
terrace; damage to the tree in front of the site; location adjacent to commercial 
refuse storage area; it will amplify the noise from the extractor fans of the 
commercial premises; boxing in the adjacent lane and creating an unwelcome 
and unsafe environment; disruption from construction work; increase in 
rubbish in the area; the Design and Access Statement was insufficient; and a 
Phase 1 Habitat Survey was not submitted. content of the Design and Access 
Statement failing cover the necessary areas; the Council has failed in its 
‘Biodiversity Duty’ to ascertain the impact on protected species such as bats 
in the area; the amended plans should have been re-consulted on. In addition 
it was asserted that an extension to the balconies of no.145A and 143A 
should be a condition of this application. 
 
General comment: the vacant building has been used for storage for the last 
couple of years. 
 
Officers note that the objections to the proposal remain unchanged in terms of 
the deletion of the second storey element of the proposal.  
 
DECS (Refuse): There must be space for 2 x ordinary (non-wheeled) 
dustbins, and also space for 200 litres of loose recycling sacks. The bins must 
be freely accessible without having to move one to get to another. 
 
Biodiversity officer: ‘Under Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) 
there is a need to demonstrate an integrated process to deal with biodiversity 
issues across all aspects of the Council work and within NPPF there is indeed 
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specific mention of regard to biodiversity in the planning process.  Data from 
the local record centre network (Green Space Information for Greater London) 
has confirmed there are no reports of bat roosts within this complex of streets.  
Without evidence of local use by bats for roost or foraging, officers make a 
professional judgement that it would be disproportionate to expect detailed 
survey work at such a site when I have no evidence to suggest bats are 
present locally. In addition, the photos supplied with the design and access 
statement indicate the building looks to be sound, giving few (if any) cracks or 
gaps for bats to enter the existing building to use it for roosting’. 
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £ £2,975.00. 
The actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 
 
POLICY:  NPPF 2012 and DMPD 2012 Policies: DMS 1 (General 
Development Principles), DMS3 (Sustainable design), DMH3 (Unit mix in new 
housing), DMH4 (Residential Development), DMH5 (Alterations & 
Extensions), DMH6 (Residential space standards), DMH7 (Amenity Space), 
DMT1 (Transport Impacts of Development) & DMT2 (Parking and servicing). 

COMMENT:  The principle of a new dwellinghouse in this location has already 
been established by permissions granted at Committee in 2003 and an 
amended version under delegated powers in 2003. Guidance set out by 
Government in ‘Greater flexibility for planning permissions’ 2010 states ‘local 
planning authorities should take a positive and constructive approach towards 
applications which improve the prospect of sustainable development being 
taken forward quickly. The development proposed in an application for an 
extension will by definition have been judged to be acceptable in principle at 
an earlier date.’ The report goes on to state that ‘local planning authorities 
should focus their attention on development plan policies and other material 
considerations which may have changed significantly since the original grant 
of permission.’  There have not been any significant policy alterations or 
material considerations that have changed and would affect this proposal in 
this case.  
 
The main considerations with this application are whether the scheme has 
overcome the reasons for refusal of the previous schemes. Officers note that 
the current proposal is similar to proposed house that was approved at 
Committee in 2003 and the amended scheme approved later in 2003. The 
current proposal has no second floor and is set back from opposite windows 
by approx 3m.  
   
The most critical aspect of this application, as with the previous applications, 
is the proposed works at first floor level at the end of No.145’s ‘side-return’. It 
should be noted that No.145A has a 2m deep terrace that leads off from the 
first floor kitchen windows facing the application site. In the 2008 refused 
scheme there was a distance of 5.5m from the first floor rear kitchen windows 
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of No.145A, and 6m from No.143A, to the rear elevation of the proposed 
house. This was judged by the appeal Planning Inspector to result in an 
unacceptable loss of outlook and sense of enclosure to these first-floor flats.  
In the dismissed appeal the Inspector went further to state that the new first 
floor roof would ‘create a sense of enclosure which would be severely 
oppressive to the occupants of’ No.145A and 143A. In addition, the Inspector 
considered the ‘effect would be exacerbated by the development’s second 
floor’ and that the second floor element would be likely to ‘further reduce the 
amount of daylight and sunlight reaching the already overshadowed area to 
the rear of the existing properties’. 
 
It is officers’ opinion that the now amended scheme has addressed and 
overcome these issues.  In addition, the applicant commissioned a daylight 
and sunlight report which has indicated the proposed development would not 
result in a significant reduction in daylight or sunlight to either no.145 or 143. 
The current scheme has been reduced to a one-bedroom house from the two- 
bedroom that was proposed in the 2008 refusal. The scheme does not include 
the ground floor area within No.145 side return that has become part of the 
office fronting Northcote Road. With the repositioning of the stairs, the first 
floor rear elevation is now proposed to be 8.4m from the rear kitchen windows 
of No.145A, and 8.9m from No.143A, that is approx. 2.9m further than in the 
refused scheme.  Following objector and officer comments, the second floor 
projecting element which was to provide access to the roof terrace has been 
deleted from the proposal. The roof terrace would now be accessed via an 
opening hatch and an obscure glazed visibly screen to a minimum height of 
1.7m would extend the full width of the second floor. These alterations have 
considerably reduced the bulk and massing at the rear of the proposal.  
Although it is acknowledged that the development would still have some 
enclosing impact on the outlook of No.145A and 143A, it considered that 
these reductions in the bulk of the development at the rear of the site would 
sufficiently limit the sense of enclosure, loss of daylight, sunlight and outlook 
and would now not result in demonstrable harm to the living condition 
experienced within these rooms. 
 
In terms of the proposed living accommodation for future occupiers, the 
ground and first floor is considered to receive adequate levels of daylight and 
sunlight. The proposal also conforms to the required space standards in 
relation to policy DMH6 and amenity space, DMH7.  
 
The applicant has not provided details of where refuse storage would be 
located. However, the property would benefit from a front yard area which 
could be utilised and so details of the storage will be requested by condition. 
 
The development is located in an area of moderate public transport 
accessibility and the Northcote CPZ provides parking control.  In addition, it is 
considered the additional unit would result in negligible vehicle movement in 
peak hours. An area for cycle storage has been provided at the front of the 
property; however details of this would also be requested by condition.  The 
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development is therefore considered acceptable in terms of transport and 
parking, in accordance with policies DMT1 and 2. 
 
Policy DMS3 (Sustainable design and low carbon energy) requires that all 
new development achieves level 3 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. 
Supporting documentation has been provided to demonstrate that this level 
would be achieved. Notwithstanding, a condition will be imposed in order to 
ensure that this policy objective is achieved. 
 
The implications of the remainder of the part one/part two-storey house, 
including the roof terrace, have been considered and found to be satisfactory 
in the previous schemes.    
 
To address the comments made by neighbouring occupiers, the design of the 
scheme has been judged as acceptable as it relates to the building line of 
No.145 Northcote Road and would maintain the separation from the terrace of 
housing being with No.65 Bramfield Road.  The modern architectural style 
would not create an unacceptable pastiche of the surrounding Victorian 
housing, but comprises a clear break that is considered to be an acceptable 
design approach.  The alleyway with No.65 Bramfield would be maintained, 
and with only one high ground floor window in the side elevation that would 
face the flank wall of this adjoining property, this is not considered to result in 
loss of privacy.  The location of the storage of refuse for the restaurant on 
Northcote Road is not considered a significant issue to warrant a refusal. The 
position of the roof terrace and 1.7m high obscure glazed screening is 
considered acceptable to prevent issues of overlooking.  In addition, the 
proposed terraced area of 10sq.m is considered to reasonably restrict noise 
and disturbance from larger outdoor gatherings. The proposed house would 
provide approximately 55 sq.m. of floorspace which would exceed Policy 
DMH6 standard of 50 sq.m. and is acceptable in this regard. The submitted 
Design and Access Statement was considered acceptable to validate the 
application and provided the necessary information to consider the proposed 
scheme, and a Habitat Survey is not required for an application of this size in 
this location on a brownfield site.  
 
It is officers’ view that the submitted ‘Design and Access Statement’, together 
with the ‘Planning, Design and Access Statement’ contained the relevant 
information required to validate and assess the application.  This included a 
paragraph on amount/scale, layout, and appearance with a section specifically 
on materials. A specific section on landscaping was not covered as this was 
not relevant to the proposal. Specialist biodiversity officers have confirmed a 
bat survey would not be necessary in this location. 
 
In relation to objector comments on the noise amplification from the restaurant 
extractor fans, specialist Environmental Health officers have advised that the 
development is unlikely to cause any noticeable difference in noise 
disturbance. However, were this situation to worsen it could be dealt with 
separately under the nuisance legislation.  It is the Council’s view that the 
separate mechanisms to safeguard the amenity of the surrounding residents 
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is sufficient in this case, and so there would not be a justification to warrant a 
refusal. 
 
In relation to the extension to the balconies of no.145A and 143A, this would 
require a new application to allow consultation with neighbours and a full 
assessment of the amenity impacts.  This could also not form a condition on 
the current application as they would not meet the tests required for imposing 
conditions. The Council did not issue a re-consultation on the amended plans 
as the impact of a scheme has been reduced. 
 
In summary, it is considered that on balance the scheme has overcome the 
reasons for refusal on loss of outlook, daylight and sunlight and sense of 
enclosure by reducing the bulk at the rear of the site.  In addition, with all 
accommodation provided above ground level satisfactory levels of daylight 
and sunlight are achieved, and the scheme does not include basement or 
lightwell.  In all other aspects the scheme is judged to be acceptable. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 09 Details of refuse and cycle storage 
03. Standard 26  Screening to roof terrace 
04. Standard 28 In accordance with plans 
05. Standard 38 No plumbing other than rainwater pipes on front elevation 
06. Standard 39 No additional windows with the rear or side elevations 
07. Standard 44 No extensions without permission 
08. Non Standard  The house hereby approved shall be built to a minimum 

standard of Code for Sustainable Housing Level 3. Within three months 
of the first occupation of the approved flats a copy of the Post 
Construction Certificate verifying the Code for Sustainable Homes Level 
3 rating has been achieved shall be submitted to the local planning 
authority. 

09. Non-standard  Prior to first occupation, the applicant shall remove the 
redundant vehicle crossover and reinstate the footway in conjunction with 
the reconstruction of the footway segment abutting this development on 
Bramfield Road.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3362 
               
 
 
16 July 2012 
JK 

Dawes House, 6 
Bramlands Close, SW11 
  
 
 
Latchmere 

Temporary three year p.p. for the change of 
use of existing two-storey building from 
residential care home (Class C2) to 13 self-
contained flats (Class C3) to provide 
emergency temporary family accommodation 
prior to permanent housing allocation.  

COUNCIL’S OWN APPLICATION 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
 

SITE: Two-storey building occupying an approx. 0.19ha site on the W side of 
Bramlands Close located just outside Clapham Junction Town Centre. The 
building is currently vacant and was last used as a residential care home for 
the elderly (Class C2). To the S of the site lies two-storey 
commercial/residential properties and a church, with Grant Road and 
Clapham Junction Station beyond. To the N lies 18 storey residential blocks of 
flats, with further two-storey commercial/residential properties to the E.   

HISTORY:  The building was constructed in the 1960’s. 
1988 p.p. ground and first floor extensions, first floor roof terrace, new 
entrance area and gates, raised parapets, paladin and bulk store, in 
connection with the refurbishment of the care home for the elderly.  

DETAILS:   Internal alterations and adaptations to form 13 residential units 
comprising 6 units on the ground floor, and 7 units on the first floor. The 13 
flats would provide 4 x one-bedroom; 2 x three-bedroom; 2 x four-bedroom; 2 
x five-bedroom and 3 x six bedroom units, ranging in size from 53 sq.m. up to 
175 sq.m.  The flats are to form temporary accommodation for vulnerable 
families before being moved on to more permanent accommodation 
elsewhere in the borough. The change of use is sought for a maximum 3 year 
period. 

The external appearance of the building would not be altered. There are areas 
of landscaping around the outside of the building providing some amenity 
space. Access would be blocked off to a small existing first floor roof terrace 
so that it does not form part of the proposal. 5 existing off-street parking 
spaces would be retained for use in connection with the proposed 
development. Three refuse storage points are proposed around the building. 
 
In support of their proposal the applicants have provided a flood risk 
assessment and a design and access statement. 

CIL exempt. 
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The application has been amended since first submitted to alter the layout of 
some of the proposed units, with a consequent change in the proposed mix.  
 

CONSULTATION: Site notices: no response. 

POLICY:  NPPF 2012.                                                                               
DMPD (February 2012): DMS1 (General development principles); DMH4 
(residential development including conversions); DMH6 (Residential space 
standards);  DMH9 (Hostels, staff and shared accommodation, specialist and 
supported housing). 
SSAD (February 2012): Site Allocation – Mixed use development including 
residential. Town centre uses should be locate on the southern half of the 
SSAD site, as the northern half is outside the town centre boundary an will be 
more suitable to residential use. Lies within Flood Zone 3a.   
 

COMMENT: This proposal does not involve any changes to the external 
appearance of the property, and therefore the main issues relate to the 
proposed change of use.  

This site is covered by a SSAD site allocation (which incorporates a larger site 
than just this application site) which seeks mixed use development, including 
residential use. This proposal would be in accordance with the requirements 
of the SSAD allocation. While there is a general presumption within policy 
DMH9 for the protection of specialist housing, the context for this policy in the 
DMPD highlights that there is a general movement away from care institutions 
into the provision of larger, self-contained accommodation respecting 
individual choice and independence, leading towards integrated self-
contained accommodation. It notes that Council policy must therefore be 
flexible in order to respond to changing needs. The elderly residents of the 
care home have now been moved to new accommodation, and the vacant 
building offers an opportunity to provide housing for vulnerable families. 
Meeting affordable housing needs is a strategic priority of the Council, and 
accommodation for the homeless is also requirement. It is considered the 
proposed change of use would be in accordable with adopted policy.  
 
Following revisions to the originally submitted scheme, all of the proposed 
flats would have a satisfactory layout. While some individual rooms would be 
slightly small, the overall floorspace of all of the units would exceed minimum 
floorspace standards. The siting of the property is such that the outdoor space 
associated with it runs around the perimeter of the building, fronting the public 
domain, while this does provide some outdoor soft landscaped space its 
location is such that it limits the usability of this as private amenity space. The 
existing 5 off-street parking spaces would be retained for use in connection 
with the proposed use, with the site also enjoying excellent links to public 
transport (PTAL 6 – high).  
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In conclusion it is considered this proposed temporary change of use would 
be acceptable in terms of the proposed use, and would provide residential 
units of satisfactory size and layout in order to meet an identified need. It 
would not result in any unacceptable impact on the amenities of adjoining 
occupiers, and would not result in any unacceptable impact on traffic or 
parking conditions in the locality. It is concluded the development would be 
substantially in accordance with adopted policies.   
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01.     Standard 47      Limited period (3 years) 
02.     The existing first-floor roof terrace shall not be used as an amenity  
          space/sitting out area or for any purpose of a similar nature, and the  
          door to it shall be kept permanently fixed shut, unless otherwise agreed  
          in writing by the local planning authority.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2517 
               
 
29 May 2012 
PL 

15 & 16 Bridge Lane 
SW11 
 
St. Mary's Park 

Conversion of the houses at 15 & 16 Bridge 
Lane into a single dwellinghouse, with the 
construction of rear roof extensions at both 
properties and a single-storey rear extension 
across the width of both properties.  

RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
 
 
SITE: Two adjoining three-storey mid-terrace houses with single-storey back 
additions, and a rear roof extension and a single-storey side extension at no. 
16. Situated on the east side of Bridge Lane, similar properties adjoin either 
side with a vacant backland development site to the rear. Within the Battersea 
Park Conservation Area and Flood Zones 2/3a. 
  
HISTORY: No. 15 – 1994: p.p. refused for removal of back addition's roof and 
erection of single storey conservatory extension on new flat roof. 
No. 16 - 1998: p.p. ground floor side extension, and a first floor rear extension 
(not implemented). 
2005: p.p. construction of first floor rear extension (not implemented). 
2009: p.p. construction of a rear roof extension (implemented). 
March 2012: p.p. refused for excavation of basement and formation of front 
and rear lightwells; demolition of existing rear extension and construction of a 
part three-storey/part two-storey/part single-storey rear extension (front 
lightwell would occupy whole of front garden resulting in a prominent and 
intrusive feature, harm appearance of property and streetscene, set an 
unwelcome precedent in Bridge Lane; detract from significance, character and 
appearance of the conservation area). 
May 2012: p.p. alterations and excavation of basement and formation of front 
and rear lightwells; demolition of existing rear extension and construction of a 
part three-storey/part two-storey/part single-storey rear extension (not 
implemented). 
 
DETAILS: Conversion of the houses at nos. 15 & 16 Bridge Lane into a single 
dwelling. Construction of rear roof extensions at both properties with 70-
degree rear faces, each containing French doors with glass balustrades in 
front and a centralised single sash window. Demolition of the existing single-
storey back additions, and the side extension at no. 16, and construction of a 
single-storey rear extension across the full width of both properties, extending 
3.3m into the rear garden, 2.8m high with a flat roof and full-width glazed 
doors and panels to the rear elevation. Alterations to the rear elevations with 
central windows of each property altered to a single window straddling the 
party wall boundary. The proposal would result in a 6/7 bedroom residential 
dwelling with a 34 sq.m rear garden. Materials: slate to rear face of roof 
extensions; painted render to walls of single-storey extension.  
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Amended proposal: angle of rear face of roof extensions altered from 85-
degrees to 70-degrees; single-storey rear extension altered from covering 
whole rear garden area of no. 15 Bridge Lane to a full-width extension 
extending 3.3m into the rear gardens of each property.   
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £3,162.25. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 
  
CONSULTATION: Site & press notices, 15 neighbours. 1 general observation: 
could the loft conversion windows (looking over the gardens and back of 
houses in Battersea Bridge Road) be frosted glass, loft extensions are very 
intrusive so anything to minimise the resulting lack of privacy would be greatly 
appreciated.  
 
Battersea Society: Object to merging of two houses into one and to the 
elimination of the whole garden of 15 Bridge Lane, the question of the lack of 
homes out of the reach of all but the very rich is debatable but at the very 
least any such development of the existing housing stock should allow for a 
future reversion of the single home back into two, the elimination of the rear 
garden would preclude this. The proposal is considered to be unneighbourly 
and the supporting precedents are not acceptable examples. Recommend 
that if there is not at present a Council policy regarding the merging of houses 
in this way, then such a policy should be considered, it should include a 
provision that no merging should be irreversible and that, within a 
Conservation Area, no significant change should be made to the front 
elevation. 
 
E-mail received from Thames Water regarding surface water drainage and 
sewerage network ownership; copy sent to applicant.  
 
POLICY: NPPF 2012, Development Management Policies Document (DMPD) 
2012 policies DMS1 (General development principles), DMS2 (Managing the 
historic environment); DMH1 (Protection of residential land and buildings), 
DMH4 (Residential development including conversions), DMH5 (Alterations 
and extensions). 
 
COMMENT: The most critical aspects of the proposal are the combining of the 
two houses into a single residential unit, the impact of the extensions on the 
character and appearance of the house and conservation area, and the 
impact on the amenities of neighbours, including the development site to the 
rear.  
 
The proposal does not strictly accord with policy as it would lead to the net 
loss of a residential unit. The Unitary Development Plan used to allow for the 
net loss of a residential unit if it involved the combining of separate dwellings. 
Current adopted policy only allows this to happen when it involves the 
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combining of separate non family-sized flats in order to create a family-sized 
unit. Although the proposal would not contribute towards meeting identified 
family housing needs by combining more than one house, it could be argued 
that it does contribute towards providing a greater variety and choice in the 
housing stock. The combining of the houses in this situation may just be 
acceptable due to the size and layout of the amenity spaces of the houses. 
The existing house at no. 16 has a small garden (approx 10sq.m) for this large 
family house, and although the garden at no. 15 is a decent size (approx. 20 
sq.m), it is awkwardly shaped and is not the most user-friendly. Following the 
amendment to the single-storey rear extension, the proposal may just be 
acceptable, as it provides a large and coherently shaped garden for the 
resident family, and it no longer prejudices the reconversion of the properties 
back into two separate houses. 
 
Following the amendments to the roof extensions, they now comply with 
Council guidelines except for the French doors. The roof extensions should 
not unduly harm the appearance of the properties, and the principle of a roof 
extension with French doors in its rear face has been established by the 
permission granted at no. 16 in 2009. The roof extensions would only be 
visible from sites to the rear and via a small gap between nos. 202 and 204 
Battersea Bridge Road, and as such, they should sustain and conserve the 
significance, character and appearance of the conservation area. Their design 
is such, that their impact on the adjoining neighbour’s amenity in terms of 
outlook and lighting would not be unreasonable. The French doors would 
overlook the garden of the proposed house (should it ever be built) on the 
development site to the rear. However, it would be unreasonable to insist on 
obscured glazing to this fenestration as the ‘house’ to the rear could be 
considered a “bad neighbour”, as with any development on a backland site 
there is obviously the potential to be overlooked by the surrounding 
properties. The roof extensions would be approx. 22m away from the 
objector’s garden, and approx. 27m away from their building.  
 
Following the amendments, the single-storey rear extension would no longer 
be built over the whole of the garden at no. 15, and would now maintain a gap 
to the rear boundaries of both properties by extending no further than half the 
depth of the distance between the main buildings and the rear boundary. The 
proposal would actually increase the distance between the rear most building 
lines and the rear boundaries, and increases the overall amount of amenity 
space from 30 sq.m to 34 sq.m. This extension would not have a significant 
impact on the amenities of no. 14, as it is not excessively high (2.8m) on the 
boundary and it only extends to the rear by 3.3m. This extension would not 
harm the amenities of no. 17, as it would adjoin this neighbour’s existing rear 
extension. The single-storey rear extension is considered to have an 
acceptable design. There are no other external alterations proposed to the 
buildings other than two new velux windows in the front roofslope of no. 15 
Bridge Lane. 
 
The combining of the two houses into a single residential unit may just be 
acceptable due to the existing amenity space provision, while the proposal 
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would not prejudice the reconversion of the new residential dwelling back into 
two separate houses. Overall, the proposed extensions would sustain and 
conserve the character and appearance of the house and conservation area, 
and they would not have a detrimental impact on the amenities of neighbours, 
while adequate amenity space would be provided for the unit proposed.   
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing (slate to rear roof extensions, 

and matching brickwork/painted render to single-storey extension). 
03. Standard 28 In accordance with drawings. 
04. Standard 43 No use as roof terrace (single-storey rear extension). 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3188 
               
06 July 2012 
GB 

98 Broomwood Road, 
SW11  
 
Northcote 

Construction of a hip to gable roof extension, 
including raising the ridge and a mansard 
style rear roof extension. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 

SITE: Two-storey end-of-terrace dwelling house, with a three-storey rear 
addition, located on the north-west side of Broomwood Road, at the junction 
with Webb’s Road. Similar residential properties surround and the property is 
set on a hill. 
 
DETAILS:  Construction of a hip-to-gable roof extension, that would involve 
raising the ridge by 250mm and a rear mansard-style roof extension that 
would span the roof width (6m approx).  The rear roof extension would include 
an inset balcony 2.5m wide by 1.1m deep (2.75 sq.m approx), enclosed by a 
1.1m balustrade and accessed via glazed doors from the upper floor 
bedroom. 
 
Amendment: the balcony has been set 0.3m back from the rear elevation. 
 
Materials would be conditioned to match existing. 

CONSULTATION:  19 neighbours. 2 objections from the property to the rear: 
loss of privacy, daylight and the garden would be overlooked. 
 
CIL Exempt.  

POLICY:  NPPF (2012), DMPD: Policies DMS1 (General development 
principles) and DMH5 (Alterations and extensions) 

COMMENT:  The main issues concerning this application are whether the roof 
extensions are acceptable in terms of design and amenity.   
 
Broomwood Road is set on a hill so that there is already a stepped ridge line 
between the houses.  The application site is already a marked height above 
the adjoining property to the west, but is below the ridge line of no.100, 
located on the other side of Webb’s Road.  In this context, the increase in 
ridge height of 250mm is not considered significant to disrupt the streetscene 
and so is acceptable. 
 
It is acknowledged that the increase in ridge height together with the gable 
extension would substantially increase the bulk of this corner property and 
would result in the loss of the attractive hipped roof.   However, a similar hip to 
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gable extension has been implemented at no.100 following a 2008 approval, 
so in this context the gable extension is considered acceptable.  
The extension to the rear of the main roof would be substantially in 
accordance with the Council’s guidelines as the extension would be no higher 
than the increased ridge line and would include a 70 degree mansard slope.  
 
In terms of amenity, being a corner property the gable extension should not 
have a significant impact on the adjoining neighbours. Due to the separation 
distances (15m at closest point) to the properties at the rear on Honeywell 
Road (the location of the residents who have objected) the extensions are not 
considered to result in a significant loss of daylight or sunlight.  
 
The inset balcony within the proposed second floor would be modest in size at 
only 2.75sqm and would not increase overlooking significantly above that from 
the first floor rear window.  It is therefore not considered reasonable to request 
the standard 1.7m obscure glazed screen at the rear.  The main impact would 
be on the adjoining property to the west, however the raised party wall 
between the properties and the proposed balustrade would ensure 
overlooking was restricted to 1.7m high.   The proposed modest area, and this 
providing additional outdoor amenity space to the garden, it is considered to 
restrict noise and disturbance from larger outdoor gatherings. 
 
In summary, it is acknowledged that the gable extension and increase in ridge 
height would substantially increase the bulk of the roof, but given it is a corner 
property positioned on a hill and facing a similar gable extension it is 
considered acceptable.  The extensions are not considered to result in 
significant loss of the surrounding neighbours’ amenity. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Matching materials 
03. Standard 24 Increased ridge height, no vertical upstand 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3624 
               
 
01 August 
2012 GB 

14 Broxash Road, SW11  
 
 
 
Balham 

Excavation of basement, including front and 
rear lightwells; a new rear roof extension; 
extension over the full length of the rear 
addition; and a single storey rear/side 
extension. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p subject to conditions 

SITE: Two-storey mid- terraced dwellinghouse with a two-storey rear addition, 
and a box dormer extension, located on the south-east side of Broxash Road. 
Similar residential properties surround. 

HISTORY:  1991 p.p. for use of part of ground floor of house as a cookery 
school. 
1996 temporary p.p. for use of part of ground floor of house as a cookery 
school for up to 18 persons during Monday to Friday. 
2003 p.p. for a single-storey extension to the side of the existing two-storey 
back addition (not implemented) 
2008 p.p. for a single-storey extension to the side of the back addition (not 
implemented) 

DETAILS:  Excavation of basement (61 sq.m approx) to create an additional 
bedroom and family room.  It would include a front lightwell (1m by 3.7m) 
covered by a metal grille and a bay window.  At the rear there would be a full 
width lightwell (5.2m by 1m) covered by a glass walkway and steps leading up 
to the rear garden. 

Construction of a new mansard style rear roof extension, in place of the 
existing dormer extension, spanning the roof slope (5.2m approx). Including 
french doors and two rooflights in the front roofslope.   

Construction of an extension over the length of the rear addition (5.8m long), 
raising the eaves by 1.3m and the ridge by 2m. It would also include 
reconstructing a chimney stack, that would project 1.1m above the new ridge 
height. It would include a window in the side elevation to serve a bathroom 
and a window in the rear to serve an additional bedroom and a rooflight. 

Construction of a single-storey extension, infilling the side return (5.8m by 
1.8m). It would be 2m high at the boundary rising to 3m with a mono pitched 
roof, including one long rooflight and glazed doors across the rear. 
 
Amendments: The front lightwell has been made wider so that it is no longer 
full depth, the dormer windows over the rear addition have been removed, the 
new chimney stack has been reduced in height from extending 1.9m above 
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the ridge and the eaves of the additional storey over the rear addition have 
been reduced by 0.3m. 
 
Details would be conditioned to match existing. 
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £5,300. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 

CONSULTATION:  10 neighbours. 3 objections: Loss of light, loss of privacy, 
disrupt the symmetry of the adjoining properties, out of scale and keeping, 
harm visual amenity, height of the new chimney, discrepancies on the plans, 
height of the back addition would be obtrusive, disruption from construction 
works such as subsidence, damp and flooding. 

POLICY:  NPPF (2012), DMPD 2012: Policies DMS1 (General development 
principles) and DMH5 (Alterations and extensions). 

COMMENT:  The main issues concerning this application are whether the 
extensions are acceptable in terms of design and the impact on the amenity of 
the adjoining neighbours.   
 
In principle the excavation of a basement to create additional accommodation 
to this family sized house would not be contrary to policy as the site is not 
located within a flood risk area.  In terms of design and amenity, following the 
amendment to reduce its depth, the proposed front lightwell would not occupy 
more than half the front garden depth and the basement repeating the front 
bay windows would relate satisfactorily to the original building.  The rear 
lightwell would not significantly affect the amenities of the surrounding 
residents.  The proposed lightwells would not provide sufficient levels of light 
or outlook to the basement accommodation if it were to a new flat, however, 
as the main habitable floor space is on the floors above and this new floor 
area is in addition to the main house, it is considered acceptable in this 
context.  The issues of subsidence, damp and flooding raised by objectors are 
all construction issues which are not material to determining this planning 
application. 
 
The additional storey over the length of the rear addition is considered a 
reasonable design approach to increasing the accommodation of this property 
as it maintains the design of the existing rear addition.  In addition, officers 
note that the adjoining properties to the north-east have existing three storey 
rear additions.  Although it is acknowledged this extension would visually 
unbalance the application site and no.16, in the context of the surrounding 
three-storey rear additions it is considered acceptable from a design 
perspective and would form an acceptable precedent for the adjoining 
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property.  The repositioned chimney would be smaller and no higher than the 
stacks on the main roof and so is also considered acceptable. 
 
In terms of amenity, following the removal of the dormer windows and the 
reduction in the eaves height, officers have undertaken a preliminary BRE 
assessment and concluded that the extension is would not result in a 
significant reduction in the daylight of no.12. There is also considered to be a 
limited impact on sunlight due to the separation and orientation of the 
surrounding properties.  In terms of privacy, the proposed window in the side 
elevation would be serve a bathroom so would be conditioned to be obscure 
glazed.  The additional window in the rear elevation is also not considered to 
result in further overlooking above that from the first floor rear window.   
 
The extension to the rear of the main roof would involve the removal of the 
existing dormer extension, and the new extension would be substantially in 
accordance with the Council’s guidelines. The extension would be no higher 
than the ridge line and would include a 70 degree mansard slope.  
The single-storey extension is very similar to that approved in 2008. It relates 
acceptably to the property and with a boundary height of 2m would not 
significantly harm the daylight of no.12 or create a sense of enclosure. 
 
In summary, although it is acknowledged the proposed extensions would 
substantially enlarge this four bedroom family house, they relate to the 
existing building and are acceptable in the context of the surrounding 
buildings.  The extensions are also not considered to result in a significant 
loss of the surrounding resident’s amenity. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Matching materials 
03. Standard 25 Side window obscure glazed. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2661 
               
 
 
08 June 2012  
MR 

Burntwood School, 
Burntwood Lane, SW17 
 
 
 
Earlsfield 

Variation of condition 8 of planning permission 
ref: 2010/3887 dated 10/12/10 to retain the 
plant equipment on the roof of the Maths and 
Science Building, Arts, Technology and LRC 
Building, Communications Building and 
Business Skills building.  

RECOMMENDATION: Grant variation of condition. 
 

SITE: Secondary School located to the south-east of Burntwood Lane and 
north of Aboyne Road comprising of 10 buildings from one/five storeys high.  
MOL and historic park and garden at Springfield Hospital to the east.  Garratt 
Green protected open space to the west.  Residential, mainly two-storey 
terraced housing, to the north and west.  Aboyne Estate, two/six-storey 
residential to the south.  Grade II listed Ice house on the east of the site and 
Magdalen Park Conservation Area to the north.   
 
HISTORY: 1975: p.p. use of part as playing fields. 
1980: p.p. use of the land as extension to Garratt Green School playing field. 
1989: p.p. erection of equipment housing on roof of 4-storey part of school 
building for cellular radio base station. 
1993: p.p. formation of a means of access onto St. Georges Grove, in 
connection with the layout out of a car park within the southern part of the 
school grounds. 
1994: p.p. erection of single-storey building, on site of existing bin store, for 
housing equipment used in connection with the distribution of cable television 
signals. 
1997: p.p. works to gymnasium and swimming block, including new rooflights, 
new steel panel external cladding to walls above 2m, raising of parapet of flat 
roof by 1m.  This is the building closest to the boundary with St. Georges 
Grove.   
1997: p.p. new lift shaft (clad in steel panels) attached to the west facing 
elevation of the upper teaching block.  New canopy over entrance. 
2001: p.p. enclosure of open space in the centre of the building by the 
erection of a  barrel vaulted rooflight and the enclosure of existing paved and 
garden areas around the perimeter of the building, including alterations to 
elevations and the removal of a tree, in connection with the use of the building 
as a school canteen. 
2003: screening opinion: EIA not required: erection of single-storey boiler 
house for use in connection with existing swimming pool. 
2007: p.p. formation of 14 external columns with lighting to upper and lower 
games courts.   
2008: p.p. demolition of single-storey building and replacement three-storey 
building (fronting Burntwood Lane), demolition of two-storey building and 
replacement two-storey building (fronting Aboyne Road), together with 
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refurbishments and recladding of existing buildings, demolition of single-storey 
building to east of site. New main entrance to east along Burntwood Lane. Car 
parking to east of site. (Outline application as part of the Building Schools for 
the Future project). 
2010: p.p. demolition of all buildings excluding Assembly Hall and Gymnasium 
and Swimming Pool Building.  Erection of four-storey building fronting 
Burntwood Lane; 3 four-storey buildings along the northern boundary; sports 
hall adjacent to existing Gymnasium and Swimming Pool Building; two-storey 
building fronting Aboyne Road and single-storey covered walkways between 
buildings.  New main entrance to east along Burntwood Lane.  Car parking to 
east of site. 
2010: screening opinion: EIA not required: demolition of existing school 
buildings with the exception of the main assembly hall and swimming pool. 
Construction of three four-storey curriculum buildings, a four-storey training 
centre, two-storey performing arts building and a three-storey sports hall. 
2011: p.p. details of site levels pursuant to condition 2 of planning permission 
ref: 2010/3887 dated 10/12/10. 
2011: p.p. details of materials (excluding canopies and hard landscaping), 
landscaping, replacement trees, surface water drainage and full drainage 
pursuant to conditions 3, 4, 6, 12 and 13 of planning permission dated 
10/12/2010 ref: 2010/3888.  
2011: p.p. details of revised travel plan pursuant to condition 11 of planning 
permission reference 2010/3887 dated 10/12/10.  
2011: p.p. erection of electricity sub-station and associated switch gear 
housing located on the east of the site between the service road and 
Metropolitan Open Land. 
2012: non-material amendment to p.p. ref: 2010/3887 (dated 07/12/2010) to 
raise building 8 (Performing arts) by 640mm and move by 1.87m south and 
130mm west.   
2012: concurrent application: details of hardstanding pursuant to condition 3 
of p.p. ref: 2010/3887 dated 10/12/2010. 
 
DETAILS: As part of the recent redevelopment of the school under the 
Building Schools for the Future Scheme (ref 2010/3887 dated 10/12/10) 
Condition 8 restricted the installation of plant equipment on the roof of the new 
buildings without prior approval. 
 
This application seeks to vary Condition 8 so as to allow plant equipment on 
the roof.  Plant equipment has been placed on the buildings that have been 
completed (Maths and Science Building and Business Skills Building) while 
planting is also proposed for the new buildings yet to be completed (Arts, 
Technology and LRC Building and Communications Building).  The buildings 
which this application relates to are the Maths and Science Building, Arts, 
Technology and LRC Building, Communications Building and Business Skills 
building. 
 
Maths and Science Building (located along the eastern boundary of site 
adjacent to playing grounds): Equipment reaching maximum height of 3m 
surrounded by 2.5m high screening. 
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Arts, Technology and LRC Building (located in the north-eastern corner of the 
site): Equipment reaching maximum height of 2.8m high surrounded by 2.5m 
high screening.  Solar panels location on the eastern side of the roof 
measuring 1.3m high and facing southwards. 
 
Communications Building (located in the centre of the site): Equipment 
reaching 2.7m high with 2.5m screening.    
 
Business Skills Building (located along the boundary with Burntwood Lane): 
Equipment reaching maximum height of 3m with 2m high screening. 
 
Noise Impact Assessment: Background noise levels and noise emitting from 
the plant equipment have been measured.  The plant equipment is limited to a 
level 10dB below the background noise level outside the closest residential 
properties.   
 
Summary of Adopted Ventilation Strategy: According to BB87 (Guidelines for 
Environmental Design in Schools, 2003), all occupied areas in a school 
building are required to have controllable ventilation at a minimum rate of 3 
litres of fresh air per second for each of the maximum number of persons the 
area will accommodate.  The guidance includes recommendation that 
ventilation systems, whether natural or mechanical, are capable or providing a 
minimum of 8 litres per second of fresh air for each of the usual number of 
people in those areas when such areas are occupied. 
 
The acoustic conditions within new schools form part of the Building 
Regulations (Requirement E4) and acoustic design guide BB93 (Acoustic 
Design of Schools, 2003) which relate to control of internal noise levels; sound 
insulation; impact sound insulation; control of reverberation time and control of 
rain noise.   
 
Building Bulletin 101 (Ventilation of School Buildings, 2006) provides the 
regulatory framework in support of the Buildings Regulations for the adequate 
provision of ventilation in schools.  The performance standards for 
summertime overheating in compliance with Approved Document L2 for 
teaching and learning areas are: There should be no more than 120 hours 
when the air temperature in the classroom rises above 28degrees; the 
average internal to external temperature difference should not exceed 5 
degrees and the internal air temperature when the space is occupied should 
not exceed 32degrees.  In order to show that the proposed school will not 
suffer overheating, two of three of the criteria must be met.   
 
CONSULTATION: 42 neighbours. 2 objections: objection to the planting 
equipment on the Business Skills building; planting was not included in the 
original application; building already taller than general area; planting 
increases the height and means loss of sunlight to properties in Burntwood 
Lane; overshadowing; not appropriate for a conservation area. 
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POLICY: NPPF: DMPD (February 2012): Policies DMS1 (Sustainable design); 
DMC1 (Protection of existing community facilities); DMC2 (Provision of new 
and improved community facilities); DMO1 (Protection and enhancement of 
open spaces).   

COMMENT:  The main considerations to arise from this application are 
whether the plant equipment is positioned in a suitable location, whether it 
would cause adverse impacts on surrounding amenities and whether it would 
detract from the appearance of the school building and harm the views from 
the conservation area across Burntwood Lane and the adjacent Metropolitan 
Open Land to the east at Springfield Hospital. 
 
A condition was added to the initial 2010 application to prevent the erection of 
any additional equipment on the roof as it would significantly alter the 
appearance of the new buildings.  This condition has not been complied with 
and the plant equipment and screening have been erected.  This application, 
by varying the condition, seeks to retain the plant equipment and screening on 
the roofs of the new buildings.     
 
Overall justification for the need for the plant equipment on the roofs has been 
provided by the applicant.  According to Guidelines for Environmental Design 
in Schools, 2003 and Acoustic Design of Schools, 2003 there are specific 
levels of internal air quality requirements, acoustic requirements and 
overheating requirements that need to be met.  In this case those levels can 
only be met through such plant equipment.  For example, it was deemed that 
mechanical ventilation equipment was necessary as the Business Burntwood 
Lane to allow natural ventilation through open windows due to noise.  
Similarly, while the southern elevations of the Communications Block and 
Maths and Science Block Noise levels would have minimal noise, the other 
elevations would have too much noise to permit natural ventilation.  The levels 
of heating and air quality are only achievable through machinery as it supplies 
fresh air to all areas at selected levels.  For these reasons roof mounted AHU 
plant have been proposed.  The size of the plant meet the demand from each 
block, while not compromising the efficiency of the plant. 
 
Much thought was put into the overall design of the school buildings during 
the BSF process and this has resulted in an attractive albeit unusual design. 
Less thought however, seems to have been undertaken by the architects on 
the issue of ventilation and air conditioning and thus the location of plant 
equipment. The planting alters the appearance of the school buildings; this 
has been raised as an objection. The massing of the plant and the screening 
impacts the appearance of the buildings. The plant and screening adds 
another 2.5-3m height on the roof with the screening ranging from 24.5-36m 
wide with the screening 36m wide x 11.8m deep on the Maths and Science 
building immediately adjacent to Burntwood Lane. The set back on some 
elevation reduces the impact; however, the screening can be clearly viewed 
from Burntwood Lane including the conservation area opposite and also from 
the MOL to the east and open space to the west.  
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The applicant has provided a drawing which demonstrates the visual 
appearance of the plant without the screening surround to demonstrate that 
the level and extent of the screening is necessary.  Without the screening, the 
plant equipment and enclosures are highly visible at different heights whereas 
the screening hides this view from the public realm.  Undoubtedly the plant 
equipment is necessary thus the drawing demonstrates that the screen at the 
proposed height provides the best possible visual view of the equipment, 
giving a constant height and form at roof level. 
 
On balance and given the enclosure which to some extent mitigates the 
appearance of the plant, it is not considered that a refusal would be justified in 
this instance.  
 
A concern has been raised regarding the impact of the plant equipment on 
daylight and sunlight levels for the residential properties along Burntwood 
Lane.  The applicant has demonstrated that the plant equipment located on 
the roof does not exceed a 25 degree angle taken from the ground floor 
window of the surrounding properties.  It can therefore be deduced that the 
location and position of the plant equipment would have no further impact on 
the surrounding residential properties (approximately 20m away) compared 
the buildings without such equipment.  
 
The Noise Impact Assessment confirms that the noise produced by these 
plant would be less than the background noise.  This would prevent any 
audible disturbance to the residential properties along Burntwood Lane.  
Environmental Services are satisfied that any noise caused by the plant would 
not disturb the neighbouring residential properties if the noise levels within the 
Noise Impact Assessment are achievable.  
 
The location of the plant on the roof is not ideal and does significantly alter the 
appearance of the buildings.  However, it has been reasonably demonstrated 
that there is no alterative to the plant and that it is required under various 
legislations.  It is however lamentable that the plant was not considered by the 
architects at an earlier stage and was installed without prior permission and in 
noncompliance with the conditions imposed on the original application. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant variation of condition:- 
 
08 Notwithstanding the plant equipment hereby approved in this 

application, no further water tanks, plant, lift room or other structures 
shall be erected upon the roofs of the approved buildings without the 
written approval of the planning authority.   
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Ref. 

 
Address 

 
Proposal 

2012/0758 
 
 
 
 
 
               
 
22 February 
2012 SM 

Former Putney Hospital 
Site, Commondale, SW15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thamesfield 

Demolition of all existing buildings. 
Erection of a two-storey primary school 
(with roof top playground) for 420 pupils 
with associated parking and drop off/pick 
up area;   erection of part three/part four-
storey building at northern end of site 
comprising 24 flats with basement level car 
and cycle parking. Formation of a new 
vehicular access off Lower Richmond 
Road and associated landscaping. 

COUNCIL’S OWN APPLICATION 
 

RECOMMENDATION: Subject to:- 
 

i) any Direction from the Mayor of London; 
ii)  any Direction from the Secretary of State 

 
that the Borough Planner be authorised to grant planning permission in 
line with the draft decision notice attached to this report; 
 
SITE: 1.23 ha site of former Putney Hospital located on the north side of 
Lower Richmond Road close to its junction with Commondale. It is surrounded 
by Putney Lower Common, an area of Metropolitan Open Land (MOL). The 
site extends up to the Lower Richmond Road, the car parking area to the front 
of the site and some of the service roads around the building remain as 
common land and access is permitted pursuant to the licences granted in the 
1950’s. The site area includes Council owned land and areas of the common 
that are the subject of proposed works. The area of Council ownership is 
4,890m2 (0.489 hectares) which amounts to 39% with the remaining 61% 
being common land which is included due to the extent of the restoration 
works proposed. 
 
Within the site, the existing hospital access, service roads and frontage car 
park are within MOL, although the existing buildings are outside MOL. The 
site lies outside a conservation area however, the Putney Lower Common 
Conservation Area adjoins to the east. Bowling club, separated from the site 
by a public footpath, adjoins to the north.  Common immediately to the east of 
the site separates it from Commondale, which has predominantly two-storey 
houses located only on the east side of the road facing the common. There 
are existing footpaths across this area of common, which link up with the main 
part of the common to the west of the site. The areas further to the east and 
south of the site beyond the Lower Richmond Road are predominantly 
residential. To the south-west of the site, Putney Lower Common continues on 
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south side of Lower Richmond Road.  Adjacent to the most easterly of the two 
entrances off Lower Richmond Road there is an historic milestone. There are 
currently three points of vehicular access to the site, two off Lower Richmond 
Road between its junction with Queen’s Ride and Commondale and a further 
access off Commondale to the east.   
 
Existing buildings on the site were constructed in the 20th century and occupy 
the majority of the Council owned part of the site. In addition to the former 
hospital buildings, there is former nurses’ accommodation to the rear almost 
abutting the northern boundary with the bowling club. The site has been 
vacant since 1999. A Tree Preservation Order covers seven trees on the site 
and a group TPO exists on the woodland adjoining along the western 
boundary. The site lies within Flood Zones 1, 2 and 3a and has a PTAL 
accessibility rating of 2. It lies outside an Archaeological Priority Area.  The SE 
corner of the site lies within a Linear Strategic View (King Henry III’s Mound to 
St Paul’s Cathedral). 
 
HISTORY:  Hospital constructed on the site in 1911 enjoying historic rights of 
access over the common. Various additions and alterations to the hospital 
were made over the next 50 years including the erection of the nurses’ home 
in the 1930’s. In 1956, agreement was reached with the Conservators over 
the provision of new access roads and car parking over the common. 
2004: Screening opinion: (EIA not required) for demolition of all buildings and 
redevelopment to provide a Primary Care Centre  and residential 
accommodation. 
2006: Screening opinion:  (EIA not required) for demolition of all buildings and 
redevelopment to provide a Primary Care Centre  and residential 
accommodation in the form of a block of 24 flats. 
2006: pp subject to legal agreement for demolition of all existing buildings. 
Erection of a Primary Care Centre (with caretakers flat) and a residential block 
comprising 24 flats.  Formation of a new vehicular access off Lower Richmond 
Road, associated car parking and landscaping, and relocation of electricity 
sub station. Legal agreement signed 08/07/10. 
January 2012:  Screening opinion (EIA not required) for demolition of existing 
buildings and redevelopment to provide a three storey primary school and four 
storey plus basement block of 24 flats with associated access and parking. 
(Application ref. 2011/5646). 
 
DETAILS:   
School: Demolition of existing buildings on site and erection of two-storey 
primary school building with enclosed playground space on the roof. Footplate 
would measure approximately 87m long x 18m wide, 7.2m to level of roof top 
playground, 11m high to parapet wall enclosure and 14.8m to the top of the 
west elevation ventilation chimneys. The first floor would overhang the ground 
floor by 2m to the east elevation. A two-storey double height glazed feature 
would wrap around the SE corner of the building to emphasise the main 
entrance and foyer.  
The internal linear arrangement comprises ground floor main entrance with 
double height community/exhibition space at the SE corner of the building. 
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The commemorative stone plaque that currently exists on south elevation of 
the nurses’ home is to be saved and incorporated within this foyer area as a 
reminder of the previous use of the site. The precise position of the stone is to 
be the subject of a condition. The classroom areas are all sited in the western 
part of the building facing the common and away from properties in 
Commondale.  Ground floor lower school classrooms would have direct 
access to partially recessed external play areas facing the western site 
boundary. The remainder of the ground floor along the eastern side of the 
building would be allocated to support functions and staff accommodation 
including plant and kitchen areas. There would be two core staircase areas to 
access the upper school area on the first floor with west elevation terraces for 
each classroom and a further terrace and external staircase at the northern 
end for the upper school to reach the ground floor play area. The north, west 
and part of the south boundaries of the school site would be enclosed by 
mesh fencing for security purposes The east facing boundary would be brick 
to match the building and would not project beyond the east elevation. The 
boundary treatment would be sited on the perimeter of the Council owned site 
and would not project onto or enclose any common land. Final details of the 
finish of this boundary treatment would be dealt with by condition. The roof 
would provide further outdoor play areas for the upper school as well as a 
games area for formal PE classes. This area would be enclosed by a 3.75m 
high perimeter wall and would also contain some plant areas, raised planters 
and trees with 93 solar panels arranged over some covered play areas 
primarily at each end. Details of these areas of roof and the means of lighting 
the covered play underneath would be dealt with by condition. Total 
floorspace = 2826sq.m. with external terraces and rooftop playground 
(1606sq.m.) totalling 1849sq.m.  
 
The school would be 2-form entry, operated as an academy and with capacity 
for 420 pupils. It is proposed to operate on a non-denominational basis as an 
academy for which the Council would advertise to seek providers should 
planning permission be granted. Admissions would be likely to be prioritised 
according to usual criteria applied to state schools. The proposed school 
would be operated by an Academy provider. Prospective providers would be 
asked to submit proposals to the Council which would be followed by a 
recommendation being made to the Secretary of State for Education. If 
endorsed as the successful provider it would be likely to follow the same 
criteria that the Council uses as the Admissions Authority for community 
schools.  These criteria give priority first to children in the care of a Local 
Authority, then to children with exceptional medical or social needs (supported 
by a professional diagnosis), then siblings of children already in the school 
and lastly based on the straight line distance that children live from the school.  
Numbers in the first two categories are usually very small (typically one or two 
children), so it would be anticipated that the bulk of the pupils admitted will be 
those who live close to the school or their siblings.   
It is unlikely that the school would open before September 2015 when there 
would be a gradual filling of the school, starting with the 60 reception places 
and increasing year by year.  
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Parking for 5 cars, plus a space for disabled users will for the school. Drop off 
area for parents dropping children by car. 60 Cycle parking spaces to be 
provided (8 for visitors and 52 for pupils and staff). All except the visitor 
spaces would be within a secure and sheltered area at the northern end of the 
site.  
 
Refuse store to be incorporated within the main building, accessed directly off 
the kitchens serviced from the access road to accommodate 3 x 1,280ltr 
refuse bins and 2 x 1,280ltr recycling bins. Separate paper recycling facilities 
will be provided to each class 
 
Materials: Predominantly Grey/buff facing brick with the ‘returns’ of the 
recessed play spaces finished in glazed bricks graduating  in colour from 
yellow at the southern end of the building, progressing through greens, to 
blues at the north end. The coloured glazed brick proposed would also be 
used  along the covered ground floor walkway of the east façade, and also at 
roof level. The large ‘cut outs’ in the brick façade at high level are 
predominantly open on the south and west facades with vertical timber ‘slats’ 
spaced at irregular intervals a 1.5m high frameless glass balustrade behind. 
On the north and east façades, facing neighbours, the openings gradually 
reduce in width and are infilled with coloured glazed brick. The west elevation 
incorporates four brick faced ‘ventilation stacks’ which provide natural cooling 
to the classrooms. The main entrance canopy will be clad in a yellow glazed 
brick and will also support the school signage. The double height foyer will be 
enclosed with glazed curtain walling with the external paving material to be 
extended into the foyer. All curtain walling and other 
fenestration will have grey powder coated aluminium frames. Planting around 
the school consists of predominantly native species, especially in the areas to 
be reclaimed as common. A green roof is proposed for part of the school roof 
with tree and shrub planting in raised planting boxes. 
 
Residential: Part three-, part four-storey residential block proposed at northern 
end of site, approximately 48m long x 22m wide. 10.9m high to top of second 
floor, 14.5m to roof of third floor and 14.8m to stair enclosure. 24 flats (4 x 1-
bedroom, 16 x 2-bedroom, 4 x 3-bedroom) (72 habitable rooms) with private 
balconies to all elevations and private and communal terraces (151sq.m.) at 
roof level. The apartments are designed to allow lift access from either the 
undercroft car park or ‘street’ level. 63 solar panels would be sited on the 
northern part of the roof. Undercroft parking for 25 cars and 28 cycles. No 
provision of affordable housing has been made. Gross floorspace including 
basement 3359sq.m. 
 
The building comprises a central glazed lobby and staircase/lift with wings to 
either side. The apartment building can be accessed either via a landscaped 
courtyard pedestrian entrance at ground floor level, or via a lift from the 
basement car park. Refuse store located at the head of the basement ramp, 
allowing the refuse vehicle to collect from the adjacent hardstanding 
comprising 4 x 1,100ltr refuse bins and 2 x 1,280ltr recycling bins. This will be 
brick built to match the main building,  
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Materials: predominantly faced with the same brick as the school. The inset 
panels around the fenestration will be constructed from a smooth cream brick 
or terracotta tile, contrasting with the adjacent brickwork. Dark grey PPC 
Aluminium window frames and frameless glass balustrades to balconies and 
terraces. The ‘plinth’ at ground floor level containing the semi-basement 
parking would be a dark grey engineering brick, allowing it to ‘disappear’ 
behind the low level planting surrounding the building. At roof level, an 
‘extensive’ green roof is proposed.  
 
Access: A new access road would be laid beyond the eastern boundary of the 
Council owned part of the site. This would be on common land and would use 
the existing access from Lower Richmond Road to the east of the existing car 
park between the existing building and the Lower Richmond Road. All other 
points of vehicle access would be removed. 
The access would be a two-way road running along the east side of the 
school, leading to a turning facility and continue to the access ramp to the 
residential car park. A ‘drop off bay’ has been sited next to the covered 
walkway along the east side of the school. This element is located fully within 
the site boundary and will enable parents to drop children and exit in a forward 
gear but not park. There is also a ‘reinforced grass’ over-run area to enable 
refuse vehicles, delivery vehicles and coaches to turn on site. A barrier is 
proposed at the entrance to this road to control unauthorised access. The use 
of common land is the subject of an agreement between the Council and 
WPCC (Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators) and is conditional 
on the proposal being approved. The surface treatment for the access road on 
common land would be dealt with by condition to ensure a suitably 
sympathetic material is used. A new pedestrian crossing would be installed on 
Lower Richmond Road close to the access to the site. Details of the type and 
means of operation of the crossing would be dealt with by condition. 
 
The works to the common would be with the agreement of Wimbledon and 
Putney Commons Conservators (WPCC) and include for example, installing 
new footpaths across the Common and restoring land that was previously 
tarmac and used by the hospital, to open common land with grassed areas 
and planting.  These details would also be dealt with by condition to ensure 
appropriate materials are used. 
The area of school site is 3,515m2 (0.3515 hectares) with the area of 
apartments site being 1,375m2 (0.1375 hectares) totalling 0.49ha that 
occupies only part of the original site of the former hospital and nurses’ home 
(1.05ha). The remainder of the original site (0.55ha) including land occupied 
by part of the nurses home, car parks and access roads will be reclaimed as 
Common, excluding the new access road across the common which amounts 
to (0.01ha). 
 
Plot ratio: Using 1.23ha site area including common land = 0.5:1 
Using Council owned site area of 0.489ha = 1.26:1 
Density: (using residential site area of 0.1375ha excluding any common land) 
524 hrph, 175 dwellings per hectare. 
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There were numerous errors that existed in the first application in respect of 
notices not being served correctly on third parties, inadequate transport 
assessment, sustainability measures and noise assessment. As a result the 
Council invalidated the application on 23/15/12. The application was 
registered following the receipt of amendments to original submission on 
16/07/12.  
These amendments included: 
- increasing the amount of school cycle parking (from 29-60);  
- revisions to Energy/Sustainability Statements including additional photo-
voltaics on the roofs of both the school (from 18 to 93) and the residential 
building (from 46 to 63) to enable an increased CO2 saving from 9% to 25%. 
- more detailed Transport Assessment to include traffic surveys;  
- amended noise assessment to take into account noise generated from the 
rooftop playground and potential impact on nearby Commondale properties;  
- confirmation that relevant notices have been served on relevant parties with 
a legal interest in the site; 
 
Differences between this application and the 2006 approval: 
- provision of school instead of health care facility 
- previous health care facility had a footplate of  34m long x 29m wide, of 
between two and four storeys (8.2m to 16.5m in height). It had a gross 
external floorspace of 2700sq.m. The current proposal has a footplate of 28m 
long x 18m wide, of two storeys plus the enclosure to the roof top playground 
giving the appearance of three storeys. Overall height to the top of the 
playground enclosure would be 11m (14.75m high to the top of the ventilation 
towers on the west elevation). Gross internal floorspace would be 2610sq.m. 
- parking reduced from 74 spaces in the PCT scheme (51 for visitors) to 6 for 
the school. 
-residential element has only minor changes including the ramp to the semi-
basement parking being relocated to minimise its impact, improve entrance 
arrangements and to include central plant and additional cycle parking. 
- residential materials predominantly brick instead of previous render; 
- the previous approval (2006/2866) had a site area of 1.1ha which included 
an access road with footpath either side on common land. This scheme 
included a much smaller area of common land (1.1ha in total as opposed to 
1.23ha) as it did not encompass the considerable surrounding areas of 
restoration and landscaping that the current proposal includes. 
 
Supporting documents: 
Planning Statement:  
Demand for school: The Primary school place roll projections, using the 
births and housing data, shows a continuing upward trend. In some areas of 
the borough a steep rise in pupil numbers is expected over the next five to six 
years. These projections show an increase of more than 4,000 reception 
places needed within the borough. The Council’s policy is to ensure that there 
are sufficient reception school places where the data shows that there is a 
need. Urgent action is therefore required in order to address this demand. The 
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Council is planning for this additional provision by the expansion of existing 
schools and where appropriate, the provision of new primary schools. 
One of the main areas under pressure is the Thamesfield Ward The Council is 
therefore taking this opportunity to build a new 2 FE primary school (i.e. 420 
places) on the Putney Hospital site. This will allow the building to be of 
sufficient size to accommodate current projected and future growth in this 
area. The proposed school would serve the wards of Thamesfield, West 
Putney and East Putney. 
Archaeology: Following correspondence with Mark Stevenson, Archaeology 
Advisor of English Heritage, he advised, that previous archaeological trench 
evaluation at the site had been concluded within limited results. There was 
therefore no discernible on-going archaeological potential and providing that 
any potential new proposals were confined to the same area as the previous 
scheme, no further archaeological consideration would be necessary. 
 
Amendments: Assessment of the proposal in the context of the NPPF.  
The NPPF supports the application proposals in the context of relevant 
development plan policy and the significant benefits that they will bring to the 
Borough. As noted above, the NPPF continues a long established 
Government aim of encouraging the effective use of previously developed 
brownfield land.  Issues raised within the NPPF such as Transport, Heritage, 
Flood Risk and Sustainability have been fully dealt with in the application 
package and the proposals comply with the relevant guidance. 
 
Design and Access statement:  
Need for school: The Primary school place roll projections for the borough 
shows a continuing upward trend. The Council’s policy is to ensure that there 
are sufficient reception school places where the data shows that there is a 
need. In the Thamesfield Ward there is a potential shortfall in 2015 of 50 
reception places and by 2020 a shortfall of 286 for the primary places for all 
years. The model used to develop the primary projections for the borough 
uses the following information to produce the pupil place planning forecast. 
• Actual births 
• Actual numbers on roll as at October 2011. 
• Projected number of births supplied by the Greater 
London Authority. 
• Housing data provided by the Planning Department. 
The resulting projections were then compared with the published admission 
numbers for all primary schools to determine any surplus or deficit of primary 
school places on a ward, planning area and the borough level. 
 
Projected places for reception years and primary school places overall in the 
Thamesfield Ward (Planning Area*)are as follows; 
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Design: The proposed school building has been designed around the various 
functions of school life, whilst responding to the constraints of the 
site, the brief, and planning policy. The ‘linear’ nature of the building, 
generated by the shape of the site boundary and the need for on-site vehicle 
drop-off, allows the class bases to all face west, overlooking the common, and 
facing away from the neighbouring properties on Commondale. Each class 
base has an external play space, recessed into the building to provide  
shelter and minimise solar gain. The intention has been to design a calm, 
timeless building that respects its location on the common but is identifiably a 
school building. Robust, good quality, natural materials, coupled with good  
detailing will ensure that it remains attractive for years to come. 
The proposed materials for the apartments have been re-examined 
following the design of the school. It was felt that the apartments 
should have some common elements with the school, unifying the 
two buildings, whilst maintaining a visually distinct look for each, 
appropriate to the disparate functions. 
 
Access: Access to school front entrance of the school from the public 
highway and from the drop-off will be achieved via level access points. The 
front entrance is set at ground level with flush entrance threshold and a lift is 

Year
Projected 
Places Capacity Places Percentage

11/12 A 192 193 1 1%
12/13 P 234 193 -41 -21%
13/14 P 253 193 -60 -31%
14/15 P 242 193 -49 -25%
15/16 P 243 193 -50 -26%
16/17 P 247 193 -54 -28%
17/18 P 249 193 -56 -29%
18/19 P 248 193 -55 -28%
19/20 P 245 193 -52 -27%
20/21 P 240 193 -47 -25%

Surplus/DeficitAdmission Reception

Planning Area 8

Year
Projected 
Places Capacity Places Percentage

11/12 A 1194 1246 52 4%
12/13 P 1308 1246 -62 -5%
13/14 P 1438 1351 -87 -6%
14/15 P 1511 1351 -160 -12%
15/16 P 1561 1351 -210 -16%
16/17 P 1611 1351 -260 -19%
17/18 P 1650 1351 -299 -22%
18/19 P 1676 1351 -325 -24%
19/20 P 1664 1351 -313 -23%
20/21 P 1639 1351 -288 -21%

Planning Area 8

Admission Primary Surplus/Deficit
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provided giving access to both floors of accommodation and the rooftop 
playground. Accessible WCs are located around the building on both floors. 
Level thresholds are provided throughout the residential block and 10% of 
apartments will be wheelchair compliant. Two apartments have been 
designed as ‘wheelchair accessible housing’, these are a two-bedroom 
apartment on the ground floor and a three-bedroom apartment located on the 
first floor. In addition, the remaining 3 x three-bedroom units could also be 
easily adapted for wheelchair use if required at a later date. 
The remaining apartments have been designed to Lifetime Homes Standards. 
 
Environmental Strategy: 
The scheme will deliver energy efficiency and onsite renewable energy. A full 
feasibility study has been undertaken to identify opportunities for efficiency, 
CHP and renewable energy. 
Key energy measures are: 
School: 
• Natural ventilation strategy for school; 
• High performance fabric specification; 
• Free night cooling; 
• Low energy lighting; 
• Condensing boilers; 
• Solar PV potential maximised; 
Residential: 
• High performance fabric and fittings; 
• Low energy lighting; 
• Condensing boilers; 
• Communal heating (subject to WBC review of efficiency issues); 
• Solar PV potential incorporated. The key achievements of the site are: 
• Compliance with the 25% CO2 savings policies in the local plan 
and the London Plan; 
• Design of a naturally ventilated school; 
• High performance fabric for both school and residential uses; 
• Incorporation of 27kWp solar PV. 
 
Heritage Statement: NPPF compliant Heritage Impact Assessment has shown 
that  
1. The settings of all heritage assets – listed buildings, conservation areas, 
locally listed buildings and undesignated heritage assets - seen together with 
the site, are enhanced.  
2 - The setting of Putney Lower Common (Metropolitan Open Land) 
is enhanced. 
 It can be seen that NPPF requirements to maintain the particular significance 
of heritage assets and to better reveal that significance through appropriate 
new development have been met. In addition, the scheme complies with Local 
Plan policies DMS1 and DMS2. The relevant information in the Site Specific 
Allocations Document for the Former Putney Hospital Site (p148), has also 
been taken into consideration. 
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Affordable Housing Viability Report:  Prepared by Lambert Smith Hampton. 
The scheme does not generate any profit based on a purchase price of 
£4,450,000. The development appraisal demonstrates that as the proposed 
scheme with nil affordable housing is not economically viable and therefore 
the provision of any affordable housing required on site would exacerbate this 
and the scheme would be unlikely to be carried out. 
 
Ecology Report: Prepared by agb Environmental Ltd. The site as a whole was 
assessed for the potential presence of protected species that may 
have a material impact upon any development proposals. The Extended 
Phase 1 Habitat Survey identified that given the time elapsed since the site 
was in active use as a hospital, the site has become overgrown and 
unmanaged. Consequently, the site is considered to provide some potential 
habitat for protected species. Therefore, protected species surveys were 
undertaken in accordance with the methodologies identified in section 3 of this 
report in respect of bat, reptile and badger, with appropriate consideration in 
respect of potential nesting bird habitat. 
The protected species surveys identified that the site is not currently 
considered to support a bat roost given the largely unsuitable habitat. 
However, bats are active in the area, and foraging activity was identified on 
the western and northern perimeters of the site. The reptile survey did not 
identify presence of any reptile species on/next to the site. The badger 
surveys identified that the site is not currently being used by badgers. 
However, fox activity was identified in the northern courtyard, with access to 
and from site gained via holes underneath the hoarding in the north and west 
of the site. The survey also identified that trees/shrubs/buildings have the 
potential to provide nesting bird habitat, and therefore standard due diligence 
in respect of nesting birds has been advised. 
The principal recommendations identified are: 
• Due diligence in respect of bats prior to demolition/any tree works, including 
a pre-demolition inspection of the buildings once asbestos has been made 
safe and if in the correct seasonality (May-September), an additional 
echolocation survey as precaution. 
• Precautionary on-going monitoring of site for any badger activity and to 
ensure foxes do not try to re-establish earths post closure, to make sure the 
site is free of fox earths before permitted development demolition works 
commence. 
• Enhancement of an ecologically poor site through landscaping/habitat 
creation as part of the proposals. 
 
Construction Management Plan: Draft Plan based on Council’s own proforma 
comprising Construction traffic routing to and from the site, Site Access, 
Deliveries, Wheel Washing, Road Cleansing, Parking Bay Suspension, Dust 
and Noise Suppression, Residents Liaison Officer, Considerate Contractors 
Scheme, Site Management Parking, Visitors Parking and Tower Crane 
Installation and Removal. More detailed version to be the subject of a 
condition. 
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Flood Risk Assessment: RAB Consultants: Although the proposed site is 
shown as lying in Flood Zones 1 and 2 on the Environment Agency’s Flood 
Map, when modelled flood levels provided by the Agency are compared with 
topography, it is clear that the site is well above peak flood levels and this 
effectively places the whole site within Flood Zone 1. It is understood that a 
suitable drainage scheme has been designed by Downie Consulting 
Engineers. It can be concluded therefore that the proposed development is 
appropriate for the level of flood risk. The following actions are recommended: 
Construct ground floor levels of the school and dwellings no lower than 
6.5mAOD. Introduce a surface water drainage scheme in line with SUDS 
philosophy that targets betterment from the existing condition (refer to the 
Downie Consulting Engineers report). 
 
Drainage Report: Written by Downie Consulting Engineers.  
Proposed Attenuated Surface Water Drainage: The Environment Agency’s 
Indicative Floodplain map shows that the proposed development site lies 
predominantly within Flood Zone 1, although parts of it lie in Zone 2 and Zone 
3.  
Summary 
(a) Drainage discharging towards Lower Richmond Road 
School – Storm Water Drainage 
Storm water attenuation tank = 90m2 x 1m deep 
Maximum discharge rate = 6.5 l/s 
Residential – Storm Water Drainage 
Storm water attenuation tank = 40m2 x 1m deep 
Maximum discharge rate = 2.2 l/s 
Total Storm Water Run Off = 8.7l/s 
School – Foul Water Drainage 
Peak discharge = 3.1 l/s 
Total Discharge = 11.8 l/s 
(b) Drainage discharging towards Commondale 
Residential – Foul Water Drainage 
Peak discharge = 1.1 l/s 
SuDS Strategy and Site Implications 
Once the results from infiltration tests have been received and the results 
incorporated into the design, it may be deemed possible to include 
soakaways which will have the effect of reducing the storage tank sizes. It is 
understood that the site has certain areas of contamination and any future 
infiltration design will be fully coordinated to ensure there is no flow from 
contaminate areas into the watercourse. 
As such attenuation techniques will be used to achieve the maximum run off 
as previously identified of 8.7l/s. For simplicity storage tanks have been 
selected although green roofs, porous pavements etc may be possible. There 
is little catchment area to keep pond(s) with a source of regular flow and 
additionally being on the site of a primary school is not considered good 
practice. Therefore ponds are not proposed for this development 
Proposed Rainwater Harvesting System 
The proposal is to use Thornton Sports storage system over the whole roof 
utilising 85mm deep SuDS Sport cellular blocks. The corrected rainwater 
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available (AR) = 57 m3 / month. Estimated water demand (D) = 121 m3 / 
month. The maximum water saving efficiency achievable is 57.5%. 
 
Daylight/Sunlight Assessment: This has been carried out in relation to the 
nearest residential properties which are in Commondale. The relevant 
guidance in relation to changes in daylight and sunlight as a result of new 
development is 'Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight: A guide to 
good practice' (Second Edition) British Research Establishment, 2011 (BRE 
209). This guidance states that "If any part of a new building or extension, 
measured in a vertical section perpendicular to a main window wall of an 
existing building, from the centre of the lowest window, subtends an angle of 
more than 25 degrees to the horizontal, then the diffuse daylight of the 
existing building may be adversely affected." In summary, this means that 
where a new development, which is laid out parallel to an existing property, 
subtends an angle of less than 25 degrees to the horizontal from a ground 
floor window, then the daylight into that window will not be noticeably affected 
and more detailed analyses are not required. The submitted plan clearly 
shows that the proposed development meets the BRE requirements in terms 
of daylight and sunlight and therefore no further analysis is required.  
 
Environmental Noise Assessment: Prepared by Acoustic Consultants Ltd.  
The most sensitive residential properties in terms of noise from the proposed 
school are the new build flats to the north. 
Noise limiting criteria has been provided for plant associated with the 
proposed school development in accordance with British Standard 4142:1997. 
Noise from school activity has also been considered as it affects the nearby 
residential properties. Based on noise levels measured at a similar sized 
school and site layout, activity noise from external play can be adequately 
controlled in the external residential amenity space and habitable rooms of the 
residential development. 
All existing residential properties will be less affected than the proposed flats 
by way of noise from the proposed school. Noise from the school is not 
expected to adversely affect the amenity of the existing nearby residential  
properties.  
Amendments: Additional assessment carried out on the potential effects on 
properties in Commondale and also the effect of any noise from the roof top 
playground. The report also specifically considers the impact of noise on the 
residential properties on Commondale to the east. All existing residential 
properties will be less affected than the proposed flats by way of noise from 
the proposed school. Noise from the school is not expected to adversely affect 
the amenity of the existing nearby residential properties. 
 
Energy Statement: Prepared by JS Lewis Ltd.  
The scheme will deliver energy efficiency and onsite renewable energy. A full 
feasibility study has been undertaken to identify opportunities for efficiency, 
CHP and renewable energy. Key energy measures are proposed:  
School; Natural ventilation strategy;  High performance fabric specification; 
Free night cooling; Low energy lighting; Condensing boilers; Solar 
Photovoltaic (PV) potential maximised (11.25kWp);  
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Residential; High performance fabric and fittings; Communal heating for 
future-proofing; Solar PV potential maximised (4.5kWp);  
The key achievements of the site are: Design of a naturally ventilated school, 
Part L 2010 target is exceeded by 9%; Energy efficiency saves -1% of total 
CO2;  Renewable energy saves 6% total CO2; 9% saved on regulated 
emissions; 5% saved on total emissions.  
CHP was assessed for both the proposed school and the residential buildings. 
Both elements have very low heat demands, and as such, it is difficult to 
demonstrate a viable model for CHP. In formal pre-application discussions 
with the GLA, it was noted by the GLA that CHP would be inappropriate on 
such a small scheme, and that typically, it is only applicable to 500 units or 
more. This position would reinforce the financial analysis undertaken on CHP 
for the proposed development. CHP makes an annual operating loss even if 
the capital cost is considered as a cost of development. As such, it cannot be 
considered viable. 
Communal Heating: Although the design team believes that communal 
heating would not be appropriate in this instance, the applicant has agreed to 
provide this if its no-provision would prejudice the success of the application. 
In this case, all residential units would be served by a communal heat network 
as a future-proofing exercise as required by the GLA. It is proposed that the 
school is not connected for commercial and practical reasons. However, 
future connection between the two sites would be a simple exercise. 
Amendments: The scheme has been redesigned to incorporate a substantial 
increase in solar PV panels, and an improved building fabric for the school to 
achieve the full 25% CO2 savings provision required of the London Plan. The 
fabric standards have been brought in line with the residential standards 
proposed. The scheme drawings show capacity for up to 156 panels, 93 on 
the school and 63 on the residential. 
The output required to achieve the 25% savings overall, accounting for energy 
efficiency savings, has been calculated using the PV GIS calculator using 
local conditions for Putney (27kWp, allowing a further 8% self-shading losses 
due to the proposed geometry). This would imply each panel to have an 
output of 0.173kWp. 
Communal Heating and Heat Loss 
SAP makes two allowances for additional energy use created through the use 
of communal heating systems. The first is the use of electricity for pumping 
electricity equal to 1% of all heating and hot water is added to the energy 
demand of each dwelling. Where gas is used for heating and hot water, this 
equates to approximately 2% additional CO2 for heating and hot water. 
Secondly, heat is lost through the distribution network. As condition 1) is met 
under paragraph C3.1 (below), the factors in Table 12c (further below) are 
applied. The appropriate loss factor is at best (d) which is 1.05, or an 
additional 5% heat loss. Overall, therefore, the most efficient communal 
heating system will increase heat-based CO2 emissions by 7%. Actual 
performance in practice tends to be worse than this. 
Mechanical Ventilation and Heat Recovery Climate Consulting Ltd 
commends the level of fabric performance, but goes on to propose 
mechanical ventilation with heat recovery as an option for improving carbon 
performance where natural ventilation is not being sought. The impact on 
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carbon emissions is very negative. The design team concludes therefore that 
MVHR would not improve carbon performance, and is therefore inappropriate. 
Ground Source Heat Pumps There is a net increase in CO2 emissions. 
Whilst there remains no carbon saving, there remains no case for the 
application of the technology. Accordingly, the suggestion that further savings 
that could be achieved from heat pumps is not supported by the evidence 
above. For completeness, the design team also notes the calculation above 
omits the following key issues for heat pump use within the proposed 
residential units: The heating system must be communal as required by GLA 
policy individual systems as suggested by Climate Consulting are therefore 
inappropriate, and potentially contradictory to the later statement in their 
review regarding communal heating; Communal heat pumps integrated into 
communal heating systems perform worse than individual systems due to the 
required circulation temperatures and delta T requirements, and additional 
pumping requirements. 
Finally, it is restated that the design team has wider concerns regarding the 
use of heat pumps as stated in the original analysis: High running costs 
(higher than gas); Poor technology performance outside laboratory conditions; 
Poor perception from a sales perspective; Detrimental impact to building 
exteriors from condensing units for air-source. 
CHP and Communal Heating 
Communal heating would allow for the site to be connected at a future date to 
any district heat network that may be installed. There are no advantages to 
connecting the school due to its low heat demand, and there are distinct 
disadvantages in terms of separate demises, administration of the two 
separate entities, and heat distribution and pumping losses. It is deemed 
highly unlikely that a district heat network is introduced in the near to mid-term 
due to the economics of district heat, the cost of retro-fitting, the extensive 
private ownership in the surrounding area, and the low density of heat 
demand. 
 
Sustainability Statement: Prepared by J S Lewis Ltd. 
The proposals will bring back into use a previously developed, vacant and 
derelict site that is currently contaminated with asbestos. In doing so, the 
scheme will provide a much needed school facility that is naturally ventilated 
by design.  
The Mayor’s essential standards as set out in this document are achieved. 
BREEAM Very Good has been demonstrated to be achieved for the proposed 
school. Code 3 has been shown to be achieved for the proposed residential 
element. Both of these pre-assessments make some assumptions on issues 
that will not be determined until the building control stage, but both have 
enough flexibility to make up for any credits lost at the detailed design stage. 
A living roof has been incorporated on the proposed residential element and 
many sustainable detailed design elements are built in via the Code and 
BREEAM assessments. 
The GLA’s policies 5.3 (sustainable construction) and 5.11 (green roofs) have 
been addressed, as well as the Mayor’s SPD on sustainable design and 
construction. The local policies for a sustainability statement and Code 3 and 
BREEAM Very Good have also been addressed. 
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Amendments: The scheme is compliant with Wandsworth Policy on Code 
and BREEAM. It is also compliant with the London Plan and local policy 
targets for 25% CO2 saving. 
 
Landscape Statement. Tree Survey and Arboricultural Impact Assessment: 
Prepared by The Adams Loxton Partnership Ltd. 
Restoration of Common, Access and Parking: Those areas of the original 
hospital and nurses’ home sites including car parks and access roads, which 
are outside the proposed development site, are to be reclaimed as common. 
A series of connecting footpaths from the north, south and west are proposed 
which connect to Lower Richmond Road, Queens Ride, local bus stops and 
shops along the Lower Richmond Road and the residences of Commondale. 
Access to the new school and apartments by foot and by vehicle will cross the 
Common outside the development boundary of the site. These routes and 
their surface treatments have been agreed with the Conservators of 
Wimbledon and Putney Commons. All footpaths are to be constructed with a 
gravel surface and flush timber irregular edging to reflect their ‘rural’ situation. 
Within the open space, steps have been avoided. Ramps and access paths 
are Disability Discrimination Disabled Act (DDA) compliant. Lighting and 
external signage are to be provided. Maintenance is to be kept to a minimum 
with the use of robust shrub planting including native plant species to increase 
biodiversity. A ditch is proposed along the eastern side of the access road 
which will be filled with gravel and which will take away surface water. Beyond 
this ditch, mounding is proposed along both sides of the access road abutting 
the common so restricting access by vehicles onto the common. Stout timber 
bollards will also be provided along the road edge to prevent parking except in 
the allocated parking bays. Native tree planting is proposed within the 
common adjacent to the development to help screen the new buildings and 
compensate for the loss of trees. The drop-off area is to be constructed from a 
system of reinforced grass (Marshalls Grass Guard) indicating that this area is 
not intended as a parking facility and to blend in more sympathetically to the 
surrounding landscape of the common. The over-run for turning of larger 
coaches has been designed as an area of reinforced grass as it is envisaged 
that these vehicles will only be accessing the site infrequently. 
School: The playground for the new school forms an ‘L’ shape around the 
western and northern elevations. A 2.35 metre high brick wall is proposed 
along the northern boundary with a 2.6 metre high weld mesh security fence 
along the western boundary and a combination of metal fence and brick wall 
2.6 metres high along the southern boundary. Raised timber plant beds are 
proposed to form plots for vegetable growing. A small area with a variety of 
miniature native habitats is proposed, including shallow ponds and marsh 
areas together with varying soil types for wild flowers and grasses. Planting 
along the western boundary and interfaced with the reclaimed common is 
proposed. Such planting would consist predominantly of native species which 
are also found within the common. Low to medium shrubs are proposed on 
both sides of the fence but with a predominance of grass species. No tall 
shrubs are proposed to avoid places for hiding. A small number of medium 
sized open foliage trees are proposed along the boundary, which are to be 
carefully located to avoid undue shading. 
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Apartments: Within this space a range of mainly ornamental trees and shrubs 
are proposed to provide colour and interest throughout the seasons. Lawns 
are to be included together with a network of footpaths and sitting areas, a 
barbeque area and a shelter against the rain and sun. A range of spaces 
within this garden are proposed including seating areas for quiet relaxation, 
communal space with a shelter and barbecue area and a play area. 
Green Roofs: A lightweight green roof for the apartment block which would 
consist mainly of native sedums and draft resistant native species designed to 
provide food plants for insects. Old logs will be placed in selected locations 
providing potential habitats for stag beetles and other insects. The roof for the 
school is to accommodate a more extensive range of tree and shrub planting 
contained in raised planting boxes, with depths of soil between 450 and 
800mm. Small trees are proposed which would be secured using underground 
‘guys’ to prevent rocking and wind damage to the root systems. The school 
roof garden will include ornamental and native planting. Water conservation 
measures including water collection and storage are to be incorporated into 
the design proposals for the roof gardens together with an irrigation system for 
maintaining plant growth. 
Hard landscaping: A high standard of hard landscape finishes are proposed 
including the use of granite kerbs, natural stone paving and a surface 
treatment of buff coloured gravel for the main access road and connecting 
footpaths. The hard landscaped treatments are indicated on the drawings 
submitted with the application. 
Trees: A re-assessment of the existing trees has been undertaken in 
November 2011 by The Adam Loxton Partnership Limited. It is intended to 
retain all trees where possible and a programme of monitoring of trees is 
proposed, particularly for trees along the western and northern boundary, 
which may be affected by the construction of the new buildings. There are 3 
no. Trees within the development site, Of these, two trees have been 
identified as being affected by the proposed development, and are 
recommended to be felled. The remainder of the trees as indicated on Plan 13 
are to be protected. Approximately 30 no. new trees will be planted which will 
provide screening and add to biodiversity. 
 
Waste Management Plan: WBC report dealing with all aspects of construction 
work including preparatory work such as demolition and excavation. Prior to 
the commencement of the development, information will be collected on the 
waste likely to be produced by the project and the available options for 
reduction, reuse, recycling and disposal. The appointed consultant will also 
monitor the plan during the project to ensure compliance. The Principal 
Contractor will nominate someone to act as the environmental co-ordinator for 
the project and as such is responsible for instructing workers, overseeing and 
documenting results of the Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP). 
 
Contaminated Land Report: Produced by agb Environmental Ltd including a 
Desk Study and an Initial Site Investigation which included placing 12 no. 
window sample locations and one hand dug trial pit (which was subsequently 
used for a 13th window sample location). 
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Soil testing included 35 no. soil tests at various depths in both the Made 
Ground and natural strata throughout the window sample and hand dug pit 
locations. A total of 11 standpipe installations for the purpose of ground gas 
and (where groundwater was encountered) groundwater monitoring were 
installed. The location of the installations was limited by the presence of the 
remaining buildings on site, the flooding within the boiler room, and the 
presence of a suspected badger sett to the north of the site. 
Six rounds of ground gas monitoring and two rounds of groundwater sampling 
were undertaken in order to characterise the ground gas and groundwater 
regime on site. All testing was compared against “residential” Generic 
Assessment Criteria (GAC) given the sensitive nature of the proposed end 
uses. The soil results have highlighted several areas of elevated Polycyclic 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) above the GAC, and four (4 no.) locations 
where heavy metals (predominantly lead) were above GAC or guideline 
values. Semi volatile organic compounds (SVOC), for which GAC do not exist 
were located within five (5 no.) positions. In all cases, these were located only 
within the Made Ground, which varies in depth from 2.9mbgl to 0.2mbgl 
across the site. However, it should be noted that not all Made Ground 
recorded exceedances against the GAC. Groundwater was identified within 
four (4no.) locations, predominantly to the centre north of the site. Two of the 
four locations identified lead above the UK Drinking Water Standards during 
the second of the two groundwater monitoring events (no groundwater was 
encountered at these locations during the first monitoring event). 
Gas monitoring at the 11 no. installations identified elevated concentrations of 
carbon dioxide common with the depth and constituents of the Made Ground 
found on site. However, the very low flow rates result in a maximum Gas 
Screening Value of 0.37, but with significant local variations. Some gas 
protection measures are therefore recommended commensurate with 
Characteristic Situation 2, Situation A in CIRIA C665 “Assessing risk 
posed by hazard ground gases to buildings”. 
The report identifies a series of detailed recommendations including the 
provision of a watching brief to be maintained on site, particularly during the 
ground works stage. 
 
Transport Assessment: Prepared by Vectos. 
Transport Assessment has demonstrated the following: The site is ideally 
located adjacent to the edge of dense residential development in Putney; 
A network of footways and crossings are provided to link the site to local 
facilities, residential areas and to Putney High Street; 
Car parking is provided in accordance with national and local parking 
standards for both the residential and primary school uses; 
A full School Travel Plan has been prepared with the aim of promoting 
sustainable travel and minimising the use of private motor vehicles; 
An assessment of the overall vehicular trip generation indicates that the 
residential use will remain the same as the permitted scheme, which is not a 
significant trip generator in the weekday morning and evening peak periods; 
An assessment of the primary school vehicular trip generation has indicated 
that whilst the proposal does generate additional vehicles onto the highway 
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network in the morning peak hour, this represents a significant net decrease 
than the proposed Primary Care Centre use; and 
The primary school has been designed with an informal drop‐off/pick‐up area 
with a roundabout for turning within the site to avoid vehicles from stopping on 
Lower Richmond Road. 
There is no evidence to suggest that the proposals will result in demonstrable 
harm and therefore no reason why the proposed developments should be 
resisted on traffic or transportation grounds. 
 
Amendments: Transport Addendum has been prepared in response to 
comments received from the London Borough of Wandsworth, TfL and the 
GLA. 
This report has provided additional information in support of the proposals and 
has identified in principle the following: 
The proposed development accords with the latest planning policy at the 
National, Regional and Local levels; 
Car parking for the residential element is proposed at the same level as the 
extant consent permitted; 
Staff cycle parking has been increased and pupil cycle parking provision has 
been justified based on existing school cycle data; 
Road safety of Lower Richmond Road has been reviewed; 
The school layby for pick-up/drop-offs capacity has been assessed and can 
accommodate the demand predicted in the morning arrival and afternoon 
departure period; 
Local schools in the Putney area used to generate pupil and staff trip 
generation have been identified and mapped for reference and these provide 
the most representative school information available for the Putney area; 
The site access junction on Lower Richmond Road operates well within 
capacity in both peak periods using the worst case high traffic flows that the 
proposed development would generate; 
The roundabout junction of Lower Richmond Road/Queen’s Ride indicates 
that Queen’s Ride operates at capacity at the present time in the morning 
peak hour, but with the development there is a minimal impact with the RFC 
increase of 0.2; and 
The overall percentage increase of vehicles onto Lower Richmond Road as a 
result of the proposed development is 3% in the morning peak hour and below 
1% in the evening peak hour. 
The proposed pedestrian crossing is considered to provide a benefit in terms 
of the road safety of non-motorised users, particularly for children associated 
with the school but also for residents of the local area. 
The information provided in this Transport Addendum has addressed all of the 
comments raised in relation to the Transport Assessment and Travel Plan 
submitted and provides sufficient information to demonstrate the proposed 
development is located in an accessible location and is not likely to have a 
significant negative impact on the surrounding local highway network. 
The development proposals include a range of measures to increase 
sustainable travel by pupils, staff and visitors through the implementation of a 
School Travel Plan which will be monitored and reviewed over time. 
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 It is considered that there is no material reason to the object to the proposed 
development on transport grounds. 
 
Transport Assessment Non- Technical Modelling Clarification 
1. This note has been prepared as a non-technical explanation of the stand-
alone traffic modelling that has been undertaken as part of the Transport 
Assessment and Addendum prepared in relation to the Putney Hospital 
project. 
2. The Transport Addendum contains stand-alone traffic modelling 
assessments (i.e. tests of individual traffic junctions) for the following two 
locations: 
• Queen’s Ride with Lower Richmond Road; and 
• Site access junction. 
3. The modelling of the Queen’s Ride junction with Lower Richmond Road has 
been undertaken to determine how the junction currently operates and how it 
will operate in the future, both with and without the proposed development in 
place. 
4. The site access junction will be constructed as part of the proposed 
development and as such has been modelled to determine how it will operate 
in the future once the proposed school is open. 
Methodology 
5. In order to determine current traffic conditions in the local area, traffic 
surveys were commissioned and undertaken by an independent third party 
traffic survey company. This is considered to be the most accurate method of 
assessing existing traffic flows which form the basis of traffic modelling. The 
surveys were undertaken on Tuesday 1st May 2012, a mid-week day when no 
road works or other known events were taking place, between 07:00-10:00 
and 15:00-18:00 at the junction of Lower Richmond Road and Queen’s Ride. 
The surveys were undertaken at times which captured the heaviest traffic 
flows on the network (i.e. the peak hours of 08:00-09:00 and 17:00-18:00 and 
the periods before and after this). 
6. The traffic surveys were manual classified counts (MCCs) which recorded 
vehicle turning movements by number of vehicles by vehicle type. This type of 
survey records all vehicles from pedal cycles to HGVs by time and by 
direction. For instance, the survey records the direction from which each 
vehicle enters the junction and the direction in which it exits the junction. 
7. The survey data was used as the basis of the junction modelling 
assessments. 
 
Travel Plan: Prepared by Vectos. 
The Travel Plan includes details of a range of measures aimed at encouraging 
the use of sustainable travel modes for both staff and pupils/parents. 
The Travel Plan has been prepared in accordance with TfL’s best practice 
guidance, the DfT guidance ‘Delivering Travel Plans through the Planning 
System’ and the London Borough of Wandsworth’s School Travel Plan 
guidance material. 
The purpose of a Travel Plan is to encourage a change in travel patterns and 
the main aim of the Plan is to provide a reduction in private car mileage in 
favour of more sustainable modes of travel, including walking, cycling and car 
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sharing, thus reflecting Government policy in respect of transport. The Plan 
provides a range of initiatives to encourage the use of sustainable travel 
modes and reducing reliance on private motor vehicles. 
The strategy needs to be long‐term as changing travel habits takes time and  
will only occur through a combination of incentives, improved facilities, 
government initiatives and changes in individual attitudes. 
The initiatives and measures proposed comprise a mix of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ 
measures. The ‘hard’ measures include the provision of facilities such as safe 
and secure cycle parking. The ‘soft’ measures include initiatives such as 
providing information on public transport services, cycle and scooter training 
and education on sustainable travel in lessons. 
A detailed travel plan will be sought by condition and will be the subject of 
ongoing monitoring by the Council. 
 
Ventilation and Extraction Equipment: Prepared by Downie Consulting 
Engineers. 
Primary School – Centralised Gas Boilers in the ground floor plant room shall 
provide the space and water heating requirements for the school. Their 
associated flue ducts will combine at ground level and route to roof level 
where the fan-assisted flue will terminate 1m above the surrounding structure, 
as indicated on the architects roof plan drawings, discharging the flue gas 
vertically. 
Primary School – The kitchen extract system shall comprise a dedicated 
kitchen hood bifurcated extract fan, Nuaire SQF64 – refer to manufacturers 
literature attached, which is located at 2nd floor level within the dedicated 
plant room. There will be a rain protected vertical discharge terminating at the 
same level as the parapet wall, and the fire rated ductwork riser on either side 
of the extract fan will contain appropriately specified noise attenuators. 
A dedicated air make-up supply fan of similar specification will provide 
conditioned air to the kitchen, and will be controlled to work alongside the 
extract fan for optimal efficiency of the system. 
Residential Block – Centralised Gas Boilers in the lower ground floor plant 
room shall provide the space and water heating requirements for the 
apartments. Their associated flue ducts will combine at lower ground level and 
route to roof level where the fan-assisted flue will terminate 1m above the 
surrounding structure, discharging the flue gas vertically. 
 
Air Quality Assessment: Prepared by URS: 
The advanced dispersion model ADMS Roads has been used as a screening 
tool to quantify the change in pollutant concentrations at representative 
existing air quality sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the proposed 
development site, based on predicted emissions data from the change in 
traffic flow. The predictions of annual mean nitrogen dioxide, particulate 
matter and fine particulate matter concentrations have been made for baseline 
and operational scenarios. 
The changes in pollutant concentrations discussed above are likely to result in 
the proposed development having a negligible or neutral effect on local air 
quality. 
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The assessment has also considered the air quality conditions on the site 
itself. With the proposed development in operation, annual mean 
concentrations of NO2 would be in exceedence of the relevant air quality 
objective on the site boundary closest to Mill Hill Road. 
Although baseline air quality is above the objective value in both the baseline 
and operational scenarios at receptor locations in close proximity to the 
proposed development site, the impact of changes in pollutant concentrations 
due to the development are negligible and not capable of directly causing a 
significant effect on the local air quality. The proposed development does 
not therefore give rise to any concerns in terms of its predicted effect on local 
air quality and is compatible with the initiatives to improve air quality within 
WBC’s administrative area. 
 
Statement of Community Involvement: Prepared by NLP. 
The applicant has undertaken extensive pre-application consultation with the 
Council, the GLA, the WPCC and the local community through a series of pre 
application meetings, distribution of leaflets and public exhibitions held near 
the site. 
Throughout the process, the applicant has responded positively to the 
comments raised, and when it has been practical or reasonable to do so, 
revisions to the proposals have been made. 
 The applicant remains fully committed to engaging with the local community 
throughout the application process. 
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL): The estimated amount of 
Mayoral CIL for this development is £155,650. The actual amount of CIL can 
only be confirmed once all relevant details are approved and any relief 
claimed. 
 
CONSULTATION: Initial consultation: Site and press notices, letters sent to 
715 neighbours. 224 objections received. 
Subsequent consultation following receipt of additional information - site and 
press notices, letters sent to 972 neighbours and objectors. 91 objections and 
323 objections in the form of pre-printed postcards, individually signed. 
 
Total objections received:  315 + 323 in the form of postcards = 638. 
 
Responses to Initial consultation: 
Highways/traffic:  Transport policy is foolhardy; the Lower Richmond Road 
and the area near All Saints' school and church will not be able to sustain the 
increase in traffic flow; there is insufficient provision for parking and access by 
road and foot for both flats and school; no delivery or service plan for the flats; 
inadequate parking for the flats; no provision for more than one vehicle per flat 
or visitor parking; the need for a detailed analysis of traffic flow is required. 
What effect will the additional pedestrian crossing on the LRR have? where 
will the 400+ pedestrians walk? how will the constant flow of cyclists affect the 
entrance; if there is a tail-back of cars into the school blocking the LRR 
outside, how will buses exit across the road? how much more dangerous will 
that road become? there is no in-built facility for drop-off and visitors; no turn-
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around for vans (we live in an internet age when 25% of all shopping is done 
online, delivered by car/bike/van); there is no space nearby in constricted 
residential streets for cars; deeply concerned by the number of potential 
accidents that will happen through having a school in an area of such heavy 
traffic. safety of all pedestrians, cyclists and drivers; Lower Richmond Road is 
already a very busy road with traffic regularly being at a stand-still in the 
morning; additional traffic and congestion that will arise from parents waiting 
to 'drop-off', and additional traffic turning onto the Lower Richmond Road will 
pose unacceptable risks to pedestrians, children walking to other local 
schools, cyclists and other drivers; the Vectos Traffic Report does not seem to 
recognise any such issues and bears no reflection to the actual daily situation 
on this busy arterial road; catchment area should be limited to local residents 
who can travel on foot and that a proper assessment of the impact on 
pollution levels and traffic be redone; currently traffic is nose to tail in the rush 
hour periods and a possible 400-500 more cars cannot realistically be 
absorbed; cars trying to avoid getting stuck in the traffic jams in either 
direction along the lower Richmond Road will use local roads to either park 
and walk their children to school or to use as a drop off point; Commondale 
will no doubt become congested with cars and Sadler's Gate Mews forecourt 
may well be used as a turning point for these cars; the estimates in the 
proposal are unrealistic; a great number of parents will drive their children to 
school; estimates of how many children would come to school by car are 
ridiculously under calculated; Commondale parking hours, can we get this 
extended to all day and also half day on Saturdays; new residents of flats 
should not be able to apply for local on-street permits; Vectos anticipate 73% 
of pupils will walk to school which is highly optimistic given its wide catchment 
area; highly unlikely that families attending the school from Barnes or 
Richmond would be able to, on a regular basis, walk to school, as the 
distances are simply too far and the routes available along main roads which 
are not ideal for small families to walk along; vast majority of school traffic, be 
it on foot or by car, arrives in the 10 minutes before the bell goes and in the 10 
minutes before the end of the school day; the pickup/drop off locations will be 
full of cars with their hazard lights on and parents taking their children into and 
out of school; foresee a line of cars waiting to get into the school, backing up 
into the Lower Richmond Road and causing no end of congestion; school 
drop off and pick up is messy, noisy, busy, hectic, social and frenetic not an 
example of smooth synchronised car manoeuvres; inevitably mean an 
increase in parking problems on the surrounding roads to the site on and 
along the Lower Richmond Road and also along Lower Common South, 
Egliston Road and adjoining roads that are often already hampered by heavy 
parking during All Saints school rush hours; All Saints is a school 1/2 the size 
of the proposed school, which creates at least 20 vehicles arriving in a 10 
minute slot both morning and afternoon; Lower Richmond Road is one of the 
most congested and dangerous roads in Putney, a fact documented by the 
council, but at WBC’s instructions, ignored in the Vectos report; WBC believes 
that it makes sense for 420 primary school pupils to attend a school on a busy 
and dangerous road, without a sufficiently comprehensive transport 
assessment. There are various other matters raised in the Vectos report, 
parking concerns, various fundamental assumptions, public transport 
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provisions, accident history, trip generation projections, impact conclusions, 
and a pro forma school travel plan, none of which stand up to scrutiny;  
 Vectos conclude 16% will arrive by car; after stripping out variance for school 
clubs they assume 63 car movements per morning, (or afternoon) all evenly 
spread at 1 minute intervals, which will produce no congestion; no alternative 
or sensitivity analysis, comparables, benchmarks, what if it’s, raining, winter, 
or hard evidence of the “big assumption” that the proposed school directly 
mirrors existing, smaller local primary schools where the pupils actually do live 
close by; did the traffic consultants actually visit the site; did they look at the 
evidence of the existing rush hour traffic, or measure it; risks of accidents 
occurring is obviously substantial, but is ignored; Vectos report confirms that 
the All Saints’ Staff Modal Split of staff members who drive is 24%, over 25 
staff ie 6 drivers; the reality inconveniently, is rather different; there are c35 
staff, of which 19 drive, ie 54%; if you apply that to the new school they need 
38 spaces, not 5; or c700% more; perhaps Vectos’ consultants should have 
verified their data independently; PTAL score for the site is 2, but excludes 
Barnes rail, (outside the desirable walking distance) which if included assume 
it would have been 1; so the PTAL score is in all probability 1, but Vectos 
appear to have massaged it up to 2, one above the bottom; Vectos fail to take 
on board the additional accidents that are likely to occur as a result of 
additional pedestrians and vehicles generated by the school; School Travel 
Plan, is a largely generic report, non specific to the circumstances. Most of it 
could apply to any school, anywhere; and again provides little comfort that 
enough thought has been applied; better provision for walking needs to be 
made or people will just drive in their cars; to stop this area grinding to a halt 
the council would need to work with Richmond Council in widening the road at 
the junction with Rocks Lane and the Lower Richmond Road; the site would 
be served by only 3 buses - only 2 of which (No 22 bus and 265) run regularly. 
the 485 is a very poor service; also the 265 and 485 are single storey buses 
without much capacity; will a school bus service run; must provide segregated 
cycle paths along Lower Richmond Road and surrounding roads to enable 
children to cycle from the catchment area; seasonal activities that bring more 
traffic into the area have also been ignored such as the Head of the River 
Race, the University Boat Race, the fair, the circus, football matches, 
Wimbledon tennis, charity cycle rides to Richmond Park, All Saints School 
fund raising and charitable events, weddings, concerts, fairs and numerous 
charity events at All Saints Church; where are parents going to park in 
inclement weather, or when the whole school is participating in some school 
event or fund raising activity? A conservative estimate of a 100 parking places 
would be required for parents, and certainly more than the 5 designated for 70 
staff; 22 bus service needs to be improved; Vectos transport report is 
unacceptable for a planning application of this extent and importance; it is a 
flawed and irresponsible document; a substantial and comprehensive traffic 
survey should be commissioned by Paul Robinson, assisted by his colleagues 
in Highways, and with relevant input from TFL; the survey should take into 
account the existing conditions, the likely effect of the development, and 
reflect “best practice” for studies of this type; the layout and position of the 
access road and entrance to the underground parking for the flats have been 
changed considerably, with reduced space provided for turning pantechnicons 
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and large delivery vehicles; will this change be highlighted when the Planning 
Committee meets to consider 2012/0758; 
Principle of redevelopment/demand for school: There are already two primary 
schools nearby;  if a site for a primary school is needed in Wandsworth, it is 
certainly not one at the extreme western edge of the borough. Too remote a 
location for a new school; demolish the hospital and save Wandsworth 
residents £1,000,000 a year upkeep costs by all means; abandon the ill-
conceived plan to incur the huge cost of building and maintaining a primary 
school in absolutely the wrong place; Earl Spencer donated the land for the 
specific purpose of Putney having its own hospital and whatever takes the 
place of a hospital should therefore have a connection, at least, with public 
health; believe that it would be an ideal site for an Old People's Home, or 
Hospice, with a peaceful outlook on to our lovely Common; do not need 
another primary school or flats; there is an urgent need to provide health care 
and living space for the elderly; why not fund social housing for the elderly on 
the Putney Hospital site with affordable sheltered housing for the elderly on 
the site of the nursing home on Lower Common; if no additional land can be 
obtained (understand that the conservators have some discretion) and the 
apartment scheme is set in stone the solution could be a smaller school with a 
playground, improved access and adequate parking; change of use of the site 
from a hospital and accommodation for health care workers would contravene 
the covenant which permits the use of the site only as a hospital or other 
health care facility; if there are that many children to accommodate what 
school do they move on to later in their education; the council would be better 
spending money on improving the provision of secondary schools in the 
borough; there is greater pressure on secondary places than primary places 
to the extent that parents have recently been sending children out of the 
borough for secondary school education; no consideration has been given to 
expanding existing local schools which is easy enough to do but doesn’t give 
the bonus to the council of a luxury residential development of course! it is 
very clear that the density of the development is just for financial reasons; how 
will the school manage its intake; as there are going to be large numbers of 
potential pupils in Barnes, for whom the school will be closer to in proximity 
than potential pupils living in the east end of the Thamesfield ward; Section 72 
of The Town and Country Planning Act 1990 states that "the local planning 
authority has a duty to pay special attention to the desirability of preserving or 
enhancing the character or appearance of conservation areas"; fail to see how 
such a huge development on such a small site could possibly enhance the 
character or look of the area, surrounded as it is by Common land and 
conservation areas; application entirely fails to look at what impact the 
increase in traffic and noise will have on the heritage of the site; if you are 
going to build the school, build it properly, and build a school that is fit for 
purpose and everyone can all be proud of; and if you really cannot afford to 
build it, for the sake of the profits from the flats, WBC should not have bought 
the site in the first place; the proposed development of a 2FE school at the 
Putney Hospital site was put forward to meet what has been described as a 
dramatic rise in the need for primary places in Thamesfield. the figures seem 
to indicate that this is not the case.; Indeed that a 1FE school would be 
sufficient, or that by creating extra places in nearby existing schools you will 
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meet the need for extra places; demonstrates the need to postpone and 
review the plans for a 2FE school and associated flats; Wandsworth are 
currently consulting on the sale of Elliot School’s playing fields, which it has 
been suggested would make a far better site for a new primary school; Elliot 
has a reasonably central location, and in particular is in close proximity to East 
Putney ward, which currently has one primary school; 
Playground on the roof - The council should fund the development of the new 
school without the need to build and sell 24 flats - that space should be used 
to ease the transport issues and develop outside space such as a playground 
and possibly a playing pitch; the provision of play spaces on the roof would 
not necessary be if the site was used properly and the overall dimensions of 
the buildings were reduced; a school without play areas for all pupils outside 
the building is inappropriate in an open and spacious site; make the school for 
just 200 pupils (still quite large in the local context), reduce the flats to 15 and 
a much more satisfactory scheme could be designed; a recipe for fatal 
disaster; for a brand new school to have roof space as the only space for 
physical exercise shows contempt for the importance of children's physical 
development; as the architects frame a discussion of the matter in their 
documentation, it is like going back to the 19th century; teachers and council 
staff would no doubt be very worried by possible health and safety 
restrictions/liability; would this be an insurable risk; play area on top on a 
school building under the Heathrow flight path is not acceptable both on 
safety and health grounds; it's not an inner city site; in fact it's next door to a 
common;  ask that noise baffles are provided to minimise noise in the 
direction of Commondale; could be issues with evacuation in an emergency; 
to constrain children, already living in an area of the country with high density 
housing, such limited access to outside space in the interests of preserving 
more land for residential development and car parking for said residences is 
quite wrong. 
Residential: Any housing to be built on the site should be affordable NOT 
luxury; social housing an essential part of any such development to achieve a 
more representative set of residents in the area; need social housing so that 
teachers can afford to live in the area; block is too big and too high; site would 
be ideal for sheltered housing; should be housing for the elderly with possibly 
a community centre;  
Design: Revolting building proposed to be built in such beautiful surrounds; 
both the school itself and the apartment block are too big; unattractive; all 
external walls should be built in London stone; the design of the school itself is 
awful; the architecture is second rate and depressing in its lack of a response 
to what is a beautiful and unique open space with Common on both sides; it is 
an ugly concrete brick building (not even in a colour to match the facing 
London brick cottages) with box like structures above; the glazed tiles running 
from yellow to green down the side facing Commondale just do not work, and 
will out of date a very short time after the school is opened; what a missed 
opportunity; looks heavy and resembles a prison; above all else it is a bland 
beyond belief; natural materials should be used which would be more 
sympathetic to the surrounding common area i.e. timber cladding; 
overdevelopment; it does nothing to add to the rural ambience of Putney 
Common; site is at the entrance to Putney and deserves a good looking 
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building; should seize the opportunity to build something of architectural merit 
that the community can be proud of; any development does not increase 
beyond the current footprint of the existing buildings and is no higher than the 
existing; 
Loss of/impact on common: Site should be reverted to Common land for 
everybody to enjoy; the proposal should not be allowed to go ahead because 
it involves removing part of the Common, for the development of school and 
flats - a common which belongs to us all and which we care passionately 
about; ongoing protection of all Common land; concerned that a) moving 
ahead with these permissions could lead to more land being re-purposed as 
the impracticalities materialise and solutions are sought, and b) that the plans 
require existing Common land to be more manicured; it's a really special, 
natural space and needs to be protected for the good of the community and 
borough; disposal of the relevant common land is in any event likely to be 
ultra vires the powers of the Commons conservators; Wimbledon and Putney 
Commons Act of 1871 which expressly forbids the sale, leasing of disposal of 
any part of the relevant Commons; as the WBC land is fundamentally too 
small for the proposed use, it is impossible for the design solution to be 
contained within the WBC freehold envelope; the solution to this and to 
provide both vehicle and pedestrian access to the scheme, the applicant 
WBC, has effectively appropriated a substantial amount of common land; 
without this common land the scheme could not work, however the common 
land is being incorporated into the scheme, which appears to be a 
fundamental breach of the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Act 1871; 
furthermore a barrier is going to be erected at the vehicle access to the site, 
which will be on common land, preventing access to the common land and will 
be maintained by either WBC or the Academy, with the net effect of the land 
becoming private; once this land has been constructed on, it will to all intents 
cease to be common land, again in breach of the 1871 Act; this only moves in 
one direction and is eroding one of Putney's best assets; amazed that the 
Commons Conservators plan to hand over common land without consulting 
their constituents; cannot believe they have the right to do this; they could 
receive a considerable sum of money for access rights to the flats reputed to 
be £250,000; scale of the development is not suitable for a site bordering on 
recreational land; peaceful area will be destroyed by a primary school; more 
green space is badly needed in Putney on the basis that so much new 
housing development has been allowed to take place; agreements between 
the Council and the Conservators should be publicly available so people can 
comment including site at Stag Lane; there is no room for any proper playing 
fields; for a school of 425 children this is astonishing; am concerned that the 
area around the Common will be subsumed by outdoor school activities and 
that the Common area surrounding the school will become de facto school 
ground - thereby rendering even more of the Common unusable by everybody 
else; and blighting the peace and quiet Putney residents currently enjoy when 
walking or relaxing on the Common; certainly, when people will be walking on 
the Common they will not want to do so anywhere near the school;  
Pollution:  Effects on the children in particular; research has indicated that 
children exposed to higher levels of traffic-related pollution at school are more 
likely to develop asthma; to build a primary school within a few metres of the 
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B306,would demonstrate an almost unbelievable lack of concern for the 
health of the pupils and the local environment; the harmful effects of pollution 
on the health of the 420 pupils of the proposed new school have been 
completely ignored, despite the fact that recent research has proven that they 
do exist. the numerous additional vehicles connected to the new school would 
increase that very risk, not only to the new children, but to the other 200 plus 
children who already attend All Saints CE Primary School; 
Sustainability/energy: The scheme is highly constrained in energy terms; the 
report confirms that all technologies have been assessed and demonstrated 
as not viable, apart from solar PV; a total saving of 6% CO2 (for the entire 
site) is achieved from onsite renewable; the targets set by the local and 
London authorities for new developments, under the current targets (London 
Plan 2011) for onsite renewable are 25% (2010-2013) and 44% (2013-2016); 
the development, as designed by Wandsworth and their professional team, 
fails miserably in meeting WBC’s targets for renewable energy, through 
inadequate design. 
Noise/loss of amenity: Size of the school proposed will lead to noise 
problems; would turn what should be a quiet enclave of houses (albeit not as 
quiet as it could be if access were not blocked off from so many streets that 
run between Upper and Lower Richmond Road) into a hideous non-stop traffic 
jam to say nothing of the added noise and stress for residents; Putney 
Common is currently a well maintained and precious area of London - have 
the incidental impacts of a school 420 students and their parents travelling to 
the area been considered in terms of wear and tear to the common, litter, 
seating been considered; what about how the noise from the school will affect 
how people use the Common and people who live near the site; no cross 
section through the end of school where it extends over 10m past the old 
school building or the new flats; both block light to the end of the row of 
cottages; Commondale will be affected by noise; what has been done to limit 
noise emanating from the playground on the roof; 
Drainage: Area has suffered from water damage due to an overloading of the 
infrastructure in the past and do not think that we have been provided with 
enough reassurance that all reasonable measures have been taken to 
prevent its reoccurrence; the Below Ground Service drawings provided to 
support the proposed development of a block of flats at the back of the site 
indicate a new foul water drain running across Lower Common connecting to 
an existing drain under Commondale will need be built, object to this for the 
following reasons: 1) The drain under Commondale floods repeatedly and is 
of an insufficient size to support any new foul water from 24 flats. 2) The 
Applicant does not have permission from the Wimbledon and Putney 
Common Conservators to run a sewer under Lower Common 3) The West 
Putney Storm Relief Sewer with a diameter of over 3m runs alongside Putney 
Hospital from the Lower Richmond Road under Lower Common crossing the 
path of the new proposed drain and this has not even been included in any of 
the drawings. 
Consultation: Both  opportunities for discussion and viewing at the 
consultation meetings were far too short to allow all local people who were 
interested in the proposals to visit, particularly on the 19th of March when the 
meeting closed before anyone returning from work could attend; none of the 
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representatives from Wandsworth or their agents were wearing name badges 
and were therefore difficult to identify so that appropriate questions could be 
addressed to the right person; the changes made to the original plan were not 
highlighted, or mentioned in discussion; no comment cards were available for 
people to return after the meeting; the Planning Website "online comments" 
page is a disgrace; all comments made are presented in unformatted form 
and are almost unreadable; the heading "online comment" for all entries 
makes searching difficult; the order in which documents are displayed should 
be in date order and not random as now; there is no facility for corrections and 
individual uploads are not differentiated or linked; this should be put right 
without delay as not to do so would be to hinder debate and open the whole 
process to later challenge; for those without online facilities a summary of 
comments and objections should be provided in written form for local 
residents to consider and respond to; Statement of Community Involvement 
states: 'The school building has been reconfigured to ensure parking and the 
drop-off area can be provided within the land owned by the Council; a number 
of alternative options were considered, but subsequently discounted following 
consultation with the LPA, the WPCC and local residents;' residents were not 
consulted so this statement is untrue; never seen the "alternative options" 
mentioned; neighbours were not consulted by the WPCC either; object to the 
fact that a major factor in the planning application - the agreement with the 
WPCC granting permission to build on Common land - has been kept secret; 
EIA planning application was not advertised; scheme of this magnitude cannot 
be reviewed online, it is impractical to see the scale or to review plans 
electronically on your website nor is it realistic to expect interested parties to 
have to visit the Council offices should be a public display of documents and a 
meeting; 
Miscellaneous: The council seems to have ridden roughshod over legal 
constraints re use, while the 'aim' in Mr Robinson's paper for the council on 
traffic, namely to "reduce all car vehicle trips by 2.5%" is clearly derisory, from 
a number of points of view. There is so much that is wrong, incoherent, and 
financially irresponsible with this planning application; the application is 
completely flawed, and so little logic to support it, one wonders whether other, 
commercial interests, either legal or illegal, are not at play here; worrying that 
in this case the Council itself is responsible for the development as well as the 
related planning approvals; would like to see a clear breakdown of the 
financial underpinnings of the project which is being funded by local rate 
payers; there are statutory requirements under planning law, and 
Wandsworth’s application to itself as planning authority has breached the 
regulations; as a major planning application, which includes both common 
land (with rights of way) and adjacent to a conservation area, WBC have 
various legal obligations; WBC has clearly ignored these obligations; 
examples include: WBC is obliged to publish the application by an advert in 
the local newspaper, which they did on 29 March 2012; the notice was 
inaccurate and misleading, describing the applicant as Mr Paul Robinson; on 
both his application forms, Mr Robinson ticked the box stating that he does 
not work for the council; Mr Paul Robinson is the Director of Children’s 
Services for Wandsworth, and the notice should have made this clear; it did 
not, and is therefore invalid. The planning application submitted contained 
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multiple errors, and was amended 4 times on 2 March, 13 March, 27 March 
and 3 April; the errors were blatant and in breach of WBC’s own guidelines; 
the errors included incorrect and invalid responses to questions in respect of 
public rights of way, and as it is adjacent to conservation area the application 
should have been advertised and a site notice displayed; WBC should, as part 
of their planning application conducted an Environmental Impact Assessment, 
particularly as the planning permission includes Putney Common, which is 
sensitive to environmental issues; the site is also adjacent to a conservation 
area, and it is self evident that greatly increased traffic congestion may also 
impact negatively; reasonable to conclude that the EIA planning consent 
process was flawed, and is therefore invalid; the description of the proposal is 
grossly misleading, describing the building as a two storey building with a roof 
top playground; the description of the building is in breach of WBC’s own 
guidelines; on the basis of the above the application 2012/0758 is invalid; in 
the event that the planning application committee were to grant the 
application, Wandsworth will be open to a complaint that the failures in the 
planning process amount to maladministration; there may be toxic 
waste/disease buried beneath the site since it has a long history as a hospital; 
this needs to be dealt with sufficiently; raises the question as to whether a 
planning application made by Wandsworth Council to Wandsworth Council is 
going to face the same level of scrutiny that somebody applying from outside 
would face; object to the fact that a major factor in the planning application, 
the agreement with WPCC granting permission to build on common land has 
been kept secret; request that a statement providing details of how 
Wandsworth who is acting as both developer and planning authority in this 
case is being handled. It is imperative that to avoid a conflict of interest the 
plans are vetted by an independent body; will the constraints stipulated when 
the original planning application for flats and a primary health centre 
(2006/0758) were approved still apply to the new application 2012/0758 and 
in particular will an archaeological survey be carried out as highly likely that 
there was some form of burial site at the time of the black death - hence the 
reason the cottages were built on the Pest House Charity lands; the health 
centre was much smaller building much more in keeping with the overall 
dimensions of the site and had provision for 25 car park spaces in the front, 
55 spaces in the back as well as drop off spaces for refuse and ambulances; 
no new encroachment on to the Lower Common was envisaged; will these 
very clear discrepancies between the health centre and the school plans be 
clearly described in the summary document being prepared for the planning 
committee? 
 
20 general comments: Why not add one or two more floors which could 
increase spare ground space that could be used for flats; wish to draw 
attention to the interesting carved commemorative stone set in the brickwork 
above the south-facing entrance to the Nurses Home at the rear of the main 
Putney Hospital building on this site; it is grey coloured and has inter-twined 
raised lettering in a pleasing design; it is about 1.5 ft square; we have always 
agreed that this commemorative stone is a feature which should be re-used in 
the new building to be erected on this site; perhaps the stone might be set in 
the east facing elevation of the new school building, near to the school 
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entrance; here it could help the school pupils to understand the former use of 
this site; please do not gravel over the enchanting pathways over the common 
as this will make the area appear municipal; the area would benefit from a 
hospice, perhaps a children’s one, or a respite centre for parents of disabled 
or mentally handicapped children; why not make it a one form entry school 
then that will halve the amount of staff, parents, size of the building; the site 
address is Lower Richmond Road, and would like the address to be corrected 
as a resident of Commondale am anxious that we ensure that Commondale 
isn’t used as an access into the site, and so giving Commondale as the site 
address causes concern; screening opinion not publicly available; 
 
9 support: School is a brilliant idea, should have happened 25 years ago, 
hope there will not be the need to remove any trees; full support but request 
minor local road improvements in area; any chance of integrating any sports 
facilities in the development for local clubs; this should bring jobs for local 
people, and hopefully the flats will be affordable; strongly support the 
proposed new primary school in Putney which will ease pressure on existing 
schools and hopefully also provide another good school in the area; it would 
be a good idea that a nursery is also included when the school is built; 
welcome the school as the idea of hearing primary school children playing 
whilst I work at home with windows open is a joy to look forward to; if not a 
children’s centre some sheltered housing for the elderly or for those that 
require care due to mental illness; FULLY support this application; the current 
primary education in this area is shameful; over 60% of places are Christian 
faith based places that require parents to jump through hoops of fire, as 
dictated by the church, to stand any hope of your child being educated; this 
current system basically allows families with no consciences to "buy" a place 
at a state funded school; more primary education places are vital to give a fair 
chance to decent families who have stronger mindsets than to play this game; 
it is clear that the dramatic rise in the birth rate (up 40% in the last 10 years) 
means that we require many more primary school places locally, with serious 
shortfalls in places forecast across Wandsworth in general and in Thamesfield 
in particular; any transport impact must therefore be seen the light of the local 
need for primary school places, which I would suggest is a more pressing 
concern; would urge the Council not to take the objections raised to this 
application as representative of the views of local residents as a whole. They 
represent a particular demographic with time to spend on lobbying for their 
interests; 
 
Response to reconsultation of revised submission (91 objections):  
 
Highways/traffic:  Children from the east of the Borough, will have to make a 
journey to an inaccessible part of Putney, creating even more traffic on the 
Lower Richmond Rd and side Streets; particularly transport issues; serious 
concerns about the potential extra traffic and parking; the Lower Richmond 
Road is very narrow and congested, particularly at rush hour and is also 
dangerous; the numbers of cars coming to the school site has been 
underestimated and also the backup of cars queuing to enter and exit the site; 
concerns that cars dropping off children would drive into Horne Way, which is 
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a very narrow circular road that serves the estate only, causing further 
disruption; if we have to have permit parking because of this, there will be 
even less parking space than there is already; parents will use drop-off and 
pick-up area anyway whether Council wants them to or not; inadequate 
parking provision; transport infrastructure in Putney simply cannot sustain a 
school of this size; school will bring yet more traffic and adversely affect the 
quality of life of local residents, making it even more unpleasant to walk 
around the area and more difficult for pedestrians to cross Lower Richmond 
Road; will cause parking overspill problems into nearby roads; Erpingham 
Road is already very short of on-street parking, and shortage of parking on-
site will exacerbate this problem; likely the marginal increase in pupils and 
staff will come from further away and therefore a greater number of journeys 
will be made by car; no plan or consideration of the cycling environment along 
LRR; cycling is already hazardous in both directions from the hospital site, 
due to high traffic density, a large number of junctions onto the road often with 
poor visibility, bus stops, on-street parking and over-capacity for the mini-
roundabout immediately west of the site; an increase in car and cycle traffic 
does not seem to have been considered in the transport plan; no provision 
included for public transport improvements insufficient flow through the drop-
off will cause blockages; huge impact on the local environment in terms of 
pollution including traffic related pollutants which have been found to cause 
asthma, putting local inhabitants, especially children, at risk; non-compliance 
with TfL policies in respect of provision of cycle spaces (too few) and car 
spaces (too many); increased risk to cyclists, pedestrians and car users 
during construction and throughout the life of the development; too few 
teacher parking spaces; 
Principle of redevelopment/demand for school: support housing for the elderly, 
a hospice, community centre and if found truly necessary a smaller primary 
school; area is already well served with four excellent primary schools in close 
proximity; Hotham Primary school has had millions of pounds spent on it in 
recent years and cannot fill its places with local (walking distance) children but 
has to recruit children from a very wide area meaning children have to travel 
to school by car, train and bus;  a secondary school would alleviate many 
objections because older children would be more able to get themselves to 
school by bus or walking, thus not increasing traffic to the same extent, plus 
there is less need for a large play area, many schools use local commons for 
supervised break times and this would be an easier possibility to consider with 
secondary children; however, there is a dire need for a good state secondary 
school in the area; provision of state secondary schools is so poor that all 
those who can afford it send their children to private schools, leaving those of 
us on lower incomes with a poor choice of schools which are either massively 
oversubscribed or seriously under achieving and are all some journey away 
from west Putney; given the above, it seems perverse of the council to build a 
primary school on the site, when a secondary school is so badly needed;  the 
council is trying to solve a problem that doesn’t exist, and ignoring one that 
does; smaller school and suitable playground would be more appropriate; 
concern that existing building is being demolished; quite wrong to put the 
profit of the development company before the preservation of a landmark 
building, especially one in a prime position on the edge of the common land;  
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60% of the site included in the application is Metropolitan Open Land, after 14 
years the views of the local residents are being ignored; school/flats proposal 
is not best use of this land and will cause more problems than it will solve; 
there are a number of locations in the borough with better transport links 
which were also closer to the places where the prospective pupils of the 
school live e.g. a school site north of the railway east of the roundabout on the 
south end of Wandsworth bridge, close to an area where very many riverside 
flats are being built; adverse impact on adjacent schools; size of school and 
flat is disproportionate to the area of the site; site should be used for sheltered 
housing, nursing home, youth centre, community office or nurses home; 
health risks to children from NO2 pollutants which cause asthma is ignored; 
infrastructure does not support such a large proposal;  
Playground on the roof; The children will feel caged in and restricted; lack of 
space will also make PE lessons awkward and suspect the new school would 
look to use the common land every day for PE, which again encroaches on 
public use of that land; the proposed school is too large, as its footprint does 
not allow for a proper ground level playground; rooftop playground, is 
impractical for a number of reasons, and makes the premises more akin to a 
penitentiary than to a school; the students will feel all the more penalised 
given that they are in the middle of an abundantly green area; will bring extra 
noise to a predominately quiet area, as with the prevailing Wind (SW) will 
carry the sound some distance from the School, so many local residents will 
be affected 2 or 3 times a day with shrieking children; to constrain children, 
already living in an area of the country with high density housing, such limited 
access to outside space in the interests of preserving more land for residential 
development and car parking for said residences is quite wrong; we should be 
encouraging children to play outside in a safe environment, not confining them 
to a rooftop in the interests of profit; children need space to play on ground 
level away from traffic fumes; accident waiting to happen;  
Residential: site would be much better suited for accommodation for the 
elderly be it a retirement village, sheltered housing or a combination of social 
and private housing; suggest that the current ill-conceived proposal is 
scrapped for all the reasons that have repeatedly been stated and serious 
consideration given to the real opportunity to build accommodation for the 
elderly for which this site would be eminently suitable; should include 
affordable housing;  
Design: Both the common and the local area have a high degree of aesthetic 
merit - in particular the cottages on Commondale - and this is a great 
opportunity to replace the ugly hospital with a more sympathetic building; both 
the size and design of the proposed development are not an improvement; 
design is for blank and ugly walls; proposed building is hideous;  
Loss of/impact on common: How could the Putney Common Conservators 
sign an agreement to destroy what they have been voted in to protect; 
building the access road and turnaround on common land is unlawful; to build 
any building (a school, flats, whatever) on the green grass of Putney Common 
is short-sighted and ill-advised; the patches of green and nature are very 
important to the health and wellbeing of urban dwellers and to build over some 
of this space will impact on both our quality of life and health; deeds stated it 
should be used for medical purposes the plan should be scrapped along with 
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the luxury flats and the area returned to the people (ie common land); any 
development should be contained within the hospital grounds as they now 
stand, and roads should not be built across the Common in contravention of 
the 1871 act which protects Putney Common; should be no roads built on the 
Common and the site is too small for the proposed school and flats. The site 
is on MOL and has the same protection as Green Belt; please think again and 
come up with a better use of the hospital site that doesn't destroy part of the 
Common; agreement between the Council and WPCC grants which the 
Conservators are not lawfully able to grant; object to 60% of site being MOL; 
should preserve as much green space as possible as it aids physical and 
mental health and offsets car pollution;  
Consultation: the Council has refused to provide the necessary information 
despite repeated requests; object to the fact that the planning department has 
failed to include in its application the full agreement between the Putney 
Conservators and Wandsworth Council; this agreement allows Wandsworth 
Council to provide "easements" over the Common (in this case the building of 
a new private road) and is made of three parts; two parts of the agreement 
appeared on the planning website less than three weeks before the closing 
date for comments, in May; and even then various parts of it were redacted; 
the third part of the agreement - which relates to the loss of land on Putney 
Common and the compensation land given at Stag Lane - does not appear at 
all; how can the planning department expect people to understand and 
comment on this proposal when it persists in withholding vital information? this 
agreement needs to be added immediately; if not, the validity of this planning 
application once again risks being challenged. when a council is making a 
planning application to itself (as is the case with this application) it has to be 
particularly rigorous in ensuring that the administration of that application is 
transparent and correct; as things stand, residents are not in a position to fully 
understand the application because not all the agreements relating to it have 
been released; concerned to have sight of an agreement to sell land to the 
Wimbledon and Putney Conservators in Stag Lane for just £8,000; this 
agreement, according to the Borough Surveyor, involves not just the purchase 
agreement itself but also an unpublished related arrangement to exchange 
land on Putney Common to build a turnaround for school coaches and other 
vehicles accessing the proposed school and site; it is this arrangement that 
has kept the amount to be paid by WPCC so low; application should therefore 
not be recommended by the Borough Planner in her report to the PAC for this 
reason alone; unlawful under the 1871 Act;  
Miscellaneous: the applicant has done secret deals that underpin the 
application; the public have therefore been unable to judge the acceptability of 
the proposal; Common land has been sold & traded off with a shady deal to a 
place 2 miles away; site is an embarrassment the way it has been handled 
over the years, and this is a desperate attempt to cover all the other previous 
plans (and money wasted); suspicion about the openness of the current 
process with no traffic survey being carried out for example; the development 
requires an EIA and there is no screening opinion for this scheme therefore 
the consideration of the scheme is unlawful on this basis. 
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323 objections in the form of pre-printed postcards, individually signed, 
objecting on some or all of the following grounds: 
Friends of Putney Common 
I object to the inappropriate plans put forward by Wandsworth Borough 
Council for the following reasons: 
� Building access roads to the school and private flats on Putney 
Common is unlawful under the 1871 Act 
� An Environment Impact Assessment should have been provided as 
part of the application. Without it any planning permission will be 
unlawful 
� The size of the school and flats is out of scale with the constricted site 
� Traffic on the Lower Richmond Road during rush hour will be severely 
impacted 
� The playground on the roof of the school is an unacceptable solution to 
the lack of space 
� The effect on street parking locally will be severe. There are only 5 car 
parking spaces for 70 staff 
� The health risk to children from NO2 pollutants, which cause asthma, is 
ignored 
� The Lower Richmond Road is one of the busiest and most dangerous 
roads in the Borough. It is not a suitable location for a large primary 
school 
 
Public meeting held at London Rowing Club on 6th September where the 
following objections and comments were made: 
Transport/traffic: Staff parking – teachers will have to use public transport and 
this is not feasible given the equipment they are required to carry; no current 
bus service along Lower Richmond Road and Putney High Street; disbelief 
that people won’t drive despite school travel plan being in place; how will 
travel plan work? LB Richmond have objected; heavy traffic levels on Lower 
Richmond Road a big issue; three pedestrian crossing within half a mile will 
exacerbate congestion; 
Principle of redevelopment/demand for school: need more secondary school 
places; have alternative sites been looked at? seems a foregone conclusion; 
four schools already this will just expand catchment and increase traffic; need 
more detailed birth statistic to show where children would come from; 
inappropriate site; better used as hospice or elderly care; building should be 
reused; scheme bulldozed through; building would be larger than existing; 
school should be half the size;  
Roof top playground: if no flats then could have ground level play area;  
Miscellaneous: Drainage should be attenuated and water reused; air quality 
may be an issue for the school but where could you build a school in the area 
that would have cleaner air? More than 600 objections which should have 
Councillors’ support; should look at Westleigh Avenue or Elliott School sites; 
Elliott headmaster says he has space for a primary school;  
Loss of/impact on Common; Precedent to use common for housing 
development by developers;  
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Commondale Residents Group: (Initial consultation) The Commondale 
Residents Group (CRG) has been re-formed to provide a forum for the views 
of the people living in Commondale. The Group worked closely with the 
developers of Sadlers Gate, and also with the Wandsworth Primary Care 
Trust to advise on specific local issues arising from their proposed 
development on the Hospital site. Hope to ensure the best possible result 
while preserving the unique qualities of this lovely part of Putney. 
 
Members of the CRG include residents from the Cottages in Commondale, 
the Jerrold Lodge flats and the houses in Sadlers Gate. The CRG support the 
proposal to build a primary school on the site. However the present scheme 
and design are seriously flawed and that it will need substantial revision on 
aesthetic and functional grounds. Raise the following points with the 
representatives of Wandsworth Council:  
Issues regarding the encroachment of the development onto Common land 
are raised. It is notable that many of our concerns are reflected in the letter 
written by the Chair of the Putney Society to the Leader of the Council on the 
30th of November 2011. 
Also concerned that the views put forward by residents at the first consultation 
meeting held last year do not seem to have been taken into account in the 
plans. 
The following points outline our main areas of concern as far as the proposed 
primary school is concerned: 
NEW PRIMARY SCHOOL 
1) It would seem that the WBC is acting as both developer and planning 
authority for the proposed school and flats which would appear to be a conflict 
of interest. Request information on how these two roles are separated, and a 
clearer view of the processes involved. An outside independent party should 
be included in the process. 
2) Require more information on how the school is to be organised and run. 
Who will be responsible for running it? Has the Department for Education 
given approval of the school’s status and will they provide continued funding? 
3) While supporting the concept of a school believe that one consisting of 420 
pupils and 50-plus pre-school pupils and 70 staff cannot be accommodated on 
the site, whatever the need for additional FE’s in Thamesfield (and the 
projections contained in Policy paper 11-659 of the Education and Children’s 
Services Overview and Services Committee are debatable.). A smaller single 
entry school with an outside playground and sufficient parking for visitors and 
staff would be preferable. A5 Business and Residence parking permits should 
not be issued to school staff and residents of the new flats. Adequate parking 
and safe access for parents, staff and visitors must be provided. 
4) The traffic projections and transport planning have been poorly carried out 
and vastly underestimate the risk element of extra traffic generated by the 
development. 
5) The development would seem to impact severely on the Lower Common in 
particular, which is unacceptable.  
6) The impact of new traffic on Commondale (including parents driving into the 
road to drop off their children before attempting to turnaround in a narrow lane 
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and cul de sac) needs to be controlled. New parking and drop-off limitations 
will need to be put in place. 
7) The proposed design for the school is not only too big but is also visually 
uninspiring given the exceptional natural beauty of the site. The CRG believes 
that a preferable design should use natural materials such as wood, brick and 
glass. 
8) The proposals show that the access road and turnaround encroach onto 
existing Lower Common land at its narrowest point. Require a clear plan of 
the original hospital boundaries and expect this to be provided by WBC 
urgently. Would expect the new school to stay within present geographical 
limits so that they do not extend beyond those of the original hospital. 
THE NEW BLOCK OF FLATS 
Understand that planning permission was granted to WBC on the 10th of July 
2010. Concerned that residents overlooking the Lower Common and the site 
of the new flats were not consulted at the time. Would be grateful for 
clarification as to why this was not done. 
Would also like more information on the ownership and development of the 
block. Is WBC the developer? Who will be selling the properties? Are there 
any plans for an “affordable housing” element?  
Concerns outlined in the following points: 
1) How will pedestrians access the block? Has provision been made for a 
walkway from the entrance to the Lower Richmond Road alongside the school 
but away from the Lower Common? Any other access to the Common should 
be on the existing grass paths. 
2) There is inadequate provision for visitor parking and turn-around. There is 
no space for vans delivering goods to the flats (such as groceries ordered 
online). A5 residence parking permits should not be issued to flat residents 
who must park on site. 
3) The plans indicate that the foul water from the flats will be channelled to the 
sewer/drain in Commondale. This is unacceptable as the existing drain is 
overloaded and has already flooded into the cottages at least 5 times in recent 
years, as Thames water are aware. Both surface and foul water must be 
channelled via a new drain/sewer direct to the Lower Richmond Road’s main 
drainage system.  
While welcoming the provision of a primary school on the site, do not believe 
the WBC is doing justice to what is a unique expanse of open ground 
surrounded on all sides by the trees and grass of Putney Common. 
The CRG believes the design submitted should be withdrawn immediately and 
a competition held to find a more imaginative design appropriate to the site. A 
closed competition among some leading architects should be organised in 
such a way that there is not a long delay in agreeing a new design. This 
assumes that a revised brief avoids the mistakes, both aesthetic and 
functional, made in the present application. As residents with homes 
overlooking Lower Common,  wish to be closely involved in the 
revision of the plans put forward by WBC.  
1) The CRG is very concerned by the current design of the 
turnaround/roundabout within the development. The plans show that this is to 
be built on what is part of the Lower Common at its narrowest point, thus 
pushing the border of the development closer to Commondale. This is in our 
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view completely unacceptable. The school design should be adapted so that it 
stays within the present boundaries of the Hospital without the ‘bulge’ of the 
turnaround encroaching on Common land. 
2) Would expect an assurance from the Conservators that now and in the 
future no roadway connecting the proposed school access road to 
Commondale across Common ground will be allowed under any 
circumstances. 
3) Would be grateful if the Conservators could provide us with a definitive plan 
showing the boundaries of the existing Putney Hospital and any variations to 
the original boundaries that have been discussed or agreed with Wandsworth 
Borough Council. 
4) The Conservators seem to have granted permission to WBC to change the 
grass paths on Lower Common into gravel or other surfaces. These will be 1.5 
metres wide. This severely alters the current nature of Lower Common and 
should not be allowed. Among other effects, the existence of larger paths will 
encourage parents to turn into Commondale and block the road while setting 
down children. There will also be a problem with turning round once they have 
entered the road. The transformation of natural grass paths to gravel will alter 
the appearance of the Lower Common to its detriment and not be consistent 
with the grass paths on the other side. Pedestrians from the back entrance to 
the flats behind Commondale currently walk along the road. The grass path 
does not need to be changed to accommodate this. The design of the new 
block of flats should provide its own access to the Lower Richmond Road, and 
the access to Lower Common left as the existing grass paths. 
5) However if any work is done on the paths and temporary fencing is required 
for safety purposes then this should kept to a minimum. 
6) According to the WBC website the Conservators have agreed that the 
construction company should have access across Common ground while the 
demolition and building work is carried out. What is the extent of this 
permission? Does it exclude access from Commondale and the Lower 
Common?  
7) The new flats seem to depend on venting their foul water into the 
Commondale drains/sewer. In fact this will cause considerable overloading 
problems with a drain/sewer that is already liable to flooding and which has 
done so several times in the recent past. This drain should not be built and we 
would look to you to support our view that both foul and surface water must be 
channelled via a new drain/sewer direct to the Lower Richmond Road’s main 
drainage system. 
Will be raising these and other issues with Wandsworth Borough Council 
about plans for both the school and flats but you will appreciate that there are 
very serious worries arising from the actions taken by the Conservators that 
directly affect the character and appearance of Lower Common. We would be 
grateful for a prompt answer to the questions raised in this letter and for an 
opportunity to discuss with conservators the wider ramifications of such plans 
affecting both residents and the Common. 
 
Governors of All Saints School (Initial consultation) New school and flats will 
significantly increase the traffic on Lower Richmond Road, particularly during 
school arrival and departure times, but also during other periods of the day. 
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This will cause problems for our staff, pupils and carers and parents. In our 
judgement it will also significantly increase the danger levels for our children 
from traffic accidents on their way to the school and in the course of the 
academic day as they move from the school to the common, the local church, 
the swimming pool and other trips on foot. A new school and residential 
development of this scale next to one of the busiest roads in south west 
London will cause increased traffic and increased street parking both 
temporary as vehicles stop to allow children and visitors to alight and longer 
as staff and visitors to the new school and the flats seek to park in the roads 
around Putney Common. The provisions for parking at the school are 
inadequate. The drop off point for parents/carers is inadequate in size to cope 
with what will be large numbers of cars arriving at the same time. All Saints 
School actively encourages local parents/carers to walk with their children but 
admission patterns mean that many parents/carers are from further away and 
have to drive with their children. We have counted up to 50 vehicles a day. 
The new school will have a more intense traffic pattern as it will offer places to 
children from across the borough making it even more likely that their 
parents/carers will drive. We see no provision in the traffic survey for the effect 
of 100 extra cars twice a day. This will cause drivers to turn into Putney 
Common to take advantage of the relatively long road and turning circle used 
already by the 22 buses and other traffic including our own parents/carers. 
This will cause a near tripling in the use of Putney Common for cars to drive 
and turn exactly outside our own entrance gate for juniors, infants and nursery 
children. This is potentially extremely hazardous for our children and our 
parents/carers. 
 
GLA: (Initial consultation): Recommendation: That Wandsworth Council be 
advised that the application does not comply with the London Plan, for the 
reasons set out in this report as follows: 
London Plan policies on Metropolitan Open Land, education, housing/affordable 
housing, children’s play space, biodiversity, urban design and landscaping, 
inclusive design, sustainable development, employment and training, transport 
and parking. The application complies with some of these policies but not with 
others, for the following reasons: 

• Metropolitan Open Land: The applicant has demonstrated that very 
special circumstances exist that justify the development. 

• Education: The proposed school element of the scheme is supported. 

• Affordable housing: No affordable housing is proposed this has been 
justified by the viability assessment which was submitted with the 
application. 

• Housing quality/space standards: All residential units meet the 
requirements of the London Plan. 

• Children’s play space: The proposal provides sufficient play space. 

• Biodiversity: The recommended measures should be secured through 
conditions. 
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• Urban design: There are no strategic concerns; the scheme meets 
design policies of the London Plan. 

• Inclusive design: The proposal meets the requirements of the London 
Plan. 

• Sustainable development: The proposal does not currently comply with 
the London Plan. Further discussions and commitments are needed.  

• Employment and training: Employment and training strategy is 
required. 

• Transport and parking: Contributions towards the Mayoral CIL are 
required. Cycle parking for the school must meet the minimum 
requirements outlined in the London Plan. The school travel plan and 
delivery and servicing plan, electric vehicle charging points and a 
construction logistics plan should be secured by condition. 

 Whilst the application is broadly acceptable in strategic planning terms, the 
following changes might, however, remedy the above-mentioned deficiencies, 
and could possibly lead to the application becoming compliant with the London 
Plan: 

• Sustainable development: Further measures to increase the energy 
efficiency of the building should be investigated and committed to.  If this 
is not possible the applicant, in liaison with the Council, will need to 
arrange for cash in lieu contribution to be paid towards off-site carbon 
dioxide reduction projects in the borough. The requirement for 
futureproofing the development both for district heating connection and 
connection to the school at a later date should be secured via condition. 
The applicant should confirm the area of PV’s proposed in sq.m. 

• Employment and training: Agree to provide the strategy.  

• Transport and parking: Address the concerns detailed above. 
GLA/TfL (Reconsultation response): TfL and GLA Energy Team are now 
satisfied with the applicant's post stage 1 response in regard to transport and 
energy matters, respectively, subject to the commitments all secured through 
conditions including the employment and training strategy. The applicant still 
needs to confirm the area of the PV proposed in sq.m., and this should also 
be secured through condition.  
 
Putney Society: (Initial consultation) 
The Putney Society recognises the imperative need for more school places in 
Putney and welcomes the building of a new primary school.  
However, question whether the hospital site is a good choice for a large two-
form entry school in view of location, small size of site, and access 
arrangements. The present hospital site plans are seriously defective by 
reason of overcrowding. They are over-designed for the space available with 
quite inadequate outdoor space and drop-off/parking space. The transport 
assessment is seriously defective, and does not consider properly the likely 
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traffic problems.  Has Wandsworth Council seriously weighed the alternative 
of building on the Elliott School site and selling off all the hospital land for 
residential development?  
The Council should consider reducing its size substantially: the small site is 
more suitable for a single-form entry with nursery school than a large two-form 
entry school. Alternatively the space occupied by the flats should be reduced. 
Putney Hospital Site – new Academy Primary School (planning app no: 
2012/0758).  The Putney Society very pleased to see this long derelict Putney 
Hospital site back in use. It is an important site at the western gateway to 
Putney, highly visible and surrounded by conservation areas and public 
common land. Wish to thank the Council for organising the display of plans at 
All Saints Church on 19 March consider that the short display, from 3-7pm on 
a weekday, was totally inadequate. Strongly recommend that more 
consultation is undertaken more widely within the local community.  
Requirement for primary school places in Putney  
Our own investigation supports the Council’s view of an urgent requirement 
for more primary school places in Wandsworth in general and in Thamesfield 
ward in particular. The birth rate has risen by 40% between 2000 (those who 
have just completed their last year at primary school) and 2010 (those due to 
start in 2014), and this trend looks set to continue. Local primary schools are 
already under pressure, with the only two non-faith schools in the ward 
(Hotham and Brandlehow) having very tight effective catchment areas last 
year of 0.47 miles and 0.66 miles. WBC have forecast a shortfall in primary 
school places of 13% in Thamesfield ward in 2015/16 (the year the new 
school is planned to open) rising to 22% in 2019/20, even after the recent 
expansion of Hotham and Brandlehow schools.  
Size of site: requirement for flats at expense of playground  
Not convinced that the site is big enough to accommodate both a two-form 
entry primary school and a block of 24 flats. A school playground on a roof top 
is far from ideal as a play space for young children - 420 children - even if 
playtimes are staggered. The land to be occupied by the flats should be made 
over for use as a ground level playground for children - it is not as though this 
is an inner city site in a highly built up area where there is no playground 
space but at roof top level. The needs of children for generations to come 
should be of greater importance than the need for flats, given that so many 
flats are being built elsewhere in Putney. If flats are retained, the small site is 
more suitable for a single-form entry with nursery school especially if a 
playground could be at ground level.  
Traffic  
The Putney Society considers that traffic problems created by a new two-form 
entry school are the prime reason for preferring another site or a smaller 
school. There are major flaws in the Transport Assessment (TA) prepared by 
consultants Vectos. See Appendix for our comments on specific paragraphs 
of the TA.  
The site is not ideally located, being on the outer western reaches of 
residential areas, and has rather poor public transport accessibility. There is 
lack of clarity about the catchment area, but the new school is likely to draw 
from a wider catchment than anticipated with longer distances from homes. 
Consider that the modal split of 16% car use and 3% cycling (TA para 6.6) is 
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erroneous. All the numbers of movements appear underestimates, compared 
with observational experience of other schools in the locality. Putney Society 
questions whether it is wise to encourage primary school children to cycle to 
school in London. Recently there has been concern about accident rates for 
cyclists and the death of an 8 year old cyclist in a neighbouring borough. 
Suggest that cycling should not be recommended for children below 11 years 
of age, even with cycling proficiency certificate.  
Eliminating cycling for safety reasons, suggest that 40% car use is more likely 
(168 pupils rather than the 63 in the TA). Many, if not most, of these vehicles 
will arrive within a 20-minute period close to the beginning and end of the 
school day (not spread over an hour as in the TA). This will cause backing up 
of cars to the road. The drop off area (only 20 metres long, allowing for just 
three cars at a time) will be inadequate. The TA has not taken account of fact 
that a proportion of parents will want to see teachers or will need to take their 
children into the school personally, particularly young children of reception 
and early form age. If the drop-off area is full, cars from both directions along 
Lower Richmond Road could be blocked from turning into the school grounds, 
causing major tail-backs in a road where there are already serious traffic 
problems during the rush-hour. Thus, severe restrictions will need to be 
placed on car use by parents.  
This development is likely to create significant harm by generating 
considerably more car use at peak times which will inconvenience local 
residents and through-traffic alike. A further concern are yet higher levels of 
air pollution on Lower Richmond Road where Mapping for Change, working 
for Sustrans, late last year recorded Nitrogen Dioxide levels 150% above the 
tighter 2012 EU limits.  
Public transport inadequate  
Public transport accessibility is rather poor. It is unlikely that parents living 
some distance away from the school will walk there with young children. 
There are currently three buses which go to or past the site (22, 265 and 485) 
but none of these connect with the southern part of Putney. Some parents 
may have to take two buses to arrive by public transport. Bus bays may need 
to be built to allow for longer boarding and de-boarding times for parents with 
young children and push-chairs to avoid further traffic congestion. To avoid 
encroaching on Commons land there would need to be other revisions to road 
layout which may simply exacerbate existing congestion levels. Need to be 
significant improvements to current bus services by the time that the new 
school opens and it is strongly recommended that the fruits of initial 
discussions with TfL on improved bus services are also made part of the 
consultation. There is currently a petition to extend the No 22 bus route to 
Roehampton/Putney Heath which would improve accessibility by bus.  
Parking  
If the most highly qualified teachers from within a larger catchment are to be 
recruited, it is likely that 50% will be car users. Teachers still have to carry 
heavy books and teaching materials between home and school, even in this 
electronic age, and a car is considered by some as essential. The provision 
for teacher parking is quite inadequate.  
Neighbours  
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Residents in adjacent Commondale (a very narrow cul-de-sac with resident 
parking on one side) are concerned about the impact of new traffic generated 
by a school. Parents in cars will attempt to drop off children in Commondale if 
the entrance to the school is blocked by backing up of traffic. There needs to 
be a commitment to enforce strictly controlled resident parking zones and 
double yellow lines by the new school to meet residents’ concerns.  
Impact on the Common  
The intensity of the scheme might well cause problems for the Common, 
though these would only become really clear on completion of the 
development. The access road to school and flats is entirely on Common 
land, with an easement allowing vehicular access to the school and the flats. 
The road will belong to the Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators 
(WPCC). It will be a private road, not a public highway. WBC and WPCC have 
agreed that no parking will be allowed on any part of the road: WBC have 
agreed to prevent parking taking place. Given the anticipated demand for 
parking generated by both the school and the flats, it can be expected that 
parking will be a problem. To deal with this, a wheel-clamping scheme will 
almost certainly be needed - to be operated 24/7. Would expect such a 
scheme to be in operation on the day the new school opens.  
Access to the playing fields at Barn Elms. The pupils at the new school will 
presumably use the playing fields at Barn Elms. These are a short walk away 
across Beverley Brook. A new gate into the playing fields will need to be 
constructed - otherwise the children will need to be bussed round to Rocks 
Lane to gain access. This would be quite wrong. We seek an assurance from 
WBC that a gate will be created in the playing fields fence to enable the 
children to walk there.  
Elliott School as an alternative site for a primary school  
WBC propose to sell off half the Elliott School site for residential development 
to raise the funds to enable Elliott School to be refurbished. Suggest that 
some of this surplus land could be used instead as the site for a two-form 
entry primary school. The advantages of this alternative site are:  
far fewer traffic problems, better public transport accessibility as a primary 
school here would be close to the Green Man bus terminus. It would be more 
convenient for many east Thamesfield residents, and indeed those of some 
other parts of Putney than the Putney Hospital site, less dangerous site for 
children as it is not close to a very busy road, more space for a playground at 
ground level, more space for teacher and visitor parking more space for 
dropping-off of pupils the whole of the hospital site could be used for very 
attractive residential development.  
Conclusions  
The Putney Society recognises the urgent requirement for more non-faith 
primary school places in Putney and welcomes the building of a new primary 
school. Serious concerns about the choice of the Putney Hospital site for a 
large two-form entry school owing to the site’s small size and creation of traffic 
problems locally.  
Putney Hospital site: Clear danger that too much is being shoe-horned into a 
site that is not big enough for the purposes intended, with too little attention 
given to traffic/parking considerations, with a detrimental effect not only on the 
school design but also on the quality of life of nearby residents. Prefer a 
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single-form entry school with attached nursery, of smaller footprint than 
planned, and with playground at ground level.  
The application for expansion of Prospect House School at 75 Putney Hill was 
refused planning permission at appeal (Appeal A Ref: APP/H5960/ A/11/ 
2153936) last year for reasons that included the free flow of traffic and 
highway safety. Thus, considerable attention will need to be paid to any traffic 
management scheme for a school on the hospital site: bus stops, pedestrian 
crossings, new traffic lights etc. It is also paramount that a carefully prepared 
travel plan is made part of the consultation documents, with an emphasis on 
effective measures to encourage parents to avoid car use when bringing their 
children to the school. This should be a "green" school to which children are 
encouraged to come by foot.  
Elliott School as preferred site: Recommend that the Council investigates the 
possibility that Elliott school surplus land be used as an alternative site for a 
new primary school as causing fewer traffic problems, having better public 
transport accessibility, a less negative impact on the neighbourhood, and with 
improved facilities for the primary age schoolchildren including playground at 
ground level.  
Appendix  
2.11: “PPG 13 (at paragraph 78) states that: “Cycling also has the potential to 
substitute for short car trips, particularly those under 5km, and to form part of 
a longer journey by public transport.””. Putney Society questions whether it 
wise to encourage primary school children to cycle to school in London. 
Recently there has been concern about accident rates for cyclists and the 
death of an 8 year old cyclist. We suggest that cycling should not be 
recommended for children below 11 years of age, even with cycling 
proficiency certificate.  
2.21: “The PTAL rating of the entire site has been calculated as a 2 indicating 
a moderate level of accessibility by public transport”. We do not agree - a 
score of 2 out of 6 is poor. Walking from Barnes Station across Barnes and 
Putney commons is not ideal at any time of day, and particularly in dark winter 
mornings/evenings for parents and/or children.  
3.10: We do not agree that this development will reduce the need to travel by 
car as the public transport accessibility is rather poor.  
3.18: The site is only close to residential areas to the east of it.  
4.13: “A pupil pick‐up/drop‐off area will be provided within the site from an 
informal lay‐by located adjacent to the school building”. The pick up/drop off 
appears to be only 20 metres long which will allow for just three cars at a time. 
This is not likely to be adequate unless severe restrictions are placed on car 
use.  
4.25: “The site access will be controlled by a security barrier, which will be 
open during the school arrival and departure period; the remainder of the time 
the barrier will be closed.” The barrier is shown with only room for three cars 
between it and the road. This will cause back up onto the road at busy times. 
How will daytime deliveries of, for instance, parcels be dealt with? Will there 
be a phone from the barrier to someone who can open the barrier? There are 
already serious traffic problems on the Lower Richmond Road during the 
rush-hour, and we anticipate that this new scheme runs the risk of creating 
much more severe traffic problems in the neighbourhood during the morning 
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rush hour and at close of the school day. The roads will not be able to cope 
with the traffic.  
6.12: regarding the total of 63 vehicle movements arriving at either the 
morning or afternoon peaks “These 63 vehicles are likely to arrive/depart 
throughout the hour long school arrival and departure periods. With the arrival 
and departures spread this would represent 15 vehicles in a 15 minute period, 
which would be accommodated within the site access road and 
pickup/drop‐off layby”. We disagree. The new school is likely to draw from a 
wider area than anticipated with longer distances from homes. We consider 
that the modal split of 16% car use and 3% cycling (para 6.6) is erroneous. All 
the numbers of movements look far too low, compared with observational 
experience of other schools.  
Eliminating cycling for safety reasons, we would suggest that 40% car use is 
more likely (168 pupils). Many if not most of these vehicles will arrive within a 
20-minute period close to beginning and end of the school day. This will cause 
backing up from the barrier to the road. The drop off area will be inadequate. 
The TA has not taken account of fact that a proportion of parents will want to 
see teachers or will need to take their children into the school personally, 
particularly young children of reception and early form age. Parents of young 
children will not push their offspring out of the car door and drive on! The 
younger children will need assistance into the school premises. Thus, the 
drop-off area is likely to fill up rather quickly as little space has been provided.  
We therefore anticipate tail backs as cars travelling west along Lower 
Richmond Road try to turn right into the school grounds across the streams of 
oncoming traffic. If the drop-off area is full, cars from both directions could be 
blocked from turning into the school grounds causing major tail-backs.  
6.16, 6.17: “The modal split for the All Saints Primary School does have a high 
proportion of single occupancy staff car travel to the site, but with 25 staff 
employed at that school this equates to 6 car drivers. When applied to the 
full‐time staff for the proposed school this also equates to 6 car drivers, which 
is above the 5 parking spaces to be provided for the proposed school.” If the 
most highly qualified teachers from within a larger catchment are to be 
recruited, it could well be that 50% will be car users. Teachers still have to 
carry heavy books and teaching materials between home and school, even in 
this electronic age, and a car is considered by some as essential. The 
provision for teacher parking is quite inadequate.  
6.21: The TA compares the projected school traffic favourably with an 
assumed number for the (potential, but not being pursued) Primary Care 
Trust, thus claiming an improvement!  
7.3: “The site is ideally located adjacent to the edge of dense residential 
development in Putney”. We disagree - the site is anything but ideally located.  
7.4: Conclusion “There is no evidence to suggest that the proposals will result 
in demonstrable harm and therefore no reason why the proposed 
developments should be resisted on traffic or transportation grounds.” The 
Putney Society disagrees. We believe that this development is likely to create 
significant harm by generating considerably more car use at peak times which 
will inconvenience local residents and through-traffic alike. A further concern 
are yet higher levels of air pollution on a road where Mapping for Change, 
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working for Sustrans, late last year recorded Nitrogen Dioxide levels 150% 
above the tighter 2012 EU limits. 
Response to Reconsultation:  
Have reviewed the addenda of the amended application. Welcome the 
additional cycle parking provision and the extra solar panels being added to 
the scheme. However, the solar panels being installed on the roof of the 
school (above the playground) confirms that the school building is really 3-
storeys i.e. not the 2-storeys for which the council has applied for planning 
permission.  
Still have concerns about the estimates of car use (too low), drop off/pick up 
zone (too small), car tail back from the barrier to the Lower Richmond Road at 
busy times, inadequate parking for teachers, all compounded by the relatively 
poor public transport accessibility.  
Proposed two-form entry school constitutes an over-development of this tight 
site and that serious traffic and parking problems will arise when the school 
and flats are fully occupied - to the detriment of the amenity of the surrounding 
Common and the adjoining residents. 
Appendix: Main concern is that the previous assessment of car use of 16% 
(64 cars per delivery/collection) is unchanged. This figure of 16% is based on 
an average of the modal splits for the five existing primary schools in the area. 
Believe that pupils are likely to come from throughout the catchment area 
which stretches to the River Wandle and beyond West Hill – whereas the 
existing schools are likely to have much smaller catchments. Estimate that 
160 car trips is a more likely figure (40% car use).  
Acknowledge that the drop off/pick up zone is larger than we previously 
estimated and can accommodate 7 cars single parked, but we suggest the 14 
cars double parked is impractical and possibly dangerous. A higher car usage 
will overload the zone. At an average arrival rate of 2.6 cars per minute there 
will be a queue back if the stay-time is over about 2.7 minutes. The actual 
arrival rate will probably peak at up to three times the average.  
The larger number of trips will also have a detrimental effect on the local 
roads than has been calculated. The gap between the barrier and the road will 
only accommodate two cars and some tail back is likely at busy times.  
Parking for teachers is less than adequate. Parking in the residential block 
should be reduced. Maybe three spaces could be allocated to teachers and 
other longer term visitors.  Current road conditions mean that it is unlikely that 
many parents would support independent cycling to school by primary school 
children. Children will probably be driven short and walkable distances with 
significant health consequences - inactivity, overweight - and also air pollution.  
Noting that the proposed school scores 2 out of 6 for public transport 
accessibility and has a large catchment extending to two areas of public 
housing estates, which are likely to generate significant demand, feel that this 
school is far from ideally sited from a transport perspective. 
 
Justine Greening MP: (Initial consultation) My experience as a local MP 
supports the view that Putney needs another primary school in addition to the 
expansion of existing schools that has already taken place;  clear that any 
new proposals need to fit in with the broader environment and community; 
primary concern of residents is that of transport; many feel that the Vectos 
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transport assessment  was poor and failed to address important issues; 
residents overriding concern is that the siting of the school will have a huge 
impact on local traffic which is already very congested particularly at peak 
times which will coincide with the beginning and end of the school day; 
residents believe that traffic using the new vehicular access road to and from 
the school will find it difficult to filter into traffic on the Lower Richmond Road 
which is slow especially near the mini-roundabout where there have been a 
number of accidents. There are additional concerns that this will not be a 
genuinely local school especially as it will be so near the boundary with 
Richmond and this will also lead to an increase in traffic; Some residents feel 
that the number of parking spaces allocated for school staff and parents  is 
inadequate which will force parents and visitors to use surrounding residential 
roads which are already heavily parked; they are not convinced that the drop 
off and pick up area is large enough to accommodate parents that wish to use 
it and feel that many wish to deliver their child in person; 
Many residents have expressed disappointment at the design of the school on 
a significant approach into Putney and in a unique area of common land; They 
have commented that the design is not attractive and does not complement its 
surroundings on the common; that it is too big for the site and would prefer to 
see a smaller school and fewer flats; Concerns also been raised about health 
and safety as the school is sited close to a busy road and concerned about 
the effect of pollution on the health of the pupils; concern about the roof top 
playground and the noise this could generate together with childrens’ safety; 
concern that a school will undermine the fundamental nature of the common 
land which offers residents’ peace and tranquillity. 
 
Environment Agency: (Initial consultation) Having reviewed the documents 
submitted, the Environment Agency has no objection to the proposed 
development subject to the conditions listed being attached to any planning 
permission granted. Without these conditions the proposed development on 
this site poses an unacceptable risk to the environment and we would wish to 
object to the application. 
Flood Risk - The proposed development will only be acceptable if the 
measures as detailed in the Flood Risk Assessment and Proposed Surface & 
Foul Water Drainage Report submitted with this application are implemented 
and secured by way of a planning condition on any planning permission. We 
ask to be consulted on the details submitted for approval to your Authority to 
discharge this condition and on any subsequent amendments/alterations. 
(Conditions to be added to any approval).  
 Groundwater Protection - We have reviewed the document 'Contaminated 
Land: Combined Phase 1 Desk Study and Phase 2 Site Investigation' by agb 
Environmental (reference R12013.3 dated 20th February 2012). 
 The report has revealed the presence of concentrations of PAHs and lead in 
the made ground and lead in groundwater. Recommendations have been 
made for remedial actions to comprise primarily the offsite removal and 
replacement of contaminated ground with clean infill material. We consider 
that planning permission should only be granted to the proposed development 
as submitted if relevant planning conditions are imposed. 
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Milestone Society: if planning permission granted the milestone should be 
retained and protected during construction and maintained after and kept 
visible to the public. 
 
LB Richmond: Objection on traffic grounds: The proposed school is close to 
two borough roads Queens Ride and Mill Hill Road. Both these roads are 
heavily trafficked in the peak hours. The bus routes shown in the applicants 
supporting information are linear along the Lower Richmond Road and the 
Wandsworth/Richmond boundary. There are no direct buses form the large 
and main catchment area to the south of Upper Richmond Road between 
Roehampton Lane and West Hill. This is of great concern as parents from this 
part of the catchment area would not have an incentive to use public transport 
but will find driving easier. The drop off/pick up area is also of concern 
particularly in the afternoon, as parents arriving to pick up children do not 
know how long their child will take to exit the school and therefore there could 
be a long queue of vehicles waiting to access the site while parents are 
parked in the pick up area waiting for their child. While this will take place 
outside peak hour traffic time it does have the potential to cause tailbacks of 
traffic on both Queen’s Ride and Mill Hill Road. Construction vehicles are not 
able to use Hammersmith Bridge to access the site from the north and The 
Terrace and Rocks Lane have weight limits on them that would prevent these 
types of vehicles form accessing from that direction. Additionally, the Mill Hill 
Road/Rocks Lane junction is very tight for left turning vehicles. This borough 
considers that Mill Hill Road/Rocks Lane/Castlenau should be removed from 
the construction vehicles routing. As part of the construction traffic routing we 
would like to see tracking of construction vehicles turning into Gipsy Road to 
access the A205. In summary this Council does not agree that the travel plan 
will deter parents from driving as the larger part of the catchment area does 
not have access to the site by direct public transport. Furthermore, the 
construction management plan proposes use of a road that is not considered 
to be suitable for that purpose. 
 
Thames Water: (Initial consultation) 
Waste Comments 
Surface Water Drainage - With regard to surface water drainage it is the 
responsibility of a developer to make proper provision for drainage to ground, 
water courses or a suitable sewer. In respect of surface water it is  
recommended that the applicant should ensure that storm flows are 
attenuated or regulated into the receiving public network through on or 
off site storage. When it is proposed to connect to a combined public sewer, 
the site drainage should be separate and combined at the final manhole 
nearest the boundary. Connections are not permitted for the removal of 
Ground Water. Where the developer proposes to discharge to a public sewer, 
prior approval from Thames Water Developer Services will be required. They 
can be contacted on 0845 850 2777. Reason - to ensure that the surface 
water discharge from the site shall not be detrimental to the existing sewerage 
system.  
Thames Water would advise that with regard to sewerage infrastructure we 
would not have any objection to the above planning application. Where a 
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developer proposes to discharge groundwater into a public sewer, a 
groundwater discharge permit will be required. Groundwater discharges 
typically result from construction site dewatering, deep excavations, basement 
infiltration, borehole installation, testing and site remediation. Groundwater 
permit enquiries should be directed to Thames Water’s Risk Management 
Team. Any discharge made without a permit is deemed illegal and may result 
in prosecution under the provisions of the Water Industry Act 1991. 
Thames Water would recommend that petrol / oil interceptors be fitted in all 
car parking/washing/repair facilities. Failure to enforce the effective use of 
petrol / oil interceptors could result in oil-polluted discharges entering local 
watercourses. 
Water Comments 
On the basis of information provided, Thames Water would advise that with 
regard to water infrastructure we would not have any objection to the above 
planning application. Thames Water recommend the following informative be 
attached to this planning permission. Thames Water will aim to provide 
customers with a minimum pressure of 10m head (approx 1 bar) and a flow 
rate of 9 litres/minute at the point where it leaves Thames Waters pipes. The 
developer should take account of this minimum pressure in the design 
of the proposed development.  
 
Transport for London: (Initial consultation) Car Parking: 25 car parking 
spaces are proposed, one per unit and a further visitor space. 3 of the 25 car 
parking spaces (including the visitor space) will be designed for disabled 
users. Whilst TfL acknowledge this location records a low PTAL value, the car 
parking provision exceeds maximum permissible standards in the London 
Plan.  
London Plan policy 6.13 ‘parking’ states that the Mayor wishes to see an 
appropriate balance being struck between promoting new development and 
preventing excessive car parking provision that can undermine cycling, 
walking and public transport use. Furthermore, TfL recommends that future 
residents of the development be excluded eligibility for local authority car 
parking access, by the developer entering into a s106 agreement with the 
local authority. 
For any car parking that is ultimately provided, 20% (5 spaces) of all spaces 
must be for electric vehicles with an additional 20% (5 spaces) passive 
provision for electric vehicles in the future.  
5 staff parking spaces and a further 1 parking space for disabled users will be 
provided, which is satisfactory.  
Highway Access: Access to the school and residential units will be taken 
from the newly created joint access road off of Lower Richmond Road, a 
borough road. This access road will also be used for refuse and servicing 
vehicles and by coaches when needed to collect pupils.  
A pupil pick-up/ drop-off area will be provided within the site from an informal 
lay-by located adjacent to the school building.  
Cycling: Cycle parking for the residential development will be provided in the 
basement car park. Cycle parking should be located in a convenient, 
accessible and secure location, so future occupants are encouraged to use 
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this mode of transport. 28 spaces will be provided, which is welcomed as it is 
in accordance with London Plan policy 6.9 ‘cycling’.  
Only 21 cycle spaces are proposed for the pupils and only 8 for staff and 
visitors, which is a significant under provision. Table 6.3 of the London Plan 
contains ‘Cycle parking standards’, which indicates 1 space per 10 staff or 
students. Therefore, for 420 pupils, 42 spaces must be provided. It is 
important that cycling facilities are provided for pupils to encourage travel by 
this sustainable and healthy mode of transport. In addition, it is important to 
encourage people at this young age to cycle, so that they are more likely to 
cycle as they get older.  
It is estimated 75 staff will be working at the school, therefore the 8 spaces 
are needed just for staff. In addition, cycle parking for staff should not be in 
the form of a Sheffield stand. Cycle parking for staff should be in a sheltered, 
secure and accessible location. In addition, shower facilities and locker rooms 
should be provided. Spaces for visitors should be provided in addition to the 8 
spaces for staff.  
Pedestrians: A new pedestrian crossing is proposed over Lower Richmond 
Road between the new site access and the priority junction with Putney 
Common. It is not clear what type of crossing facility is proposed. 
Nevertheless, in accordance with the London Plan policy 6.11 ‘Smoothing 
Traffic Flow and Congestion’, any new signalised crossing point will need to 
satisfy TfL’s approval procedure.  
Pupil entrances are proposed at the north and south of the building. 
Pedestrian footways will be provided from Lower Richmond Road into the site 
and will link to both pupil entrances via a covered walkway adjacent to the 
main school building.  
Buses: TfL are satisfied that the trip generation for buses will not have a 
significant impact on the capacity for services in the local area.  
Travel Plan: The travel plan has been reviewed and is considered is 
generally acceptable. The travel plan should be secured via a section 106 
agreement.  
Freight: TfL welcomes the proposed submission of a Construction Logistics 
Plan (CLP). The CLP should be submitted and approved by the LB of 
Wandsworth via a planning condition, which should seek to minimise highway 
and traffic impact to the highway network during the course of construction.  
TfL welcomes the proposed submission of a Delivery and Servicing Plan 
(DSP). The DSP should also be submitted and approved by the LB of 
Wandsworth via a Section 106 agreement, which should demonstrate how to 
reduce the number of trips, particularly during peak hours and identify where 
safe and legal loading can take place.  
Traffic Management Act: Should this application be granted planning 
permission, the developer and their representatives are reminded that this 
does not discharge the requirements under the Traffic Management Act 2004. 
Formal notifications and approval may be needed for both the permanent 
highway scheme and any temporary highway works required during the 
construction phase of the development. 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL): In accordance with London Plan 
policy 8.3, ‘Community Infrastructure Levy’, and following consultation on both 
a Preliminary Draft, and then a Draft Charging Schedule, the Mayor‘s CIL 
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came into effect on 1st April 2012. The proposed development is within the 
London Borough of Wandsworth where the proposed Mayoral charge is £50 
per square metre.  
Summary: In order to ensure that the proposed development complies with 
the transport policies in the London Plan, contributions towards the Mayoral 
CIL are required. In addition, cycle parking for the school must meet the 
minimum requirements outlined in the London Plan. The school travel plan 
and DSP should be secured via a section 106 agreement. Electric vehicle 
charging points a CLP should be secured by condition.  
 
WCAAC: (Initial consultation) The Committee considers the design of the 
school building to be successful but suggests that the residential block to the 
north would be considerably improved by selecting a contrasting rather than a 
matching brick. The residential building should be a noticeably different 
element. It is very important that both new buildings sit within well landscaped 
settings in order to blend with the Common and the adjoining conservation 
area. Therefore further consideration should be given to more tree and shrub 
planting on the boundaries to the site. 
 
WPCC: (Initial consultation) Highways and traffic:  
1. The absence of a clear statement setting out satisfactory arrangements for 
enforcing parking controls on the access road is a major concern to many 
local residents and groups. It is understood that the power to clamp cars 
parked without authority on private land is about to be abolished. The 
Consider that planning consent should not be granted until this issue is seen 
to be satisfactorily resolved. In the meantime object to the application on this 
ground. 
2. Agree with the general criticism made by others that the Vectos Travel Plan 
document is inadequate and requires substantial strengthening. It does not 
mention factors which are likely to lead to parking on areas of roadway falling 
outside the school boundary i.e. on Putney Lower Common, unless 
satisfactorily handled: 
a. The homework books, PE kit, packed lunches etc that children typically 
have to carry with them to and/or from school, and the homework marking, 
lesson materials, and other paperwork that teachers have to carry with them 
to and from school. These factors all affect whether children and teachers can 
reasonably be expected to walk or use public transport on their way to and 
from school. 
b. The catchment area is stated to extend as far as Merton Road. There is no 
direct bus route from there to Lower Richmond Road. Will the council 
underwrite the cost of creating one? 
c. The surrounding roads are already saturated with traffic at peak hours, 
especially in the morning, when children and teachers will be on the way to 
school 
d. The opportunity to learn from experience in the early years, if the school 
opens one year group at a time. 
e. The potential impact on the residents’ parking scheme in Commondale. 
Satisfactory resolution of all of these matters needs to be seen before 
planning consent is granted. 
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3. Para 4.17 of the Vectos report states incorrectly that the turning circle is for 
the parking of coaches. This is contrary to the council’s agreement with the 
Conservators, which prohibits all parking and dropping off on any part of the 
access road falling within the Common (i.e. outside the school boundary). We 
are told this was included in error, and therefore expect that the reference will 
be corrected. 
4. Para 5.6 of the Vectos report makes no provision for the Conservators to 
have a representative on the Travel Plan Forum. As much of the proposed 
access road falls outside the school boundary, i.e. it is on the Common, the 
Conservators must be involved in any arrangements about the School Travel 
Plan. 
5. The calculation of rush hour traffic movements is not explained and 
requires to be justified.  
Landscape and protection of the common 
1. Any planting of trees, shrubs etc on the Common i.e. beyond the council’s 
ownership must be subject to prior agreement with the Conservators. This 
principle is contained in the Conservators’ agreement with the council but 
should be repeated in the conditions of any planning consent. 
2. Any planning consent should also provide for the protection of existing 
trees, flora, and animal bird and insect life to the maximum extent. 
General 
The Conservators welcome the prospect that the derelict hospital buildings 
will no longer disfigure the common. They also welcome the agreement for the 
hospital car park, various areas of hospital roadway, and also various areas 
around the former nurses’ home, to be restored as part of the common. Again 
these obligations should also be incorporated as a condition of any planning 
consent. 
 
Independent Verification Responses: 
 
BNP Paribas:  Appraisal of the proposed Development generates a deficit of 
£3,242,000. As such the Development is regarded as being economically 
unviable. It follows therefore that the Development cannot viably provide any 
affordable housing onsite or a contribution in lieu towards affordable housing. 
Further, we have undertaken sensitivity testing of the scheme in relation to 
increases in sales values and a fall in build costs for the residential units. This 
sensitivity test demonstrates that substantial cost reductions and / or rental 
uplifts are required to allow the Development to become viable. It is therefore 
deemed unlikely that the Development will be capable of providing any 
contribution towards affordable housing within the life of any planning consent 
that might be granted. 
 
Climate Consulting: (Initial Consultation) 
Actions for applicants:  
Applicant to consider additional measures to meet Policy 5.2 of the London 
Plan, which requires a 25% reduction in regulated CO2 emissions. For 
example: 
MVHR for the areas of the development not benefiting from natural ventilation 
Heat pumps with higher CoPs than those modelled in the ‘Energy Strategy’. 
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Applicant to submit details of the infrastructure installed to future proof the 
development for decentralised energy. 
Applicant encouraged to achieve CSH ‘Level 4’ and BREEAM ‘Excellent’ 
accreditations. 
Comments on Energy Strategy: 
Document: Energy Statement (Energy Statement, JS Lewis Ltd, February 
2012) 
1. The proposed sustainable energy strategy does not meet Policy 5.2 of the 
London Plan, which requires a 25% reduction in regulated CO2 emissions 
below Part L (2010) building regulations. 
Climate Consulting comment: The applicant should consider additional 
measures and resubmit an energy statement closer to compliance with Policy 
5.2.  Comments 2 and 3 offer two measures for further investigation.  
2. The applicant has outlined good performance standards for the buildings’ 
fabrics.  There is, however,  room for improvement.  
Climate Consulting comment: Installing MVHR units on the parts of the 
development where a ‘naturally ventilated solution’ is not being sought could 
reduce the carbon footprint of the development further.  MVHR units recover 
heat that would otherwise be lost through standard mechanical ventilation. 
3. Whilst the applicant is to be commended for their comprehensive 
understanding of renewable energy technology feasibility, the investigation 
into valuable and appropriate technologies to compliment the solar PV arrays 
proposed is not exhaustive.  An exhaustive investigation is, however, 
essential if the applicant is to adhere to the requirements of the London Plan 
(2011). 
Climate Consulting comment: The applicant should look into sourcing more 
productive, higher spec renewable technologies with the facility to save more 
carbon.  
For example, the energy statement uses SAP seasonal performance factors 
to calculate the carbon savings associated with installing a ground source 
heat pump (GSHP) compared to a standard gas boiler.  Following 
adjustments, the CoPs modelled for a GSHP are 2.25 for space heating and 
2.10 for water heating.  Many manufacturers have tried and tested (onsite) 
technologies that perform significantly better than those modelled in the 
energy statement.  The attached specifications serves as an example only.  
Further investigation into higher spec heat pumps may lead to the 
identification of a more productive technology able to contribute towards 
meeting the 25% reduction required under Policy 5.2 of the London Plan 
(2011). 
4. CHP has been deemed unfeasible for the development, despite comments 
from the GLA requesting that the flats and school be connected via an on-site 
heat network served from a central energy centre.   
Climate Consulting comment: The applicant should submit details of the 
infrastructure works required to future proof the site for decentralised energy.  
Comments on Sustainability Strategy: 
Document: Sustainability Statement (Energy Statement, JS Lewis Ltd, 
February 2012) 
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6. Code for Sustainable Homes ‘Level 3’ is predicted for the flats, based on a 
score of 57.18 and BREEAM ‘Very Good’ is predicted for the school, based on 
a score of 57.88.   
Climate Consulting comment: The predictions meet the requirements of 
Wandsworth local planning policy but fail to meet regional policy, i.e. the 
London Plan and specifically Policy 5.2.  Policy 5.2 requires the same 
mandatory minimum as category ENE1 in BREEAM and the Code for 
‘Excellent’ and ‘Level 4’, respectively. Consistent with the comments above, 
the applicant is strongly encouraged to target CSH ‘Level 4’ and BREEAM 
‘Excellent’ within the ENE1 category.  
Comments following Reconsultation: 
The applicant has now complied with all my requests on energy (with PV data 
in section 2, communal heating information in section 3 and energy 
performance tables in Section 8). Following the provision of extra details, now 
satisfied that the proposed PV installation will meet the required reduction and 
therefore no further action is required. 
 
In terms of the communal heating issue, Section 3 paints a grim picture, 
showing the impact of heat loss and additional electricity for pumping on 
overall CO2 emissions, but doesn’t take into account the fact that a larger 
boiler is likely to be more efficient than the a smaller boiler serving a single 
dwelling,  
 
ECS (Trees):  would have no objection to the proposals as long as the tree 
survey and arboricultural section of the report are strictly adhered to;  some 
concerns about the removal of T7, as this is a mature tree, in  reasonable 
condition and is prominent from the common, however the proposals mention 
approx 30 new trees are to be planted; which will easily mitigate the loss. The 
details such as new species and sizes to be conditioned.  
 
ECS Waste management: As previously advised, the 5334 litres per week 
figure is for all waste, but as they cannot be relied upon to recycle, we 
normally require sufficient capacity to store it all as refuse, with additional 
space to store one stream separately for recycling.  Most premises hire their 
bins from the Council and we don't supply 1280 litre bins for refuse, but these 
could be purchased by the school.  Whether the refuse bins are 1280 or 1100 
litres, space for 5 of them would strictly be required, although 4 x 1280 litre 
bins comes close enough for this to be acceptable.  Space for 2 x 1280 litre 
bins for recycling is fine, so in all the plan shows suitable space for 1 or 2 bins 
fewer than we would normally require.  Space for 1 additional bin could easily 
be created by removing the internal access door.  If the additional 1 or 2 bins 
are not required in practice, the additional space would probably still prove 
useful for storing bulky items and/or waste electricals and/or other hazardous 
waste that they would be required to store separately by law. 
 
ECS (Ecology): Welcome the submitted  report and the detail it contains. 
Would like to endorse the recommendations in paragraphs 6.2 and would 
suggest these could be included within conditions if the Council  were minded 
to approve the application. Would also draw attention to the recommendation 
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in 6.2.6 regarding the impacts of any proposed lighting associated with the 
scheme. 
 
POLICY:  
 
NPPF March 2012: paras.17: Core principles; 56, 57 Good design; 72: School 
provision; 111 Reuse of brownfield sites; 
 
London Plan (LP) (July 2011): 1.1 Delivering the strategic vision and 
objectives for London;  
2.2 London and the wider Metropolitan Are;  2.9 Inner London; 2.18 Green 
Infrastructure: The network of green and open spaces;  
3.1 Ensuring equal life chances for all; 3.3 Increasing housing supply; 3.4 
Optimising housing potential; 3.5 Quality and design of housing 
developments; 3.6 Children and young people’s play and informal recreation 
facilities;  3.8 Housing Choice; 3.10 Definition of affordable housing; 3.11 
Affordable housing targets; 3.12 Negotiating Affordable Housing; 3.16 
Protection and Enhancement of Social Infrastructure; 
5.1 Climate change mitigation; 5.2 Minimising carbon dioxide emissions; 5.3 
Sustainable design and construction; 5.6 Decentralised energy in 
development proposals; 5.7 Renewable energy; 5.8 Innovative energy 
technologies; 5.9 Overheating and cooling; 5.10 Urban greening; 5.11 Green 
roofs and development site environs; 5.12 flood risk management; 5.13 
Sustainable drainage; 5.14 Water quality and wastewater infrastructure, 5.15 
Water use and supplies; 5.18 Construction, excavation and demolition waste; 
5.21 Contaminated Land;  
6.1 Strategic approach; 6.3 Assessing effects of development on transport 
capacity; 6.7 Better streets and surface transport; 6.9 Cycling; 6.10 Walking; 
6.11 Smoothing traffic flow and tackling congestion; 6.12  Road Network 
Capacity; 6.13 Parking;  
7.1 Building London’s neighbourhoods and communities; 7.2 An inclusive 
environment; 7.3 Designing out crime; 7.4 Local character; 7.5 Public realm; 
7.6 Architecture; 7.8 Heritage assets and archaeology; 7.11 London View 
Management Framework; 7.14 Improving Air Quality; 7.15 Reducing Noise 
and Enhancing Soundscapes; 7.17 Metropolitan Open Land; 7.19 Biodiversity 
and Access to Nature; 7.21 Trees and Woodlands;  
8.2 Planning obligations; 8.3 Community Infrastructure Levy. 
 
Core Strategy (October 2010): PL2: Flood Risk; PL3: Transport; PL4: Open 
Space and the Natural Environment; PL5: Provision of new homes;  
IS1: Sustainable Development; IS2: Sustainable Design, low 
carbon development and renewable energy; IS3: Good quality design and 
townscape; IS4:Protecting and enhancing environmental quality; 
IS5:Achieving a mix of housing including affordable housing; IS6: Community 
services and the provision of infrastructure.  
 
DMPD (February 2012): Development Management Policies Document 
(February 2012): DMS1: General development principles – Sustainable urban 
design and the quality of the environment; DMS3: Sustainable design and low 
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carbon energy; DMS5: Flood risk management; DMS6: Sustainable drainage 
systems; DMS7: Consultation with the Environment Agency;  
DMH3: Unit mix in new housing; DMH4: Residential development including 
conversions; DMH6: Residential space standards; DMH7: Residential gardens 
and amenity space; DMH8: Implementation of affordable housing;  
DMO1: Protection and enhancement of open spaces; DMO4: Nature 
conservation; DMO5: Trees; DMC2: Provision of new and improved 
community facilities;  
DMT1: Transport impacts of development; DMT2: Parking and servicing; 
 
Site Specific Allocations Document (February 2012): The site is identified 
within the Site Specific Allocations Document (SSAD) as a site suitable for 
primary care centre, residential and retention of community facility use. 
frontage. The layout, massing and design of buildings should be carefully 
arranged to ensure that the amenities of neighbouring residents are protected 
from unreasonable harm. With any redevelopment, land surrounding the 
building would be expected to return to Metropolitan Open Land. Improved 
pedestrian crossing facilities should be provided in Lower Richmond Road 
and footpaths across the common should be improved. Improvements are 
sought to bus stopping, turning and 
interchange facilities. 
 
COMMENT:  
The main issues for consideration are:  
Principle of redevelopment of the site,  
Demand for a primary school in this location,  
Design 
Quality and suitability of site for residential accommodation including 
affordable housing 
Use of and impact on the common,  
MOL 
Transport/traffic implications,  
Sustainability,  
Impact on surrounding area and amenity of neighbours, 
Drainage and Flooding 
Air Quality 
Ecology/Biodiversity 
 
Screening Opinion:  This proposal was the subject of an application for a 
screening opinion submitted on 23/12/11. The site exceeds the threshold of 
0.5 hectares and therefore falls within the applicable threshold for 
‘infrastructure projects’ under Category 10 of ‘Schedule 2 Development’ within 
the EIA Regs 1999 (as amended), whereby a local authority should adopt a 
screening opinion. In considering the screening opinion the development was 
assessed against criteria specified within Schedule 3 of the 2011 Regulations. 
The key areas for consideration were MOL, heritage, traffic, contamination, 
flooding, trees, ecology, air quality, archaeology and amenity and having 
assessed these issues it was concluded that a full EIA was not required. The 
potential future applicants’ attention was drawn to the recommended list of 
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reports stated within the screening opinion which would be expected to form 
part of a future planning application submission. A notice was issued on 
24/01/12. With relevance to this site, the Schedule 3 selection criteria are 
unchanged between the 1999 and 2011 regulations therefore for the purposes 
of determining the screening opinion the assessment criteria would be the 
same if a subsequent application had been submitted There has been no 
significant change in circumstances since earlier screening opinions on this 
site which would give rise to a significant environmental impact or a different 
decision. Concern has been expressed about the omission of a further 
screening opinion on the amended application to determine whether an EIA is 
required. It was considered that the application as amended by the July 
submission was covered by the earlier screening opinion  
 
Principle of redevelopment This is a prominent site at the western gateway of 
the borough. It is clearly visible particularly to the south and west due to the 
open and undeveloped character of the adjacent common designated as 
MOL. The disused hospital buildings are now falling into disrepair after 13 
years of vacancy and in their current state do are more of an eyesore to this 
part of the common than providing any form of enhancement. Whilst mindful 
of the character and appearance of this area of MOL and the adjacent 
conservation area the site presents an opportunity for redevelopment. The 
principle of demolition and clearance of the site has been established by 
previous approvals and the extent of Council ownership is identical to that 
previously in the ownership of the PCT. The inclusion of common land as part 
of this proposal site is understandably contentious and this aspect is dealt with 
in the relevant section below. 
 
Demand for School  The substitution of the previously approved health care 
facility for a 2-form entry primary school on the site has generated some 
concern. The demand for primary school places in the borough due to an 
increasing birth rate and more families moving into the area, has continued to 
rise in recent years. Figures show that Thamesfield Ward would have a 
potential shortfall of 56 reception places by 2017/18 and a 274 place shortfall 
for all years by 2020. This would equate to an additional 24 reception classes 
being required by 2017/18. This continued demand is likely to be sustained 
based on GLA and Census data projections. 
 
In line with London Plan and LDF policies, the Council must endeavour to 
provide adequate school place for its population. To date the Council has 
been accommodating this demand by enlarging existing schools and where 
possible building new ones. A school of the size proposed would be sufficient 
to accommodate future and projected growth in the Thamesfield and wider 
Putney area. Whilst the site may not be in a preferred central Thamesfield 
location, prospective sites for new schools are rare and this site presents such 
an opportunity to meet the rising demand for school places. There are already 
5 primary schools within Thamesfield, however three of these are 
denominational schools and the Council is conscious that more non-
denominational, state schools are required to maintain a mix within the 
community.  
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The proposed school would be operated by an Academy provider and it is 
likely that the admissions criteria would be similar to those of a state school 
given the intention that the school is to satisfy demand from the immediate 
surrounding area. It is unlikely that the school would open before September 
2015 when there would be a gradual filling of the school, starting with the 60 
reception places and increasing year by year.  
 
Design: The proposed apartment block would be of the same footplate and 
position as the previous permission although the materials would be a 
significant improvement moving away from render and instead towards the 
use of more natural materials to provide a complementary visual relationship 
with the school building. These changes are welcomed as they would make 
some reference to the materials of the previous buildings on the site as well 
as the school. 
 
The PCT development that is the subject of the extant approval comprised a 
roughly square design towards the southern end of the site. The areas of 
parking amounting to 74 spaces, the majority at the northern end, would have 
dominated the appearance of the site when viewed from all sides. The school 
proposal, in contrast, is elongated down the centre of the site with minimal 
parking by comparison and would be a far less visually prominent 
development when viewed from north and south. Although arguably more 
visible from Commondale than the PCT building due to the extent of its east 
elevation, the building would comprise mainly natural materials, of varying 
texture with openings and colour to punctuate this elevation. Furthermore, in 
contrast to the existing buildings the school and flats would be significantly 
less bulky due to them being set  in from the northern boundary by 16m at the 
closest point. The parapet height of the school building would be 4.8m lower 
than the prevailing height of the main hospital building and 7.5m below the 
highest part of the existing roof. At its closest point the development would be 
more than 40m from the closest property in Commondale. From the west, 
both existing and proposed elevations are significantly obscured from views 
over the common by mature planting including established trees. This 
situation from the west would be improved as part of the proposal due to the 
retention of mature trees and the scheme for woodland management of this 
area in agreement with the WPCC. The buildings would be of appropriate high 
quality design and materials in compliance with London Plan and LDF 
policies. There has been some understandable concern regarding the use of 
the school roof as a playground. Historically, there are examples of inner city 
schools providing play space in this form however it is less common today. 
The roof top play feature is a direct consequence of the requirement for a 
school of this capacity for economic and demand reasons and also due to the 
limitations of the size and shape of the site. This play area is a well conceived 
design with the west elevation including large areas (with timber slats and 
glazing behind) open to the common. Further details would be dealt with by 
conditions. It would present the opportunity for more formal games and would 
contain planters and semi-mature trees and shrubs. Many neighbours have 
suggested use of the land to the north instead of including the flats within the 
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scheme however, without the flats the scheme would not be an economically 
viable proposition for the Council. Incorporated within the design concept 
there are ground level play areas proposed to the west and north of the school 
building (within the Council owned site) for the lower and upper elements of 
the school respectively. It is anticipated that these would be the main areas for 
informal play at break and lunch times. The roof top area would also be used 
for some informal play and would be the main area for more formal games 
and PE lessons. The presence of the 3.75m high  perimeter wall above first 
floor level would meet appropriate safety requirements and provide 
appropriate screening from the closest residents to the site in Commondale. 
Noise likely to be generated from this play area could be expected to travel 
further than the ground level play areas and appropriate tests have been 
carried out which demonstrate that this should not cause undue disturbance 
for neighbours. The permitted hours and any use of lighting in conjunction with 
use of the roof area will be limited by condition.  
 
Residential accommodation: The amount and siting of the residential element 
of the scheme is almost identical to that within the 2006 approval. The current 
proposal includes improvements to appearance and design, basement 
access, cycle parking and sustainability measures over and above the 
previous approval. Entrance arrangements have been improved for residents 
to enable access form both car park and ground level and a play area and 
appropriate landscaping have been included. The accommodation would be 
of appropriate quality in terms of outlook and aspect, it would meet relevant 
interior space standards (LP 3.5, DMPD DMH6) and those for amenity space 
(LP 3.6 and DMPD DMH7) and would therefore be considered acceptable. 
The submitted viability report for Affordable Housing indicates that none is to 
be provided due the scheme being economically unviable. This report has 
been ratified following  independent assessment commissioned as part of the 
planning process. In this context the proposal would not be contrary to policies 
for affordable housing contained within the London Plan. 
 
Use of and impact on the Common: This element of the scheme has caused 
much concern from third parties. The site currently occupied by the hospital, 
nursing home and associated parking and access roads is considerably larger 
than the site purchased by the Council from the PCT. This reduction in size of 
the site area would allow significant areas of land around the existing 
buildings to be returned to publicly accessible common. Public access to 
existing and reclaimed areas of common land would not be fettered by any 
means of enclosure or fencing. The proposed barrier on the access road 
would prevent unauthorised vehicles from using the road and would not 
impede pedestrian access to any common land. These areas comprise the 
car park area fronting Lower Richmond Road, land occupied by part of the 
nurses home and access roads along the western boundary and from 
Commondale. All of these areas are to be suitably landscaped and planted in 
the context of the areas of adjacent common and with agreement of the 
WPCC. The planning application site boundary is considerably larger than the 
Council owned part of the site (the latter equates to 39%) as a result of the 
proposed works to land in the vicinity of the site that is to be the subject of 
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planting, new paths and general landscape management of this part of the 
common. New and/or upgraded footpaths are proposed from all sides except 
the west to improve access and personal security on this part of the common 
as well as enabling suitable pedestrian access to the school. Details of lighting 
for these paths is to be the subject of a condition. The proposed access road 
along the east of the school would use an existing site access from Lower 
Richmond Road and be in approximately the same position as the approved 
access road for use by the PCT. Out of necessity due to the limited size of the 
Council owned site this road has to permeate and sit on common land. 
However this has been kept to an absolute minimum due to it being a shared 
surface with no formal footpaths being incorporated on either side. In addition, 
the pupil drop-off facility and adjacent pathway have been positioned under 
the recessed east elevation of the building to lessen the encroachment on 
common land. The common land that would be occupied by the road would 
remain in the ownership of the WPCC, however by way of an agreement, the 
Council/school would be able to use it. This agreement involves the payment 
to the WPCC for use of the land and also agreement that the aforementioned 
parts of the hospital site are reclaimed for common use and suitably improved. 
In the future, if and when this land used for the proposed access road is no 
longer required then it too can be returned to common use. The laying of a 
road does not culminate in any change of ownership but instead equates to 
permission for use of the land as such for a period of time. The barrier to be 
installed at the entrance to the road is to prevent unauthorised vehicular 
access and does not prevent free passage to this or any other nearby areas of 
the common compared to the existing situation. 
 
MOL: The site itself lies outside MOL but is surrounded by it and LP policy 
7.17 and DMPD policy DMO1 provide protection for such areas in that any 
development should be related to the use of open space and minimise 
adverse impact on the openness of MOL. This proposal will not involve the 
erection of any building or permanent structure on MOL. It can be argued that 
the special circumstances in this case are that the site is land locked (being 
surrounded entirely by common) and that the laying of the access road would 
be intrinsically linked as part of this development with much larger areas of 
road and car parking being returned to common land which fall within MOL 
designation. This would result in a net gain of land being returned to common 
enhancing the character, appearance and visual amenity of the area. The 
necessity for the access road to be finished in an appropriate surface 
treatment given its common status will be ensured by condition. In the 
absence of any buildings on MOL it is considered that the proposal should not 
cause undue harm to the character and openness of this area of MOL. There 
would be no adverse impact on the Linear Strategic View running across the 
southern end of the site due to the modest height of the proposed building 
which would be lower than the overall height of the existing buildings on the 
site. 
 
Transport/traffic:  
Journey to school – children The predominant means of travel to/from 
Wandsworth primary schools is on foot.  Car travel commonly represents 15-
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20% of journeys to school but can be higher or lower depending on school 
type and catchment area.  In this case, the applicant has used the average of 
school census survey data from neighbouring primary schools as a proxy for 
the proposed school.  This produces some 16 cars per 100 journeys, resulting 
in a demand of some 64 cars during the morning peak hour (8am to 9am) 
taking into account some pre-school activity which would reduce car demand 
in the peak hour, though no downward adjustment appears to have been 
made for child absence.  Two-way traffic past the proposed site access is 
currently about 1,500 vehicles in the morning peak hour. 
 
Although the predicted single occupancy car mode share used in the 
assessment is higher than the survey returns for the closest neighbouring 
school (All Saints) there is inevitably a degree of uncertainty as to whether this 
would be achieved in practice.  If permission is granted, it would be necessary 
to monitor/survey car use as the school is occupied in order to ensure the 
single occupancy car mode share target in the travel plan (16%) is not 
exceeded. Mitigation measures need to be provided for in the travel plan 
should this occur. TfL consider the draft Travel Plan provided to date to be 
acceptable. 
 
The site is located in an area of relatively low public transport accessibility 
with a PTAL of 2, but use of public transport by primary school children is 
normally low in any event.  Whilst not relied  on in making this planning 
assessment it is interesting to note that the Council and local people have 
been lobbying for strengthening services in the Putney-Roehampton area, 
including a petition from local people for route 22 to be extended from Putney 
Common to Roehampton.  Transport for London are additionally at an early 
stage of reviewing routes 424 and 485, including considering an option that 
would connect the proposed school with Putney High Street, Putney Station 
and Putney Heath, potentially at the expense of severing other connections.    
 
Journey to school – staff Staff car use would be heavily constrained by the 
limited availability of parking on site,  While the parking supply proposed is 
compliant with parking standards, there is a risk of staff parking demand 
overspilling within and outside the site.  This risk would need to be mitigated 
by the encouragement of sustainable travel modes including public transport,  
the provision of cycle parking and measures to control parking within and, if 
necessary, outside the site. Arrangements for staff travel would also need to 
be considered in the school travel plan 
 
Residential development On its own, the residential development would 
generate relatively few car trips, estimated at 8 two-way trips in the morning 
and afternoon peak hours, but any trips would be additional to trips generated 
by the school.  The car parking supply proposed is considered acceptable for 
the type of housing proposed and PTAL.  In line with Council policy, residents 
of the development would be ineligible for on-street parking permits. 
 
Highway impacts A child’s attendance at school can commonly add six trips to 
the transport system each day; his/her journey to and from the school adding 
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up to 2 trips and a parent going to and from the school twice a day, adding up 
to another 4.  When a car is used there will normally be 4 total car trips in a 
day; however, some of these trips will be linked trips (for example a parent 
dropping off a child on the way to/from work) resulting in a lesser net increase 
in car trips on the network. In addition, staff and ancillary school activities 
generate trips and, in this case, there would also be a small number of vehicle 
trips arising from the residential development. Traffic models have been used 
to assess the impact of vehicular trip generation on the highway network in 
the morning and afternoon peak periods. 
 
The local highway network carries high volumes of traffic.  The roundabout at 
Lower Richmond Road/Queens Ride suffers from congestion with the Queens 
Ride arm operating in excess of its capacity in the morning peak resulting in 
tailbacks.  Kerbside activity elsewhere along Lower Richmond Road can also 
adversely impact on traffic flow.  The queue in Queens Ride in the morning 
peak hour is predicted to lengthen as a result of the development such that it 
would lengthen to a maximum average of 29 vehicles in part of the morning 
peak hour (from 22 vehicles now).  All arms of the roundabout would see 
increases in traffic during the morning and peak periods, but these are small 
in percentage terms (between 1 and 4%) and, except in Queens Ride in the 
morning peak hour, the roundabout would continue to operate with some 
reserve capacity.  In the afternoon peak the reserve capacity of the 
westbound arm of Lower Richmond Road approaching the roundabout is low 
though would not be significantly affected by the development.  In the event 
the development, if approved, generates more cars than predicted, the 
roundabout would still be expected to operate within capacity except on the 
Queens Ride arm, but the resilience of the highway would be further reduced.  
The provision of a pedestrian crossing and large numbers of people crossing 
the road stopping traffic would also have an impact on traffic flow.   
 
Comparing this development with that previously approved for the site reveals 
the proposal would generate less traffic than the previously approved scheme.  
The proposed scheme is predicted to result in 140 2-way car trips in the 
morning peak hour (compared with 177 for the previous scheme) and 44 in 
the afternoon peak hour (compared with 124).  The previously approved 
scheme would also be expected to generate more trips during the remainder 
of the day, except in the period surrounding school finishing time.  The peaks 
immediately around school starting and finishing time can however have a 
narrower time frame than a whole hour.  It is also noted that the previously 
approved scheme was proposed to have 80 car parking spaces for staff and 
visitors.  
 
An accessway off Lower Richmond Road is proposed that would provide an 
airport style drop off and pick up facility.  This is considered by the applicant to 
provide adequate capacity to accommodate parents vehicles but the orderly 
arrival and departure pattern assumed by the applicant may be unlikely and 
therefore the use of the accessway would need to be very carefully managed 
through the travel plan and a car parking management plan. The accessway 
is intended to enabe parents to set down and pick up off the public highway, 
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avoiding the situation found at many schools of parents overloading parking 
facilities in residential streets.  
 
The proposed development would generate an increase in journeys on foot 
and by bicycle, in line with policy to encourage and maximise travel by 
sustainable modes.  However, pedestrians and cyclists in general  and 
children in particular are amongst the most vulnerable road users.  To mitigate 
a risk of accidents commensurate to the expected increased use of the 
highway, appropriate travel plan policies, highway engineering and traffic 
management measures would be necessary.  A formal pedestrian crossing 
near the school across Lower Richmond Road is proposed and the extension 
of local parking controls may be necessary.  The Council’s school travel, road 
safety education and cycle training resources would be made available to the 
school.    
 
Conclusion on transport impacts  This development would have a significant 
local impact with large numbers of children and their parents on the 
surrounding streets accessing and leaving the site. This development would 
provide a drop off and pick up facility which is necessary because Lower 
Richmond Road is largely an unsuitable location to permit kerbside 
stopping/parking activity.  The proximity of large traffic flows near a school, 
has inevitably created concern locally.  
 
The National Planning Policy Framework states that all developments that 
generate significant amounts of movement should be supported by a 
Transport Statement or Transport Assessment. Plans and decisions should 
take account of whether: 

• the opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken 
up depending on the nature and location of the site, to reduce the 
need for major transport infrastructure; 

• safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all people; 
and 

• improvements can be undertaken within the transport network that 
cost effectively limit the significant impacts of the development.  

• Development should only be prevented or refused on transport 
grounds where the residual cumulative impacts of development are 
severe. 

 
The Transport Assessment originally submitted did not adequately assess the 
impact of the development.  Subsequent further analysis, clarification and 
modelling have overcome this inadequacy such that the assessment is now 
considered acceptable, albeit  there is always some uncertainty as to the 
impact of an un-built development.  In considering whether or not in transport 
terms the residual cumulative impact of the development will be severe, it is 
noted that during off-peak periods, including the times when residential 
amenity is considered most precious, in the evenings, at weekends, and 
during holidays, the development would be expected to generate low demand. 
While the afternoon peak period for a school does not coincide with the 
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normal traffic peak and some negative traffic impacts could be mitigated by 
appropriate conditions. It is also noted that this scheme is predicted to 
generate fewer car trips than the previously approved scheme, including in the 
morning peak hour as a whole.  Opportunities for sustainable transport modes 
have been considered and targets to limit car trips will form part of the travel 
plan. However, the development does generate additional traffic in the 
morning peak period onto a busy network, if it is the case that just about any 
development would add some traffic to the highway network.   In the event of 
greater car use than predicted, the travel plan should require the applicant to 
increase efforts to encourage sustainable transport modes, car sharing or 
consider operational changes (such as staggered arrival times).   
 
The Council would need to consider using its traffic management and highway 
powers to make necessary amendments to the highway and traffic 
management regulations, including additional parking controls and 
enforcement.  While the travel plan would discourage on-street parking, the 
one hour parking controls in adjacent streets would not currently prohibit 
parking on street amongst teachers or parents before 9.30am or after 
10.30am if they so chose.  Any extension to parking controls would be subject 
to consultation with residents and frontagers.  A formal road crossing is 
proposed and is supported, but would be subject to the appropriate 
consultation.  The Council’s annual funding submission to Transport for 
London could enable further work to be undertaken to investigate road safety 
improvements in the Borough in 2012/13, including along Lower Richmond 
Road, irrespective of this development application.   While noting Richmond 
Council’s objection, it is the case that that Council and TfL could also consider 
use of highway and traffic authority powers to manage traffic flow, given that a 
substantial proportion of London bound traffic in Putney arrives from 
Richmond and is more suitably carried on the strategic and principal road 
network. 
 
Richmond also objects to construction traffic accessing the site via unsuitable 
routes in that Borough.  If the application were approved, this matter could be 
addressed by means of a condition requiring a Construction Management 
Plan to be approved by the Council on which Richmond would be consulted 
before agreeing on routeing.  In summary, the following conditions would be 
recommended, if approval is granted: 

• a travel plan to be approved by the planning authority to include 
travel surveys each year, targets, measures to promote 
sustainable travel and road safety and a commitment to remedial 
measures in the event of targets not being met; 

• a pedestrian road crossing near the proposed school on Lower 
Richmond Road subject to consultation; 

• a car parking management plan; 
• a delivery and servicing plan; 
• a construction management plan; 
• details relating to the type, number and location of cycle parking. 
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• exclusion of residents from on-street parking permit eligibility, 
subject to making the appropriate traffic management order. 

 
As highway and traffic authority, the Council would, if permission is granted, 
promote any waiting and loading restrictions considered necessary to 
maintain safety, including keep clear markings and school warning signs, and 
consider extensions to parking controls subject to consultation..     
 
Sustainability: The proposed buildings will be of appropriate quality to ensure 
high levels of energy efficiency and use of renewables. As amended the 
buildings would be of high fabric specification, natural ventilation (for the 
school), low energy lighting, condensing boilers and maximisation of solar PV 
potential, These specifications would achieve BREEAM very good and Code 
level 3 status. The application of a communal heating system for the 
development is unlikely due to current systems resulting in an increase of 
CO2 emissions. It is also unlikely that a district heat network would be 
installed in the area in the near future, however should either of these 
opportunities arise the development needs to be ‘future proofed’ to make 
connection financially viable to the school and/or a wider network and this 
would be secured by condition. This specification would ensure the 
development complies with LP and DMPD policies. 
 
Impact on surrounding area and amenity of neighbours: The site is adjacent to 
Putney Lower Common conservation area. The westerly aspect from this 
conservation area, in particular from Commondale properties is one of a bulky 
group of buildings of brick construction that have fallen into disrepair. In this 
context their replacement with two distinctly separate but complementary 
buildings of high quality design could only improve the aspect of these 
properties. The appearance of the proposed buildings in terms of their scale, 
siting and use of appropriate materials should not cause undue harm to the 
character and appearance of the adjacent conservation area compared to the 
existing situation.  
 
Compared to the existing buildings, the proposed school and flats would 
comprise less overall bulk and height and as a result would present no issues 
for the nearest residents in Commondale in terms of daylight, sunlight, outlook 
or overlooking. Given the reduction in height that would result, some 
properties could experience an improvement over the existing situation. The 
proposed management, reduction in hard surfacing and consequent planting 
proposed on parts of the adjacent common would have distinct benefits to the 
visual amenity and environmental quality of the area in the vicinity of the site. 
A noise assessment that has been carried out into the impact of the school 
use on neighbours have determined that it should not generate and undue 
noise over and above the current situation. The control of roof top play area 
use has already been discussed above. Whilst the proposed flats would be 
closest to the school and could therefore experience some noise from the play 
areas this would not exceed acceptable noise levels and would be a matter for 
future occupiers to consider.  
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Specialist Officer Advice from ECS Environmental Health (Noise): (Initial 
consultation) The Environmental Noise Report submitted with this application 
places the facades of the proposed residential development within PPG 24 
Noise Exposure Category A and B. A condition will therefore be needed 
stating that a scheme of mitigation against external noise must be submitted 
and approved to achieve internal noise levels within bedrooms and living 
rooms which meet the reasonable standard stated in BS 8233:1999. A 
suitably worded condition is recommended in 5.1.1 of the Environmental 
Noise Report. The Noise Report predicts the level of noise from playground 
activity will be 53 LAeq (16 hr) dB at the residential developments external 
amenity area which is below the figure of 55 LAeq,T dB. Above ground level 
balconies and terraces facing the school will be exposed to a higher level of 
58 LAeq (16 Hr) dB which is above the recommended maximum of 55 LAeq 
dB. The figures for playground activity only consider a duration of two hours 
over each day based on the use of the playground for one hour lunchtime and 
half an hour for each morning and afternoon break. The report does not take 
account of noise from the use of the roof top play areas which depending on 
how often they are used and for what activities will further increase the 
predicted figure of 58 dB. Environmental Services recommend that a condition 
be attached to the permission limiting the times of use of the external play 
areas to between 0800 and 1900 Monday to Saturday. Further restrictions or 
screening maybe necessary after consideration of the requested additional 
information on the rooftop playground. Reason: to protect neighbouring 
residential properties from noise disturbance. A condition requiring the 
submission for approval of the details of type and position of any external 
lighting including floodlighting to the external playgrounds and play areas is 
also recommended. Reason: to protect neighbouring residential properties 
from excessive light pollution. 
 
The use of the school play areas and particularly the roof top area will 
generate noise which is likely to be audible/heard at the existing properties in 
Commondale. It is our opinion that this noise is unlikely to cause a statutory 
nuisance to the residents of Commondale. Although this noise may not be 
sufficient to be considered a nuisance it certainly will be a new noise source 
and noticeable to the residents of Commondale. Recommend that additional 
predictions and calculations of noise levels at the nearest residential 
properties on Commondale are provided by the applicant to enable us to 
quantify more accurately the possible impact of noise on the amenity of 
residents of Commondale. 
 
Drainage and Flooding: The site encounters three flood zones therefore an 
appropriate Flood Risk Assessment has been carried out to determine the 
vulnerability of the site to flooding in the future. This analysis has concluded 
that the ground floor levels of new buildings should be no lower than 6.5m 
AOD. Together with appropriate attenuation measures proposed in the form of 
installation of storm water attenuation tanks and a SuDS strategy for the site, 
these requirements would in principle be in line with LP policies 5.12 and 5.13 
and DMPD policy DMS5. Their implementation would be overseen by the 
Environment Agency via appropriate planning conditions which should ensure 
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that the site benefits from an appropriate system of future flood risk 
management. 
 
Air Quality: The issue of air quality in the vicinity of the site in the context of a 
proposed school has been raised by a number of objectors. The London Plan 
states that mitigation measures are required in areas of already poor air 
quality where new developments would negatively impact on existing air 
quality. A study carried out into air quality in and around the site concluded 
that the development would have a negligible effect on pollutant 
concentrations which would not be capable of directly exacerbating the level 
of air quality in the area.  
 
In terms of dust and emissions generated by the demolition and construction 
works on the site these would be mitigated against by appropriate measures 
prescribed within the construction management/logistics plan that will be the 
subject of a condition. 
 
Specialist Officer Advice from ECS (Air Quality): The construction plan does 
not appear to make note, and acceptance of adherence to The control of dust 
and emissions from construction and demolition Best Practice Guidance. This 
would be expected at the site. Did not note a mention of the 20% requirement 
for electric vehicle charging provisions. 
 
Ecology/Biodiversity: Surveys carried out on the site have indicated that there 
is no bat activity on the site although they are present in the surrounding area. 
The site is not currently used by badgers but there is evidence of fox activity 
within the site itself. The use of various parts of the site for the nesting of birds 
has also been identified. Appropriate steps are therefore required to monitor 
the presence of species on the site prior to and during demolition which would 
be secured by condition. The proposed extensive landscaping works to what 
is currently an ecologically poor site would enhance existing and create new 
habitats are welcomed in the interests of the biodiversity of the site and 
surrounding area. 
 
Other issues: There are minimal implications for harm to the archaeological 
heritage of the site. Based on investigations already carried out it has been 
established that the site is unlikely to contain any finds of archaeological 
significance. The commemorative stone plaque form the exterior of the nurses 
home will be suitably reinstated within the school foyer. The precise location 
of this will be covered by a condition. Similarly, the historic milestone that 
exists on the frontage of the site  on Lower Richmond Road will be retained in 
a much enhanced setting due to the improvements for that part of the 
common including removal of the adjacent car park and enhancement of the 
existing vehicular access.  
 
There is some evidence of potential contamination on the site including the 
presence of asbestos. An appropriate study and investigations have been 
carried out on the site culminating in recommendations for dealing with any 
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evidence of contamination that may be encountered. This will be overseen by 
the Council and covered by conditions placed against any approval.  
 
Specialist Officer Advice from ECS Environmental Health (Contamination); A 
satisfactory land contamination investigation report has been submitted as 
part of the planning application for this redevelopment. This has shown that 
there are unacceptable elevated levels of contamination from PAHs and lead 
within the made ground found across much of the site. The natural soils are 
uncontaminated. Additionally, there are some elevated ground gases that will 
require mitigation measures within the structures. The report contains 
recommended remedial measures to address the exposure risks to future 
users presented by substances in the made ground, and structural 
membranes against the ingress of ground gases, dependant on the type of 
ground structure adopted for the new buildings. 
 
In order for the recommendations to be implemented in the new development 
it is recommended that a condition is placed on the planning approval 
requiring them. The following wording will achieve this end:  
 
Conclusion: The redevelopment of a site that has lain dormant for 13 years is 
understandably likely to generate concern from neighbours, the local 
community and users of the common. The site has not caused any noise or 
disturbance for neighbours nor generated any traffic for many years. However, 
the hospital site has considerable potential for redevelopment and presents an 
opportunity for reuse that would bring tangible benefits to this part of the 
Borough and its community. Consideration has been given to the balance of 
material considerations including the objections and the need for a school. 
Whilst there could be some traffic implications as a result of the proposal 
these are considered minor in the context of the existing situation and 
balanced against the demand for a school and in the context of NPPF and 
Core Strategy. Whilst there is objection from neighbours about laying of 
additional footpaths and the use of part of the common as an access road, 
these would be outweighed by the environmental improvements including the 
return to common land of the hard surfaced areas around the hospital 
together with landscaping improvements and woodland management. The 
height and massing of the proposed development are considered acceptable 
in the context of the removal of derelict buildings and their replacement with 
building of high quality design and materials appropriate for their setting. 

RECOMMENDATION: Subject to:- 
 

j) any Direction from the Mayor of London; 
ii)  any Direction from the Secretary of State 

 
1. That the Borough Planner be authorised to grant planning permission 
in line with the draft decision notice attached to this report  
2. That the Borough Planner be authorised to make minor changes, if 
required, to wording of conditions as set out in the draft decision notice 
attached to this report.  
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Town and Country Planning Act 1990 

 
PERMISSION FOR DEVELOPMENT  

 
The Council, in pursuance of its planning powers, hereby permits the 
development referred to in the schedule below in accordance with the plans 
submitted and subject to the conditions set out therein. 
 
Your attention is drawn to the General Information and to the Statement of 
Applicant's Rights enclosed. 
 

SCHEDULE 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 2012/0758 
 
LOCATION:    Former Putney Hospital Site Commondale 
    SW15  
 
DESCRIPTION:  Demolition of all existing buildings. Erection of a 

two-storey primary school (with roof top 
playground) for 420 pupils with associated parking 
and drop off/pick up area;   erection of part 
three/part four-storey building at northern end of 
site comprising 24 flats with basement level car 
and cycle parking. Formation of a new vehicular 
access off Lower Richmond Road and associated 
landscaping. 

 
DRAWING NOS: D-100C, 200C, 201E, 202E, 203C, 210C, 211B, 212C, 

213B, 214B, 215A, 216A, 217, 220, 221, 222; 
ALP/655/01A, 02A, 03B, 04B, 05B, 06A-013A 
inclusive; 011/015/P/4000. 
Design and Access Statement, Affordable Housing 
Viability Report, Ecology Report, Construction 
Management Plan, Contaminated Land Report, 
Drainage Report, Environmental Noise Assessment, 
Energy Statement, Flood Risk assessment, 
Landscape Statement, Tree Survey, Planning 
Statement, Site Waste management Plan, Statement 
of Community Involvement, Statement of Ventilation 
and Extraction equipment, Sustainability Assessment, 
Transport Assessment and Travel Plan all received 
02/03/12;  
Daylight and Sunlight Assessment received 16/03/12; 
 
Addenda to the following received 17/07/12: Planning 
Statement, Transport Assessment,  Environmental 
Noise Assessment, Energy Statement, Sustainability 
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Assessment, Design and Access Statement 
 

 
CONDITIONS AND REASONS: 
 
1 This development shall be begun within 3 years from the date of this 

permission. 
To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 

2 Full details of existing and proposed site levels shall be submitted to and 
approved by the local planning authority before the development hereby 
approved is begun.  
To ensure the development relates satisfactorily to its surroundings, and 
in accordance with Council policy DMS1 

3 Details of proposed boundary treatment including that abutting existing 
and reclaimed common land shall be submitted to and approved by the 
local planning authority. Such details as may be approved shall be 
carried out prior to occupation of each relevant phase of the 
development. 
To ensure a satisfactory appearance and to accord with Council policy 
DMS1 

4 Notwithstanding any materials specified in the application, details and 
samples of materials proposed to be used on all external surfaces of the 
development shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning 
authority before the development is commenced, unless otherwise 
agreed in writing by the local planning authority. The development shall 
be carried out in accordance with the approved materials.  
In order to assess the suitability of the proposed materials, in the 
interests of the appearance of the locality, in accordance with Council 
policy DMS1 

5 Details of arrangements for the storage of refuse shall be submitted to 
and approved by the local planning authority before each phase of the 
development begins, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local 
planning authority. The storage arrangements shall be in place before the 
permitted use starts. 
In the interests of amenity and hygiene, in accordance with Council policy 
DMS1 

6 Construction work shall not begin until a scheme for protecting the 
proposed development from noise from road and aircraft has been 
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. All works 
which form part of the scheme shall be completed before the 
development is occupied. The maximum noise levels to be permitted 
within the noise-sensitive development shall be as per the “reasonable” 
standard in Table 2 of British Standard 8233 entitled “Sound insulation 
and noise reduction for buildings – Code of Practice”. 
To protect the occupiers of the building(s), in accordance with Council 
policies DMH4(ii) 

7 The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved 
drawings and specifications, unless approved otherwise in writing by the 
local planning authority.   
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To ensure a satisfactory standard of development, and to allow the local 
planning authority to review any potential changes to the scheme. 

8 Details of facilities for people with disabilities, shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority before development 
commences. Such facilities as approved shall be provided prior to the 
occupation of each phase and retained permanently thereafter unless 
approved otherwise in writing by the local planning authority 
To ensure that disabled people can satisfactorily use the building(s), in 
accordance with Council policy DMS(i) 

9 The parking area(s) and school drop-off area shown on the approved 
drawings shall be provided before the occupation of the associated phase 
of the development, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local 
planning authority, and shall be retained for parking purposes for the 
users of the development and for no other purpose.  
To ensure adequate arrangements are made for off-street parking in 
accordance with Council policy DMT2. 

10 Details of any external ventilation equipment, including ducting, shall be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority 
before installation. The ventilation equipment shall be implemented in 
accordance with the approved details. 
In the interests of local amenity and visual appearance, and in 
accordance with Council policy DMS1 

11 Details of landscaping, play space/equipment and treatment of parts of 
the site not covered by buildings, including green roofs and areas of 
existing and reclaimed common land,  to include species of new planting 
and any existing plants/trees to be retained, shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority before the 
commencement of each phase of the development. All planting, seeding 
or turfing included in the approved details shall be carried out prior to the 
occupation of any part of the relevant phase, or in accordance with a 
programme agreed in writing with the local planning authority.   
To ensure a satisfactory appearance, in accordance with Council policy 
DMS1  

12 Any trees or shrubs planted as part of a landscape scheme approved as 
part of this decision, or arising from a condition imposed on this decision, 
which within a period of five years from the completion of the 
development is found to be dead,  removed, or becomes seriously 
damaged or diseased,  shall be replaced in the next planting season with 
others of similar size and species. 
To safeguard the appearance of the development, in accordance with 
Council policy DMS1 

13 Details of the means of protecting the trees (which are to be retained) 
from damage during building works, on site and common land including 
site supervision arrangements, shall be submitted to and approved by 
the local planning authority before the start of any demolition, building or 
other work. Such protection shall be installed and retained as approved 
throughout the period of works.  
To safeguard the trees in the interest of the amenity of the area, in 
accordance with Council policy DMO5(b) 
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14 Replacement trees, of a size and species and in a location to be 
approved in writing by the local planning authority, shall be planted in 
accordance with a planting schedule agreed in writing with the local 
planning authority.  
To safeguard the appearance of the locality, in accordance with Council 
policies DMO5 (a) 

15 The screening/enclosure to the balconies/roof terraces, shown on the 
approved drawings, shall be completed before any use of the 
balconies/terraces commence, and retained permanently afterwards 
unless otherwise approved in writing by the local planning authority. 
To protect the privacy of neighbours and prevent overlooking in 
accordance with Council policy DMS1(c) 

16 Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) Order 1995, or any future enactment of 
that Order, no windows, doors or glazed areas (other than such as may 
be shown on the approved plans) shall be formed in any wall of the 
buildings without the prior written consent of the local planning authority. 
To protect the privacy of neighbours and prevent overlooking, in 
accordance with Council policy DMS1 

17 Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) Order 1995, or any future re-
enactment of that Order, no satellite dishes, telecommunications masts or 
equipment or associated structures, shall be installed on the building 
without the prior written approval of the local planning authority.  
To protect the appearance of the building, and accord with Council policy 
DMS9 

18 No water tanks, plant, lift rooms or other structures shall be erected upon 
the roofs of the approved buildings without the written approval of the 
local planning authority. 
To control the appearance of the building(s) and safeguard the 
appearance of the area, in accordance with Council policy DMS1 

19 The cycle storage provision shown on the approved drawings shall be 
provided before the occupation of each associated phase of the 
development and shall be retained permanently thereafter for users of 
the development and for no other purpose.  
To provide cycle parking in accordance with policy DMT2(ii) 

20 Details of the sustainability/ energy reduction measures and renewable 
energy measures shall be submitted to and approved in writing before 
commencement of development. The approved details shall be 
implemented and thereafter maintained, unless otherwise agreed in 
writing by the local planning authority.  
To provide sustainable design in accordance with policy DMS3 

21 Details of the siting and installation of the commemorative stone that is to 
be removed from the existing nurses’ home and the historic milestone 
that is to be retained on Lower Richmond Road shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority prior to any works to 
the school building commencing on site. 
In the interests of preservation of the historic artefacts in accordance with 
policy  
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22 Other than the two wheelchair accessible apartments All residential units 
should be built to lifetime homes standard. 
To provide housing in accordance with Policy IS5. 

23 Within 3 months of work starting on site, a Code for Sustainable Homes 
Interim (Design Stage) Certificate, issued by the Building Research 
Establishment (BRE) (or equivalent accredited body) must be submitted 
to the Local Planning Authority to show that a minimum Level 3 rating will 
be achieved. 
To provide sustainable design in accordance with policy DMS3 

24 Prior to first occupation of any of the apartments, a Code for Sustainable 
Homes Final (Post-Construction) Certificate, issued by the BRE, must be 
submitted to the Local Planning Authority to demonstrate that at least 
Level 3 has been achieved. All the measures integrated shall be retained 
for as long as the development is in existence. 
To provide sustainable design in accordance with policy DMS3 

25 The development hereby approved shall be built to a minimum standard 
of "Very Good" under the Building Research Establishment 
Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM). Prior to the 
commencement of the use (or occupation) of the approved building a 
copy of the Post Construction Certificate verifying that the "Very Good" 
BREEAM rating has been achieved shall be submitted to the local 
planning authority. 
To ensure a sustainable development in accordance with Core Strategy 
Policies IS2 and IS4. 

26 To address unacceptable contamination found on site, the 
remediation/mitigation recommendations contained in the Contaminated 
Combined Land Desk Study and Site Investigation report, Chapter 15 
Remedial Measures, by agb Environmental Ltd, reference R12013.3, 
February 2012, shall be fully implemented across the site area. In 
the event that further areas of contamination are discovered during 
works, then further assessment and remediation, if necessary, shall be 
carried out and reported to the Council. Following the completion of the 
remedial measures, a verification report shall be submitted for the 
approval of 
the Council that demonstrates that these measures have been achieved 
and that the site is suitable and safe for its developed uses. No 
occupation of the site shall be permitted until these requirements have 
been met. 
To ensure any contamination on the site is dealt with in accordance with 
policy DMS1 

27 The development permitted by this planning permission shall only be 
carried out in accordance with the approved Flood Risk Assessment 
dated 17 February 2012 Revision 5 compiled by RAB Consultants, the 
Proposed Surface & Foul Water Drainage Report dated February 2012 
complied by Downie Consulting Engineers and the following mitigation 
measures detailed within the documents: 
 1. Finished floor levels are set no lower than 6.5m AOD, as described in 
paragraph 4.6 of the Flood Risk Assessment. 
 2. Development shall not begin until a sustainable surface water 
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drainage scheme for the site as described in the Proposed Surface & 
Foul Water Drainage Report has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the local planning authority. The drainage strategy should 
demonstrate the surface water run-off generated up to and including the 
100yr critical storm will not exceed the run-off from the undeveloped site 
following the corresponding rainfall event, and so not increase the risk of 
flooding both on- or off-site. The scheme shall subsequently be 
implemented in accordance with the approved details before the 
development is completed. 
To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and future 
occupants. 
To prevent the increased risk of flooding, to improve and protect water 
quality, improve habitat and amenity, and ensure future maintenance of 
the surface water drainage scheme. 
To reduce flood risk in accordance with policy DMS5 

28 If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to 
be present at the site then no further development (unless otherwise 
agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority) shall be carried out 
until the developer has submitted, and obtained written approval from the 
Local Planning Authority for, a remediation strategy detailing how this 
unsuspected contamination shall be dealt with. The remediation strategy 
shall be implemented as approved.  
In the interests of the protection against any future discovered 
contamination on the site and in accordance with policy DMS1.  

29 Prior to occupation of the development, a verification report 
demonstrating completion of the works set out in the remedial proposals 
in the report and the effectiveness of the remediation shall be submitted 
to and approved, in writing, by the local planning authority. The report 
shall include results of sampling and monitoring carried out in accordance 
with the proposals to demonstrate that the site remediation criteria have 
been met. It shall also include any plan (a "long-term monitoring and 
maintenance plan") for longer-term monitoring of pollutant linkages, 
maintenance and arrangements for contingency action, as identified in 
the verification plan, if appropriate, and for the reporting of this to the 
local planning authority. Any long-term monitoring and maintenance plan 
shall be implemented as approved.  
The applicant should demonstrate that any remedial measures have 
been undertaken as agreed and the environmental risks have been 
satisfactorily managed so that the site is deemed suitable for use. 
To ensure any contamination on the site is dealt with in accordance with 
policy DMS1 

30 Piling or any other foundation designs using penetrative methods shall 
not be permitted other than with the express written consent of the Local 
Planning Authority, which may be given for those parts of the site where it 
has been demonstrated that there is no resultant unacceptable risk to 
groundwater. The development shall be carried out in accordance with 
the approved details.  
In the interests of the protection against any future discovered 
contamination on the site and in accordance with policy DMS1.  
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31 Whilst the principles and installation of sustainable drainage schemes are 
to be encouraged, no infiltration of surface water drainage into the ground 
is permitted other than with the express written consent of the Local 
Planning Authority, which may be given for those parts of the site where it 
has been demonstrated that there is no resultant unacceptable risk to 
Controlled Waters. The development shall be carried out in accordance 
with the approval details.  
Infiltrating water has the potential to cause remobilisation of contaminants 
present in shallow soil/made ground which could ultimately cause 
pollution of groundwater. 

32 Details of the infrastructure that is to be installed to ‘future proof’ the 
development and enable connection to any district heating network or 
shared network with the school at a later date shall be submitted and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority prior to any works 
commencing on site. 
To provide sustainable design in accordance with policy DMS3. 

33 Details of an Employment and Training Strategy for the school shall be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority and 
implemented prior to the occupancy of the school. 
To ensure an appropriate strategy is implemented in accordance with 
policy DMS1. 

34 Details of a construction management plan including routing of site 
clearance/construction traffic and wheel washing facilities during 
construction of the development, shall be submitted to and approved by 
the local planning authority before the development hereby approved 
commences, and the construction of the development shall not be carried 
out otherwise than in accordance with that management plan unless 
otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning authority. 
In order that the local planning authority be satisfied as to the details of 
the traffic management arrangements during demolition and construction 
in accordance with policy DMS1. 

35 Notwithstanding what is shown on the approved plans, details of solar 
panels, including size, output and means of fixing them to the apartment 
block, shall be submitted to the local planning authority before their 
installation and retained as installed thereafter unless approved otherwise 
in writing by the local planning authority. 
In the interests of the appearance of the development and sustainable 
design in accordance with policies DMS1 and DMS3. 

36 Notwithstanding what is shown on the approved plans, details of solar 
panels for the school, including size, output, roof structure and means of 
fixing them to the school roof, shall be submitted to the local planning 
authority and approved in writing before their installation and retained as 
installed thereafter unless approved otherwise in writing by the local 
planning authority. 
In the interests of the appearance of the development and sustainable 
design in accordance with policies DMS1 and DMS3. 

37 Details of the materials, structures and planting for the roof top play areas 
including the means of natural lighting to the covered play areas together 
with any artificial lighting that is to be installed shall be submitted to and 
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approved in writing by the local planning authority before any works 
commence on site. 
In the interests of the amenity of neighbours in accordance with Policy 
DMS1. 

38 The school hereby permitted shall be restricted to no more than two 
forms of entry unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning 
authority. 
To enable the local planning authority to assess the impact of any 
intensification of use on the area in accordance with Policy DMS1. 

39 No extended community use of the site shall take place until such time as 
a ‘Community Use Management Plan’ has been submitted to and 
approved by the local planning authority. The extended community use of 
the site shall thereafter only occur in accordance with the approved 
‘Community Use Management Plan’, unless any variations are otherwise 
approved in writing by the local planning authority. 
In the interests of the amenity of neighbours in accordance with Policy 
DMS1. 

40 A school travel plan shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
local planning authority to include travel surveys each year, targets, 
measures to promote sustainable travel and road safety and a 
commitment to remedial measures in the event of targets not being met; 
prior to occupation of the building. The measures approved in the travel 
plan shall be implemented and shall be so maintained for the duration of 
the use, unless the prior written approval of the local planning authority is 
obtained for any variation. The travel plan shall be monitored on a regular 
basis as agreed in writing with the local planning authority. 
To ensure that satisfactory provision is made to encourage the use of 
alternative means of travel to the private car, including greater use of 
public transport, cycling and walking in accordance with policy DMT1. 

41 No part of the school shall be occupied until the pedestrian crossing has 
been installed on Lower Richmond Road to in full agreement with the 
Council’s Highways Officers.  
In the interests of highway safety in accordance with policy DMT1. 

42 Details of a delivery and servicing plan shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority before the 
development hereby approved commences, and the servicing of the 
development shall not be carried out otherwise than in accordance with 
that management plan unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local 
planning authority. 
In order that the local planning authority be satisfied as to the details of 
delivery and servicing arrangements in accordance with policy DMS1. 

43 Details of a car park management plan, including management of parking 
on the access road shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 
local planning authority before the development hereby approved is 
occupied, and the car parking shall be managed in accordance with the 
approved plan unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning 
authority. 
In order that the local planning authority be satisfied as to the details of 
the car park management arrangements in accordance with policy DMS1.
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44 In consultation with residents and businesses a review of the operation of 
the nearby CPZ shall be carried out within 12 months of the occupation of 
the school or apartments, whichever is the sooner in order to establish 
whether any changes to the operation of the CPZ are required.  
In the interests of the amenity of neighbours and in accordance with 
policy DMT1. 

45 Details of the hours of operation of the roof top playground shall be 
submitted and approved in writing by the local planning authority prior to 
any part of the school being occupied. 
In the interests of the amenity of neighbours in accordance with policy 
DMS1. 

46 The applicant must submit to the local planning authority in advance of 
any works commencing on site, copies of all relevant licenses sought 
from DEFRA in connection with works on the site to ensure that adequate 
protection is given to badgers and bats and all identified setts and roosts 
on the site and its vicinity including the sett beyond the site boundary. 
In the interests of nature conservation in accordance with policy DMO4. 

47 Details are to be submitted to the local planning authority of a 
comprehensive badger foraging survey, of buffer zones to be employed 
around sett areas during and after construction and any new buildings or 
works that are likely to cause disturbance to badgers within distances 
specified in the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 to ascertain, in 
consultation with English Nature whether any licences would be required 
for such works. Such details must be submitted and relevant licenses 
obtained prior to any works commencing on site and any such works 
must not be carried out after 1200 hours to prevent undue disturbance to 
badgers in the area. 
In the interests of nature conservation in accordance with policy DMO4. 

48 A comprehensive emergence survey for bats  shall be carried out for the 
site (to include all buildings that are to be demolished, all trees/scrub 
areas and all trees that are to be removed) before demolition or tree 
removal works commence together with a comprehensive survey of 
reptiles in scrub areas (together with a method statement in the event of 
bats/reptiles being found). Full details of the surveys, method 
statement(s) and suitable mitigation measures shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the local planning authority and any remediation 
works required including appropriate licenses being sought, shall be 
carried out before any works are implemented.  
In the interests of nature conservation in accordance with policy DMO4. 

49 Details of on-site ecological management to include retention and 
relocation of dead wood, preservation of trees and hedgerows to retain 
habitats for Stag beetles and other dead wood invertebrates hall be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority prior 
to any works commencing on site.  
In the interests of nature conservation in accordance with policy DMO4. 

50 Details of the provision of electric vehicle charging points at a proportion 
of 20% (5 spaces) of all spaces with an additional 20% (5 spaces) 
passive provision for electric vehicles in the future, shall be submitted to 
and approved in writing by the local planning authority before the 
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development hereby approved is occupied, and the provision shall be 
retained as approved unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local 
planning authority. 
In order that the local planning authority be satisfied as to the details of 
electric vehicle charging points in accordance with policy DMT1. 

  
 
 
INFORMATIVES 
1 Contaminated soil that is excavated, recovered or disposed of, is 

controlled waste. Therefore, its handling, transport, treatment and 
disposal is subject to waste legislation, which includes: 
 - Duty of Care Regulations 1991. 
- Hazardous Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2005. 
- Environmental Permitting Regulations 2010. 
 Developers should ensure that all contaminated materials are adequately 
characterised both chemically and physically, and that the permitting 
status of any proposed off site operations is clear. If in doubt, the 
Environment Agency should be contacted for advice at an early stage to 
avoid any delays. 

2 The Council has approved the exclusion of all properties with addresses 
within this development from obtaining resident / business / visitor parking 
permits for on street parking within any existing or future controlled 
parking zones within the borough, subject to a Traffic Management Order 
being made. 

3 We endorse the efficient use of water, especially in new developments. 
Our Water Demand Management Team can provide information and 
advice on any aspect of water conservation including water saving 
technologies. New developments could take economic advantage of 
these technologies and should be considered. Wide spread use of these 
and other technologies that ensure efficient use of natural resources 
could support the environmental benefits of future proposals and could 
help attract investment to the area.  
For non residential development we recommend this development meets 
the following standard to promote water efficiency: 
Where the development is being assessed against BREEAM: 
Building(s) should achieve the maximum number of water credits in 
accordance with the requirements of the relevant BREEAM scheme with 
the exception of credits awarded for greywater/rainwater systems.  These 
systems should be installed where cost effective and the system is 
designed to ensure that energy use and carbon emissions are minimised. 
Where the development is not being assessed against BREEAM: 
Building(s) should meet the ‘Good Practice’ level of the AECB Water 
Standards. 
Further advice can be obtained from our website at Environment Agency - 
Save Water, and from BRE Environmental Assessment Method and 
AECB Water Standards. 

4 There is a Thames Water main crossing the development site which 
may/will need to be diverted at the Developer’s cost, or necessitate 
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amendments to the proposed development design so that the 
aforementioned main can be retained. Unrestricted access must be 
available at all times for maintenance and repair. Please contact Thames 
Water Developer Services, Contact Centre on Telephone No: 0845 850 
2777 for further information. 

5 Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL):  From the information available, it 
appears that the development permitted is subject to a Community 
Infrastructure Levy charge in accordance with the Community 
Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (as amended). You or the relevant 
interested parties are required to provide the Council with the information 
set out in the Regulations.  This process for the collection of CIL includes: 
- the requirement to complete an “Assumption of Liability” form as soon 
as possible; 
- in order to claim charitable exemption or social housing relief  you or the 
relevant interested party should also complete a “Claiming Exemption or 
Relief” form.  
The Council will then issue a Liability Notice(s) which details the charges 
due. 
As soon as the developer, landowner of other interested party(ies) is 
aware of the date when development is going to start they must also 
submit a “Commencement Notice”.  
Failure to comply with the Regulations, including failure to complete 
the forms when required or providing inaccurate information can 
lead to surcharges or other penalties as set out in the Regulations. 
General information on the Community Infrastructure Levy, including the 
forms mentioned above can be found on the Planning Portal 
(www.planningportal.gov.uk). 
Details of the Mayoral CIL can be found on the GLA and TfL websites 
(www.london.gov.uk and www.tfl.gov.uk). 
 
The Assumption of Liability Form, Claiming of Exemption or Relief Form 
and Commencement Notice must be sent to: 
 
Community Infrastructure Levy 
Environment and Community Services 
Wandsworth Council 
Town Hall 
London 
SW18 2PU 
 
cil@wandsworth.gov.uk 
 
Fax: 020 8871 6003 (marked FAO CIL) 
 
Any assessment of CIL liability by the Council has been based on the 
information provided.   Where the calculation of CIL liability includes 
taking account of the existing use of a building, CIL liability may change if 
the information provided in relation to the existing use(s) of buildings, is 
not still current at the time of the decision which first permits development.  
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This date will be the latest date of either: the date of this permission; the 
date of permission of the last reserved matter; or the date of permission of 
the last pre-commencement condition. 
 

  
 
 
REASON FOR GRANTING PLANNING PERMISSION 
The Council has had regard to the NPPF, local development plan policies, to all 
representations received and to other material planning considerations.  
The proposal is considered to be substantially in accordance with the 
development plan. The following policies were considered relevant to the grant of 
planning permission:  
 
NPPF March 2012: paras.17: Core principles; 56, 57 Good design; 72: School 
provision; 111 Reuse of brownfield sites; 
 
London Plan (LP) (July 2011): 1.1 Delivering the strategic vision and objectives 
for London;  
2.2 London and the wider Metropolitan Are;  2.9 Inner London; 2.18 Green 
Infrastructure: The network of green and open spaces;  
3.1 Ensuring equal life chances for all; 3.3 Increasing housing supply; 3.4 
Optimising housing potential; 3.5 Quality and design of housing developments; 
3.6 Children and young people’s play and informal recreation facilities;  3.8 
Housing Choice; 3.10 Definition of affordable housing; 3.11 Affordable housing 
targets; 3.12 Negotiating Affordable Housing; 3.16 Protection and Enhancement 
of Social Infrastructure; 
5.1 Climate change mitigation; 5.2 Minimising carbon dioxide emissions; 5.3 
Sustainable design and construction; 5.6 Decentralised energy in development 
proposals; 5.7 Renewable energy; 5.8 Innovative energy technologies; 5.9 
Overheating and cooling; 5.10 Urban greening; 5.11 Green roofs and 
development site environs; 5.12 flood risk management; 5.13 Sustainable 
drainage; 5.14 Water quality and wastewater infrastructure, 5.15 Water use and 
supplies; 5.18 Construction, excavation and demolition waste; 5.21 Contaminated 
Land;  
6.1 Strategic approach; 6.3 Assessing effects of development on transport 
capacity; 6.7 Better streets and surface transport; 6.9 Cycling; 6.10 Walking; 6.11 
Smoothing traffic flow and tackling congestion; 6.12  Road Network Capacity; 
6.13 Parking;  
7.1 Building London’s neighbourhoods and communities; 7.2 An inclusive 
environment; 7.3 Designing out crime; 7.4 Local character; 7.5 Public realm; 7.6 
Architecture; 7.8 Heritage assets and archaeology; 7.11 London View 
Management Framework; 7.14 Improving Air Quality; 7.15 Reducing Noise and 
Enhancing Soundscapes; 7.17 Metropolitan Open Land; 7.19 Biodiversity and 
Access to Nature; 7.21 Trees and Woodlands;  
8.2 Planning obligations; 8.3 Community Infrastructure Levy. 
 
Core Strategy (October 2010: PL2: Flood Risk; PL3: Transport; PL4: Open Space 
and the Natural Environment; PL5: Provision of new homes;  
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IS1: Sustainable Development; IS2: Sustainable Design, low 
carbon development and renewable energy; IS3: Good quality design and 
townscape; IS4:Protecting and enhancing environmental quality; 
IS5:Achieving a mix of housing including affordable housing; IS6: Community 
services and the provision of infrastructure.  
 
Development Management Policies Document (February 2012):  
DMS1: General development principles – Sustainable urban design and the 
quality of the environment; DMS3: Sustainable design and low carbon energy; 
DMS5: Flood risk management; DMS6: Sustainable drainage systems; DMS7: 
Consultation with the Environment Agency;  
DMH3: Unit mix in new housing; DMH4: Residential development including 
conversions; DMH6: Residential space standards; DMH7: Residential gardens 
and amenity space; DMH8: Implementation of affordable housing;  
DMO1: Protection and enhancement of open spaces; DMO4: Nature 
conservation; DMO5: Trees; DMC2: Provision of new and improved community 
facilities;  
DMT1: Transport impacts of development; DMT2: Parking and servicing; 
 
Site Specific Allocations Document (February 2012): The site is identified 
within the Site Specific Allocations Document (SSAD) as a site suitable for 
primary care centre, residential and retention of community facility use. frontage. 
The layout, massing and design of buildings should be carefully arranged to 
ensure that the amenities of neighbouring residents are protected from 
unreasonable harm. With any redevelopment, land surrounding the building 
would be expected to return to Metropolitan Open Land. Improved pedestrian 
crossing facilities should be provided in Lower Richmond Road and footpaths 
across the common should be improved. Improvements are sought to bus 
stopping, turning and interchange facilities. 
 
The proposal has been granted planning permission for the following reasons: 
The redevelopment of a site that has lain dormant for 13 years is understandably 
likely to generate concern from neighbours, the local community and users of the 
common. The site has not caused any noise or disturbance for neighbours nor 
generated any traffic for many years. However, the hospital site has considerable 
potential for redevelopment and presents an opportunity for reuse that would 
bring tangible benefits to this part of the Borough and its community. 
Consideration has been given to the balance of material considerations including 
the objections and the need for a school. Whilst there could be some traffic 
implications as a result of the proposal these are considered minor in the context 
of the existing situation and balanced against the demand for a school and in the 
context of NPPF and Core Strategy. Whilst there is objection from neighbours 
about laying of additional footpaths and the use of part of the common as an 
access road, these would be outweighed by the environmental improvements 
including the return to common land of the hard surfaced areas around the 
hospital together with landscaping improvements and woodland management. 
The height and massing of the proposed development are considered acceptable 
in the context of the removal of derelict buildings and their replacement with 
building of high quality design and materials appropriate for their setting. 
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PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE – 19TH SEPTEMBER 2012 
 

Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3161 
 
 
5 July 2012  
SP 

10 Dighton Road, SW18 
 
 
 
Fairfield 

Erection of single-storey side/rear extension, 
first-floor rear extension, rear mansard roof 
extension with french doors and safety 
railings and mansard roof extension over two-
storey back addition together with alterations. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
 

SITE: Two-storey terraced property located close to the junction with 
Dempster Road. Dighton Road numbers consecutively on the southern side of 
the road. The application dwelling is located on a slope that increases in a 
broadly south-easterly direction such that both Dempster and Birdhurst Road 
are elevated above the application property. The area is characterised by 
similar terraced properties. 
 
DETAILS:  There are four aspects to the proposal: 
A ground floor infill extension adopting an L-shaped footprint. The extension 
will protrude 1.2m beyond the rearmost existing wall, infill an area 1.4m wide 
and be 7.3m in total down the side boundary with No.11 Dighton Road. Full 
width doors to the rear elevation. The party wall with No.11 is proposed to be 
increased by 100mm to facilitate the extension. 
A first floor rear extension 3.0m wide and 2.2m deep according with both the 
ground floor footprint and the rearmost wall of No. 9 Dighton Road at first floor 
(i.e. to where they have already extended). A new window with obscure 
glazing in the lower panes is to be introduced in the first floor flank wall with 
an enlarged window in the rear elevation. 
Erection of full width rear mansard roof extension to main roof 4.7m wide x 
2.4m high (2.8m at party wall) x 3.8m deep with french doors and safety 
railings (1.0m high) in the rear elevation. The extension would be sloped back 
at 70 degrees. 
Erection of roof extension over part of two-storey back addition 3.0m wide x 
2.8m deep x 2.7m high with a window in the rear elevation. The extension 
over the back addition would be sloped back at 70 degrees and would not 
exceed half the depth of the back addition. 
 
Two new rooflights are proposed for the front roofslope; one to the rear. 
 
Proposed materials include facing brickwork, slate roof tiles and flat roof 
membrane, conservation style rooflights, metal doors and timber framed 
windows. 
 
Cil exempt. 
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CONSULTATION:  3 neighbours. 2 objections: loss of sunlight resulting in 
less efficient solar panels and financial loss; overshadowing and loss of light, 
loss of privacy and increase in party wall height, disturbance due to building 
work. 
 
POLICY:  NPPF; DMPD (February 2012): Policies DMS1 (Sustainable 
design); DMH5 (Alterations and extensions). 
 
COMMENT:  The main considerations to arise from this application are the 
design of the extensions and whether they would have detrimental impacts on 
the amenity of the neighbouring properties. 
 
The rear mansard roof extension to the main roof is consistent with Council 
guidelines as it would slope back by 70 degrees which would minimise the 
impact on neighbouring properties in terms of bulk, loss of light and loss of 
outlook. The extension would be in materials to match the existing building.  
The overlooking from the French doors and safety railings would not cause 
any additional overlooking than the views from the existing dormer windows in 
the rear of the property. The proposal for the roof extension over the back 
addition would not exceed half the depth of the back addition and would be 
sloped back at 70 degrees and is also in line with Council policy. 
 
The first floor extension will not be out of keeping with either the host or 
neighbouring dwelling in terms of its design. Similarly, the ground floor 
extension is commensurate with the existing dwelling and the facing dwelling 
at No.11 Dighton Road. 
 
The extensions would not result in an adverse impact upon the neighbouring 
properties in terms of loss of light, outlook or sense of overbearing and are 
within the accepted confines. The ground floor extension merely replicates 
what has already been conducted at No.11 Dighton Road. The net protrusion 
beyond the aforementioned property of approximately 1.0m is considered to 
be acceptable.  
 
At first floor, the additional bulk would be unlikely to be noticeable in the 
neighbouring kitchen at No.11 given the angle and would, in any event, only 
replicate what they themselves already have at first floor. The advent of a 
window in the flank elevation as proposed would not lead to any overlooking 
or loss of privacy since No.11 has no facing windows. Notwithstanding this, 
obscure glazing of the lower panes would preclude any downward vistas into 
the kitchen of the neighbour. A condition is recommended to ensure this 
remains.  
 
The mansard extension in the main roofslope does not pose an unacceptable 
impact to either neighbour. While there may be some loss of light to the solar 
panels of the eastern neighbour, this is not considered sufficient to withhold 
permission. In addition, No.8 Dighton Road has already conducted the same 
style of extension. 
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The mansard extension over the back addition is acceptable in terms of its 
impact since there are no facing windows in its flank elevation, nor any in the 
flank elevation of the opposing neighbour as discussed above. The eastern 
neighbour would remain unaffected due to the height and angle of the 
proposal. It would not therefore be either obtrusive or overbearing to the 
neighbours either side. The window in the rear elevation would not provide 
any additional overlooking when compared with views from existing windows. 
The depth, at 2.8m, is acceptable and in line with Council policy.  
 
All four elements of the proposed development are in accordance with policies 
DMS1 (Sustainable design) and DMH5 (Alterations and extensions) of the 
DMPD. 
 
RECOMMENDATION:  Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01 Standard 01 3 years, 
02 Standard 21 Materials to match existing. 
03 The window in the first floor flank elevation of the development hereby 

permitted shall be glazed with obscured glass upon the lower half of 
the window and maintained in obscured glass in the future, unless 
approved otherwise by the local planning authority in writing. 

04 Standard 39 No additional windows. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3172 
               
05 July 2012 
LN 

Adjacent to 39 - 41 East 
Hill, SW18 
 
Fairfield 

Installation of 15m telecommunications mast 
for a period up to 2 years on Woodwell Street. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant temporary p.p. 
 

SITE: Public footpath on the corner of Woodwell Street and Wandsworth 
Common North Side. The site adjoins a vacant two-storey garage which has 
planning permission to be redeveloped into a hotel. Residential properties to 
the south and east. Wandsworth Town conservation area to the west, 
Wandsworth Common conservation area to the south and east.  

HISTORY:  No relevant history in relation to telecommunications.  

March 2012: p. p. Demolition of existing buildings. Erection of 5/6-storey 
building with basement on East Hill, providing a 122-bedroom hotel and 
associated business academy including restaurant, lounge/bar and gym. 
Access from Huguenot Place for drop-off area and ramp to 25-space 
basement car park and lorry loading bay. 
 
DETAILS:  Installation of 15m (including base) telecommunications mast for a 
period up to 2 years on Woodwell Street. Base is 2.3m wide by 2.3m deep in 
which sits two cabinets (both 1.7mh, 1.9mw and 0.8md) and the mast 
(14.5mh, 0.3m in diameter). 
 
In support of the application, information has been provided about the 
company’s need for the facility to provide coverage whilst the development of 
the adjoining site takes place and confirmation that the mast will comply with 
ICNIRP guidelines for public exposure. No alterative sites were considered 
given the temporary nature of the mast and the fact that it would be partially 
obscured within a construction site. Any other site would have greater visual 
impact. 
 
The Applicants state that as the current equipment is located on the roof of 
the building 39/41 East Hill, which is due for redevelopment, it needs to be 
relocated temporarily to enable the development to take place. 
 
CONSULTATION:  Site and press notices, 120 neighbours. 5 objections: 
detrimental impact on uninterrupted views across North West London; 
telecommunication masts are always ugly, unsympathetic to their 
surroundings and dominate any landscape where they are planted; believe 
the mast would not only decrease the quality of our lives but could also lower 
property values; note the locally listed Book House is located west of the 
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application, within the Wandsworth Town conservation Area and the close 
proximity to the Tonsleys; 15m telephone mast is to be higher than the St 
Mary Magdalene church / Huguenot Burial ground to which the site is 
adjacent; out of scale with the local area; health concerns; submitted on short 
term basis to allow it to be granted permanently at a later date; no need for 
better 02 signal in this location. 

POLICY: NPPF; DMPD (February 2012): Policies DMS1 (Sustainable design) 
and DMS9 (Telecommunications) and DMS2 (Managing the historic 
environment). 

COMMENT:  The main issues are whether the siting and design of the mast 
and cabinet would have a detrimental impact on the streetscape or the 
character and appearance of the nearby conservation areas and whether they 
would have an adverse impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties.  
 
As the current equipment is located on the roof of the 39/41 East Hill which is 
soon to be redeveloped, the equipment needs to be relocated temporarily in 
order for the redevelopment to take place. Given that the proposed mast 
would only be located in this position for a limited amount of time, it is 
considered that the proposed location is acceptable. However, it is important 
to note that whilst this location is suitable for a limited time to allow for the 
redevelopment of the site, it is not suitable position for a permanent 
telecommunications mast. Whilst the development appears to disrupt an 
existing cycle route, this is not the case as the cycle route would be 
inaccessible during the redevelopment of the adjoining site as a hoarding is 
proposed to enclose the land (as agreed with TfL). When the development is 
complete the equipment is to be relocated onto the roof of the new building. 
As the equipment would be completely within the hoarding of the development 
site, it would not result in any harm to public access. 
 

Whilst the mast would be clearly visible from East Hill and from properties 
located in Phoenix Way, it would not have a significant impact on the 
surrounding area given its context within the development site and existing 
street furniture. Given the slim line nature of the proposed mast it would not 
significantly restrict outlook from adjoining properties. The existing tree 
adjoining the proposed mast and the provision of a hoarding for the 
development site, would ensure that little of the mast would be visible from 
Huguenot Place and North Side Wandsworth Common. There would not be a 
significant impact on the character and appearance of the adjoining 
conservation areas.  
 
Objectors have raised fears relating to the impact on health although have not 
advanced evidence of harm from such installations. Such fears, even when 
unsubstantiated, can be a material planning consideration, however they need 
to be balanced against Government advice, the available expert opinion 
(included in Government advice) and the power output of the installation. In 
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this instance, the operators have confirmed that the installations would comply 
with ICNIRP guidelines.  The Government, in response to health concerns, 
sought a report, the Stewart Report, which recommended a precautionary 
approach for public exposure to radio waves from base stations. The 
precautionary approach adopted was that installations should comply with the 
International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) 
guidelines as expressed in an EU Council recommendation of 12th July 1999 
for limiting exposure of the public to electromagnetic fields. This exposure 
level is below that previously set by the Natural Radiological Protection Board. 
This has more recently been reaffirmed by the World Health Organisation 
(WHO) (May 2006) who published factsheet number 304 entitled 
‘Electromagnetic Fields and Public Health”.  Within the factsheet it states that 
“considering the very low exposure levels and research results collated to 
date, there is no convincing scientific evidence that the weak RF signals from 
base stations and wireless networks cause adverse health effects.”  
 
The Government's advice to local planning authorities is that where an 
installation complies with ICNIRP guidelines for public exposure it should not 
be necessary for the local planning authority to consider further the health 
effects. On balance, therefore, whilst people's concerns about health are 
understandable this would not be grounds of itself to warrant refusal. 
 
Given the temporary nature of the mast to allow development, it would not 
have a significant impact on the character and appearance of the area or the 
adjoining conservation areas. It would not have an adverse impact on public 
safety or on the amenity of the adjoining properties and is therefore 
considered to be in line with policies DMS1, DMS2 and DMS9. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following condition:- 
 
01. Standard 47 Limited period 2 years 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3222 
               
 
09 July 2012 
NS 

19C Eckstein Road, 
SW11 
 
 
 
Northcote 

Construction of mansard style roof extension 
and roof terrace with 1.7m high surrounding 
screen. Construction of rear mansard style 
roof extension containing a juliet balcony to 
the western side.  

RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.  

SITE: Three-storey mid-terrace house on the south side of Eckstein Road. 
The building is divided into 3 flatted properties for which the applicant property 
is located on the uppermost floor. Similar style properties adjoin and to the 
rear. 

HISTORY: 1974: p.p. Conversion of property into 3 separate flats 
(implemented). 

DETAILS: Removal of chimney breast and roof over existing two-storey rear 
addition and construction of mansard style roof extension and roof terrace 
(9sqm) with 1.7m high obscure glazing surrounding screen.  

Construction of a separate rear mansard style roof extension containing a 
juliet balcony with french doors and ballustrade, 2.3m in height X 1.4m in 
width to the western side of the roof. This would project to approximately half 
the depth of the rear addition. 

The proposal would add a bedroom, bathroom and facilitate an outdoor roof 
terrace. Materials: matching brickwork and matching roof tiles. 
 
CIL Exempt 
 
CONSULTATION: 32 neighbours. 1 objection:  
 
The roof terrace would not be in keeping with the character and appearance 
of the area and would lead to a loss of privacy, residential amenity and create 
potential noise disturbance for neighbouring properties.  
The erection of scaffolding on the street could create potential security issues 
for neighbouring properties.  
Construction work taking place in the building could create disruption to 
access and potential damage to the shared areas.  
 
POLICY: NPPF 2012, Planning Policy Framework; Development Management 
Policies Document (2012):DMS1 (General Development Principles); DMH5 
(Alterations and extensions). 
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COMMENT: Assessing the application in design terms, the proposals fit in 
neatly with the existing roofscape and accord with the existing fenestration of 
the rear of the building. The roof extensions would not be over dominant, 
would sit comfortably within the roofscape and would not detract from the 
character and appearance of the property, the host building or the 
surrounding area. The materials proposed accord with the existing building 
and its surroundings. Similar style roof terraces and juliet balconies are 
located in close proximity at No.21C and No.33C, both of which were granted 
planning permissions in 2008.  

Due to the elevated position of the roof terrace there would be an additional 
opportunity for overlooking neighbouring properties, however, the 1.7m high 
screen will greatly assist to mitigate against any adverse overlooking impacts. 
The roof terrace is located a sufficient distance away from the windows at the 
rear of No.21C and is separated from No.17C with a 2.5 metre high party wall. 
Whilst the roof terrace is located above the properties at No.19A (ground 
floor) and No.19B (first floor) it is considered that it would not result in an 
undue loss of privacy or residential amenity as there would be no view into 
any window openings of either properties while the proposed screen would 
mitigate against overlooking into the rear garden of No.19A. The roof 
extension would not have any significant impact on the daylight and outlook of 
the adjoining neighbours.  

Taking into consideration that the applicant property does not have any 
associated garden ground or outdoor amenity area, the presence of a roof 
terrace would potentially result in an increase in activity especially during the 
summer months. It should, however, be noted that the roof terrace is relatively 
compact in size (9sq.m floor area), and by virtue of this would not be capable 
of accommodating large gatherings of people. Taking this into consideration, 
the roof terrace is not deemed to increase the potential for significant noise 
disturbance to neighbouring residential occupiers. Environmental Health 
legislation is always available should noise becomes a problem. 
 
The issues raised in the objection relating to disruption during construction 
works and security issues with the erection of scaffolding are not planning 
matters and are therefore not material considerations in the decision making 
process. Scaffolding will need to be controlled by the Council’s Highways 
licensing. 
 
In summary, the proposed extensions and alterations would not unduly harm 
the character and appearance of host building or those adjoining, nor would it 
have a detrimental impact on the residential amenity of neighbouring 
residential occupiers. 

RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing. 
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03. Standard 26 The screening to the roof terrace shall be completed before any 
use of the terrace commences, and retained permanently afterwards. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3124 
               
28 June 
2012 AH 

27 Foulser Road SW17  
 
 
Bedford 

Construction of a two-storey side extension to 
provide a staircase. 

RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 

SITE:  Two-storey semi-detached dwelling house.  Located on the north-east 
side of Foulser Road, similar properties adjoins.  Not within a conservation 
area. 

HISTORY:  1995: p.p. for alterations including the replacement of concrete 
walls with traditional cavity brick/block walls. 
Aug 2012: lawful development certificate for construction of a rear roof 
extension. 
 
DETAILS:  Construction of a two-storey extension on the north-west side of 
the property.  Would infill the gap between no. 27 and 25a, to the north-west 
(approx. 1.2m wide).  Set back from front elevation by 1m, from rear elevation 
by 300mm.  Matching the eaves level of the existing house (5m high), rising to 
a ridge of 7m high (set down from ridge of existing house by approx. 700mm).  
To provide a new staircase and extended bathroom at first floor. 
 
Amendment: eaves height of extension reduced to match existing house, from 
approx. 5.4m to 5m; ridge height reduced from 7.4m to 7m. 
 
Materials: brickwork to walls, tiles to roof. 
 
CIL Exempt. 
 
CONSULTATION:  7 neighbours: 1 objection & ward councillors (Dunn, Jacob 
& Locker): would negatively alter design of property, unacceptable alteration 
to streetscene, alteration of property from ‘end-of-terrace’ to ‘terraced’, noise 
and disturbance after completion, aim is to convert property with impact on 
parking provision; would prevent access to side wall for access; would block 
access to sewage pipe; ;disturbance during construction works; would result 
in decrease in value of property; would require change to building insurance, 
mortgage agreement & property deeds; no site notice displayed. 
 
POLICY:  DMS1 (General Development Principles), DMH5 (Alterations & 
Extensions). 
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COMMENT:  The main issues for this application are the impact of the 
proposal on the character and appearance of the property and the 
surrounding area, and the impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties in 
terms of daylight, outlook, sunlight and sense of enclosure. 
 
In terms of visual amenity the extension would infill a narrow gap between 
nos. 25a & 27.  Set back from the front elevation and down from the ridge 
height it would only be visible from limited vantage points in the streetscene.  
Furthermore, from those points where the extension would be visible, it would 
be subservient in scale and of matching materials to the existing house so that 
the proposal should not have a significant impact on the character or 
appearance of the property or wider streetscene. 
 
Located between blank flank walls of both neighbouring properties the 
extension would not have an impact on neighbouring amenity in terms of 
daylight, outlook, sunlight or sense of enclosure.   
 
Some aspects of the proposal are unusual, such as the provision of a ground 
floor external door serving a cupboard room, and in the context of the recent 
lawful development certificate for a roof extension this could suggest a future 
desire to convert the property. However, conversion does not form part of this 
application.   
 
A number of issues raised in the objections are not planning matters and 
cannot be considered in determining this application; although there may be 
alternative mechanisms outside of planning legislation to address these 
concerns.  These issues include access to party walls, access to sewage 
pipes, disturbance during construction works and impact on property value. 
 
In summary, the proposal would match suitably the host property while 
maintaining an acceptable degree of subservience to the original proportions 
of the house and is considered to be acceptable and policy compliant.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21  Materials to match existing. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2680 
               
 
2012/2682 
08 June 
2012 NC 

Skydec Apartments, 30 
Heathfield Road,  SW18  
 
Ditto 
 
Wandsworth Common 

A) Remodelling/replacement roof to main 
building.  
 
B) Remodelling/replacement of roof of car lift 
building. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Conclusion Report:- 

A) Refuse/grant p.p. subject to conditions: 
B) Grant planning permission subject to conditions. 

 
 
SITE: 0.15 ha site located on the south-eastern corner of Heathfield Road and 
Windmill Road which consists of the five-storey block of flats with the fifth-floor 
comprising accommodation in the roofspace and two-storey buildings forming 
14 flats and basement car parking. Residential terrace of two-storey plus 
basement properties to the north-east, the Earlsfield-Clapham Junction 
railway line to the south-east and three-storey semi-detached properties to the 
west. Opposite is the single-storey One o’clock club and Wandsworth 
Common. Located in the Wandsworth Common Conservation Area.  
 
The site was formerly occupied by two cottages which were beneath the level 
of the road and characterised by a number of trees which were removed prior 
to redevelopment.  
 
HISTORY:  1978: p.p. erection of two-storey extension in connection with 
conversion into a single-dwelling.  
1978: p.p. alterations, including the erection of a two-storey rear extension, in 
connection with the uniting of two existing cottages to form one dwelling 
house.  
1987: p.p. erection of a temporary structure comprising 10 fibre-glass units 
connected together to form a “cattery” for the boarding of cats; use of utility 
room for food preparation until 03/09/1989. 
2001: application withdrawn for the erection of a part three, part four-storey 
building to provide 20 flats and accommodation at below existing ground level 
incorporating 24 basement level car parking spaces (part under proposed 
building) with proposed vehicular access on Heathfield Road and demolition 
of existing building and outbuildings on site.  
2004: p.p. and conservation area consent for demolition of existing cottages 
and erection of five-storey block of flats and two-storey buildings to form 14 
flats, incorporating 17 car parking spaces in basement (under part of 
proposed buildings) with vehicular access from Heathfield Road. 
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2005-2006: details approved pursuant to conditions of p.p. site levels; 
materials, refuse storage; parts of site not covered by buildings; landscaping; 
noise insulation.  
February 2008: enforcement action authorised for either (a) the removal of the 
main building and the structure fronting Heathfield Road, or (b) alterations to 
the roof of the main building and the height of the structure fronting Heathfield 
Road so that it accords with the p.p. and details approved pursuant to 
conditions of the permission.  
September 2008: refused p.p. retention of existing building with increased 
height and alterations to roof form and increased height of car lift building (1. 
The increased height and altered roof form of the main building has resulted in 
an overly prominent and intrusive form of development, accentuated by the 
prominent nature of the corner site to the detriment of the character and 
appearance of the street scene and conservation area; 2. The car lift building 
by reason of increased height and bulk has resulted in the introduction of an 
intrusive form of development which adversely contributes to the prominent 
nature of overall development to the detriment of the character and 
appearance of the streetscene and conservation area). 
September 2008: refused details of landscaping pursuant to condition 7 of 
planning permission 2003/4246 dated 20/4/06 for the demolition of existing 
cottages. Erection of a five-storey block of flats and two-storey buildings to 
form 14 flats, incorporating a 17 car parking spaces in basement (under 
proposed buildings) with vehicular access from Heathfield Road (1. The 
landscape plan would be premature in the absence of a formal decision 
regarding the retention of the existing building with increased height and 
alterations to roof form and increased height of car lift building under ref: 
2008/1822). 
February 2010: Appeal dismissed against enforcement notice. Notice to seek 
the removal of roof of the main building and removal of the car lift building and 
their replacement with a roof and building that comply with the planning 
permission. 
June 2011: p.p. refused remodelling of roof of main tower together with 
improved landscaping (amendment to planning permission dated 20/04/01 ref. 
2003/4246). (The Council is not satisfied that the previous grounds of refusal 
and the Planning Inspectorates grounds in dismissing the appeal against the 
enforcement notice have been addressed and therefore planning permission 
is refused on the grounds that the roof of the main building have led to over-
dominant forms of development that cause serious harm to the character and 
appearance of the conservation area. This would be contrary to Policies TBE5 
and TBE10. 
June 2011: p.p. remodelling of car lift roof together with additional landscaping 
(amendment to planning permission dated 20/04/04 ref. 2003/4246). 

DETAILS:  Applications A & B seek to replace the roofs of the main tower and 
car lift building to over come the Enforcement Notice served.   
 
To recap the following is part of the table first published as part of the 
enforcement committee report in February 2008, showing the variances from 
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the approved schemes and details. The extracts shown are those relating to 
these applications: 
 
     
 Approved development 

 
As built 

Height of building (from 
pavement level on 
Windmill Road). 

16.7m, approved at 
“details of site levels” 
stage. 

17.7m, as measured by 
independent survey of 
the building. 

Roof treatment Imperforate eaves line 
(base of metal roof). 
Rear roof slope of 75˚ 
with inset balcony.  
Predominantly 
horizontal ridges in roof 
cladding material. Green 
roof cladding. 

Eaves line punctuated 
by windows in side 
elevations.  Rear section 
of roof vertical with no 
inset balcony. Vertical 
ridges in roof cladding 
material. Cladding is 
grey. 

The “windmill” (wind 
turbine) 

Shown as projecting out 
of front roof slope. 

Not built. 

Garage building Approx 24 sq.m. area 
and set 2m away from 
boundary with 
Heathfield Road. 3.1m 
high 

Approx 29 sq.m. area, 
within 1.4m of Heathfield 
Road frontage. 4.9m 
high. 

 
 
A) Removal of existing roof to main building including cladding and main 
structure replacing with a roof design of a barrelled roof form on brick work. 
The roof overhang would be set back 2m from the constructed front of the roof 
and form a 2m deep balcony at the front top floor of the building and would 
also incorporate a glazed box which would house the existing lift overrun. The 
roof would be11.5m deep compared with approximately 15.7m for the 
constructed roof and 17.2m to the as approved roof.  
 
The side and front wall where the roof is removed will be built up in brick to 
match the existing. At the rear this will be set in some 1.4m and angled back 
at 70 degrees to match the angle of the existing building. A terrace is 
proposed at the rear with the roof set a further 1.5m back. 
 
Materials: Profiled zinc roof to match the roof of the main building, brickwork 
to match. The top of the lift shaft that is exposed is clad in vertical glass which 
covers the roof to the lift shaft and is finished with a weathering trim. Opaque glass 
cladding. 
 
Design & Access Statement: the alterations which are being proposed have 
followed a design led approach and have been the subject of consultation with 
the Local Planning Authority and the Wandsworth Society. The objective 
following the steer of members, officers and the Wandsworth Society has 
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been to remove a large part of the bulk of the roof and make it appear less 
dominant as a feature of the building. 
 
...believe that the adoption of a simple barrel vaulted roof which reduces the 
skirt at the side of the building together with cutting back the front significantly 
reduces the dominance of the structure reduces the height and has far less 
visual impact upon the character of the area. 
 
In terms of the issue of the height of the lift shaft the applicants have indicated 
that: The top of the lift shaft has been based on information (drawings) 
provided. The third floor level is shown on drawings as 33.509m and the top of 
the lift shaft is shown as 37.709m. This gives an overall height from third floor 
to top of lift shaft as 4.2m. The 3D model has been based on the latest Hook 
elevation survey drawing and the top of the lift shaft is shown as 4.392 (say 
4.4m) above the third floor. 
 
B) Removal of roof of car lift. Erection of replacement curved barrel roofed to 
car lift building.  
 
Materials: Profiled zinc roof to match the roof of the main building, car lift walls 
in timber cladding. 
 
Design and Access Statement: With the previous proposals for the Skydec car 
lift building the members of the Planning Committee raised no objections and 
agreed with the officers that the scheme would enhance what is otherwise a 
rather plain and functional building which serves the basement car park and 
adds nothing to the surrounding conservation area, in fact it detracts from it. 
Should the proposed changes to the roof of the main building be acceptable 
then the car lift building may appear incongruous and out of keeping with the 
main building which is the dominant feature. 
This amendment is therefore designed to rectify this problem by mimicking the 
proposed changes to the main roof creating a more harmonious development 
across the site as a whole. 
 
CIL exempt. 
 
CONSULTATION: A&B) Site and press notices, 102 neighbours. 8 objections: 
Too tall, it blocks light to neighbours, it was not built to original plans, the 
original plans were not drawn to scale; inappropriate both in design and the 
materials used in its construction, and completely out of character for the 
area. A further attempt, with absolutely no merit. This application has already 
been denied for good reasons and the proposed plans are no improvement. 
This project remains ugly in the extreme.  
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The previous plans were rejected but the council have not enforced anything. 
This is a further attempt to obtain approval for a building which has already 
been denied it. It's time it was removed. 

How is this even being further consideration when so many aspects of this 
monstrosity are wrong? It's time Wandsworth Council took decisive action and 
stopped this ridiculous process from dragging in to a second decade. 
 
Wandsworth Society: understand these applications are submitted in 
response to the dismissal of the appeal against the enforcement notice issued 
in April 2009. The applicant’s objective being to obtain planning permission for 
a new design that the Council will accept as an alternative to complying with 
the enforcement notice. 
 
In principle have no objection to an alternative design for the roof as a means 
to resolve the outstanding enforcement notice if it satisfactorily addresses our 
concerns about the height, bulk and appearance of the roof. However, before 
commenting on these applications wish to reiterate view that granting 
permission in 2004 was a mistake and accepting that drawings submitted in 
2005 to discharge a condition also approved an increase in the height of the 
building was another mistake. Comments on these applications do not imply 
that preferred option for the development to be demolished is in anyway 
diminished. 
 
Application A) Consider the shallow barrel vault is an appropriate roof shape, 
it reduces the height and bulk of the roof and has the potential to sit well on 
the building. 
 
The applicant has related the proposed roof profile to the as-built roof. This is 
misleading. The proposals should be compared to the approved drawings in 
order to properly assess if they meet the requirements of the enforcement 
notice to reduce the height of the building to the approved drawings. Believe it 
is essential that the applicant submits a drawing showing the current 
proposals compared to the approved drawings. Welcome the reduction in the 
width and overall volume of the roof. However, at the rear of the building 
consider the proposed roof will project unacceptably outside the line of the 
roof shown on the 2005 approved drawings. Consider that the roof will have to 
be set back considerably to be acceptable. 
 
Also concerns about the following: 
 
a. there are no plans of the existing or proposed third and mezzanine floors; 
b. no indication is given of the edge treatment of the roof, gutters or rainwater 
down pipes, these elements could have a significant effect on the appearance 
of the building and we think should be included on the drawings; 
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c. not convinced that the proposal to seek to match the brickwork will be 
successful, a better method would be to have a different material with a 
distinct break between existing and new materials; 
d. the height of the lift overrun was a contentious issue at the inquiry, we 
would like to see evidence that the height required to accommodate the lift 
has been properly assessed to avoid later claims of necessity for alterations to 
the design; 
e. the glass casing to the lift overrun seems unresolved, does it have a roof, is 
it to be clear or obscured glass. 
 
Application B) The Design Statement indicates that the walls of the car lift 
building are to be clad in timber. This is not shown on the drawings, which 
only identify a band of render below the roof. It would be helpful if the 
proposals could be clarified. Subject to clarification consider the proposals for 
the car lift building are an acceptable alternative to implementing the terms of 
the enforcement notice. 
 
Conclusion: In principle these proposals have the potential to provide an 
acceptable alternative to implementing the terms of the enforcement notice. It 
is therefore frustrating that there is insufficient detail to properly assess the 
applications, or be convinced that this is a meaningful attempt to resolve the 
enforcement issue, or simply a means of delaying its implementation. 
Reluctant to have the process prolonged but believe the applicant should 
provide more detailed information and demonstrate what is being done to 
meet his obligations. However, in the event that approval is given to these 
applications would be pleased if stringent conditions were attached to require 
the submission of drawings sufficient to ensure that the details of the 
proposals have been properly considered and will be satisfactorily resolved; to 
ensure that the materials are approved in detail. 
 
Again in the event that permission is granted, and in particular as the time 
taken to get this far is more than unreasonable request that the Planning 
Applications Committee be asked to authorise taking legal action to implement 
the terms of the enforcement notice if there is no evidence of the building 
owner implementing and completing the works. 
 
WCAAC: accepts that this is an acceptable solution and would suggest the 
additional masonry areas be constructed in brick to match the existing rather 
than being finished in render.  The alteration to the roof must not exceed the 
height of the originally approved building.  
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POLICY:  NPPF, DMPD (Feb 2012): DMH5 (Criteria for alterations and 
extensions); DMS1 (Development criteria for sustainable urban design and 
the quality of the urban environment); DMS2 (Managing the historic 
environment).  

COMMENT:  The main issues with regard to these applications are whether 
they address the concerns of the Inspector and the concerns raised by the 
Planning Applications Committee, whether they reduce the dominance of the 
development and whether they adversely affect the streetscape and the 
character and appearance of the conservation area. It should be noted that 
there are issues in terms of outlook and light have been previously concerned 
as part of the planning application and were not a reason for the upholding of 
the enforcement notice. The acceptability of this scheme revolves therefore 
around the acceptability of the visual appearance and impact on the character 
and appearance of the conservation area.  

The scheme when first considered by the Planning Applications Committee 
was recommended on the basis that it was a design led ‘quirky’ scheme on a 
one off site with a number of constraints. The design reacted to the site by 
having a low level development surrounding a taller building.  

The problems of the scheme have arisen essentially because of the poor 
execution of the scheme in the build, which has resulted in the building being 
poorly detailed and lacking the intended elegance. This resulted in a number 
of complaints regarding the design and appearance of the building and 
ultimately the Public Inquiry covering the Enforcement Notice.  Indeed the 
Inspector noted that the technical difficulties of development of innovative 
buildings of non-standard construction had been allowed to overrule the 
original design objectives. 

The Inspector considered that the high standards of design have not been 
achieved in the development of the main building and the car lift building and 
thus concluded that refusal of permission is necessary and proportionate in 
the public interest. 

In concluding, the Inspector considered that 'as constructed, the roof of the 
main building and the entire car lift building have led to over-dominant forms 
of development that cause serious harm to the character and appearance of 
the conservation area. There are no material considerations of sufficient 
weight to justify acceptance.'  

In refusing consent for retention of the building, the steps required were the 
removal of roof of the main building and removal of the car lift building and 
their replacement with a roof and building that comply with the planning 
permission. 
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The height of the building without the roof was agreed during the Inquiry. With 
this in mind the developers have looked at removing the roof and replacing 
with an alternative design for both the main roof (Application A) and the roof of 
the car lift (B).  
 
In 2011, the Applicants submitted an application which sought to maintain but 
remodel the main roof. This was recommended for approval on the grounds 
that it was considered that the current proposed changes represent the best 
that can be achieved given the many constraints, however, members refused 
the application on the basis that the Council was not satisfied that the 
previous grounds of refusal and the Planning Inspectorates grounds in 
dismissing the appeal against the enforcement notice have been addressed 
and therefore refused permission on the grounds that the roof of the main 
building have led to over-dominant forms of development that cause serious 
harm to the character and appearance of the conservation area.  
 
In light of this decision, there have been on going discussions between the 
applicant and the Council. The applicant has also engaged with the 
Wandsworth Society. As a result of the ability of the applicant to appeal the 
refusal and the ongoing discussions with parties no prosecution has yet taken 
place.  
 
The design has looked to address the height and bulk of the roof of the main 
building. The roof form as constructed results in a rather bulbous addition to 
the roof, it attracts undue attention and dominates the building. This is to the 
detriment of the development the streetscape and the character and 
appearance of the conservation area. This application intends to remove the 
roof and the thick skirting and replace with a less bulky and lower roof form. 
This would change the appearance of the building. It would also certainly 
change the character of the building, which would not in itself be an 
unwelcome result. This moves away from the original intention of the 
approved scheme; however, it has been explained that there are technical 
problems as to why it would not be possible to build the roof design as 
approved. One of the member difficulties in introducing the roof form as 
approved would be due to the size and location of the lift shaft in the main 
building. In this application, it is addressed by maintaining the location of the 
lift shaft at the front of the building and casing it within a glazed box which 
would sit on the terrace area formed by setting back from the front elevation 
the replacement roof. If the application were to be acceptable, further details 
would be required to indicate the method of glazing to ensure that this did it 
self not become an over-dominant feature.  
 
Overall, the roof would result in a decrease in the height of the building by up 
to 1.5m. This would be also be marginally lower than the height agreed at the 
appeal with the exception of a small portion of the front on the front elevation 
and at the rear. It should be noted however that due to the different curvatures 
of the roof, however, it could be argued that this is mitigated by the overall 
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curve to the whole roof reduces the bulk significantly. The removal of the side 
skirting and replacement with brick work would reduce the overall bulk of the 
roof.  
 
In these respects the roof form would certainly be a visually lighter addition to 
the building in comparison to the existing. It would change significantly the 
bulk of the roof and the overall appearance of the building, the streetscape 
and have a more positive effect on the character and appearance of the 
conservation area in comparison with the existing structure.  
 
B) The design of the car lift proposal follows a similar design to that proposed 
on the main roof. It is of a similar curved design and mass to the 2011 
approval, although the proposed barrel roof design follows more closely the 
approach taken in Application A, rather than a fully elliptical shape sitting on a 
pediment approved in 2011. The approach of mimicking the design results in 
the appearance of the car lift as the ‘little brother’, however, to add more 
visual interest the application does seek consent to reclad the existing building 
in timber. If this were to be a successful application further details of the 
cladding as well as the roofing material would be reserved by condition.  
 
CONCLUSION:  
 
If members do not consider that the application has overcome the concerns 
raised in refusing the last planning application, they could refuse p.p. on the 
following grounds: 
 
01. The Council is not satisfied that the previous grounds of refusal and 

the Planning Inspectorates grounds in dismissing the appeal against 
the enforcement notice have been addressed and therefore planning 
permission is refused on the grounds that the roof of the main building 
have led to over-dominant forms of development that cause serious 
harm to the character and appearance of the conservation area. This 
would be contrary to DMH5 (Criteria for alterations and extensions); 
DMS1 (Development criteria for sustainable urban design and the 
quality of the urban environment); DMS2 (Managing the historic 
environment) of the DMPD. 

 
 
If however, the Committee considers this development satisfactorily 
overcomes their previous reasons for refusal they could grant p.p. subject to 
the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 15 Details of landscaping, including replacement trees and 

management plan. 
02. Standard 17 Replacement of landscaping 
03. Standard 08 Details of materials. 
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B) Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 15 Details of landscaping.  
02. Standard 17 Replacement of landscaping. 
03. Standard 08 Details of materials. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/1994 
               
03 May 2012 
LN 

6 Jeypore Road,  SW18  
 
 
Wandsworth Common 

Erection of rear roof extension with French 
doors and safety railings and access to roof 
terrace above part of back addition with 
glazed screen surround. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p. p. subject to conditions. 
 
 

SITE: Two-storey, mid-terrace property divided into two flats located on the 
eastern side of Jeypore Road. Similar residential properties adjoin. 

HISTORY:  1975: p. p. conversion as two self-contained flats. 
 
DETAILS:  Erection of rear roof extension with French doors and safety 
railings (2.5m high, 5.1m wide and 3.85m deep) and access to roof terrace 
(2.2m wide and 3.57m deep) above part of back addition with glazed screen 
surround (1.7m high). 
 
Amended to provide two separate dormers for French doors rather than one 
large dormer and reduction in width of terrace. 
 
CIL Exempt. 

CONSULTATION:  9 neighbours. 1 objection: very ugly and clumsy; proposed 
balcony will allow a grandstand view directly onto garden, sitting room, 
bedrooms and bathroom. 

POLICY: NPPF; DMPD (February 2012): Policies DMS1 (Sustainable design) 
and DMH5 (Alterations and extensions). 

COMMENT:  The main issues are whether the proposed extension and 
terrace are of a reasonable scale and design and whether they would harm 
the amenities of adjoining properties. 
 
The rear roof extension when considered within the context of the property is 
of a reasonable scale and design. It would not compete with the existing 
building and would not be an over dominant addition. The proposed roof 
extension would be sloped back at a 70-degree angle, which would minimise 
its impact in terms of bulk as well as impact on the outlook and levels of light 
afforded to the neighbouring properties. The levels of overlooking would not 
exceed current levels as all windows face into the rear garden. As the 
proposed terrace would cover no more than half the depth of the rear addition 
and would be no larger than other extensions approved over rear additions it 
is considered to be acceptable. Given the minimal depth of the terrace there 
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would be no significant loss of light and outlook to adjoining properties.  As 
1.7m high screening has been provided there would be no loss of privacy to 
the adjoining properties. 
 
The proposed roof extension and terrace are of a reasonable scale and 
design and would not have an adverse impact on the amenities of adjoining 
properties in line with policies DMS1 and DMH5. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21  Materials to match. 
03. Standard 26 Screening to terrace. 
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PLANNING APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE – 19TH SEPTEMBER 2012 
 

Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2408 
               
 
22 May 2012 
MS 

Unit 5 Kimber Centre, 54 
Kimber Road SW18  
 
 
Southfields 

Erection of two-storey front extension and 
extension at first-floor level to the rear of 
existing warehouse premises.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.  
 
SITE: Steel-framed warehouse premises with two-storey brick elevations to 
the front and rear, located on the eastern side of the Kimber Centre complex 
directly to the south of Kimber Road. Similar industrial buildings surround and 
adjoin to the north, west and south. Within a Locally Significant Industrial Area 
(LSIA) and within an Archaeological Priority Area. Coleman Court to the rear 
(east) comprises a number of blocks of residential flats.  
 
HISTORY:  1959: p.p. continued use of land to the rear for the manufacture of 
radar aerials. 
1987 p.p. alterations to convert rear part of building into five warehouse units, 
improvements to access, provision of parking space, recladding of building, 
new doors and windows in east elevation.  
2010: p.p. erection of two-storey front extension.  
 
DETAILS:  Erection of two-storey brick/glazed office extension at the building 
frontage: 9.2m wide x 6.9m deep x 4.4m high. A void space (3.4m wide x 
3.6m high), providing an access for forklift trucks alongside the northern 
boundary of the site would be created. In addition, a vehicular entrance 
measuring 3.4m wide x 2.0m high would be provided within the front 
elevation.  Office accommodation is currently provided in a building measuring 
6.6m x 2.6m adjacent to the southern boundary of the site with Unit 6.  
 
Erection of first floor rear extension over existing ground floor addition (6.7m 
wide x 3.1m deep x up to 4.8m high). Materials to match the existing. 
 
Application replicates 2010 p.p. for front extension; the addition to the rear of 
the building represents the most significant amendment.  
 
CIL exempt.  
 
CONSULTATION:  30 neighbours; 3 objections: concerns about the height of 
the proposed extension, access arrangements and the potential impacts on 
Coleman Court and the nature of materials to be stored within the warehouse. 
Concern about a precedent being created for similar extensions.  
 
Coleman Court Residents Association: Objection: the proposed extension to 
the rear of Unit 5 may impact on levels of light at the adjacent residential flats 
at ground-floor and first-floor levels.  
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POLICY:  NPPF; DMPD (February 2012): DMS1 (Sustainable design); DMI1 
(Strategic Industrial Locations (SILs) and Locally Significant Industrial Areas 
(LSIAs)). 
 
COMMENT:  The main considerations are whether the proposed extensions 
to the business premises at Unit 5 of the Kimber Centre are considered 
appropriate in terms of their design and relationship with the existing building, 
and whether there would be unacceptable impacts on the amenity of 
neighbouring properties, notably the residential properties at Coleman Court 
directly to the east of the subject site.  
 
Given the scale of the existing buildings and the context this provides, it is not 
considered that either the proposed front extension or the extension to the 
rear of the property would represent significant additions to the existing 
industrial premises. The additional office accommodation towards the front of 
the building would remain ancillary to the overall operation and the main use 
(Class B8) of the premises. The design of the extension would match the 
functional design of the main building and would be appropriate given the 
industrial context. This would therefore be consistent with Policy DMI1(b). 
 
Concerns have been raised regarding the impact of the first-floor rear 
extension on the amenity of residential properties. The western elevation of 
these residential properties would remain approximately 8m from the rear 
(east) elevation of the subject building.  Given the scale of the existing 
building and the modest nature of the proposed extension, it is not considered 
that this extension would result in a significant loss of light at adjacent 
residential properties. The proposed development has been assessed against 
the criteria set out by the Building Research Establishment (BRE); the results 
indicate that the amount of daylight will be maintained.  
 
Other issues highlighted in response to the consultation process include the 
precedent that may be created by permitting this extension. An extension has 
previously permitted to the rear of Unit 1 of the Kimber Centre. No other 
additions have been made to the rear of these warehouse buildings. This 
proposal has arisen as a result of a specific business requirement for more 
space within the current premises.  
 
Access to the premises would remain through the Kimber Centre and, other 
than limited impacts during the construction phase, it is not considered that 
there would be any permanent disruption to residents of Coleman Court.  
 
In determining a previous application for a similar proposal (comprising only 
the extension to the front of the premises), in November 2010, the Council 
sought to make provision for two cycle racks within a secure shelter to provide 
better facilities for cyclists at the subject site. A condition was applied to 
planning permission 2010/4936 in order to ensure this provision was made. 
This application has included provision for cycle parking at the front of the 
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premises which would remove the need for any such condition to be attached 
to this consent.  
 
It is therefore considered that the principle of the proposed extensions and 
their design are acceptable in the context of the existing buildings, and that 
there would not be any unacceptable impacts on the amenity of neighbouring 
occupiers as a result of this proposal. The proposals would therefore be in 
accordance with Council Policies DMS1 and DMI1.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing. 
03. Standard 28 In accordance with drawings.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
(a) 
2012/3488 
               
 
 
 
 
20 July 2012  
 
(b) 
2012/3353 
 
 
17 July 2012 
 
DJ 

Battersea Power Station 
188 Kirtling Street SW8  
 
Queenstown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Battersea Power Station 
188 Kirtling Street SW8 
 
Queenstown 

The temporary use of the land to south side of 
the power station for erection of temporary 
structures including marquees and fairground 
rides for a one day private event on the 7th 
October 2012 (set up days 1st to 6th October 
2012, event day 7th October. Derig days 8th 
to 12th October 2012). 
 
 
 
Temporary use of land to south of the Power 
Station to stage a two-day snowboarding 
event (up to 17,500 people attending daily) on 
26th and 27th October 2012, including 
temporary ski jump, marquees and other 
temporary structures and facilities. 

 
RECOMMENDATION:  
 
(a) & (b) Grant p.p. subject to conditions 
 
 
SITE (a) and (b): Grade II* listed former Power Station with extensive vacant 
land around the building, on the north side of Battersea park Road.   
 
HISTORY (a) and (b):  Various including: 
Sept 2009: p.p. for erection and retention for a limited period (3 years) of a 
temporary structure within the ‘boiler house’ of the former Power Station 
building to accommodate events, with associated parking, and access via 
Kirtling Street. The permission was subject to conditions restricting, amongst 
other things, the days and times within which events can take place (condition 
4(a) which limited events to 1100 to midnight Mon to Wed and 1100 to 0100 
Thurs to Sat) and the events take place only within the approved structure 
(condition 2), both unless otherwise agreed in writing by the LPA pursuant to 
the relevant condition.  
July 2012: pp for variation of conditions 1, 2 and 4 of planning permission 
2009/1926 dated 17th September 2009 to extend the period of the permission 
for a further 3 years, alterations to existing marquee structures and allow use 
of the site Monday to Sunday 0900 to 0100 the following morning. 
August 2012: pp for the temporary use of the land around the power station 
for the erection of temporary structures in association with a charity event for 
a temporary period on the 29th and 30th September 2012. 
September 2012: current planning application for temporary use of land to 
south of the Power Station to stage a two-day snowboarding event (up to 
17,500 people attending daily) on 26th and 27th October 2012, including 
temporary ski jump, marquees and other temporary structures and facilities. 
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DETAILS:  
 
(a)  
 
Temporary use of the land to south side of the power station for erection of 
temporary structures including marquees and fairground rides for a one day 
private event on the 7th October 2012 from 1600 until 2300.  Set up for the 
event would be from the 1st to 6th October 2012 with derig from the 8th to 12th 
October.   
 
The event is a private ticketed event open to approx. 5000 Toni & Guy 
employees.  It would comprise a drinks reception, speeches, live music 
performance, awards ceremony and a DJ within the marquee structure.  
External activities include fairground rides, food and drink stalls and toilet 
facilities. 
 
Guests have been advised there is no parking available on site and have 
been advised of public transport links.  Emergency vehicles will have access 
via Gate 1 and 3 during the event.  Guests will access and exit through Gate 
2.  There will be parking on site for contractors, blue badge holders and a 
small number for guests. 
 
A Noise Management Plan dated July 2012 has been submitted with the 
application to describe the sound control scheme that will be put in place to 
minimise music noise levels at residential properties in line with objectives of 
the Premises Licence: Vanguardia are familiar with the site and acceptable 
target noise levels; they will follow the usual approach adopted by monitoring 
at proxy locations to ensure noise levels cause minimum disturbance; in 
previous years there have been complaints in relation to noise from the 
fairground rides; the operator will be notified of the noise sensitivities 
surrounding the sites and requested to set music noise at a lower level that 
previous years; the fairground rides are scheduled to operate with amplified 
fairground music between 4pm and 6pm and 8pm and 10pm with no music 
between 10pm until 10.30pm; the same noise monitoring positions used for 
previous events will be used; the promoters of the event will leaflet drop to 
local residents prior to the event with details of a complaints telephone line 
that will be operated by the promoter; Vanguardia will monitor sound levels to 
ensure off-site noise levels are minimised; music sources will be muted at 
2300; a noise propagation test will be undertaken prior to the start of any 
event to set appropriate control limits; short term noise measurements will be 
carried out at regular intervals throughout the event; action necessary to 
ensure the noise target level is not exceeded will be communicated to the 
sound engineer; low frequency element will be monitored; the complaint 
number will be monitored and following a complaint a re-assessment will be 
made on whether any adjustment is required to music noise level; a standard 
template will log all complaints;    
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A Transport Management Plan was submitted with the application which is 
summarised below: the event has been held at the Power Station for the last 2 
years; private event for up to 5000 persons; when tickets are issued guests 
are provided with information on event such as timings and transport details; 
transport details state no parking provision on site; details of transport links 
are provided; majority of guests come in small groups and are advised to 
arrange travel beforehand by arranging minibuses to drop off and collect; in 
previous years no guests have arrived by bicycle; if guests do arrive bicycles 
will be secured on site in a secure location; taxi pick up and drop off location 
would be provided within the site managed by a minicab firm; staff at the 
event are collected and dropped off by minibus; coaches are advised that they 
must drop off and return later to collect passengers. 
 
(b)  
 
Temporary use of land to the south of the Power Station to stage a two day 
snowboarding event (up to 17,500 people attending daily) on 26th and 27th 
October 2012, including temporary ski jump, marquees and other temporary 
structures and facilities.  Public hours for the event are from midday until 2230 
each day.  The event construction will take place from the 12th to 25th October 
with deconstruction 28th October to 2nd November.  The applicant has 
confirmed 50 cycle parking spaces would be provided on site with space 
available for overspill cycle parking if necessary. 
 
A Transport Management Plan has been submitted with the application; 
overview – to date there have been no major issues or complaints regarding 
traffic and transport management from previous events; audience attended via 
walking, bus, tube and taxi in past; no public parking on the site; no capacity 
problems at local tube or mainline stations in past and do not anticipate 
problems; production car parking to be in sale location as previous years and 
limited staff parking; AA road signs will direct production traffic in and out of 
the site; during event build deliveries will be between 7am and 9pm; gate will 
be manned 24 hours; deliveries scheduled to be staggered; large vehicles 
peaks at 20 per day but on average 10 per day; during event people arrive in 
steady flow from midday to 2000 busiest time being 1500 to 1800; 
predominantly arrive by foot via local bus and tube; stewards will advise and 
offer directions and control flow of people; event operates a slow close policy 
to ease pressure on the exit; leave site by foot; stewards will direct 
pedestrians and ensure road is kept clear; taxi’s will be direct to use Cringle 
Street to avoid heaviest flow of traffic exiting from Gate 2; during event 
breakdown collections will be between 0700 and 2100; deliveries will be 
staggered; large vehicles maximum 20 per day and average 10 per day;  
 
A Noise Assessment by Vanguardia has been submitted with the application 
which was amended during the course of the application to reduce maximum 
noise levels at nearest sensitive receptors from 65db to 60db: report outlines 
the assessment and presents appropriate noise criterion for concerts, 
predicted noise impact and assessment and control of concert noise; the 
report identifies that the event has been running on the site for a  number of 
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years; during this time changes have been introduced to noise management 
and control which have worked well; at last years events no complaints were 
received in Wandsworth Borough and two complaints received from across 
the river were addressed quickly to the complainants satisfaction; music noise 
levels from the façade of the nearest noise sensitive premises should not 
exceed 60dB(a) over a 15 min period; the noise management plan sets out 
noise control procedures with actions to be carried out prior to the event and 
during the event; these include: letter sent to local residents detailing the 
event and a telephone line for logging complaints; 4 members of the Acoustics 
team to be on duty for the event to enable appropriate monitoring; details of 
staff covering the event to be provided to LBW; details of sound systems 
proposed delivered to LBW; sound tests to be carried out prior to the event to 
enable an appropriate sound level to be set for the stages; noise levels 
monitored continuously; Vanguardia will liaise closely with LBW to maintain 
compliance with the licence conditions; should any complaints of noise arise 
acoustic consultants will visit the complainants and tack action where 
necessary;    
 
CONSULTATION:  
 
(a) Site notice, 418 neighbours. – no response 
 
Health and Safety Executive (PADHI+): HSE is a statutory consultee for 
certain developments within the Consultation Distance (CD) of Major Hazard 
Sites/pipelines; this consultation has been considered using PADHI+; the 
assessment indicates that the risk of harm to people at the proposed 
development is such that HSE’s advice is that there are sufficient reasons, on 
safety grounds, for advising against the granting of planning permission in this 
case;  
 
Health and Safety Executive (further letter dated 3rd August): HSE understand 
Wandsworth council are to consider planning applications for temporary use 
of parts of Battersea Power Station for various temporary events; understand 
that notwithstanding the temporary nature of the events the applications are 
ones which HSE should be consulted on and its representations taken into 
account; HSE’s land use planning advice in these cases are provided  through 
PADHI+; however in line with national planning policy this advice has been 
based on the maximum quantity of gas allowed to be present at the gasholder 
station, under the Hazardous Substance Consent; previously HSE facilitated 
agreement between the council and operator to reduce the amount of natural 
gas present during temporary events so that the residual risk and 
consequences of a major accident to the public would be significantly 
reduced; however the operator of the gasholder station has now de-notified 
the establishment under the Control of Major Accident Hazards Regulations 
1999 as amended, and informed the HSE that the Gasholders have been 
emptied, purged to air and are disconnected from the gas supply network; 
after careful consideration provided the council is satisfied that the Gasholders 
will not be brought back into use during the temporary events I can inform you 
the HSE will take no action should the council decide to grant permission 
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against our advice; HSE’s decision for these temporary events should not be 
interpreted as setting a precedent for any future advice from the HSE 
regarding development in the vicinity of the Battersea Gasholder Station or 
any other hazardous installations or pipeline; 
 
Transport for London: The application site is accessed from Nine Elms Lane 
which forms part of the Transport for London Road Network (TLRN). 
Battersea Park National Rail station is within acceptable walking distance and 
the site is served by two bus services.  TfL welcomes that there will be limited 
car parking on site other than for operational or disabled users. TfL 
recommends that travel information is provided to all guests prior to the event 
to explore the different options of reaching the site. With regard to the event 
close, TfL requests that the applicant discusses the management of crowds 
with TfL before a decision is made. Subject to the results of the risk 
assessment / crowd control study TfL may recommend the use of event 
marshals to manage the crowds waiting at the bus stops and advise of the 
alternative route options available. TfL requests further clarity on the provision 
for taxis picking up and dropping off at the site. Ideally an area off Nine Elms 
Lane should be agreed as a designated taxi drop off zone. Cycle parking 
facilities should be made available on the site.   Overall TfL considers that the 
demand from the event at Battersea Power Station can be accommodated on 
the TLRN however this is subject to discussions with TfL regarding the impact 
on bus operations.  
 
Specialist Officer Advice from within Environment and Community 
Services Department (ECS) 
 
ECS (Environmental Services –noise): The Noise Management Plan states 
figures of 65.2 dB at the nearest residential property on Battersea Park Road. 
Levels must not exceed 60dB(A) at the nearest sensitive facade (as per the 
Freeze event) to reduce the likelihood of noise disturbance, the management 
plan must be changed accordingly. I would also like the event organisers to 
ensure that the fairground rides do not use any form of PA system other than 
for safety and emergency announcements. A contact name and number for 
during the event must also be supplied to Environmental Services in case of 
noise disturbance.  
 
ECS (Engineering Services):  satisfied with transport management plan as 
submitted and additional information received in relation to coach / minibus 
parking. 
 
(b) Site notice, 418 neighbours. –1 objection: Once again the 'noise 
consultants' have found us to be invisible. The nearest residences to 
Battersea Power Station are the excellent new flats across Nine Elms Lane 
and the barges and houseboats at Nine Elms Pier. Two rows of moorings at 
Nine Elms Pier are in a basin between a concrete jetty (which creates 
echoes), and the river wall. We have unique acoustic conditions here. As far 
as I'm concerned, one report for the pier could do for all events at the power 
station - there's no need to repeat the measurements every time - but it 
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should be done: in the basin, on the jetty, and on one of the vessels at the 
western end of the pier, closest to the power station. 
 
Health and Safety Executive (PADHI+): HSE is a statutory consultee for 
certain developments within the Consultation Distance (CD) of Major Hazard 
Sites/pipelines; this consultation has been considered using PADHI+; the 
assessment indicates that the risk of harm to peole at the proposed 
development is such that HSE’s advice is that there are sufficient reasons, on 
safety grounds, for advising against the granting of planning permission in this 
case;  
 
Health and Safety Executive (further letter dated 3rd August): HSE understand 
Wandsworth council are to consider planning applications for temporary use 
of parts of Battersea Power Station for various temporary events; understand 
that notwithstanding the temporary nature of the events the applications are 
ones which HSE should be consulted on and its representations taken into 
account; HSE’s land use planning advice in these cases are provided  through 
PADHI+; however in line with national planning policy this advice has been 
based on the maximum quantity of gas allowed to be present at the gasholder 
station, under the Hazardous Substance Consent; previously HSE facilitated 
agreement between the council and operator to reduce the amount of natural 
gas present during temporary events so that the residual risk and 
consequences of a major accident to the public would be significantly 
reduced; however the operator of the gasholder station has now de-notified 
the establishment under the Control of Major Accident Hazards Regulations 
1999 as amended, and informed the HSE that the Gasholders have been 
emptied, purged to air and are disconnected from the gas supply network; 
after careful consideration provided the council is satisfied that the Gasholders 
will not be brought back into use during the temporary events I can inform you 
the HSE will take no action should the council decide to grant permission 
against our advice; HSE’s decision for these temporary events should not be 
interpreted as setting a precedent for any future advice from the HSE 
regarding development in the vicinity of the Battersea Gasholder Station or 
any other hazardous installations or pipeline; 
 
Transport for London: The application site is accessed from Nine Elms Lane 
which forms part of the Transport for London Road Network (TLRN). 
Battersea Park National Rail station is within acceptable walking distance and 
the site is served by two bus services.  TfL welcomes that there will be no car 
parking, other than for operational or disabled users on the site. Travel 
information should be available for all attendees in advance of the event and 
marshals should be available at event close to direct people to the closest / 
most convenient transport nodes to enable them to complete their onward 
journey . In addition on and off site temporary directional signage should be 
used. TfL notes cycle parking should be installed, and seeks clarification as to 
the number of cycle parking spaces planned for the site. The 344 bus service 
(24 hours) currently completes this route to Vauxhall and attendees can use 
this service to access Vauxhall, Clapham Junction and Elephant and Castle 
interchanges.  Overall TfL considers that the demand from the event at 
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Battersea Power Station can be accommodated on the TLRN and the public 
transport system however this is subject to separate discussions with 
Southern Trains .  
 
Specialist Officer Advice from within Environment and Community 
Services Department (ECS) 
 
ECS (Environmental Services –noise): Environmental Services are happy with 
the content of the noise management plan with the stated amendments. 
 
ECS (Engineering Services):  This site is located in an area with very good (5 
– High) public transport accessibility level. It is also linked with adequate 
routes for pedestrians and cyclists. It is estimated that 36% of the patrons 
would come from London, with the remaining 64% travelling from other parts 
of England to this site. The applicant has proposed adequate number of 
stewards to manage this event with Police assistance plus the provision of on-
site 180 car parking spaces for the staff, sponsors and contractors and 20 
disabled car parking bays, equating to 200 in total. A minibus / coach drop off 
and pick up point would also be provided on Kirtling St by suspending all the 
parking bays on it for the duration of this event. In addition, the applicant 
would provide 50 cycle parking spaces on this site and publicise all these 
facilities including disabled parking and bus/coach drop-off area on the 
website.  A temporary partial closure of Kirtling Street to serve as pedestrian 
access to this site has also been proposed. The setting up of this site would 
take place over 13 14-hour days from 12/10/12 to 25/10/12 when an average 
of 30 cars/light vans and 15 hgv’s per day, increasing to 50 cars/light vans 
and 25 hgv’s during the last 2 days would be used. This would mean a 
maximum of 4 cars/light vans and 2 hgv’s per hour during this period and, the 
utmost number of pedestrians that would be present on this site at this time is 
100. On the two event days, 50 cars/light vans and 5 hgv’s would visit this site 
from 12.00hrs to 20.00hrs, with the peak arrival times being from 1500hrs to 
1800hrs. It is expected that patrons would leave between 2200hrs and 
2330hrs. In addition, this site would be dismantled over a 14-hour 6-day 
period from 28 October 2012 to 02 November 2012, between 0700hrs and 
21.00hrs, when at most 20 hgv’s per day would remove materials/apparatus 
from this site. There is the concern that the introduction of numerous signs in 
the areas surrounding this site would create unnecessary clutter. 
Notwithstanding, the erection of these signs will be subject to a further 
assessment by the Council’s Operational Services.  Consequently, there are 
no objections to from the highway and transportation viewpoints but two 
informatives are requested to be attached to the planning permission. 

POLICY (a & b): Development Management Policies Document, Adopted 
February 2012: DMS1 – Development criteria for sustainable urban design 
and the quality of the urban environment, DMT1 – Assessing transport 
impacts of development, DMT2 – Parking and servicing requirements 
 
COMMENT:  
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Principle of Events (a & b)  
 
The principle of holding events at the power station building has been 
established by the September 2009 permission which was recently varied by 
the July 2012 permission.  In addition a number of events have been held now 
both on the tarmac area to the south of the building, which includes two 
previous Toni and Guy and Freeze events, and on the site to the north of the 
Power Station of various types and scale, as well as within the events area of 
the ‘boiler house’.   
 
The events would not use the Power Station building or impact on its fabric in 
any way, and as they are temporary the associated structures will only be in 
place for a short period and there would be no lasting impact on the setting of 
the listed Power Station or nearby former water pumping station.  As with 
most events the main issues for consideration are those of traffic, transport 
and noise, along with the added issue of HSE advice in relation to the 
adjacent gas holders. 
 
Traffic, Transport and Noise (a)  
 
The fairground event would have up to 5,000 people participating and is a 
private ticketed event.  Access to the site would be via Gate 2 for guests with 
suppliers and contractors having access via Gates 1 and 2.  No parking would 
be available on site except for contractors and blue badge holders.  Guests 
would be advised of public transport links to the site.   Cycle parking would be 
provided where necessary, although the applicant has indicated that as a 
formal event they do not generally have people arriving by bicycle.  A taxi pick 
up and drop off location would be provided within the site managed by a 
minicab firm.  Transport for London have advised that they are generally 
satisfied with the transport management measures identified.  They have 
asked that the applicant contact them to discuss crowd management which 
has been passed to the applicant.   Engineers are satisfied with the transport 
management plan and further information requested in relation to confirmation 
that minibus parking would be available on site. Overall it is not considered 
that the event would give rise to any noticeable adverse impact on existing 
traffic and highways or car parking demand and therefore would be 
acceptable and in line with policies DMT1 and DMT2.   
 
A noise management plan has been submitted with the application, as with 
other events, which details maximum volumes and onsite noise control 
methods.  This has been amended during the course of the application to 
reduce the maximum noise level at nearest residential facades from 65db to 
60db, to clarify that no PA systems with be used with fairground rides other 
than for emergency, and to provide contact details of an onsite representative 
for the event.  Following these amendments Environmental Services have no 
objections to the proposed event.  A condition will be attached to any planning 
permission to ensure the Noise Management Plan is adhered to. 
 
Traffic, Transport and Noise (b) 
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The snowboarding event is large with up to 17,500 people attending each 
day. Measures would be put in place to encourage visitors to the event to use 
public transport.  Following discussions with Engineers and amendments to a 
number of points in the transport management plan, including the amount of 
cycle parking provided and how information about public transport is made 
available to visitors, it is considered that the measures identified would be 
appropriate to manage traffic to and from the site for the event.  Engineers 
have no objections to the proposals in relation to the impact on existing traffic 
or car parking demand on the adjoining roads and raise no objections from the 
highway and transportation perspective in this respect.  They have however 
raised concerns about the amount of signage proposed for the event.  Whilst 
there is a fairly high proportion of signage proposed for directional purposes 
both for construction vehicles and people attending the event, given that this 
is for a temporary period only, and no longer than 1 month, it could be 
considered acceptable in this instance.  However it should be made clear that 
this type of signage would not be appropriate on a more permanent basis 
given the impact it would have on clutter in the street scene.  The applicant 
will be advised in an informative that the temporary signage is subject to 
further appraisal and charges by the Council’s Operational Services.  
Transport for London are satisfied that the demand from the event can be 
accommodated on the TLRN and the public transport system.  Overall it is not 
considered that the event would give rise to any noticeable adverse impact on 
existing traffic and highways or car parking demand and therefore would be 
acceptable and in line with policies DMT1 and DMT2.   
 
A noise management plan has been submitted with the application which 
details maximum volumes and onsite noise control methods.  This has been 
amended during the course of the application to reduce maximum noise levels 
to levels agreed with other similar events following discussions with 
Environmental Services.  Concerns have been raised by a residential 
neighbour at Nine Elms Pier in regards to the impact of noise from the 
proposed event on the houseboats located at the Pier.  Given that noise 
levels in the management plan have been amended and would be no higher 
than 60db at the nearest residential neighbour, and that controls have been 
put in place in relation to complaints and control of noise during the event, 
these are considered appropriate measures to ensure there would be no 
adverse disturbance to neighbours as a result of the event.  Environmental 
Services have no objections to the proposed event following the amendments 
to the noise management plan.  A condition will be attached to any planning 
permission to ensure the Noise Management Plan is adhered to. 
 
HSE advice (a) and (b) 
 
The Battersea Gasholders are considered to be a major hazard site and the 
HSE is the competent authority in the UK in this regard.  HSE is responsible 
for providing advice to local planning authorities on planning applications in 
the vicinity of major hazard sites with regard to any risk and its severity, in 
order that careful consideration and due weight can be given to any risk by the 
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decision maker when balancing against other relevant planning and socio-
economic considerations.  The HSE’s advice takes the form of a Planning 
Advice for Developments near Hazardous Installations (PADHI+) model 
output generated by the local planning authority inputting relevant information 
into the HSE extranet model, including the type of development and its 
location in relation to the gas holders in terms of pre-defined Consultation 
Zones (CZ), being the inner, middle or outer zone.  The zones are set based 
on the modelling of the hazardous events which it is envisaged could occur at 
the gasholders, with progressively lower levels of risk as you move further 
away from the gas holders.  The event would fall within the middle and outer 
zones.  The type of development and its scale is then input into the system 
resulting in a sensitivity level, which is compared to the zone in which the 
development falls to produce a PADHI process binary output of Advise 
Against (AA) or Do Not Advise Against (DAA) in relation to the planning 
application under consideration.   
 
Each of these events generates an Advise Against output and the PADHI 
assessment has consequently generated letters indicating that the risk of 
harm to people is such that the HSE advise that there are sufficient reasons 
on safety grounds for advising against the granting of planning permission. 
 
Previous events have been scrutinized in terms of the gas holders issue, most 
recently that for a temporary overnight charity event (appln no. 2012/2839) 
which was approved by the Planning Applications Committee at the August 
Committee Meeting.   
 
National Grid confirmed by press release (dated 14th June 2011), their plans 
to start the process of decommissioning the gasholders in the Summer 2011. 
The Health and Safety Executive were formally notified by National Grid on 4th 
August 2011 that the gasholders had been physically isolated from the gas 
supply system and purged to air, and that accordingly the gasholder station 
was no longer covered by the Control of Major Accident Hazard Regulations 
1999 as amended (COMAH) and the Notification of Installations Handling 
Hazardous Substances Regulations 1982 as amended (NIHHS).   National 
Grid have also undertaken a series of pre-application discussions to complete 
a Development Principles Document and assist with finding a potential 
development partner for the site.  Demolition of the gasholders is anticipated 
to begin early 2013 and take approx. 1 year.   Work is underway to revoke the 
Hazardous Substances Consent (HSC) at the site nevertheless until this is 
done public safety remains a factor in planning decisions because hazardous 
substances could be introduced at a later time. 
 
The Council have, in line with the requirements of Circular 04/2000 consulted 
with HSE regarding each event.  Following these further discussions with HSE 
regarding the current gasholder situation the HSE have written and identified 
that the operator of the gasholder station has now denotified the 
establishment under the Control of Major Accident Hazards Regulations 1999 
as amended, and informed the HSE that the gasholders have been emptied, 
purged to air and are disconnected from the gas supply network.  They have 
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therefore advised that provided the Council are satisfied that the gasholders 
will not be brought back into use during the temporary events the HSE will 
take no action should the Council grant permission against their advice.  The 
HSE have advised that there is no need to consult them further on this event 
should the planning applications committee be minded to grant planning 
permission.  The Council are satisfied that the gasholders will not be brought 
back into use during this temporary event given the progress that is being 
made towards revocation of the HSC.  It is therefore considered that there 
would be no undue harm to public safety and the proposed event given its 
temporary nature and the current gas holder status, could be approved.   
 
Conclusion (a and b)  
 
The events are temporary in nature and would not impact on the fabric of the 
listed Power Station or Pumping Station in any way, or have any lasting 
impact on its setting.  The nearby gas holders have been isolated from the 
gas supply system and purged to air and in light of this and the temporary 
nature of the event it is considered, on balance, acceptable in terms of public 
safety.  The noise and transport management arrangements are considered 
acceptable. 
 
RECOMMENDATION:  
 
(a) Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. This permission is for a limited duration on 7th October 2012 from 1600 

until 2300 only.  The event shall be limited to those dates and times and 
the temporary structures associated with the use shall be removed from 
the land by the 12th October 2012. 

 Reason: The local planning authority has had regard to the limited 
duration of the event in respect of the potential impact on the amenities 
of the area and to the temporary nature of the structures, and the 
permanent use would prejudice improvements to the listed Battersea 
Power Station and the effect on potential contribution that a 
comprehensive development of the Power Station and surrounding land 
could make to the area and this part of London and to comply with 
Section 72 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 

02. The event shall adhere to the times and noise levels contained within the 
Noise Management Plan Reason: To safeguard the amenities of the 
neighbourhood in accordance with DMPD policy DMS1 

 
REASON FOR GRANTING PLANNING PERMISSION 
The Council has had regard to local development plan policies, to any 
representations received and to other material planning considerations.  
The following policies were considered relevant to the grant of planning 
permission: Development Management Policies Document, Adopted February 
2012: DMS1 – Development criteria for sustainable urban design and the 
quality of the urban environment & DMT1 – Assessing transport impacts of 
development. 
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The proposal has been granted planning permission for the following reasons: 
This event is temporary in nature and would not impact on the fabric of the 
listed Power Station or Pumping Station in any way, or have any lasting 
impact on its setting.  The nearby gas holders have been isolated from the 
gas supply system and purged to air and in light of this and the temporary 
nature of the event it is considered, on balance, acceptable in terms of public 
safety.  The noise and transport management arrangements are considered 
acceptable. 
 
(b) Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. This permission is for a limited duration on the 26th and 27th October 

2012.  The event shall be limited to those dates and the temporary 
structures associated with the use shall be removed from the land by the 
2nd November 2012. 

 Reason: The local planning authority has had regard to the limited 
duration of the event in respect of the potential impact on the amenities 
of the area and to the temporary nature of the structures, and the 
permanent use would prejudice improvements to the listed Battersea 
Power Station and the effect on potential contribution that a 
comprehensive development of the Power Station and surrounding land 
could make to the area and this part of London and to comply with 
Section 72 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 

02. The event shall adhere to the times and noise levels contained within the 
Noise Management Plan dated 21st August 2012 

 Reason: To safeguard the amenities of the neighbourhood in 
accordance with DMPD policy DMS1 

 
REASON FOR GRANTING PLANNING PERMISSION 
The Council has had regard to local development plan policies, to any 
representations received and to other material planning considerations.  
The following policies were considered relevant to the grant of planning 
permission: Development Management Policies Document, Adopted February 
2012: DMS1 – Development criteria for sustainable urban design and the 
quality of the urban environment & DMT1 – Assessing transport impacts of 
development. 
The proposal has been granted planning permission for the following reasons: 
This event is temporary in nature and would not impact on the fabric of the 
listed Power Station or Pumping Station in any way, or have any lasting 
impact on its setting.  The nearby gas holders have been isolated from the 
gas supply system and purged to air and in light of this and the temporary 
nature of the event it is considered, on balance, acceptable in terms of public 
safety.  The noise and transport management arrangements are considered 
acceptable. 
 
INFORMATIVES 
 

1. The erection of the temporary signage will be subject to a further 
appraisal and charges by the Council’s Operational Services, at the 
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applicant’s expense. The applicant must contact 020 8871 6712, to 
obtain an application form and cost estimates.  

 
2. The partial closure of Kirtling Street will require a temporary diversion 

order under S.14 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984. The 
applicant shall contact 020 8871 6691, to arrange this order.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2627 
               
01 June 
2012 CG 

49 A Laitwood Road 
London SW12  
 
Balham 

Replacement roof involving raising ridge, 
including front and rear dormers  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 

SITE: Two-storey semi-detached house forming one of a pair of houses (the 
other 49b Laitwood Road to the east) set back off Laitwood Road surrounded 
by two/three storey residential properties and rear gardens to the north of 
properties in Laitwood Road and to the north-west, west and south of 
properties in Sistova Road.  
 
HISTORY:  2009 p.p. refused for construction of full mansard roof extension in 
conjunction with no.49b Laitwood Road to provide additional floor of 
accommodation (inappropriate and bulky addition, out of keeping, detrimental 
in terms of outlook, loss of sunlight and privacy). 
  
2010  p.p. refused for construction of front and rear roof extension involving 
altering pitch of main roof (bulky, out of character detrimental outlook, sunlight 
and privacy). 
 
DETAILS: The proposal would involve raising the pitch of the main roof from 
20 degrees to 35 degrees to the front and rear creating a steeper pitch roof. 
The new roof would be raised in matching slates with the side elevations in 
matching brickwork. The new roof slope would contain a single-dormer in the 
front elevation with two dormers in the rear elevation window in the rear with 
the side elevation to the north-east containing a window at the new second- 
floor level. The proposal would provide two additional bedrooms, bathroom 
and store area to this house.   
 
The main differences between the current proposal and the proposal refused 
in 2010 are as follows:- 
 
This proposal includes a pitch roof, the previous proposal included a pitched 
and flat element where a ridge detail should be which is an unorthodox 
approach.  
 
This proposal includes dormers windows in the front and rear of the building, 
the previous proposal included a large window in the north-west (flank) 
elevation facing the rear garden of no.49 Laitwood Road.   
 
CIL Exempt. 
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CONSULTATION: 22 neighbours, 1 objection, concern that raising the height 
of roof would cut down on amount of light to the back house and garden of 
property in Sistova Road and the additional bathroom and bedroom would 
look directly into neighbour’s back rooms. The proximity of 49a to neighbours 
property would make this very invasive; the existing houses were designed to 
avoid impact on light; neighbours are uncertainty not overlooked; the proposal 
would have negative impact on neighbours property value the roof extension 
would overlook neighbouring house in Laitwood Road;  
 
POLICY: Development Management Policy Document (Adopted 2012): DMS1 
(General development principles: sustainable urban design and the quality of 
the environment); DMH5 (Alterations and extensions). 
 
COMMENT:  Two previous proposals for roof extensions have been refused 
due to the visual effect on the appearance of the property, it’s adjoining 
neighbouring pairing with no.49b to the east and on the immediate 
surroundings, and its impact on neighbours amenity in terms overlooking and 
loss of privacy.    
 
The relevant policy which assesses the external appearance and impact of 
the proposed extension on the building and the immediate surroundings is 
DMS1 of the DMPD; its aim to ensure that the extensions, their massing and 
appearance are of a high quality and contribute positively to the local spatial 
character of the area and does not harm the amenity of occupiers/users and 
nearby properties, through outlook, overshadowing, overbearing, privacy or 
sunlight. DMH5 looks at alterations and extensions and seeks to ensure that 
they are well designed and do not dominate or compete with the original 
building while not harming its appearance. 
 
The proposed extension would not fully comply with Council guidelines for 
roof extensions (as it would involve raising the main ridge level). The 
proposed extension would however maintain a dual pitched roof as key to its 
proposed design. This new roof would include modest, well proportioned 
dormer windows within the front and rear elevation of the building which would 
be in line with Council’s guidelines for roof extensions. An identical proposal 
(ref 2012/2626) has been proposed at the adjoining property no.49b. The 
owners of both properties have stated that they intend to complete both 
extensions at the same time, and although this does not guarantee that both 
developments will take place, individually on its own the proposed design 
would not dominate the building, detract or harm its appearance when viewed 
from the rear of neighbouring gardens and properties in  Laitwood Road to the 
east,  Sistova Road to the south and Shipka Road to the west. A condition 
requiring details of material should further help safeguard the appearance of 
the building.  
 
Nos 49a and 49b are only visible from a narrow gap between nos. 49-51 
Laitwood Road and are approx 25m from Laitwood Road, they therefore have 
minimum impact on the street scene with view of the proposed roof extension 
also limited at this point. Only a few windows exist along the side elevation of 
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these neighbouring properties between 6-8m away. Most of the rear windows 
in these properties would be at an angle to the proposed extension and 
therefore the proposal is unlikely to result in any substantial reduction in 
outlook, overlooking or loss of privacy for these neighbouring properties over 
and above the current level.  
 
The proposed extension would be approx 9m from the rear gardens of 
properties in Sistova Road to the south with the proposed dormer windows 
approx 22m from the rear buildings of these neighbouring properties. While 
there would be some overlooking of these properties this is unlikely to be over 
and above the current level. No.49a lies north of these neighbouring 
properties and is unlikely to result in a loss of sunlight to the rear of these 
buildings. The proposal would be in line with Council  policies DMS1 and  
DMH5.  
 
In summary therefore the proposed extension due to its size, position and 
appearance would not unduly affect neighbours amenity and would continue 
to preserve the appearance of the building. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p subject to conditions: 
 
 

01. Standard 01 3 years 
02. Standard 02 Details of materials  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2626 
               
01 June 
2012 CG 

49b Laitwood Road, 
SW12  
 
Balham 

Replacement roof involving raising ridge, 
including front and rear dormers. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 

SITE: Two-storey semi-detached house forming one of a pair of houses (the 
other 49a Laitwood Road to the west) set back off Laitwood Road surrounded 
by two/three storey residential properties and rear gardens to the north of 
properties in Laitwood Road and to the north-west, west and south of 
properties in Sistova Road.  
 
HISTORY:  2009 p.p. refused for construction of full mansard roof to provide 
additional floor of accommodation (inappropriate and bulky addition, out of 
keeping, detrimental in terms of outlook, loss of sunlight and privacy). 
  
2010  p.p. granted for excavation of entire basement including front and rear 
lightwells to provide new floor of accommodation (not implemented).  
 
DETAILS: The proposal would involve raising the pitch of the main roof from 
20 degrees to 35 degrees to the front and rear creating a pitch roof. The new 
roof would be raised in matching slates with the side elevations in matching 
brickwork. The new roof slope would contain a single dormer in the front 
elevation with two dormers in the rear elevation window in the rear with the 
side elevation to the north east containing a window at the new second floor 
level. The proposal would provide two additional bedrooms, bathroom and 
store area to this house.   
 
The main differences between the current proposal and the proposal refused 
in 2010 are as follows:- 
 
This proposal includes a pitch roof, the previous proposal included a pitched 
and flat element where the a ridge detail should be which is an unorthodox 
approach.  
 
This proposal includes dormers windows in the front and rear of the building, 
the previous proposal included a large window in the north west (flank) 
elevation facing the rear garden of no.49 Laitwood Road.   
 
CIL Exempt. 
 
CONSULTATION: 22 neighbours, 1 objection, concern that raising the height 
of roof would cut down on amount of light to the back house and garden of 
property in Sistova Road and the additional bathroom and bedroom would 
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look directly into neighbour’s back rooms. The proximity of 49a to neighbours 
property would make this very invasive; the existing houses were designed to 
avoid impact on light; neighbours are uncertainty not overlooked; the proposal 
would have negative impact on neighbours property value the roof extension 
would overlook neighbouring house in Laitwood Road;  
 
POLICY: Development Management Policy Document (Adopted 2012): DMS1 
(General development principles: sustainable urban design and the quality of 
the environment); DMH5 (Alterations and extensions). 
 
COMMENT:  The previous proposal for a roof extension at this property was 
refused due to the visual effect, the proposal had on the appearance of the 
building, its impact on the adjoining neighbouring property at no.49a to the 
west and on the immediate surroundings, and its impact on neighbours 
amenity in terms overlooking and loss of privacy.    
 
The relevant policy which assesses the external appearance and impact of 
the proposed extension on the building and the immediate surroundings is 
DMS1 of the DMPD; its aim to ensure that the extensions, their massing and 
appearance are of a high quality and contribute positively to the local spatial 
character of the area and does not harm the amenity of occupiers/users and 
nearby properties, through outlook, overshadowing, overbearing, privacy or 
sunlight. DMH5 looks at alterations and extensions and seeks to ensure that 
they are well designed and do not dominate or compete with the original 
building while not harming its appearance. 
 
The proposed extension would not fully comply with Council guidelines for 
roof extensions (as it would involve raising the main ridge level). The design 
however would maintain a pitch roof to this building. This new roof would 
include dormer windows within the front and rear elevation of the building 
which would be in line with Council’s guidelines for roof extensions. An 
identical proposal (ref 2012/2627) has been proposed at the adjoining 
property no.49a. The owners of both properties have stated that they intend to 
complete both extensions at the same time, and although this does not 
guarantee that both developments will take place, individually on its own the 
proposed design would not dominate the building, nor detract or harm its 
appearance when viewed from the rear of neighbouring gardens and 
properties in Laitwood Road to the east, Sistova Road to the south and 
Shipka Road to the west. A condition requiring details of material should 
further help safeguard the appearance of the building. Nos49a and 49b are 
only visible from a narrow gap between nos. 49-51 Laitwood Road and are 
approx 25m from Laitwood Road, they therefore have minimum impact on the 
street scene with view of the proposed roof extension also limited at this point. 
Only a few windows exist along the side elevation of these neighbouring 
properties between 6-8m away. Most of the rear windows in these properties 
would be at an angle to the proposed extension and therefore the proposal is 
unlikely to result in any substantial reduction in outlook, overlooking or loss of 
privacy for these neighbouring properties over and above the current level.  
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The proposed extension would be approx. 8m from the rear gardens of 
properties in Sistova Road to the south with the proposed dormer windows 
approx 18m from the rear buildings of these neighbouring properties. While 
there would be some overlooking of these properties this is unlikely to be over 
and above the current level. No.49b lies north of these neighbouring 
properties and is unlikely to result in a loss of sunlight to the rear of these 
buildings. The proposal would be in line with Council  policies DMS1 and  
DMH5.  
 
In summary therefore the proposed extension due to its size, position and 
appearance would not unduly affect neighbours amenity and would continue 
to preserve the appearance of the building. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p subject to conditions: 
 
 

01. Standard 01 3 years 
02. Standard 02 Details of materials  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2759 
               
08 June 
2012 MH 

Land on south side of 
Nine Elms Lane 
incorporating Ponton 
Road, SW8  
Queenstown 

Details of external appearance of the building, 
including facing materials, layout of the 
building, scale of the building and landscaping 
of the site (condition 3), site levels (condition 
4), a scheme to implement mitigation 
measures within the flood risk assessment 
(condition 8), a surface water drainage 
scheme (condition 9), an inclusive access 
strategy (condition 13), establishment of a 
Design Review Panel (condition 18), detailed 
energy strategy (condition 19), details of 
docking station for cycle hire scheme 
(condition 20) of outline planning permission 
ref 2009/1506 dated 12/10/2010 for the 
redevelopment of an area of 2.15ha to 
provide a new United States Embassy, 
associated buildings and access from Nine 
Elms Lane.  Public Art Strategy and details of 
Design Review Panel pursuant to Schedule 4, 
Clause 2 and Schedule 5, Clause 5 of the 
S106 agreement dated 12/10/2010 relating to 
planning permission 2009/1506.  Details of 
visitor cycle parking pursuant to condition 9 of 
planning permission ref 2009/1507 dated 
12/10/2010 for formation of new junctions and 
new road to replace Ponton Road.   
 

RECOMMENDATION:  Approve Reserved Matters, details of condition and matters 
relating to S106 agreement pursuant to planning permission ref 2009/1507 and 
2009/1506 in line with the draft decision notice at Appendix 2 
 
 

SITE: The Embassy site comprises 2.15 hectare, fronted by Nine Elms Lane 
to the N. with the present Ponton Road passing through the site on a N/S 
alignment, with the River Thames running 50m to the N and the Vauxhall-
Clapham Junction railway viaduct 100m to the S. The Vauxhall transport 
interchange is some 600m to the NE.  
 
A Site of 1.29 ha for the new road to replace the existing Ponton Road, 
running S from Nine Elms Lane to the west and south of the site adjoins. All 
the buildings on the site have now been demolished.  
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To the S, E and W are Ballymore Phase I and II sites for which planning 
permission was granted in March 2012. To the NE and E is the extensive site 
of the New Covent Garden Market, with the part single/ part two-storey DHL 
distribution depot to the SE. To the S are further storage and distribution 
buildings. Further to the W. is the Royal Mail South London Mail Centre, and 
beyond the railway viaduct to the S. and SW. is the New Covent Garden 
Market complex. Across Nine Elms Lane to the N. is Elm Quay Court, a 34m 
high, ten-Storey residential building, with Riverside Court, a 24m high seven- 
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storey building to the NE. A number of surrounding buildings have been 
demolished in preparation for proposed works. 
 
HISTORY: 2009/1506: Outline p.p. - Redevelopment of 2.15 hectares to 
provide a new United States Embassy, to a maximum possible height of 97m, 
associated buildings, and new access road from Nine Elms Lane. S106 
signed 12/10/10. 
 
2009/1507: p.p. - Formation of new junctions and new road to replace Ponton 
Road, to be located between Nine Elms Lane and Post Office Way, and 
associated alterations to Nine Elms Lane. S106 signed 12/10/10. 
 
2012: Minor non-material amendments approved including changes to the 
finished floor level of the Chancery and for, ‘alterations to the length, height 
and width of the maximum parameters for the main, consular and service 
pavilions, along with an extension to the underground car parking zone to be 
treated as a non material amendment to outline planning permission 
2009/1506 for redevelopment of an area of 2.15 hectares to provide a new 
United States Embassy, associated buildings, and new access road from Nine 
Elms Lane. The amendments to the pavilions in length, height and width were 
considered to be minor and the change in scale of the pavilions was not 
considered to be material in this context of the Embassy development as a 
whole. 
 
 
DETAILS: The outline planning permission 2009/1506 granted permission for 
maximum parameters both in terms of the footprint and volume of the main 
chancery building, as well as for the main, consular and service pavilions, and 
an area for basement parking. Planning permission 2012/2811 approved non-
material alterations to the length, height and width of the maximum 
parameters for the three pavilions.  
 
This application is now seeking permission for the detailed aspects that were 
not dealt with in the outline planning permission, known as the ‘reserved 
matters’. In this respect,  
Condition 3 of the outline planning permission 2009/1506 dated 12th October 
2010 stated that:  
‘Approval of details of the following reserved matters shall be obtained from 
the local planning authority:- 
a) The layout of the building; 
b) The scale of the building; 
c) The external appearance of the building, including facing materials; 
d) Landscaping of the site;’ 
 
In addition to these reserved matters, this application also considers a number 
of conditions required to be discharged under application 2009/1506. These 
are; 
Condition 4 – Site levels. 
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Condition 8 – Flood risk. 
Condition 9 – Surface Water drainage. 
Condition 13 – Access strategy. 
Condition 18 – Design review panel. 
Condition 19 – Energy Strategy.  
Condition 20 - Details of docking station for cycle hire scheme. 
 
An associated application was determined concurrent to 2009/1506. Planning 
permission 2009/1507 was in respect of the new Ponton Road, required to 
replace the existing Ponton Road, part of which the new Embassy is proposed 
to be built on. One of the Conditions relating to that application is also 
considered for discharge here; 
 
Condition 9 – Visitors cycle parking.  
 
Also considered as part of this application are clauses within the Section 106 
Agreement relating to planning permission 2009/1506 as follows; 
Schedule 4 – Public Art Strategy.  
Schedule 5 – Design Panel.  
 
Layout of the building  
Layout is defined in Circular 01/2006 as the way in which buildings, routes 
and open spaces are provided within the development and their relationship 
to buildings and spaces outside the development.  
 
The main chancery building is designed as a cube, and in plan form the layout 
will be a square, in the centre of the site, within the maximum footprint 
approved in outline. The four sides of the square will face N/S/E/W. The NW 
corner of the Chancery lies closest to Nine Elms Lane which is 33.5m to the 
N. The NE corner of the Chancery lies 56.7m south the Nine Elms Lane 
junction with the new Estate Road. The new Ponton Road would be 41.8 m 
south of the south west corner of the chancery building. The Ballymore plot 
A07 adjoins the site to the west. The building sits within a landscaped 
perimeter, the landscaping is described later in this report. At the perimeter of 
the site are three separate entry pavilions.  
 
The Main entry pavilion to the east of the Embassy and would be the point of 
entry for staff and official visitors, both pedestrian and vehicular. Vehicular 
access would be via the Estate Road from Ponton Road. The pavilion would 
have a gross floorspace of 255 sqm. 
 
There would be gentle rise in the level of the site from main entry pavilion to 
the east of the chancery by 0.75m at the main entry lobby on the west 
elevation over a step free distance of 30.7m between the pavilion and the 
chancery for pedestrians. For vehicles entering at this point there is a ramped 
access to the basement parking area which would require vehicles to turn left 
(south) after passing through the pavilion. 
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The service pavilion would sit to the south west of the chancery, there being 
an 18.1m separation at the nearest point. It would have a gross floorspace of 
528 sqm. The service entry pavilion is accessed from Ponton Road, sitting 
back from the road by between 13 and 18m to allow vehicles to be managed. 
This pavilion would allow access for servicing and parking within the 
basement area, where there would be operational parking for 88 vehicles, 
inclusive of disabled spaces. (This is a reduction from the 131 parking spaces 
approved at outline stage). 
 
The Consular entry pavilion, sitting to the south of the chancery building, is 
accessed from The Plaza, part of the Linear Park. The consular pavilion would 
have a floor area of 281 sqm.  
 
After passing through the pavilion, there is a distance of 31.4m step free 
access to the nearest point of the consular lobby to the west side of the 
Chancery building.   
 
The main chancery building has a floor area at main entry level of 2,433 sqm 
and a total gross floorspace of 47,999 sqm (internal floorspace 42,005 sqm). It 
is comprised of 3 main elements, a below grade service and infrastructure 
component, a double height glazed exterior base element containing public 
and representational spaces, and the main cube building above.   
 
The main entry level is comprised of three main spaces, the main lobby to the 
east for staff and official visitors, the consular lobby to the west, and the upper 
gallery to the north.  The lower level gallery level and multi purpose event 
space beneath would be used for exhibitions, lectures, symposia and other 
event connected to the Embassy. 
 
On the upper floors of the chancery, occupying the northern half of levels 1 
and 2 would accommodate the consular public area, with offices and ancillary 
facilities to the southern half. Levels 3 to 10 of the chancery would house 
office space and associated facilities for the various governmental 
departments associated with the US diplomatic mission, all around the central 
core. Six double height internal gardens are located throughout the upper 
floors of the building, each with a different theme representing the variety of 
US landscape, to be used for recreation. Of these, three would be full interior 
winter gardens, and three as inset exterior terraces. 
 
Connection and access points between the building and its surrounding 
landscape are multiple points, but would be selectively available, depending 
on the nature of the visit or particular circumstances.  
 
The servicing, loading and parking area below grade would have a floorspace 
of 8,774 sqm with operational parking for 88 vehicles. 
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Scale of the building  
Scale is defined as the height, width and length of each building proposed in 
relation to its surroundings.  
 
The original outline planning permission approved a total maximum parameter 
volume of 576,290 m3 for the buildings combined. The volume now 
considered here is 226,605 m3, which is 60.7% of the volume approved.  
 
The main entry pavilion would have a maximum width of 11.2m and a 
maximum length of 27.6m, with a height of 4.65m for the pavilion building, and 
6.6m to the top of the canopy. 
 
The service pavilion would have a maximum width of 15.1m and a maximum 
length of 45.3m with a height of 4.65m for the pavilion building, and 5.95m to 
the top of the canopy. 
 
The Consular entry pavilion would have a maximum width of 10.3m and a 
maximum length of 39.6m with a height of 4m for the pavilion building, and 
5.53m to the top of the canopy. 
 
The chancery building is in the form of a cube, with a four sided colonnade at 
its base with a maximum floor to ceiling height of 8.85m.  
 
The height to the top of the parapet the main building would be 69.22m, and 
70.6m to the top of the outer envelop support structure. A modest amount of 
roof plant would rise to 73.06m. 
 
The main cube element of the chancery would 58.5m, with the outer envelope 
extending to a maximum of an additional 5.16m on the east, south and west 
sides to accommodate the EFTE envelope and supporting structure.  
 
 
Details of external appearance of the building, including facing materials 
Appearance is defined as– the aspects of a building or place which determine 
the visual impression it makes, excluding the external built form of the 
development.  
 
The applicants have provided full details of the external appearance of the 
building including an analysis of the site context and the design process which 
has resulted in the details now submitted. The landscape and architectural 
elements of the Embassy have however been developed as an integral whole.  
 
The Kieran Timberlake designed scheme includes an 11 storey cube shaped 
building on a double height colonnaded plinth - called the Chancery - and 
three single storey entrance pavilions. The plinth would have a clear glazed 
exterior with framing in a metal trim with nickel finish. The inner wall to the 
core would be visible externally, and is proposed to feature an ‘art wrap’ as 
part of the public art strategy. Externally supporting columns would be 
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expressed beneath the colonnade. The external appearance of the cube 
element of the Chancery building would feature an inner envelope to all four 
elevations, and an outer envelope to east, south and west elevations. The 
inner envelope forms the actual enclosure of the building, and gives the 58.5m 
cube its proportions. The principle material would be high performance, multi 
layered glazing with visible metal framed, nickel finished horizontal spandrels 
expressing interior floor levels, and feature offset vertical spandrels each two 
floors in height. This envelope would be most apparent to the north elevation 
where there would be no outer envelope. The garden at the east side 8th and 
9th floors would be external and would appear as a cut out from the main 
façade. 
 
The outer envelope would appear on the east, south and west elevations 
supported from the building by horizontal struts (and projects out from the 
centre slightly more than at the bottom and top) the primary material being 
Ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE) which is a very strong, lightweight 
polymer, 95% transparent, (although fundamentally different to plastic, as it 
does not ‘yellow’). It also has the advantage of being self cleaning, with the 
help of rainwater. The EFTE would be formed with a three dimensional 
crystalline appearance, stretched over a stainless steel support frame, with 
integrated photovoltaic (PV) panels to harvest solar energy. Part of the EFTE 
would have a gradient pattern to assist shading. There would be an array of 
PV panels on the flat roof along with a small amount of plant.  
 
The main and consular pavilions would mainly have a clear glazing system 
with stainless steel framing. Certain elements would have laser cut metal 
screen panels behind the glazing.  The service pavilion would be glazed to the 
east part with architectural concrete and rolling doors to the west part. Each of 
the pavilions would have an exposed stainless steel canopy structure 
overhanging the frontage and sitting proud with a laminated glass canopy, 
and a building integrated PV array on top.  
 
Landscaping of the site 
Landscaping is defined as ‘the treatment of private and public space to 
enhance or protect the site’s amenity through hard and soft measures, for 
example, through planting of trees or hedges or screening by fences or walls.’  
 
The landscaping principles are that of a park or garden with the chancery 
rising at its centre. It sits within, and connects to the existing and emerging 
context, with Nine Elms Lane to the north, and the linear park to the south, 
with the Estate Road (known as Embassy Walk) running to the east and 
connecting to Nine Elms Lane at its northern end. The landscape takes the 
form of an open ended spiral in plan form, expressed through landforms and 
pathways that connects the site to its immediate and wider context and 
responds to the movements and other functions required by the Embassy.  
 
The three main landscape elements around which the circulation and 
functional spaces are organised are the pond, the meadow and the woodland. 
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The pond extends in front of the entire northern façade of the chancery, with 
its northern edge forming part of the spiral pattern, and an area of publicly 
accessible planted meadow grass with interspersed trees such as weeping 
willow and bald cypress, rising gently towards Nine Elms Lane. The inside 
part of the curve of the pond would have terraces for wetland planting. There 
would be curving pathways running through the meadow connecting the east 
and west boundaries, along with seating, and a yew hedge fronting Nine Elms 
Lane with security bollards embedded within. The grassed area here would be 
publicly accessible, and would be known as Embassy Park.  
 
Externally around the north part of the base of the Embassy would be a 
granite paved walkway known as the Promenade. The north facing wall of the 
promenade would be clad in Cornish granite, with waterfalls to the east and 
west facing elevations here. There would be a low granite wall protecting the 
drop, with a runnel to the pond side of the wall, feeding the waterfalls. 
 
The south east sector of landscaping, between the main and consular 
entrances, is known as the meadow, which, when viewed from the plaza and 
linear park would appear as a rising area of prairie grass with species such as 
switch grass and hair grass, which would need to be cut seasonally, with a 
curved bio-swale running through it, to attenuated storm water. This area 
would not be publicly accessible, and would therefore provide an important 
habitat. The outer edge of the meadow is bounded by a low curved limestone 
clad wall with a cantilevered wooden bench which would provide seating 
facing the public plaza. 
 
The main entry area from the Estate Road, through the pavilion up to the 
entrance would be paved in Cornish granite, with areas of planting both 
between the Estate Road and Main entry pavilion and in the courtyard 
between the pavilion and chancery, with small trees and shrubs and 
perennials such as Iris and lavender.  
 
The south west sector of landscaping, between the consular and service 
entrances is known as the woodland, and, as its name suggests, would be 
densely planted with a grove of trees comprising a mixture of American 
species that have a history of success in England such as maple, hornbeam, 
cherry, red oak, and willow. Shade tolerant ground cover would be planted 
beneath the trees and would comprise plants such as wild ginger, interrupted 
ferns, and laurel.  
 
Consular access to the Embassy, between the pavilion and the chancery 
would be via granite pedestrian paths on a gentle slope upwards, with a seat 
wall bounding the meadow to the east, with a series of small gardens planted 
with shrubs, perennials and trees beyond along the west boundary.  
 
The service pavilion would be set back between 13 and 18m behind fencing 
fronting Ponton Road. To the rear of the service pavilion would be a shared 
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surface providing a loading area and access to the basement parking and 
servicing area, as well as a half-size basketball court area for staff use.  
 
West of the Embassy and north of the woodland would be the event lawn, 
used as an external space for events and functions at the Embassy.  
 
The landscape palette proposed includes tarmac roads, Cornish granite 
curbing and pedestrian paths, limestone walls, and shade trees planted in 
stone fines. The trees planted in the public areas around the Embassy are 
common to London, with those closer to the Embassy typifying those of the 
United States. 
 
 Perennials are used in the main entry garden and the consular gardens, and 
would include Iris and lavender. Aquatic plants for the pond edge and bio-
swale would include sedge, cotton grass, club rush and flowering rush. 
 
The northern part of the landscaping would be open, with the exception of the 
Yew hedge fronting Nine Elms Lane. From the northern edge of the event 
lawn, running along the western boundary to the side of the service pavilion 
would be a 1m high limestone wall, with a 1 m strip of raised planting inside it, 
and then a second limestone wall of 3m in height, with a short return to 
Ponton Road. The main Ponton Road frontage south of the service pavilion 
would be a 3m high decorative metal screen with custom cut panels of 
typically 1.2m width, and sliding gates. A further section of 3m limestone wall 
would form the east boundary of the service forecourt. Between the service 
pavilion and the consular pavilion would be a curved 1m high limestone wall, 
with raised planting beyond. Between the consular pavilion and the main 
pavilion would be the low wall with integrated seating fronting the linear park.  
 
The Design and Access Statement submitted with the application considers 
the 1,250sqm plaza to the south of the consular access which will form part of 
the Linear Park. This is provided for information purposes only as the area is 
outside the site, and details are to be submitted formally for consideration at a 
later stage to accord with the Section 106 Agreement. Materials are largely 
Cornish granite pavers with tree planting within stone fines. The information 
provided gives a demonstration that the landscaping is likely to be compatible 
with themes and palette proposed here in detail for the US Embassy reserved 
matters and for the Design Guidelines approved for this element of the 
Ballymore Embassy Gardens proposal.  
 
 
 
Conditions to be considered for discharge under application 2009/1506; 
Condition 4 – Site levels 
The Grading Plan (107) submitted with the application sets out levels across 
the site. It shows smooth gradients across the site and a gentle rise from the 
perimeter of the site to the Chancery entrances.   
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In respect of site levels, the main entry pavilion to the east of the chancery is 
at 4.60M AOD.  After passing through the pavilion, the entry court rises to 
5.34m AOD at the main entry lobby on the west elevation where there would 
be a step free distance for pedestrians of 30.7m between the pavilion and the 
chancery. 
 
The consular pavilion is at a height of 4.4m AOD. After passing through the 
pavilion, there is a distance of 31.4m to the nearest point of the Chancery 
building with the at grade path through the consular garden rises to the 
consular lobby. The finished floor level of the main Embassy Building is at 
5.34m AOD. The service pavilion is at a height of 4m AOD. 
 
 
Condition 8 – Flood risk. 
Condition 8 required the submission of a scheme to implement the flood risk 
measures in the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) submitted with the outline 
planning application. This scheme and the updated FRA are contained within 
Chapter 10 and Appendix 10 of the Environmental Statement which updates 
the 2009 FRA. These consider the baseline conditions, the potential effects of 
construction, and the completed scheme in terms of groundwater flooding, 
surface water drainage, surface water quality, tidal flood risk and changes in 
demand on potable water, mitigation measures to be employed, and any 
residual effects. Condition 8 originally stated that finished floor levels should 
be lower than 6m AOD, although this element of the condition has now been 
removed through a non-material amendment application subsequent to 
consideration of the FRA and discussions with the Environment Agency.  
 
 
Condition 9 – Surface Water drainage. 
This condition required the submission of a Surface Water Drainage Strategy 
based on sustainable drainage principles, concurrent with the first reserved 
matters application, and that the scheme shall be implemented in accordance 
with the approved details before the development is completed. The Surface 
Water Drainage Strategy is contained at Appendix F of Appendix 10.1 (Flood 
Risk Assessment) of the Environmental Statement. This sets out the site 
location and description, the design guidelines, stormwater management, 
stormwater attenuation, stormwater quality, and also supplies stormwater 
attenuation calculations.  
 
 
Condition 13 – Inclusive Access strategy. 
Condition 13 required an inclusive access strategy to be submitted and 
approved prior to any work on the site. This strategy is contained at chapter 4 
of the Design and Access Statement. It sets out the relevant legislation and 
guidance and details the access options to and from the site including public 
transport, pedestrian, bicycle, vehicular and emergency access and 
circulation, and sets out the vehicle and bicycle parking arrangements. Within 
the site, there is public access to hard and soft landscaping with all being step 
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free environments with no gradient steeper than 1:20, with no barriers other 
than security at the pavilions. The paths circulating through the site are 
designed with width, slope and materials to be accessible to all. Internal 
access and circulation is well considered, as well as sanitary provision, 
lighting, signage and wayfinding, and safety. Means of escape and an egress 
strategy   
 
 
Condition 18 – Design review panel. 
Required the reserved matters shall not to have been submitted prior to the 
establishment of a Design Review Panel. The applicant has set out that the 
Design Panel met in May 2010 and July 2011.  
 
 
Condition 19 – Energy Strategy.  
To ensure that the proposal provides an ‘exemplar’ project in terms of meeting 
its energy demands and sustainability this condition required that, a detailed 
Energy Strategy (pursuant to the Outline Energy Assessment) is submitted 
and approved prior to commencement of development (in consultation with 
the GLA). The applicants have submitted an Energy Statement document 
(Volume 7) as part of this submission. 
 
 
Condition 20 - Details of docking station for cycle hire scheme. 
A docking station for the Mayors cycle hire scheme to be submitted and 
approved prior to commencement.  
 
Condition to be considered for discharge under application 2009/1506; 
This planning permission was in respect of the new Ponton Road, required to 
replace the existing Ponton Road, on part of which the new Embassy is 
proposed to be built. 
 
 
Condition 9 – Visitors cycle parking. 
Conditions 9 of the Ponton Road application considered for discharge here in 
respect of details of visitor cycle parking. The underground parking area has 
space provision for 24 bicycles, with 28 additional outdoor covered bicycle 
spaces for staff and official visitors adjacent to the service pavilion. 20 
covered outdoor bicycle spaces are provided for public use located to the east 
of the service entrance. To the west of the service entrance would be a 
docking station for the Mayor’s cycle hire scheme.  
 
 
Section 106 Agreement - 2009/1506  
 
Schedule 4 – Public Art Strategy.  
Clause 2 requires the submission for approval of a draft Public Art Strategy 
simultaneously with the submission of the first reserved matters application, 
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and, in the event that the Council comment on the Strategy, reasonable 
amendments are made thereto until it has been approved by the Council. A 
Strategy is submitted at section 6.06 of the Design and Access Statement.  
The strategy looks to integrate art in to the building and site itself, rather than 
using the building as a venue to house artworks. The Art would be provided in 
two key locations. The Core Art Wall extends around the double height inner 
north, east and west  and perimeter south walls of the entry level and would 
be visible from both inside the building and outside, given the clear glazing to 
the exterior. The art work is intended as a primary visual element at ground 
floor level. The Pond Art Wall located on the southern edge of the pond, 
fronting the promenade is envisaged to display a boldly patterned work.  The 
specific art work or artists have yet to be defined, and images provided are for 
illustrative purposes only. The selection of artists and commissioning of work 
would be undertaken by the US Art in Embassies programme. The Strategy 
also mentions educational outreach and the artists exchange programme, and 
partnering with UK arts and educational organisations, museums, think tanks 
and universities, although no specifics are detailed. 
 
Schedule 5 – Design Panel.  
Clause 5 of schedule 5 required that reserved matters were not submitted 
until the proposed reserved matters material had first been submitted to each 
member of the Design Panel, that members of the panel had the opportunity 
to consider the material in advance and make comment to the Chairman in 
advance. The Applicant was required to take account of the comments 
received in submitting the reserved matters application. In respect of this 
clause, the applicant has submitted information in respect of the Design panel 
and its meetings.   
 
 
Environmental Statement (ES):  
An Environmental Statement is submitted as part of the planning application, 
prepared by Watermans dated May 2011 and includes a Non-Technical 
Summary. The ES is summarised at the end of the report in Appendix 1.  The 
ES covers the following environmental issues: 

• Development Programme and Construction 
• Socio Economics 
• Transport and Accessibility 
• Air Quality 
• Noise and Vibration 
• Water Resources and Flood Risk 
• Ecology 
• Waste 
• Wind 
• Daylight, Sunlight, Overshadowing, and Solar Glare 
• Telecommunications 
• Townscape, Visual and Built Heritage 
• Cumulative Effects  
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An Energy Statement, Sustainability Statement and Flood Risk Assessment 
were also submitted as part of the application and are summarised below: 
 
 
Energy Statement 
 
The applicants have submitted an Energy Statement in support of the 
application this is summarised below. 
 
The report provides a full technical appraisal of the regulations / guidance that 
apply, the energy options considered for the development and energy 
conservation measures that will be adopted for the 2012 scheme.  The focus 
of the strategy is to limit building energy consumption and CO2 emissions first 
by improvement of the performance of the building envelope then will energy 
efficiency measures and use of renewable energy.  A primary goal of the 
design of the development is to demonstrate exceptional environmental 
leadership that is at or beyond the leading edge of practice when the building 
is completed.  The objective is to achieve BREEAM Excellent with an 
aspiration to achieve BREEAM Outstanding and a LEED Gold rating and 
aspiration for Platinum under United States rating system.  In addition a goal 
is carbon neutrality.  Policy and regulation is outlined in the statement. 
 
Energy efficiency measures are proposed to minimise energy used by the 
development and associated carbon emissions.  The measure will ensure the 
development surpasses minimum requirements set out in the Building 
Regulations 2010.  Passive and Active energy efficiency measures are 
proposed to be adopted including intelligent façade design and elements such 
as heat recovery and efficient lighting.  The building achieves a 16% reduction 
on Part L 2010 without CHP. 
 
A feasibility study was carried out to asses the suitability of CHP for the 
development.  The development includes installation of three 1,200kWe 
generators totalling 3,600kWe natural gas-fired standby generators and 
proposes to convert these to CHP units to feed electricity and hot water to the 
grid and building.   Provision of a district heating loop connection will be used 
for exporting heat.  The building achieves a 479% reduction from Part L 2010 
with CHP which exceeds the requirement for a 25% improvement on 2010 
building regulations. 
 
Renewable energy technologies are considered.  Biomass is discounted as 
have wind turbines.  The scheme is proposed to use a ground source heat 
pump system for heating and cooling.  The scheme is also proposed to use 
photovoltaic solar collectors to generate electricity via cells mounted on the 
roof and façade of the building. 
 
The process of design for the scheme has followed the London Plan hierarchy 
of use less energy, supply energy efficiently and use renewable energy.  It 
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has been demonstrated that the scheme will perform significantly better than 
the minimum specified in the 2010 building regulations as a result of passive 
and active energy efficiency measures.      
 
Sustainability Statement 
 
A sustainability Statement was prepared by Waterman Energy, Environment 
and Design Ltd on behalf of the US Government to accompany the 
application.   The approach to sustainability involved four stages: desktop 
policy review, sustainability workshop and meetings, technical studies and 
sustainability appraisal and reporting. 
 
Energy and Carbon: The energy strategy is in line with the lean, clean and 
green tiers of the energy hierarchy (as summarised above in the Energy 
Strategy). 
 
Water management: Sustainable Drainage Systems (SUDS) have been 
implemented to reduce runoff from the scheme.  The strategy would restrict 
flows to 50% of the existing rate and would be achieved through the use of a 
pond to balance run-off and bioswales.  Potable water use would be reduced 
through a holistic water system. The scheme would connect to the public 
water supply only for potable water use requirements and the scheme would 
use 1005 reclamation of black and grey water for non-potable requirements.  
A backup water sources from a deep well aquifer would be provided in case of 
emergencies.  Low flush WC’s, low flow taps and showers would be used and 
water meters would be included to enable monitoring of consumption.  Water 
for irrigation purposes would be eliminated through collection of Site wide 
rainwater and drip irrigation system from the pond.  The site is located in 
Flood Zone 3 and at high risk of tidal and fluvial flooding but has Thames Tidal 
Defences which provide some protection.  for all areas in the development at 
risk of flooding safe internal access and egress has been provided to ground 
floor which is above peak flood level.  Flood risk from pluvial and groundwater 
sources has been assessed and found to be low. 
 
Waste Management: a central waste storage area would have space for 
recyclables and compost.  There are multiple recycling collection rooms 
throughout the building with waste being collected at the end of each day and 
transferred to the waste storage area.  Information packs would be distributed 
to every building detailing the waste management procedure.  It would be the 
responsibility of the tenant to provide appropriate containers and arrange for 
commercial waste collection. 
 
Sustainable Transport and Access: the site is identified as being located in an 
area with a high PTAL of 5 and is within easy distance of bus services on Nine 
Elms Lane and at Vauxhall Interchange.  An established pedestrian network 
exists in the area surrounding the Site.  The site would provide cyclist 
circulation to connect with the existing cycle routes along Nine Elms Lane.  
The scheme proposes 85 vehicular parking spaces 4 of which would be 
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allocated as disabled parking spaces.  The scheme would provide 42 cycle 
spaces for staff, 28 covered staff cycle spaces outside and 14 within the 
building.  20 cycle spaces would be provided for visitors with a further 25 
Barclay Hire cycle parking spaces.  A Travel Plan has been prepared for the 
scheme to encourage sustainable travel behaviour. 
 
Ecological Enhancements: the key soft landscaping components of the 
scheme are the pond, upper and lower meadow, woodland and Embassy 
Garden.  The landscape would result in a considerable enhancement creating 
a resource that is likely to be of value. 
 
Socio-Economic Benefits: the scheme would be expected to create 
approximately 805 gross permanent jobs of which approx. 649 would be 
available for locally and regionally based people.  The scheme would be 
expected to increase footfall in the area which would lead to additional local 
spending. 
 
Sustainable Buildings Assessment Methodology: the applicant is committed to 
achieving a BREEAM rating of ‘Excellent’ with aspiration of achieving 
‘Outstanding’ which goes beyond the LBW requirement.  In addition the 
applicant is committed to achieving a LEED ‘Gold’ rating with aspiration for 
‘Platinum’.  The applicant would use reasonable endeavours to achieve these 
target ratings. 
 
Sustainability Commitments: 
 
The development would address the re-use of land and buildings by using 
previously developed land in an area with a high PTAL rating delivering a 
development in line with the designation of the area as a Central Activities 
Zone (CAZ) within the Vauxhall Nine Elms Battersea Opportunity Area (VNEB 
OA).  The development would maximise the use of Natural Systems by using 
solar control glazing, low carbon heating, cooling and ventilation and provision 
of flexible spaces.  The development has been design to conserve energy 
water and other resources.  The scheme has been designed to reduce noise, 
pollution flooding and microclimatic effects through measures such as 
construction works in compliance with the Council’s code of Practice, use of 
SUDS and a travel plan.  The development would meet principles of inclusive 
design and includes creation of new public realm with are measures which 
contribute towards ensuring the development is comfortable and safe for all 
users.  The development includes key soft landscaping components which 
improve the natural environment and biodiversity.  The scheme would include 
a requirement to investigate opportunities to minimise waste arising at source 
and includes areas for recycling and composting to promote sustainable 
waste behaviour.  The scheme has taken into consideration sustainable 
design and construction throughout the design.  The scheme is in a highly 
accessible location for public transport and would provide cycle spaces and a 
cycle hire scheme to promote sustainable transport modes as well as having a 
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site specific Travel Plan.  The scheme would provide employment and 
economic benefits to the local community and businesses. 
 
The scheme accords with the majority of the sustainability objectives set out in 
the Mayor’s London Plan and LBW planning policy. 
 
Flood Risk Assessment 
Waterman were commissioned by the US Department of State to undertake a 
Flood Risk Assessment in respect of the reserved matters application for the 
new US Embassy.  The site is located within Flood Zone 3 and considered by 
the EA to be at high risk of tidal and fluvial flooding however Thames Tidal 
defences protect the site.  The main Embassy building has been set above 
the breach flood level.  For areas at risk of flooding safe internal access and 
egress has been provided to above peak flood level.  A Flood Defence 
Strategy has been developed to protect the scheme including rising flood 
gates to protect the Service Pavilion, basement access and garage ensuring 
occupants of the basement remain safe in event of failure of the flood 
defences.  Demountable barriers would also be provided which could be 
activated if a flood warning was received.  If flood event exceeded this 
occupants would be able to evacuate to an area of safe refuge.  Risk from 
pluvial and groundwater sources is found to be low.  A strategy for draining 
the site using Sustainable Drainage Systems has been prepared by ARUP to 
ensure the scheme does not increase flood risk off site by increasing surface 
water runoff.  The strategy will restrict flows to a minimum of 50% of the 
existing rate achieved through a balancing pond and bioswales.  The FRA 
demonstrates that the US Embassy has a low risk of flooding and can be 
occupied safely in the event of a breach in the River Thames flood defences.  
The information submitted satisfies the requirements of PPS25 and the NPPF. 

POLICY:  
National Planning Policy Framework (March 2012)  
 
London Plan (Adopted July 2011): 5.1 - Climate change mitigation; 5.2 - 
Minimising carbon dioxide emissions; 5.3 - Sustainable design and 
construction; 5.5 - Decentralised energy networks; 5.6 - Decentralised energy 
in development proposals; 5.7 - Renewable energy; 5.8 - Innovative energy 
technologies; 5.9 - Overheating and cooling; 5.10 - Urban greening; 5 5.12 - 
Flood risk management; 5.13 - Sustainable drainage; 5.14 - Water quality and 
wastewater infrastructure; 5.15 - Water use and supplies; 5.16 - Waste self-
sufficiency; 6.9 – Cycling; 6.10 - Walking; 7.1 - Building London’s 
neighbourhoods and communities; 7.2 - An inclusive environment; 7.3 - 
Designing out crime; 7.4 - Local character; 7.5 - Public realm; 7.6 – 
Architecture; 7.7 - Location and design of tall and large buildings; 7.10 – 
World Heritage Sites; 7.11 - London View Management Framework; 7.12 - 
Implementing the London View Management Framework; 7.13 - Safety, 
security and resilience to emergency; 7.19 - Biodiversity and access to nature; 
7.21 – Trees and woodlands;  
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Core Strategy (Adopted October 2010): 

PL11 – Promoting regeneration of Nine Elms and north-east Battersea; IS3 – 
Promoting good quality design and townscape; PL1 – Promoting attractive 
and distinctive neighbourhoods and regeneration initiatives; PL2 – Assessing 
and managing flood risk; PL3 – 
 Supporting and promoting improvements to transport; PL4 – Protection and 
enhancement of open space and the natural environment; IS1 – Supporting 
measures to promote sustainable development; IS2 – Sustainable design, low 
carbon development and renewable energy; IS4 – Protecting and enhancing 
environmental quality;  
 
Development Management Policies Document (DMPD) (Adopted 
February 2012): 
DMS1 – Development criteria for sustainable urban design and the quality of 
the urban environment; DMS3 – Promoting sustainable design and low carbon 
energy; DMS4 – Locational and development criteria for tall buildings; DMS5 
– Management of flood risk; DMS6 – Development criteria for Sustainable 
Drainage Systems; DMS7 – Requirement to consult with Environment Agency 
for development adjacent to Rivers Thames and Wandle; DMO1 – Protection 
and enhancement of open spaces; DMO2 – Protection and enhancement of 
playing fields and pitches, sport, play and informal recreation; DMO3 – 
Contribution and enhancement  to open space through new development; 
DMO4 – Nature Conservation; DMO5 – Tree protection ; DMT2 – Parking and 
servicing requirements;  
 
Site Specific Allocations Document (SSAD) (Adopted February 2012): 

Area Spatial Strategy for Nine Elms: Nine Elms forms part of the 
Vauxhall/Nine Elms/Battersea Opportunity Area (VNEB OA) and is within the 
Central Activities Zone (CAZ).  The Opportunity Area is the focus for 
considerable new development in the medium to long term and Policy PL11 
outlines the broad strategic approach to how this will be achieved.  Area 
characterised by industrial land use, the change in land use zoning to mixed 
use heralds potential for significant transformation.  Three major 
developments can play a key role acting as catalysts to economic and cultural 
regeneration of the area, re-use and conversion of Battersea Power Station, 
redevelopment of the New Covent Garden Market site, and relocation of the 
US Embassy to Nine Elms.  Area Spatial Strategy is informed by the VNEB 
OAPF.  Vision for Nine Elms: Unique opportunity to create a new large scale 
quarter of high quality, high density, low-carbon mixed use development close 
to the heart of central London.  Potential to attract significant international 
investment to the capital.  Key features of the area will be the provision of a 
new extension to the underground network and a new linear park.  Eight 
districts are proposed: Vauxhall/Embassy district – high density mixed use 
area with potential for cluster of tall buildings and small CAZ frontage, forming 
the gateway to the linear park; Nine Elms Parkside district – area south of 
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Nine Elms Lane predominantly residential mixed-use development on either 
side of linear park as well as school/community use; Nine Elms Riverside 
district – area between Nine Elms Lane and the River Thames including 
existing residential blocks, largely residential mixed-use development with 
emphasis on providing active ground floor frontages; Market district – 
redevelopment of main market site to provide wholesale food and flower 
market, complementary uses e.g. hotel, restaurants, food related college and 
limited retail, improved north/south linkages through railway viaduct, potential 
to create significant new economic activity; Thessaly district – residential 
district linking Wandsworth Road to Battersea Park Road, potential to 
supplement existing housing with mixed tenure developments; Stewarts Road 
district – Intensification of existing industrial and waste uses to provide 
capacity for relocating and incoming businesses; Power Station district – high 
density mixed use development focused on Battersea Power Station, large 
scale provision of business floorspace and potential CAZ frontage (town 
centre) meeting needs of local community and providing destination shopping 
centre, riverside open space will form the end of the linear park; Battersea 
Parkside district – high density residential led mixed use development facing 
and close to Battersea Park.  The Wandsworth part of the OA has potential to 
deliver 13,400 new homes and 20,000 jobs over a period of 20 years.  This 
level of development is dependent on supporting transport, social, community 
and green infrastructure – failure to secure necessary infrastructure will 
reduce the capacity of the area and impact on desired mix of activities.  The 
DIFS has recommended tariff levels relating to provision of 15% and 40% 
affordable housing, the council currently requires a minimum level of 15% 
affordable housing subject to individual site assessment.   New jobs likely to 
be focussed at Vauxhall/Embassy, Market, Stewarts Road and Power Station 
districts.  Improving access to and from the area is an important theme; 
development is dependent on major improvements to public transport 
accessibility.  The council supports the development of an extension to the 
Northern Line together with other public transport improvements.  
Improvements to north/south linkages through the railway viaduct are 
encouraged.  The Sites:  Over 30 sites in the OA that can contribute to the 
future development proposals.  Access:  Achieving the proposed level and 
mix of development is dependent on major improvement to public transport.  
Strategic objective is to improve permeability within the OA and to surrounding 
communities in Wandsworth and Lambeth.  Provision of a north/south bus 
route between Power Station and Wandsworth Road would be supported.  
New and improved pedestrian/cycle linkages.  Completion of the riverside 
walk.  Streets/Street Blocks: network of streets providing high level of 
permeability proposed.  Streets should be defined by buildings set far enough 
apart to avoid a canyon-like appearance, and enclosure ratio of 1:1 would 
achieve this, variation in street enclosure ratio will be encouraged.  Streets 
should be designed to highest standards and allow for larger mature trees to 
be planted.  Vehicular crossing points over linear park will be minimised, and 
access alongside linear park discouraged.  Pedestrian entrances to all 
development should be directly onto the street and active ground floor 
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frontages sought. Building Form: new buildings should have a close, active 
relationship to public spaces between them.  Building lines parallel and close 
to streets, small forecourt garden spaces, enclosed public spaces for use in 
connection with ground floor activities.  Tall Buildings: Battersea Power 
Station focal point and Nine Elms near Vauxhall are areas where tall buildings 
may be appropriate; in other districts tall buildings are likely to be 
inappropriate.  In areas outside Battersea Power Station focal point and Nine 
Elms near Vauxhall development of 8-10 storeys expected to be the norm and 
any proposals for 11 storeys or above will be regarded as tall buildings.  Area 
forms backdrop of the Westminster World Heritage site and may be sensitive 
to views from conservation areas on the north bank of the Thames.  Power 
Station Focal Point: scope for tall buildings around Power Station; important 
to its listed status that these are kept below the main massing of the building.  
Nine Elms Near Vauxhall: part of this area falls outside that affected by the 
backdrop of views of Westminster World Heritage Site; in this location taller 
buildings are appropriate; care needed to provide an appropriate relationship 
to the start of the linear park and not give rise to overshadowing; the part of 
the site affected by the backdrop of views to Palace of Westminster are 
sensitive to tall buildings. View Corridors: series of view corridors would 
provide views of the river from north/south streets and along Battersea Park 
Road and Nine Elms Lane.  These areas will be protected from development 
and should form part of the public realm.  Nine Elms Lane/Battersea Park 
Road: forms part of strategic road network.  Road would be enhanced to 
create an urban boulevard and a more pleasant place for pedestrians/cyclists 
and vehicles with variety of active uses along its length.  Residential Site 
Capacities: infrastructure requirements are assessed on the basis that the 
OA can accommodate 16,000 new homes 13,378 in Wandsworth; developers 
are coming forward with proposals which give rise to higher numbers of 
dwellings; Council will develop parameters for buildings and sites in Nine Elms 
including guidelines on heights and site capacities; Parks and Open Spaces: 
Nine Elms is an area of open space deficiency.  A linear park is proposed to 
provide open space as a distinctive and unifying feature of the OA.  Linear 
Park:   linear park will fulfil a number of functions including relaxing/sitting in 
the sun, eating out, spaces for informal play, children’s play areas, outdoor 
gym equipment; ongoing requirements for maintenance of the linear park will 
be in Planning Obligation agreements; park should be minimum of 30m wide 
and average of 40m; minimum width must be justified; Setting of the Power 
Station: public realm around Power Station should provide distinctive setting; 
exemplary quality including high quality public art; space in front of Power 
Station should be designed to accommodate a wide variety and diversity of 
public use.  Children’s Play Space: essential that adequate play facilities are 
provided including at Battersea Power Station, adjacent to the school site, 
Flower Market site and between RMC Vauxhall and Elm Quay Court; Sports 
Pitches and Gyms: provision of indoor and outdoor sports pitches will be 
supported; outdoor provision for small team games should be provided 
adjacent to/as part of the proposed primary school with community access; 
outdoor gym equipment to be provided throughout the park;  sports facilities 
either private or public should be provided in new developments to avoid 
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additional demand on those existing.  Green/Living Roofs:  green and living 
roofs and walls will be promoted. Growing Places: provision of growing 
places will be required as part of private amenity space on developments.   
 
Energy and Waste: potential to create decentralised heating and cooling 
networks within VNEB OA; all development expected to connect to any 
heating or cooling network; waste handling facilities could include vacuum 
waste system or pyrolysis to help reduce impact of provision of waste 
handling facilities and waste vehicle movements; Retail and Leisure 
Provision: retail provision focussed on potential CAZ frontage at Battersea 
Power Station and smaller CAZ frontage at Vauxhall; Battersea Power Station 
could meet needs of local community and provide shopping destination; 
Vauxhall more limited in nature; outside CAZ frontages limited retail 
development will be appropriate to support day to day needs of residents and 
workers; units over 300sq.m. will be subject to sequential and impact testing; 
A3 – A5 uses to serve needs of residents, workers and visitors generally 
acceptable particularly at focal points. Provision Of Business Floorspace: 
majority of new business floorspace will be located at Power Station and 
Vauxhall/Embassy; Unique location of Nine Elms, relocation of US Embassy 
and iconic nature of Power Station present opportunity to create high value 
employment and opportunities for inward investment; small-scale office 
developments will be supported as appropriate ground/lower floor uses.  
Community Facilities: provision of educational, health and community 
infrastructure fundamental to success of the area.  Education:  unlikely to be 
demand for enough secondary school places to warrant provision of a school 
in the OA but contributions will fund capacity at other schools.  Primary 
School Provision: there is requirement to provide one state sector four form 
entry primary school; school should be designed as shared community 
resource; school should be located on south side of the park.  Nursery 
Provision: there will be significant demand for nursery places, it is assume 
majority of provision will be in private sector and will form appropriate ground 
floor use.   Health Facilities: GP facilities should be provided in or adjacent to 
CAZ frontages.  Library: a new library/community resource should be 
provided in or adjacent to Battersea Power Station CAZ frontage.  
Emergency Services: Met police require neighbourhood office in or adjacent 
to Battersea Power Station CAZ frontage; Ambulance and Fire Services will 
be provided from existing locations with investment required in fire stations in 
the area.  Queenstown Road Strategic Industrial Location:  should be 
retained in industrial use with consolidation and intensification.  Planning 
Obligations/Community Infrastructure Levy: development of Nine Elms 
dependent on provision of significant new supporting infrastructure which will 
require significant contributions; A Development Infrastructure Funding Study 
was commissioned to identify required infrastructure and how it might be 
funded;  The Council is in process of developing a Community Infrastructure 
Levy Charging Schedule and Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning 
Document; the charging schedule will include differential rates for VNEB and 
the rest of the Borough with the charges taking forward recommendations in 
the DIFS report; until the CIL is adopted tariff levels recommended in the DIFS 
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should be used as a guide to negotiations with developers; tariffs are at 2010 
levels and will be indexed to reflect general inflation (see Table 5 below).  
Governance: to ensure co-ordination of the development the Council together 
with partners has established the VNEB Strategy Board which will have 
responsibility for strategic decisions in relation to the implementation of 
development of the area; it consists of 9 members from the Public Sector and 
8 major landowners; detailed working groups have been established in 
relation to particular issues and report to the Strategy Board. 
 
2.1.15 US Embassy, SW8:  
Site Allocation: location of new US Embassy Building; Justification: US 
Embassy will provide a focus for redevelopment activity in the area; Flood 
Risk: site is within Flood Zone 3a, a site specific Flood Risk Assessment 
should utilise SFRA breach model results to confirm residual risk; flood 
warning and evacuation plan will be required; PTAL rating/London Plan 
Density Matrix: current PTAL rating and London Plan Density Matrix not 
considered helpful guide to development of sites in Nine Elms given 
comprehensive redevelopment of the area including provision of major 
improvement to public transport; Historic Environment: within archaeological 
priority area; north across river are Conservation Areas and beyond is Palace 
of Westminster World Heritage Site within City of Westminster; Design 
Principles: strategic location of the site justifies a landmark building; 
proposed bridge would have to be acceptable in terms of navigation, river 
regime and environment; Nine Elms Lane to be enhanced; Tall Buildings: 
the site is sensitive to tall buildings; tall buildings subject to assessment set 
out in DMPD DMS4; Infrastructure: improvements to public transport 
including contributions towards the Northern Line Extension will be sought; 
necessary to give consideration to vehicle access arrangements; transport 
assessment and travel plan will be required; contribution to services and cycle 
route enhancements and car club would be appropriate; improvements to 
Vauxhall capacity required; DIFS will be used to inform level of funding 
required; Open Space: site is in an Open Space Deficiency Area: Nature 
Conservation: site is in an area of deficiency in access to nature;    
 
Wandsworth Supplementary Planning Guidance: 
Access to Buildings and Spaces for People with Disabilities (Nov 2003): 
these guidelines indicate the minimum required to ensure adequate access for 
people with disabilities. 
Storage and Collection of Refuse and Recyclables in Developments (Nov 
2003): supplements and explains relevant policies in the adopted UDP. 
 
Mayor of London Supplementary Planning Guidance:  
Safeguarded Wharves Review 2011/2012 (October 2011):  this document 
reviews the suitability of maintaining the safeguarding of wharves.  Cringle 
Dock and Kirtling Wharf – retain sites in active use; GLA and PLA working 
with relevant stakeholders to ensure redevelopment of VNEB provides 
suitable road network to service these wharves and do not reduce their 
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viability; Middle Wharf – retain site may be required by Thames Water for the 
Thames Tideway Tunnel for the medium term. 
London View Management Framework (March 2012): policies 7.11 and 
7.12 of the London Plan establish the London View Management Framework 
which seeks to designate, protect and manage 27 views of London and some 
of its major landmarks.  This document explains in greater detail the policy 
approach so that boroughs, applicants and statutory authorities can assess a 
proposal’s compliance with the London Plan 
Sustainable Design and Construction (May 2008): provides additional 
information to support implementation of the London Plan. 
 
THE OPPORTUNITY AREA PLANNING FRAMEWORK 
Vauxhall Nine Elms Battersea Opportunity Area Planning Framework 
(OAPF) (Published March 2012):   
The OAPF is a framework for the redevelopment of the VNEBOA which 
covers land both in Wandsworth and Lambeth Boroughs.  The framework 
tested 5 development options:-   
• Scenario 1: a low density residential scheme providing 8,000 jobs and 

4,200 homes.   
• Scenario 2: a medium density scheme providing 8,000 jobs and 8,500 

homes. 
• Scenario 3: a high density residential scheme providing 8,000 jobs and 

16,000 homes.   
• Scenario 4: a high density residential and retail destination providing 

12,000 jobs and 16,750 homes, assuming an additional 100,000sq.m. of 
retail at Battersea Power Station.   

• Scenario 5: a high density residential, retail and office destination with 
27,000 jobs, 16,750 homes and assuming an additional 100,000sq.m. of 
retail at Battersea Power Station and 250,000sq.m. offices.   

 
The preferred option which the OAPF supports is the delivery of a high density 
mixed use development, what is referred to as ‘Revised Scenario 5’.  Revised 
Scenario 5 has been taken forward for the S106 infrastructure funding study.  
This proposes to deliver approximately 16,000 new homes and 20,000 to 
25,000 new jobs throughout the OA assuming 200,000sq.m. of mixed use 
development.  This includes an indicative 60,000sq.m. of new CAZ frontage 
160,000sq.m. of new office and 80,000sq.m. of other employment uses at 
Battersea Power Station and a smaller CAZ frontage at Vauxhall.  It proposes 
provision of a Linear Park running from Vauxhall to Battersea Power Station to 
provide strategic open space.  It also concludes that to deliver a high density 
mixed use development a major transport intervention is required and 
recommends the delivery of the proposed NLE from Kennington, providing a 
stop at Battersea Power Station and an intermediate stop in the Nine Elms 
Wandsworth Road area.   
 
A detailed appraisal of the range of solutions and consideration of impacts 
associated with each development scenario and transport packages was 
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carried out.  In summary it concluded that: Scenarios 1 and 2 would likely be 
sufficiently served by enhancements to existing bus services and new bus 
routes through the OA with some improvements to interchange and 
passenger throughput facilities at Vauxhall Underground and NR stations, 
unlikely that investment in heavy infrastructure would be justified; Scenario 3 
would require additional capacity over and above enhancements to existing 
bus services and new bus routes through the OA, and the impact on Vauxhall 
underground station would be considerable and would require significant 
improvements to interchange and passenger throughput facilities at Vauxhall 
Underground, NR and bus stations; Scenario 4 would require same level of 
service enhancements as Scenario 3, although additional employment could 
make addition of higher capacity intervention feasible.  An extension of the 
Northern Line from Kennington to Battersea Power Station is only viable 
intervention although it would need to be funded entirely by private sector; 
Scenario 5 would require bus service enhancements, interchange and station 
improvements at Vauxhall and the Northern Line Extension from Kennington 
to Battersea Power Station, based on assumption that the capital costs of the 
NLE are privately funded. 
 
The OAPF supports intensification of employment uses in the Stewarts Road 
industrial area, the protection of operational wharves, and the rationalisation 
of New Covent Garden Market land holdings.  The OAPF includes a tall 
buildings strategy which supports an emerging cluster at Vauxhall within 
parameters of the London View Management Framework and supports high 
density development in the form of 8-10 storey perimeter blocks with tall 
buildings in appropriate locations so as not to appear in the background of the 
Palace of Westminster.  The maximum reasonable amount of affordable 
housing should be delivered on a scheme by scheme basis.  The OAPF also 
sets out approach to tackling climate change through establishing a Combined 
Cooling and Heat Power (CCHP) and Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
network throughout the OA with potential to link to Pimlico, Whitehall and 
Waterloo District Heating Networks.  It sees an opportunity to relocate the 
Cringle Dock waste facility and wharf to an adjacent site and an opportunity to 
bring forward the processing of organic waste though an anaerobic digestion 
facility at New Covent Garden Market.  A tariff system is proposed in order to 
maximise financial contributions through development in the OA to deliver a 
package of public transport, public realm and social infrastructure benefits. 
 
 
VNEB Governance Structure 
 
The regeneration of VNEB OA will occur over a long period and will require 
the widespread, co-ordinated support of all parties. The Council understands 
that it need to play a long-term, lead role in overseeing, steering and 
coordinating the implementation of the regeneration of the area, in addition to 
using its statutory planning powers. Therefore, the Council commissioned 
consultants to prepare proposals for the governance of the regeneration plans 
and undertook discussions in this respect with the Greater London Authority, 
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Transport for London and Lambeth as well as key landowners and 
developers. The consultant reviewed and assessed different governance 
models and made proposals as to the preferred form, through which the 
Council can maintain its leadership.  
 
At the Corporate Resources Overview and Scrutiny Committee of 21st April 
and Executive of 22nd April 2010 Members approved a report by the Chief 
Executive for governance of regeneration plans for the OA. The core 
components of the governance structure were identified as; 
(a) A Strategy Board to champion the project and lead on the implementation 
of strategic infrastructure; 
(b) A dedicated Delivery Team to drive forward and co-ordinate activities; 
(c) Specialist Working Groups to consider specific issues; and 
(d) Project specific delivery structures (e.g. a Northern Line Extension (NLE) 
delivery vehicle, Community Forum(s), etc.) 
 
It was agreed that the Strategy Board should be made up of key decision 
makers with membership drawn from the above stakeholders; it would operate 
a subscription service to fund the delivery resource, studies etc. which are of 
common interest; and this would be initially structured as an informal 
‘partnership’, but may evolve into a ‘corporate entity’.  
 
As a result of this report and consequential discussions with the above 
Stakeholders the First Meeting of the Nine Elms Strategy Board took place on 
19th October 2010. It was Chaired by the Leader of  Wandsworth Council and 
also comprised 1 other Wandsworth Councillor, 2 Lambeth Councillors, the 
Deputy Mayor and 1 Officer from the GLA, 2 Officers from TfL, and 1 
representative each from St James Group, Treasury Holdings, Ballymore 
Group, Royal Mail Group, and Sainsbury’s, and 2 from Covent Garden Market 
Authority. The Strategy Board is to meet up to 6 times per year. 
 
The Strategy Board has appointed 2 people to the Support and Delivery 
Team, which is proposed to initially comprise 3 full time equivalent staff who 
will principally provide strategic leadership for the implementation of the 
infrastructure and drive the day to day delivery of the business plan.  
 
Because of the complexities and scale of the regeneration and new 
infrastructure proposals, the Strategy Board and the Support and Delivery 
Team has established various technical and specialist sub-groups. These 
Working Groups comprise; public realm, transport management, employment 
& business, utilities & wharves, housing & social infrastructure; draw their 
membership from the Council and other public sector stakeholders and those 
responsible for sponsoring particular projects (either project managers or 
consultants) and augmented by external expertise, as necessary.  
 
There will be clear separation of the Strategy Board’s role in leading on 
delivery of the area’s infrastructure, and the statutory planning and regulatory 
functions, which will remain firmly with the borough councils and the Mayor. 
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STUDIES: 
 
Development Infrastructure Funding Study (October 2010):  
The study was commissioned to identify the financial viability of the 
Opportunity Area Planning Framework. Its key elements were to:- 
• identify and cost  the key infrastructure requirements; 
• identify how these might be funded with particular emphasis on S106 

tariffs; and 
• identify any funding gap that might exist and take a preliminary view on 

how this might be addressed. 
 
The total infrastructure cost has been settled at £1.06bn. Infrastructure costs 
that can be funded by other parties, such as utility companies, or those items 
that were site specific and would be funded by single developments were then 
removed, and the costs modified by an estimate of the proportion of the cost 
attributable to the VNEB and/or should be funded by the tariff. This gives a 
figure of £908m of infrastructure costs attributable to VNEB development of 
which £731m is transport, including the NLE (£564m). Other key figures are 
education (£72m) and open space (£79m). 
 
A broad economic viability was undertaken to assess what level of tariff is 
affordable. In this exercise it considered two levels of affordable housing at 
15% and 40%, representing the Steering Group’s view of the lower and upper 
level of what might be provided, the final report identifies two sets of tariff 
related to these two levels of affordable housing. It also identifies that a higher 
tariff is affordable for riverside sites and that a higher tariff should be applied 
after 2015 assuming that there is an improvement over current market 
conditions. 
 
An agreed contribution was included for the American Embassy and Battersea 
Power Station, based on the current S106 discussions.  
The study considered other funding sources including PFI, grants, bonds etc. 
It considers that there is scope to bring in some funding by a range of means 
and some of these, such as the New Homes Bonus, have been already been 
included in the calculations. The Study also proposes an innovative and 
cheaper method of financing affordable housing at indexed linked interest 
rates which would release funding for infrastructure; this has been calculated 
at £90m with 40% affordable and £33m with 15% affordable, and his too has 
been factored in. 
 
The report compared the infrastructure costs and the possible funding 
sources.  It identifies a funding gap of between £58m and £79m attributable to 
development in the OA.  
 
The study has identified which infrastructure is essential and it is estimated 
that about £29m of the VNEB attributable costs is not critical to the 
development of the Opportunity Area.  However this includes a number of 
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items, such as community and emergency services facilities, which it could be 
considered difficult to justify removing from the calculations. Removing this 
from the infrastructure requirement could reduce the gap to between £29m 
and £50m.  
 
The study also looks at the phasing of infrastructure requirements and the 
funding sources for the first five years. It considers that post 2015 there is too 
much uncertainty to extend this exercise. It indicates that by 2014 there is a 
substantial shortfall, this primarily results from the need to provide the NLE in 
the earlier stages, but the tariff funding lagging behind. 
 
On Tax Incremental Financing (TIF) it concludes that it could have a role in 
financing some infrastructure later in the timeframe when there is greater 
certainty over the timing and scale of delivery of development within the 
Opportunity Area. It concludes that it would not be possible to fund the NLE in 
its entirety through TIF.  
 
The report makes a number of recommendations that will need to be 
considered by the Strategy Board.  In doing so it emphasises the scale of 
project and the level of ambition, effort and focus that will be required to 
ensure success. 
 
There are substantial risks in terms of infrastructure costings and funding and 
the Strategy Board will need to manage these delivery risks. The study has 
considered the shorter term cashflows, but recommends that a more detailed 
longer term cashflow is identified to compare longer term costs against 
possible funding. 
 
It identifies that the NLE is the single largest cost and it needs to be delivered 
at an early stage of the development. It considers that there is no easy single 
solution to the funding of the NLE and while TIF may have a role to play in the 
funding, further work is required to identify its full potential. 
 
The report makes a number of recommendations which will need to be 
considered by the Nine Elms Strategy Board:- 
• commission work on a detailed longer term cashflow, in particular to 

identify the level of forward funding that will be required; 
• undertake further investigation of the potential role of TIF; 
• undertake further work on transport requirements  to identify the necessary 

balance between  highways, rail, bus and other sustainable modes; 
• work further on the economic benefits  to enable a funding case to be made 

to Government; 
• remain in contact with all infrastructure providers, to facilitate future co-

ordination: 
• ensure that the strategy and  associated planning policy remains flexible to 

cope with changing economic and market conditions; 
• consider what priorities should be set; 
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• work with the HCA on the identified approach to affordable housing; 
• progress the Planning Framework into  Delivery Framework and an outline 

of what this should include is provided. 
 
 
Vauxhall Nine Elms Battersea Public Realm & Highways Modelling Study 
(Dec 2010):   
A Study was carried out by Burns & Nice, on behalf of Transport for London, 
to test the impact of the projected levels of development as set out in ‘Revised 
Scenario 5’ of the OAPF on the TfL road network within the Opportunity Area.  
It aims to identify feasible transport and urban realm options to support the 
projected development in the VNEB.  The objectives of the study were: to 
develop a range of public realm design schemes and highway improvement 
proposals, based on the Public Realm Strategy in the OAPF; test the impacts 
of the 2026 predicted growth on Vauxhall gyratory; determine future 
pedestrian flows, desire lines, origins and destinations generated by 
development levels; improve pedestrian links; improve overall public realm 
and pedestrian experience, provide improvements to pedestrian and cycle 
safety where possible; provide enhanced cycle facilities through Vauxhall; 
consider and develop guidance for interface between future developments 
and the TLRN roads; develop general principles for the riverside walkway.  
The conclusions of the study provide an illustrative master plan for the area 
with a range of options for delivery of significant Urban Realm, pedestrian and 
cycle improvements to the OA.  The report also includes a materials strategy 
which aims to provide a cohesive and high quality approach to the design of 
the public realm.  The relevant sections of the study are summarised below. 
 
The objectives for Nine Elms Lane/Battersea Park Road area indicated in the 
report are to: create an urban boulevard to accommodate pedestrians, cyclists 
and vehicles; provide wide, well designated pavements with tree planting; 
improve the river walk and its connections; encourage active ground floor 
uses; improve bus and cycle routes; provide pedestrian/cycle crossings; 
rationalise and minimise accesses to new developments; and maintain traffic 
capacity. 
 
Three options have been development for Nine Elms Lane: Do Minimum, Do 
Something and Do Maximum.  The Do Something option emerges as the 
preferred option since it provides many of the benefits of the Do Minimum and 
Do Maximum options i.e. a complete urban boulevard that fulfils the ‘vision’ for 
the future Nine Elms Lane, with a reduced land take requirement from 
developments and reduced overall cost.  This option allows for a carriageway 
of 4m bus/cycle lane and 3m general traffic in both directions with width 
increases at junctions/pedestrian crossings to include additional lanes; a 5.5m 
wide footway on the south of the carriage way and some tree planting on the 
north of the carriageway. 
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CONSULTATION: 
Press and site notices were posted and statutory consultees were notified in 
accordance with the EIA Regulations. 1,700 neighbours were consulted by 
letter. No relevant neighbour comments received. 
 
Greater London Authority (GLA): No substantive comments. Have asked for 
further information on a number of queries to which responses have been 
sent. A further formal response may be sent prior to the Committee meeting. 
 
Transport for London: have queried a number of detailed aspects of the 
scheme to which the applicant has responded. The docking station size and 
location is acceptable given the amendments which now show it to be wholly 
within the application boundary. 
 
City of Westminster: No objection. 
 
London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham; No objection. 
 
London Borough of Lambeth: No response. 
 
London Borough of Kensington and Chelsea: No response. 
 
Environment Agency: Condition 3, 4, 13, 18, 19, 20 - do not wish to comment 
on these conditions. Condition 8 - recommend the discharge of this condition. 
Condition 9 - do not recommend the discharge of this condition. We have 
written to the applicants agents on the 29 August, and will be expecting further 
information. We will continue to work with the applicants consultants to 
resolve this issue. 
 
Port of London Authority: have reviewed the details which have been 
submitted pursuant to conditions 3, 4, 8, 9, 13, 18, 19, 20 of outline planning 
permission 2009/1506, the details of the public art strategy and details of the 
design review panel pursuant to clause 2 and clause 5 of the S106 agreement 
dated 12/10/2010 relating to planning permission 2009/1506 and the details of 
visitor cycle parking pursuant to condition (9) of planning permission 
2009/1507 
 
The PLA would comment that the accompanying documents are disappointing 
because they make no reference to St George Wharf Pier, which is now in 
operation but they do repeatedly show an unconsented bridge across the 
River Thames.  St George Wharf Pier is a new passenger pier which takes 
commuters and visitors into Central London, the City and Canary Wharf.  It 
provides a sustainable method of transport which could be utilised by many of 
the people working and visiting the US Embassy Site.  It should therefore be 
given proper consideration in the transport assessments (at the moment I can 
find no reference to it in the ES Transport Assessment or in the stand alone 
Transport document).   
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The documents also make no reference to the Thames Tideway Tunnel 
Scheme despite Thames Water’s stage II consultation identifying two 
safeguarded wharves as work sites.  Heathwall Pumping Station includes the 
safeguarded Middle Wharf and it is proposed that the site would be used to 
connect two existing CSO’s to the main tunnel.  At the moment it is 
envisaged that the main construction works at this site would take 
approximately 3 years.  Kirtling Street includes the safeguarded RMC 
Battersea (Metro Greenham) and it is proposed that the site would be a 
double main tunnel drive site.  At the moment it is envisaged that the main 
construction works at this site would take approximately 6 years. 
 
Very little mention is made of the safeguarded wharves generally for example 
I would have thought a key design policy was policy 7.26 of the London Plan 
which seeks for developments adjacent or opposite safeguarded wharves to 
be designed to minimise the potential for conflicts of use and disturbance.  I 
do however welcome the consideration in the noise and vibration chapter of 
the ES of the effects of the safeguarded Middle Wharf on the application site. 
 
Natural England; Do not wish to offer any comments as reserved matters do 
not alter overall objectives, design or layout.  
 
English Heritage Archaeology Advisor; in respect of details pertaining to a 
suite of condition but not Condition 12: archaeology or conditions that relate to 
remediation, ground disturbance or foundation design no archaeological 
comment is required. 
 
CABE/Design Council: Support the proposal. New US Embassy is pivotal for 
the redevelopment of Nine Elms and makes a distinctive statement as an 
iconic building in an open setting as a major civic building adds a successful 
new urban form.  
 
Confident that the proposal has the potential to provide high quality open 
spaces both along Nine Elms lane and the Linear Park. Concern that parts of 
the Embassy plaza are outside the red line, bearing in mind the large numbers 
of people queuing relies on the cooperation of others. Commend the careful 
integration of security measures which seem imperceptible in the landscape.  
 
Applaud the architectural concept with the use layers of transparency to 
represent the United States of America and evoke democratic principles, and 
welcome the skilful elevational treatment which responds well to the context 
and orientation. Generally commend the quality of the environmental 
strategies and find much to admire in the way the building aims at reducing its 
carbon footprint.  
 
 
Battersea Society: The Battersea Society hopes that it is not too late to 
comment on the suggestion that the US Embassy site will link with a new 
pedestrian bridge across the Thames. We cannot see the purpose of such a 
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bridge sited as it would be between Chelsea and Vauxhall Bridges and 
without any obvious start or destination point on either side of the river.  
 
It makes much more sense for there to be a pedestrian bridge alongside 
Cremorne Bridge as is currently proposed or even alongside Battersea Park 
Railway Bridge.  A new bridge at the Vauxhall Bridge end of Nine Elms would 
add to the visual clutter along the Thames to no particular purpose. We are 
pleased to see from the Evening Standard that our neighbours across the 
Thames share our disquiet.  It would make more sense for the GLA to assess 
the demand for such a bridge before spending time and money on a feasibility 
study.  We note that the Port of London Authority is also concerned at this 
suggestion. 
 
London City Airport; no safeguarding objection as proposal does not conflict 
with criteria. 
 
Specialist Officer advice DECS - Noise Team; no additional comments on the 
ES, all relevant areas have been covered. 
 
Specialist Officer advice DECS Ecology Officer; subsequent to discussions 
with the applicant now satisfied with the layout and landscaping details and 
that the Ecology Chapter of the ES is robust. The landscaping proposed will 
support bio-diversity and accord with relevant policies. An informative should 
be attached to the reserved matters approval for submission of a method 
statement to deal with invasive species, should these be found on the site. 
 
 
COMMENT:  
 
Reserved Matters 
 
London Plan policies 7.1 – Building London’s neighbourhoods and 
communities, 7.2 – An inclusive environment, 7.4 – local character, 7.6 - 
architecture, Core Strategy policy IS3 – promoting good quality design and 
townscape and DMPD policies DMS1 – development criteria for sustainable 
urban design and quality of the urban environment particularly relate to layout 
and design and appearance matters.    
 
Layout 
The layout of the new United States Embassy presents two often 
contradictory goals: to present a feeling of openness and welcome to visitors, 
and as a symbol of national diplomacy and freedom, whilst also addressing 
complex and ever changing security concerns. The building must also act as a 
highly efficient office, which could attract over 1000 visitors daily, as well as a 
venue for diplomatic events. The new Embassy does however offer the 
opportunity to consider these two fundamentals from the outset of design, with 
the approach that security and transparency need not be mutually exclusive. 
The impressions given by the layout of this building should be one of an object 
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building within open landscaped grounds, and the most apparent security 
features being the entry pavilions, but no immediately obvious security fences 
or walls.  
 
The separation of the three different pavilions around the edge works well with 
the surrounding context. The main pedestrian access to the consular pavilion 
from the linear park will work well for pedestrians to the Vauxhall public 
transport interchange to the east and the proposed new Northern line station 
to Wandsworth Road to the south. The Service pavilion is well located for 
traffic from Ponton Road, and the Main entry pavilion is placed for vehicular 
traffic accessing via the Estate Road from Nine Elms Lane, with a secondary 
access route possible to the south linking through the Ballymore and CGMA 
sites to Wandsworth Road, as well as for pedestrian access. The separation 
between the perimeter and the chancery provides for a security requirement, 
with a minimum 30m between uncontrolled public access areas and the main 
Embassy, as well as providing a fitting setting for the Chancery as an object 
building.  
 
The separation of access from the three different pavilions to the chancery 
allows again for security to be incorporated in a subtle but uncontrolled way, 
with public access being provided at grade, in pleasant landscaped 
surroundings. Within the chancery building, again separation of the different 
functions of the Embassy are designed into the building, with the public 
waiting area at ground floor, and consular offices on the first and second 
floors above. Official access would also allow access to the event and function 
areas at lower floors, and the general office floors above. Separation of 
vehicular access to the basement parking and service levels would also aid 
security and ease of movement to and within the site. Car parking is within the 
basement area, where there would be operational parking for 88 cars. This is 
a reduction from the 131 spaces approved under the outline planning 
permission. 
  
At grade, the three pavilion buildings and the chancery would have a site 
coverage of 3,497 sqm, whilst the site area is 21,600 sqm. This represents 
site coverage of 16%. Of the 21,600 sqm site area, 5,608 sqm will be publicly 
accessible. Along with the 1,250 sqm plaza to be provided as part of the 
outline p.p. S106 Agreement, this would make a significant contribution to the 
open space and linear park in this part of Nine Elms. A number of the 
landscaped areas within the site would not be publicly accessible but would 
contribute towards the visual openness and greening of the area.  
 
The layout of the Embassy could be seen on first impressions as simplistic but 
is in fact multi-layered, well considered, solves many practical issues and is 
efficient, as well as working well with all issues considered as part of this 
submission.  It would be considered an appropriate layout in line with policy 
DMS1 and in accordance with the aspirations of the Area Spatial Strategy. 
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Scale 
All tall buildings (11 storeys and above) need to be assessed against and will 
have to satisfy the detailed criteria of policy DMS4 - Locational and 
development criteria for tall buildings to an exceptionally high standard in 
order to be considered acceptable.  The principle of a tall building in this 
location is already established by the outline planning permission.  Policy 
DMS1 – Development criteria for sustainable urban design and the quality of 
the urban environment considers the general development principles in 
relation to the scale and design of the development and IS3 of the Core 
Strategy considers good quality design and townscape.  These are all relevant 
in relation to the scale, design and appearance of the development. 
 
As the building is more than 11 storeys, it is considered to be a tall building 
under policy DMS4. The building has however been considered in respect of 
its height at outline stage and found to be acceptable to a greater height than 
that now proposed. The details submitted as part of this application, including 
the ES, confirm this acceptability in relation to DMS4 and the criteria therein.  
 
The chancery building fits comfortably in to the three dimensional envelope 
approved at outline stage, and whilst a separate application for non-material 
minor amendments has been approved in respect of the envelopes for the 
pavilion buildings, the total volume of the proposed chancery and amended 
pavilions is 60.7% of the volume allowed by the outline planning permission. 
The outline permission also allowed a maximum height of 97.2m, whereas the 
chancery as proposed would have a roof height of 69.22m, and 70.6m to the 
top of the outer envelop support structure. A modest amount of roof plant 
would rise to 73.06m. The proposal is therefore comfortably within the scale 
parameters established at outline stage, and as amended for the pavilions. As 
demonstrated by the Townscape, Visual and Built Heritage Assessment 
submitted as part of the Environmental Statement, the scale of the building 
will not detrimentally affect the identified assets, particularly when seen in the 
cumulative views.  
 
The total gross floorspace of buildings on the site would be 57,837 sqm, on a 
site area of 21,600 sqm within the USG property line, giving a plot ratio 2.68:1. 
This plot ratio is fairly modest, and is in part a response to security 
requirements, but also befitting an object building of high architectural quality 
in a parkland setting.  
 
The scale of the building layout works well within the emerging context here, 
the three pavilion buildings are fairly modest structures, particularly given the 
large scale of many of the proposals for which planning permission has been 
granted nearby. The separation between the pavilions and the chancery, and 
the openness of the landscaping between is well considered, and although 
the chancery is not the tallest building approved in the opportunity area, its 
setting, layout and external appearance, combined with its scale, will make a 
fitting centrepiece to Nine Elms. 
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It is considered that the scale of the building can be seen to be justified in line 
with Policy DMS4 and is also in accordance with the general development 
principles set out in DMS1 of the DMPD, and policy IS3.   
 
Appearance  
The pavilion buildings appear as simple lightweight structures in an open 
setting, which would appear unobtrusive and work well in the context 
surrounding. The building integrated PV panels would be apparent on the roof 
canopy as a symbol of sustainability, with security in the boundaries between 
them not immediately obvious. The overhanging canopy would provide 
weather protection for those waiting to enter. The lightweight, modest 
appearance of the pavilions will allow their landscape setting, and particularly 
the larger chancery, as the object building behind, to take centre stage and 
their appearance is of high quality which would be in line with policy DMS1.  
 
At first appearances the chancery building would appear as a simple cube 
sitting on a podium, particularly from Nine Elms Lane, where the glass and 
steel framed frontage would present itself, and which would follow around the 
building as an inner envelope. However from the other elevations, the cube 
will be overlaid by the outer envelope, the EFTE crystalline structure, which 
will not only be subtly decorative, but would also be multi functional in helping 
to achieve the ambitious environmental aspirations of the project harvesting 
solar energy via the embedded PV panels, providing appropriate shading, and 
balancing light into the building.  
 
The building can therefore be seen to score highly in both form and function, 
and it is apparent that the aim of signifying diplomatic transparency, given the 
95% transparency of the EFTE envelope, can be seen to be well met in this 
design, as well as an expressive commitment to sustainability. The applicant 
has provided information as to how the façade would be maintained through 
the use of a building maintenance unit, stored behind the parapet out of view 
when not in use, and able to move along a set of tracks with a telescopic arm 
to facilitate cleaning, repairs and maintenance. 
 
The north elevation, with only the inner skin expressed, will present a simple, 
clean elegance to the Nine Elms Lane Frontage. The outer skin, appearing as 
a crystalline three dimensional structure, would change appearance with the 
kinetic experience of moving around the building, with the inner envelope 
being visible behind, the relatively flat elevation of which would stay constant 
and which would be more apparent in night time views.  
 
The Townscape, Visual and Built Heritage Assessment submitted as part of 
the Environmental Statement, demonstrates that the building will not 
detrimentally affect the identified assets, particularly when seen in the 
cumulative views.  
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The visual appearance of the chancery is considered to be of the highest 
design quality, well proportioned, simple on first impression but increasingly 
detailed the more it is considered and aesthetically pleasing, subtly changing 
as one moves around it, and enhanced by its open landscape setting and is 
considered appropriate in line with policy DMS1   
  
Landscaping 
London Plan policies 2.18 – green infrastructure, 7.1 – Building London’s 
neighbourhoods and communities, 7.2 – An inclusive environment, 7.4 – local 
character, 7.5 – public realm, 7.18 – protecting local open space and 
addressing local deficiency, Core Strategy policy IS3 – promoting good quality 
design and townscape and PL4 – protection and enhancement of open space 
and the natural environment and DMPD policies DMS1 – development criteria 
for sustainable urban design and quality of the urban environment, and DMO3 
– open spaces in new development, particularly relate to landscaping matters. 
 
The Embassy site has a ‘working’ landscape which incorporates a range of 
sustainable systems, including a storm water strategy, and the use of water to 
aid building mechanical systems with cooling. Security measures are 
embedded within the landscaping, using the three dimensional topography, 
features and planting so that they are not immediately apparent.  
 
 
The waterfall to the promenade would provide aeration and cooling for the 
pond, as well as movement and sound that helps to mask traffic noise from 
Nine Elms Lane.  
 
The woodland would contrast with the open area of the meadow, and provide 
a shaded area, as well as visually screening the service pavilion and service 
yard to its rear. Tree planting overall is substantial in places and species 
considered appropriate to the context, and responsive to ground conditions 
given that they are resilient to the location of the site in an alluvial floodplain. 
The types of grasses and shrubs are selected for their ability to enrich the soil 
and for their compositional qualities to create a meadow. They would be low 
maintenance and would enhance the ecological value of the area. The yew 
hedge running along the northern perimeter would provide an evergreen 
definition to the public park with one of the oldest native species, and would 
also screen the security bollards internally from obvious public view, thereby 
softening the appearance of the landscaping and the building. The perennials 
used in the main entry garden and the consular gardens, would provide a 
colourful welcome for visitors to the Embassy and would vary in size, colour, 
texture and blooming times. Many of these, such as Lavender, geranium and 
foxglove have long been cultivated in the Borough. Aquatic plants for the pond 
edge and bio-swale would be appropriate to the conditions in these locations, 
would remove pollutants from the water and are suitable for creating wildlife 
habitats as well as being visually appropriate.  
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The information provided in respect of landscaping is comprehensive, and the 
ES Ecology Chapter is considered to be a sound document. The Council’s 
Ecology Officer has considered the information provided satisfied with the 
layout and landscaping details and that the Ecology Chapter of the ES is 
robust. The landscaping proposed will support bio-diversity and accord with 
relevant policies. An informative should be attached to the reserved matters 
approval for submission of a method statement to deal with invasive species, 
should these be found on the site. 
 
 
The landscaping principles for the site accord with the Vauxhall Nine Elms 
Battersea Public Realm & Highways Modelling Study being carried out by TfL/ 
Burns and Nice, for the creation of an Urban Boulevard along Nine Elms 
Lane. Changes to Nine Elms Lane in respect of the Embassy are being 
considered under the associated application 2009/1507.  
 
Certain of the areas of landscaping shown in the proposal are outside the ‘red 
line’ application boundary, but are intended to be delivered as part of this 
development. A co-ordinated approach is in place to ensure that a comprehensive 
landscaping approach is undertaken. The applicants have stated that the 
proposals demonstrated for their Linear Park Plaza represent current design 
intent and aspirations for material quality. US Government They have 
however reiterated that they will continue to engage with the Council and 
adjoining landowners in a constructive dialogue in respect of the strategic 
vision for the Linear Park and other public realm. Further details will be 
submitted formally as required by the S106 Agreement attached to the outline 
permission, however the approach is welcomed as the Council move forward 
with strategic design for the Linear Park and public realm and how this 
integrates with other continuing areas of strategic working in Nine Elms.    
 
 
The information submitted with the application demonstrates that the proposal 
would provide an imaginative and interesting high quality public and private 
realm with opportunities for improved biodiversity and new habitat creation 
and SUDS in line with policies IS4, PL4, DMS1, DMS6 and DMO3.  Overall 
the principles for the landscaping of the development site and public realm are 
considered appropriate and in line with policy DMS1. The incorporation and 
seamless integration of a number of security features within the landscaping is 
particularly imaginative. 
 
Conditions 
 
2009/1506 
Condition 4 – Site levels. 
The Grading Plan (107) submitted with the application clearly sets out the 
elevations. Details are acceptable; there are minimal changes in levels with 
pedestrian access paths being at grade, with slight variations in levels 
creating no issues for ease of access to and within the site. The information 
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submitted accords with the requirements of condition 4 of the outline planning 
permission.  
 
 
Condition 8 – Flood risk. 
Condition 8 required the submission of a scheme to implement the flood risk 
measures in the Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) contained within Chapter 10 
and Appendix 10 of the Environmental Statement which updates the 2009 
FRA. These consider the baseline conditions, the potential effects of 
construction, and the completed scheme in terms of groundwater flooding, 
surface water drainage, surface water quality, tidal flood risk and changes in 
demand on potable water, mitigation measures to be employed, and any 
residual effects.  
 
The flood proofing measures identified to be incorporated into the 
development including the basement are use of rising flood gates and 
demountable barriers as well as incorporation of an evacuation procedure and 
safe area of refuge. 
 
Originally, Condition 8 stated that finished floor levels should be no lower than 
6m. This element of the condition has been amended by a separate section 
96A application subsequent to consideration of the FRA and discussions with 
the Environment Agency (EA). The FRA details that finished floor levels of the 
Chancery are at 5.34m.  
 
The details of implementation of mitigation measures within the FRA are 
considered appropriate and the document is a robust document which 
accurately considers flood risk of the development.  The ES concludes that 
the likely residual effects during construction would all be negligible following 
mitigation.  For the completed scheme the residual effects range from 
negligible to beneficial effect of minor significance.  The measures identified 
are in line with policy DMS 5 and DMS6 and the EA are satisfied with the 
details of this condition and have recommended that it be discharged. 
 
 
Condition 9 – Surface Water drainage. 
The Surface Water Drainage scheme submitted as part of the Environmental 
Statement sets out the site location and description, the design guidelines, 
stormwater management, stormwater attenuation, stormwater quality, and 
also supplies stormwater attenuation calculations.  
 
The scheme demonstrates that surface water run-off would be restricted in 
line with the London Plan Essential Standard reducing discharge by 50% over 
the existing situation through the Pond and bioswales.  As such the scheme 
would have a beneficial effect of minor significance on surface water runoff 
and associated drainage.  Surface water runoff would be discharged in line 
with current guidance and incorporation of SUDS would further assist in 
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improving water quality. As such the 2012 scheme would result in a negligible 
effect on surface water quality in the River Thames and combined sewer. 
 
The Surface Water scheme submitted is well considered demonstrating good 
use of sustainable drainage principles and accords with the requirements of 
condition 9 and accords with the requirements of policy DMS6.  
 
The condition requires that details shall be submitted to the local planning 
authority concurrent with the reserved matters application, and that the 
scheme shall be approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 
development is required to be implemented in accordance with the approved 
details. Whilst the submission accords with the requirements of the condition 
at this stage as the drainage scheme has been submitted, the EA have 
requested further detailed engineering design work be undertaken. The EA 
are satisfied that the scheme is moving positively but have asked that the 
condition is not discharged at this stage whilst they work with the applicant to 
resolve this issue. The applicant has agreed to this approach. The condition is 
therefore complied with in so far as details have been submitted concurrent 
with the reserved matters application, but is not to be discharged at this stage.  
  
Condition 13 – Inclusive Access strategy. 
Inclusive access is addressed in the Design & Access Statement submitted 
with the application.  The strategy within the site is well considered and 
logical, with step free paths of acceptable gradient, acceptable materials, and 
ample seating.  The pavilions, whilst design for the security of the site, have 
also considered inclusive access as an integral element. The Strategy 
submitted accords with the requirements of condition 13 of the outline 
planning permission and would be in line with policy DMS1.  
 
Condition 18 – Design review panel. 
This condition required that the reserved matters shall not to have been 
submitted prior to the establishment of a Design Review Panel. The applicant 
has set out that the Design Panel met in May 2010 and July 2011. The 
Council received evidence from its nominee to the Design Panel that the 
meetings took place and that comments were made. The requirements of this 
condition have therefore been satisfied.  
 
Condition 19- Energy Strategy and sustainability       
In terms of sustainability and energy, Core Strategy policy IS1 – supporting 
measures to promote sustainable development, is concerned with sustainable 
development and looks to improve energy conservation and efficiency and 
contributions to renewable energy, whilst policy IS2 – sustainable design, low 
carbon development and renewable energy, is concerned with sustainable 
design, low carbon development and renewable energy, and policy DMS3 of 
the DMPD provides further direction regarding information requirements to 
demonstrate compliance with the Core Strategy Policies. Policy 5.1 – climate 
change mitigation, 5.2 – minimising carbon dioxide emissions, 5.3 – 
sustainable design and construction and 5.7 – renewable energy of the 
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London Plan look at sustainability and energy.  Policy supports measures to 
improve energy conservation and efficiency and contributions to renewable 
energy generation. 
 
The applicants have submitted an Energy Strategy and Sustainability 
Statement with the application which set out the sustainability and energy 
strategies for the development.  Submission of a detailed Energy Strategy is a 
requirement of condition 19 of the outline planning permission.  Both 
documents submitted are considered to be robust and have been taken into 
consideration in the assessment of the application. 
 
The development is generally in line with the principles of sustainable 
development.  It involves and maximises the use of a Brownfield site and 
provides a contribution to open space, including part of the Linear Park.  It 
falls within an area with a high PTAL rating of 5 and is within VNEB OA where 
introduction of the NLE and a package of public transport improvements 
would result in an increase in the PTAL rating of the area as a whole and 
allow a sustainable relationship between the development and transport.  The 
scheme would provide secure cycle parking for workers and visitors and a 
docking station for the TfL cycle hire scheme with space for 25 bikes.  The 
proposal also includes measures to mitigate and adapt to climate change 
including use of SUDS and greywater recycling, and measures to reduce CO2 
emissions, including passive design measures in construction, use of CHP to 
improve energy efficiency and Photovoltaic’s (PV) and a Ground Source Heat 
Pump (GSHP) to provide renewable energy on site in line with policy IS1. 
 
A requirement of condition 19 of the outline planning permission was that the 
development would achieve a BREEAM rating of at least ‘excellent’ and LEED 
rating of at least ‘gold’.  The Energy and Sustainability Strategies submitted 
with the application have demonstrated how these ratings would be achieved 
and also outline an aspiration to achieve a higher rating of ‘outstanding’ and 
‘platinum’ respectively.  The details are therefore in line with the requirements 
of the condition and are well in excess of policy IS2 and are welcomed. 
 
The energy strategy as a whole follows the mayor’s hierarchy using lean, 
clean and green measures. A comprehensive and innovative array of passive 
and active design measures (e.g. exemplary air tightness of 1.1, LED lighting, 
lighting control modules, efficient chillers and lift drives) and demand reduction 
measures have been proposed to reduce carbon emissions from the 
development.  In addition the energy strategy includes use of CHP and a 
GSHP to provide heating and cooling as well as PV’s to provide electricity.   
 
With regards to renewable energy, the feasibility of a number of technologies 
was investigated and the applicant arrived at two final options for inclusion of 
renewable energy technologies.  The first involves PV’s on the roof and 
facades of the building to provide electricity and the second involves use of a 
GSHP for heating and cooling.  The feasibility study is considered to be sound 
and it is accepted that of the technologies investigated are the two most 
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appropriate and feasible options.  The CO2 savings claimed are consistent, 
even possibly a little conservative, compared with standard efficiencies for the 
two technologies.  The PV option would reduce CO2 by 21% and the GSHP 
option would reduce CO2 by 4%.  The inclusion of renewable technologies 
therefore meets the 20% reduction required by policy IS2 and are a welcome 
approach.   
 
A requirement of condition 19 was that a carbon emissions reduction of at 
least 30% beyond building regulations 2006 minimum requirements from on-
site energy efficiency and low and zero carbon energy technologies should be 
achieved.  These building regulations have a higher minimum requirement 
than the 2006 building regulations.  The applicant has also submitted 
information to demonstrate that the development would achieve a 62% 
reduction in CO2 compared to the 2006 building regulations which is well in 
excess of the requirements of the condition.  Indeed even before inclusion of 
PV, GSHP and CHP the development would achieve a 37% reduction in CO2 
emissions compared to the 2006 building regulations.  For comparison with 
other developments in the area which are calculated against the 2012 
Building Regulations the applicant has demonstrated that the development 
would achieve 46% reduction in CO2 compared to the 2010 Building 
Regulations.   
 
The OAPF for the area outlines the opportunities to form a District Heat 
Network across VNEB, this is something which is being pursued in more detail 
by the Utilities and Wharves Working Group beneath the Strategy Board and 
is supported by policies 5.5 - decentralised energy networks, and 5.6 – 
decentralised energy networks in development proposals of the London Plan, 
and policy IS2 – sustainable design, low carbon development and renewable 
energy of the Core Strategy and DMS3 – sustainable design and low carbon 
energy of DMPD which outline requirement to connect to and promote district 
heat networks.  The Energy Sub Group (a subsidiary of the Utilities and 
Wharves Working Group beneath the Strategy Board) have commissioned an 
Energy Master Plan for the OA which will include energy demand forecasting 
and identification of plant size, locations for energy centres, routes for pipe 
work, outline investment costs and opportunities to connect to existing energy 
loads and systems in or adjacent to the OA.  It is hoped this will be developed 
by mid October.  Condition 19 of the outline planning permission required the 
energy system for the development to be capable of being connected to the 
VNEB District Heat Network.  The Energy Strategy demonstrates suggests 
that in the current scheme the development would export heat to the District 
Heating Network.  Arup, on behalf of USG, are in contact with the team 
drawing up the Energy Masterplan and have shown a willingness to help in 
the delivery of the District Heating Network.  The development and technical 
specifications are consistent with aspirations for the formation of a District 
Heating Network and is therefore in line with policy and the requirements of 
Condition19.    
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The energy strategy has been demonstrated how energy efficiency measures, 
CHP and renewable energy technologies could be applied to the development 
and how the requirements of condition 19 can be met.  Overall it is considered 
that the Energy Strategy demonstrates a high quality and high achieving 
development with excellent CO2 reduction compared to the 2010 building 
regulations.  This will be an exemplar development in terms of energy and 
sustainability.  Overall the approach would be in line with the Mayor’s 
hierarchy for energy reduction which is to use lean, clean and green energy, 
and the energy strategy as a whole can be considered acceptable and in line 
with London Plan policies 5.2, 5.6 and 5.7, Core Strategy policy IS2 and 
DMPD policy DMS3. 
 
Condition 20 - Cycle Hire Docking Station 
DMT 2 – Cycle parking. A Barclays bicycle docking stations has been 
proposed for the site, adjacent to the south west of the Service Pavilion 
entrance. This would accommodate a minimum of 25 bicycle docking 
stations’. This is welcomed by TfL and the proposed location is acceptable. 
The minimum footprint required for this number of docking points is 21.5 
metres by 2 metres and the applicants have confirmed that this has been 
provided. A small part of the docking station was originally proposed to 
overhang just outside of the red line boundary, and this has been amended 
during the course of the application so that the entire docking station is 
provided within the Embassy site. TfL have also queried a number of detailed 
aspects of the scheme to which the applicant has responded and are now 
satisfied with the proposal. The docking station size and location is acceptable 
given the amendments which now show it to be wholly within the application 
boundary. 
 
2009/1507 
Condition 9 – Visitors Cycle Parking  
Policy DMS1 – Appropriate design and DMT2 cycle parking. In addition to the 
52 cycle spaces provided within the Embassy for staff and official visitors, 20 
covered outdoor bicycle spaces are provided for public use located to the east 
of the service entrance adjacent to the public plaza, and a docking station for 
the Mayors cycle hire scheme with approximately 25 spaces would be 
provided to the west of the service entrance. This is consistent with the outline 
permission and would accord with policy. TfL would have preferred to see the 
public space closer to the consular pavilion; however, issues of site ownership 
boundaries, pedestrian circulation mean that this is not possible.  The cycle 
parking is however only approximately 30m from the consular entry pavilion. A 
number of other nearby public cycle parking spaces and cycle hire schemes 
are also proposed, and likely to come forward outside the site boundary but 
nearby which may be used by visitors to the Embassy as a result of adjoining 
developments.  
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Section 106 Agreement - 2009/1506  
Schedule 4 – Public Art Strategy.  
A Strategy is submitted at section 6.06 of the Design and Access Statement. 
The strategy looks to integrate art into the building and site itself, rather than 
using the building as a venue to house artworks, with two proposals: The Core 
Art Wall and The Pond Art Wall. The specific art work or artists have yet to be 
defined, and images provided are for illustrative purposes only. A number of 
other possible approaches to art and culture are mentioned, but not defined. 
 
Whilst the strategy has a number of commendable aspects there are no 
specifics of the works of art proposed at this stage or details of other cultural 
programming outlined. The Council has made comment on the Strategy which 
the applicants are content to consider further. It is appropriate that further 
definition of the Strategy for the Embassy would consider the work being done 
by the Public Realm Working Group and VNEB Strategy Board towards a 
cultural Masterplan for the area and recognise the potential therein. It is 
therefore considered that this schedule has been part discharged in that the 
applicants have submitted the Strategy as required by clause 2. However, 
clause 2 also allows for the council to comment on the public art strategy to 
make reasonable amendments until it is approved by the Council. The 
applicant is amenable to further discussions in this respect, and its approval 
can appropriately be deferred to a later date for further consideration. Clause 
3 of Schedule 4 required that the occupier shall procure that the Public Art 
Strategy is implemented no later than the occupation of the Embassy 
Development, and that remains in effect. 
 
Schedule 5 – Design Panel.  
Clause 5 of schedule 5 requires that reserved matters were not submitted until 
the proposed reserved matters material had first been considered by the 
Design Panel for which the Chairman was Jim Eyre of the Architectural 
practice, Wilkinson Eyre. The Council nominated a member of the design 
panel, who informed Officers of discussions at the meetings of the panel. The 
Design panel met in May 2010 and July 2011. The Applicant was required to 
take account of the comments received in submitting the reserved matters 
application. The design now submitted is as a result of comments made by 
the Design Panel, as well as normal refinements by the architects as the 
scheme has progressed. The setting up and process of the Design Panel 
accorded with the requirements of schedule 5 of the Section 106 agreement 
of the outline planning permission 2009/1506. As stated above, Officers 
consider that the scheme now considered is of the highest quality and the 
Design Panel has contributed to this.   
 
 
Responses to other comments received 
Comments have been received with regard to the Thames Pedestrian Bridge 
from CABE (for) and the Battersea Society (against), however this is 
conceptual and included in some drawings for illustrative purposes, and is not 
part of this application.  
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The Port of London Authority (PLA) has raised a number of queries and 
requested clarification on points to which the applicant has responded as 
follows.  ‘We have already commented on the requirement to consider St 
George’s Wharf Pier.  We do not disagree that the Pier may have a transport 
role to play, but this is likely to represent a very small proportion of overall 
trips because of the routes available at the Pier and due to the availability of 
other modes of transport which are better connected to central London.  It was 
not considered necessary to model the contribution the Pier could make for 
these reasons. At the time of preparing the EIA the Thames Tunnel 
application was not published.  It is not considered appropriate to consider 
these proposals at this late stage. We note the comments on Middle Wharf 
and Cringle Dock.  The Embassy development is not a sensitive use and any 
noise generated from the two wharves is not considered to be of significance, 
particularly given the distance to the site.  The envelope of the Chancery 
building has been designed to ensure that it provides appropriate levels of 
noise mitigation for its occupants.’ 
 
It is not considered that there are any outstanding issues in this respect. A full 
noise assessment was contained within the ES attached to the outline 
planning application and was considered sound at that stage.  
  
 
Conclusion 
 
The updated Environmental Statement submitted as part of the Application is 
considered an up to date, comprehensive and robust document which has 
been integral to the assessment of this submission and should inform the 
decision taken by Members. Officers have provided a summary of the ES 
assessment at Appendix 1 of this report.  
 
There are a number of conditions still to be considered in respect of the 
outline planning permissions. However, all conditions required to be 
considered at this stage, and for which details have been submitted with this 
application are found to be acceptable.  
 
As this is an application for reserved matters and discharge of conditions 
relating to an outline planning permission it does not attract DIFS tariff or the 
Mayors CIL.  
 
A section 106 Agreement was signed in association with the outline planning 
permission which included a number of contributions, commitments and 
restrictions. All relevant clauses within the agreement have been complied 
with to date. Whilst the Public Art Strategy is submitted as required in the 
S106, it is agreed with the applicant that further work can be done to enhance 
this document in accordance with the strategic work being done through the 
Strategy Board and Public Realm Working Group in this field for Nine Elms as 
a whole in order to enrich the area and create a real sense of place and 
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community. The Design Panel required by the S106 has met and contributed 
through discussion to the quality of the proposal now being considered.  
 
 
The energy strategy has demonstrated how energy efficiency measures, CHP 
and renewable energy technologies could be applied to the development and 
how the requirements of condition 19 can be met.  Overall it is considered that 
the Energy Strategy demonstrates a high quality and high achieving 
development with excellent CO2 reduction compared to the 2010 building 
regulations.  This will be an exemplar development in terms of energy and 
sustainability.  Overall the approach would be in line with the Mayor’s 
hierarchy for energy reduction which is to use lean, clean and green energy, 
and the energy strategy as a whole can be considered acceptable 
 
The new Embassy development will provide a vibrancy and vitality to this area 
within the centre of Nine Elms, particularly as it is envisaged that the Embassy 
will attract 1,200 visitors daily. Its layout and access is at grade and simple 
and logical, its scale is appropriate to its context and the detailed design is of 
exceptional quality. The proposal is commendable in the way in which security 
is hidden as far as possible and embedded within the design.  The 
landscaping and visual appearance of the buildings enhance one another and 
are of the highest quality, displaying an openness and transparency that 
reflect the ambitions set down by US Government for this purpose built 
London Embassy.  The reserved matters of layout, scale, external 
appearance and landscaping are considered to be appropriate and are within 
the parameters set out by the outline planning permission. 
 
This is a proposal of the highest design quality that will make a fitting 
centrepiece to the regeneration of Nine Elms.  
 
 

RECOMMENDATION:  Approve Reserved Matters, details of condition and 
matters relating to S106 agreement pursuant to planning permission ref 
2009/1507 and 2009/1506 in line with the draft decision notice at Appendix 2. 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 1 – Environmental Statement 
 
Environmental Statement:  
 
In May 2009 the applicant submitted an outline planning application for a new 
US Embassy.  The outline planning application was accompanied by an 
Environmental Statement (ES) which reported the findings of an 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) undertaken in accordance with the 
EIA regulations 1999 on the basis of the parameters of the outline application.  
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Since the grant of outline planning permission the scheme has been further 
refined and developed.  It is recognised that an updated EIA is required to be 
submitted with this reserved matters application for the 2012 scheme owing to 
the time elapsed since the original EIA was undertaken, to take into account 
changes to the baseline and cumulative schemes.  The findings of the 
updated EIA are presented in an ES dated May 2012 which accompanies the 
reserved matters application and assesses the significance of the likely effects 
of the 2012 scheme.  In accordance with 2011 EIA regulations consideration 
is given in the updated EIA to the likely significant effects of the completed 
2012 scheme.  Fresh assessments of the likely significant effects were 
undertaken for the updated EIA but the updated ES also sets out the likely 
significant effects identified and reported in the 2009 ES to allow a 
comparison.  Where likely significant adverse effects are identified measures 
are set out to prevent, reduce and where possible offset these effects 
(mitigation measures).  The nature and significance of likely residual effects 
are then set out. 
 
The ES includes a description of the updated methodology used in the 2012 
ES and a description of the 2012 scheme, including an overview of main 
alternatives and design evolution.  Also included is an outline of the 
development construction programme.  The ES then identifies the following 
broad heads of potential environmental effects of the development project:- 
socio-economics, transportation and access, air quality, noise and vibration, 
water resources and flood risk, ecology, waste, wind, daylight, sunlight, 
overshadowing, light pollution and solar glare, telecommunications, 
cumulative effects, summary of residual effects and  townscape, visual and 
built heritage.  Information on a number of the topics or commentary given in 
the ES will have appeared in topic based reports and assessments submitted 
as supporting documents for the application, summarised earlier in the report, 
and these are identified.  The principal conclusions of the assessment in the 
ES are summarised in the following paragraphs. 
 
The LPA is required to consult various bodies, and publicity for an EIA 
application is required to be undertaken by the LPA or the applicant 
depending on specified circumstances.  This enables the LPA to make a 
decision on the development proposal in the light of the net environmental 
effect of the development taking into account responses.  Indeed, it is a 
requirement that the environmental information is taken into account when the 
LPA arrives at a decision and must state that it has done so.     
 
Socio-Economics 
 
This chapter was prepared by Waterman Energy, Environment & Design Ltd 
and presents an assessment of the likely significant socio-economic effects of 
the 2012 scheme, in particular employment generated during construction and 
once the scheme is complete and operational.  
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The chapter provides a summary of relevant planning policy, description of 
methods used in the assessment, description of relevant social and economic 
baseline conditions and likely effects of the 2012 scheme.  Mitigation 
measures are identified where appropriate and the nature and significance of 
likely residual effects assessed.  The socio-economic effects in this chapter 
are based on a future baseline condition (i.e. the site is cleared and 
unoccupied). 
 
Construction works of the 2012 scheme would be expected to generate short-
term temporary employment of an estimated 299 permanent FTE construction 
jobs, a significant proportion on site with the remainder in the construction 
supply chain.  Applicant would consider means of working with local 
employment and training initiatives to maximise employment opportunities for 
local people.  Construction works were assessed as having a short-term 
temporary negligible effect at local, district and regional level. 
 
Once complete and operational the 2012 scheme would be expected to 
create 805 gross permanent jobs, 649 available for locally and regionally 
based people.  However, as a proportion of these jobs move from the US 
Embassy in Grosvenor Square the scheme is likely to result in 161 net direct 
increase in jobs in London as a whole, with a range of jobs of different skill 
levels.  The scheme is expected to contribute indirectly to local job 
opportunities through supply contractors, increased demand and local spend.  
On this basis 48 additional jobs would be likely to be created across London 
as a whole.  The potential effect on employment levels is likely to be negligible 
at the regional level. 
 
The 2012 scheme would be expected to benefit economy at local and district 
levels through increased expenditure locally through employees and visitors.  
The likely effect of additional local expenditure on the local and district 
economy is considered to be long-term beneficial and of moderate 
significance although negligible at a regional level due to the existing US 
Embassy in Mayfair. 
 
No mitigation measures are identified as being required and residual effects 
are as identified above. 
 
Comparison of the assessment of the 2009 scheme with the 2012 scheme 
shows potential effects and their significance remain the same and the 2012 
scheme did not identify any additional potentially significant socio-economic 
effects to those previously identified. 
 
 
 
Transportation and Access 
 
This chapter was prepared by JMP Consultants Ltd and provides an 
assessment of likely significant effects of the 2012 scheme in the context of 
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transportation and access.  The chapter describes the policy background, 
methodology used, baseline conditions and potential effects of the 2012 
scheme.  Mitigation measures are identified where appropriate and a 
summary of likely residual effects.  The chapter provides an update to the 
Transport Assessment submitted with the outline planning application. 
 
Construction traffic levels have been estimated based on recorded 
construction traffic from similar sized developments and includes an average 
of 30 vehicles a day with a maximum of 100, 70% being medium and heavy 
goods vehicles and 30% light goods vehicles.  It is anticipated the 
construction phase would last for 47 months and the construction works would 
give rise to a short-term temporary adverse effect on traffic flows on the local 
highway network of minor significance.  Ponton Road would not be closed 
until the new road has been completed; therefore, the effect on 
pedestrians/cyclists would be negligible. 
 
With regards to trip generation the 2012 scheme would result in 816 two way 
total person trips in the AM peak and 620 two-way total person trips in the PM 
peak; the majority by public transport.  The 2012 scheme would be expected 
to lead to a net reduction of 66 and 123 two way car trips in the AM and PM 
peak hours on Ponton Road respectively.  The potential effect resulting from 
the increase in traffic to and from the 2012 scheme on the overall highway 
network is considered to be negligible however during the AM peak on Ponton 
Road the effect would be adverse and of minor significance.  This is as a 
result of the use of a cleared site in the future baseline scenario.  
 
The 2012 scheme is expected to generate approx. 10 to 12 pedestrians per 
minute in the critical peaks and is likely to have a negligible effect on 
footways, footpaths and walking routes in the vicinity.   
 
A total of 62 cycle parking spaces would be provided including 20 covered 
outdoor spaces for public use, 28 for staff and 14 staff spaces within the 
building, in addition to 25 Barclay hire cycle docks within the scheme and a 
further 25 near the Plaza to be coordinated with Ballymore.  The potential 
effect resulting from the increase in cyclists to and from the 2012 scheme 
would be negligible. 
 
Additional peak demand for buses equates to approx. 8 passengers per bus 
and it is considered that the forecast increase in passengers would have a 
negligible effect on the capacity of existing bus services.  The 2012 scheme 
would be predicted on average to add 7 additional passengers per train during 
the critical peak and have a negligible effect on train capacity.  The 2012 
scheme is predicted to add equivalent to a maximum of 4 additional 
passengers per tube train during AM peak hour which is considered to have a 
negligible effect on capacity of underground services. 
 
The temporary adverse effect of construction traffic generated would be 
mitigated through the implementation of a CEMP and Site Waste 
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Management Plan (preliminary versions of which are appended to the ES).  
These would have the effect of reducing the number of vehicles on the local 
highway network through measures such as controlled access, adherence to 
designated routes, implementation of a traffic management plan, measure to 
encourage public transport use, controlled deliveries.  Implementation of these 
measures would ensure construction traffic would not cause undue disruption 
and the likely residual effect of construction works would at worst be short-
term temporary adverse and of minor significance on traffic flows. 
 
Potential effects resulting from the increase in traffic to and from the scheme 
is negligible but during AM peak period would be adverse on Ponton Road 
and of minor significance at local level.  This would be mitigated by adoption 
of a full Workplace Travel Plan (WTP) to be submitted for approval.  A WTP 
was submitted as part of the 2009 Transport Assessment and sets out a 
detailed programme of measures and monitoring to be implemented to 
encourage the use of sustainable modes of transport whilst reducing single 
occupancy trips.  The WTP passed the ATTrBuTE test.  Taking into account 
the WTP the likely residual effect of the 2012 scheme on road traffic would be 
negligible. 
 
A summary of the transportation and access potential and likely residual 
effects are included at the end of the chapter which demonstrates that the 
predicated effects of the 2009 scheme are the same as those for the 2012 
scheme. 
 
Air Quality 
 
This chapter was written by Waterman Energy, Environment & Design Ltd and 
presents an assessment of the likely significant effects of the 2012 scheme on 
local air quality particular in relation to existing sensitive receptors.  Potential 
effects from construction dust and road traffic emissions are assessed 
together with road traffic and building plant emissions from the 2012 scheme 
once complete and operational.  Policy context and methods used to assess 
the effects are described along with baseline conditions that would exist in the 
absence of the 2012 scheme.  Potential significant effects of the 2012 scheme 
are discussed together with mitigation measures that were developed to 
prevent reduce or offset any adverse effects identified.  Likely residual effects 
are then described. 
 
The construction works are considered to be a major construction project and 
the site would be classed as high risk by the GLA ‘Control of Dust and 
Emissions from Construction and Demolition’.  Construction works have the 
potential to affect local air quality conditions through dust generated from 
activities such as excavation, emissions from plant and emissions from 
vehicles.  Dust from construction activities generally does not arise beyond 
200m and receptors downwind are more at risk of dust deposition.  Given the 
prevailing wind direction and proximity of Elm Quay Court, Riverside Court 
and former Porters Lodge without mitigation there would be potential for dust-
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related effects to be temporary, adverse and of moderate significance.  Dust 
related effects at properties along Pascal Street, Bramley Crescent and 
Hemans Street would be temporary, adverse and of minor significance.  
Therefore, management controls would be required to reduce potential for 
dust effects.  The contribution to emissions from construction traffic movement 
to local air pollution is likely to be at worse temporary adverse and of minor 
significance during the peak construction phase and negligible for the 
remaining time.  Emissions from plant operating on the site would be small in 
comparison to emissions from road traffic movements and would be 
negligible. 
 
Potential effects on air quality associated with the operation of the 2012 
scheme would arise from changes in volume of traffic and emissions from 
heating systems.  Modelling indicates that the 2012 scheme is predicted to 
have a negligible effect in relation to annual mean NO2 and PM10 and daily 
mean PM10 concentrations at all receptors modelled.  The likely potential 
effect of the 2012 scheme on PM2.5 concentrations is considered to be 
negligible.  Following sensitivity testing and taking into account uncertainty in 
future NOX and NO reductions the 2012 scheme is predicted to have an at 
worse minor adverse effect at Receptor 7 (1 Wendle Court) but negligible 
effects at all other receptors. 
 
With regards to mitigation measures a range of environmental management 
controls would be developed and are detailed in the preliminary CEMP and 
include: routine dust monitoring, damping down surfaces, providing hoarding, 
sheeting buildings, using wheel wash, switching off plant when not in use, etc.  
Particular attention would be paid to operations which take place close to the 
northern site boundary and residential receptors at Riverside Court, formers 
Porters Lodge and Elm Quay Court; and also Embassy Gardens if occupied 
during the construction of the Embassy.  Such measures are routinely and 
successfully applied to construction projects throughout the UK.  The 
completed 2012 scheme is predicted to have a negligible effect and at work 
adverse effects of minor significance as such no mitigation measures are 
required.  However the scheme would be supported by preparation of a WTP 
to ensure practical measures to enhance accessibility by non-car modes and 
reduce single occupancy vehicle trips which should further reduce long term 
effects of the 2012 scheme. 
 
Following adoption of appropriate environmental management controls 
negligible to at worst adverse residual effects of minor significance would 
likely arise from construction related dust emissions and negligible effects 
from traffic exhaust emissions.  The completed and operational 2012 scheme 
would likely have a negligible to minor adverse residual effect on NO2 
concentrations and negligible effect on PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations taking 
account of uncertainty in future NOX and NO2 reductions. 
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A summary of the potential effects and likely residual effects of the 2012 
scheme when compared to the 2009 scheme show no new significant effects 
were identified for the 2012 scheme. 
 
 
 
Noise and Vibration 
 
This chapter was written by Waterman Energy, Environment & Design Ltd and 
presents an assessment of the potential effects of the 2012 scheme in terms 
of noise and vibration in particular during construction works and on 
completion and operation of the scheme.  The likely residual effects are then 
described.  The chapter sets out the planning policy context and a description 
of methods used to assess the baseline conditions. 
 
The highest construction noise levels tend to be associated with plant used 
during piling, earthmoving, concreting and road pavement construction.  The 
worst case predicated noise levels indicate potential for greatest exceedances 
during excavation of the basement level and piling with noise levels having 
potential to give rise to temporary adverse effects of minor significance on 
residents at Elm Quay Court and Riverside Court.  Consideration is therefore 
required as to mitigation measures needed to protect the amenity of future 
residents.  With regards to construction traffic the potential noise effects would 
be considered to be negligible.  Construction works and piling in particular 
would have potential to result in nearest existing vibration-sensitive receptors 
being exposed to levels of vibration that have little attenuation.  It is 
anticipated that Continuous Flight Auger (CFA) piles would be used for 
construction which would minimise the vibration exposure experienced at 
nearby sensitive receptors reducing likelihood of cosmetic damage and 
adverse comment from occupiers of neighbouring buildings.  However, some 
temporary adverse vibration of minor significance is predicted, although it 
should be noted that levels of vibration generated by piling would be 
significantly lower than British Standard guidance levels and the potential 
effects on existing structures would be negligible. 
 
Increase in road traffic noise levels from the completed operational 
development would be imperceptible at nearby NSRs and as such would give 
rise to negligible effect on existing noise climate surrounding the 2012 
scheme.  Fixed plant in the completed scheme would have potential to 
generate noise.  Plant specification is sufficiently flexible to ensure that 
suitable quiet non-tonal plant could be procured or screening installed 
however in the absence of suitable mitigation fixed plant and mechanical 
services noise could give rise to an adverse effect of minor significance on all 
existing nearby sensitive receptors. 
 
Noise from unloading operations would be for the most part screened from 
nearby sensitive receptors and so have a negligible effect however there 
would be potential for delivery vehicles to affect ambient noise climate whilst 
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delivering to the Service Pavilion; however this too has been assessed and 
considered to be negligible. 
 
An assessment of effects of the nearby safeguarded wharf have been 
considered.  Likely future uses of the wharf are unknown but a worst case 
future baseline scenario was based on published source noise data at other 
safeguarded wharves along the Thames.  Noise levels were calculated at the 
closest façade of the main Embassy building to Middle Wharf and the 
potential effects of noise associated with the safeguarded Middle Wharf were 
considered to be negligible. 
 
Disturbance from construction activities can be defined as a temporary 
nuisance to people in the area.  The preliminary  CEMP would be further 
developed and implemented during construction works to mitigate and monitor 
noise and vibration.  Standard working practices would be used to reduce 
noise and vibration emission throughout the construction period.  In addition, a 
traffic management plan would be used to minimise potential effects from 
construction traffic.  These controls are regularly and successfully applied to 
large scale construction projects of similar size to minimise noise and vibration 
effects and would ensure the works proceed with the minimum disturbance. 
 
Given noise generated by operational road traffic was found to be negligible, 
no mitigation is required.  Through the selection of appropriate fixed 
mechanical plant and adoption of mitigation measures where required 
secured by way of an appropriately worded condition, plant noise levels would 
fall below monitored background noise levels.  Delivery and servicing areas 
would be screened from noise sensitive receptors and were assessed as 
having a negligible effect therefore additional mitigation not required.   
 
Given that noise generated by activities at the safeguarded wharf were 
assessed as likely to have a negligible effect no mitigation measures would be 
required. 
 
During construction works residual affects from construction noise would be at 
worst a temporary adverse residual effect of minor significance in relation to 
Elm Quay Court and Riverside Court with a negligible residual effect in 
relation to construction traffic noise.  Following implementation of and 
adherence to the CEMP the likely residual effect of construction generated 
vibration would be negligible.  The likely residual effect of operational road 
traffic noise, fixed mechanical plant and delivery and service noise is 
negligible.  The likely residual effects of noise generated by the possible future 
resumption of activities at safeguarded wharves would be negligible. 
 
A summary of the potential effects and likely residual effects of the 2012 
scheme when compared to the 2009 scheme show no change in the likely 
residual effects.   Effects of the safeguarded wharf were not previously 
identified for the 2009 scheme but are found to be negligible. 
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Water Resources and Flood Risk 
 
This chapter was written by Waterman Transport and Development Limited 
and presents an assessment of the likely significant effects of the 2012 
scheme on flood risk and drainage.  Consideration is give to the effect on 
surface water drainage and potential for flooding.  The chapter describes 
methods used to assess pre-demolition baseline conditions at and 
surrounding the site, potential direct and indirect effects of both construction 
and completed 2012 scheme on water resources, water quality and flood risk.  
Mitigation measures are identified and likely residual effects described.  
Legislation and planning policy context is outlined along with the assessment 
methodology and significance criteria. 
 
Construction works have potential to give rise to changes in surface water 
runoff and in absence of mitigation give rise to risk of surface water flooding.  
A temporary change in site conditions could give rise to at worse a local risk of 
overland flooding leading to a temporary adverse effect of minor significance. 
 
The potential effect on local groundwater abstraction is considered to be 
negligible.  Groundwater discharge rates would be agreed with the 
Environment Agency and Thames Water and it is anticipated that the rate of 
discharge from the dewatering processes during basement excavation would 
have a negligible effect in terms of flood risk at the site and elsewhere.  Piling 
could temporarily disturb groundwater flow during construction and so piling 
techniques to ensure this process would not increase flood risk would be 
chosen the result would be a negligible effect in terms of flood risk at the site 
and elsewhere. 
 
The site would be handed to the applicant in a cleared state and as such no 
significant contamination is considered likely.  Any contamination not 
previously identified would be remediated in line with condition 10 of the 
planning permission.  Piling could potentially introduce new pathways for 
residual contamination to migrate; however, piling procedures could be 
conducted in a way that minimises these risks and would ensure risk of 
contamination of controlled waters would be negligible.  During construction, 
surface water runoff and any groundwater pumped from foundation 
excavations could contain contaminants such as sediments or oil, although 
this could be discharged directly to the storm water system and River Thames 
a negligible effect on water quality would be expected owing to dilution. 
 
The basement of the scheme would potentially partially restrict and divert flow 
of shallow groundwater although this is anticipated to be a localised effect and 
unlikely to induce flooding of adjacent sites therefore a negligible effect would 
likely result.  The basement would be constructed from concrete and water-
proofed as appropriate this would ensure the building is impermeable and 
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groundwater flooding has a negligible effect on occupants of the 2012 
scheme. 
 
Surface water run-off would be restricted in line with the London Plan 
Essential Standard reducing discharge by 50% over the existing situation (i.e. 
pre-demolition) whilst including for the effects of climate change during the 
lifetime of the 2012 Scheme through the Pond and bioswales.  As such the 
scheme would have a beneficial effect of minor significance on surface water 
runoff and associated drainage.  Surface water runoff would be discharged in 
line with current guidance and incorporation of SuDS would further assist in 
improving water quality.  as such the 2012 scheme would result in a negligible 
effect on surface water quality in the River Thames and combined sewer. 
 
The risk of tidal flooding from overtopping the flood defences is considered to 
be low and so the potential effect of flooding of the 2012 scheme is 
considered to be negligible.  The main Embassy Building, Main Pavilion and 
Consular Pavilion should remain safe in event of a 1 in 200 year breach of 
local defences although the service pavilion and basement would be subject 
to flooding.  The flood defence strategy includes mitigation measures based 
on the peak 1 in 1,000 year flood level of 5.04m AOD.  If a flood occurred all 
pavilions and basement would need to be evacuated to the ground floor or 
above in the main Embassy Building and would therefore remain safe.  This 
would ensure there would be a negligible effect resulting from a breach in the 
Thames Tidal Defences.  Despite defences being incorporated in the 2012 
scheme there is always potential for these defences to fail however given the 
escape routes would be provided this would result in an adverse effect of 
minor significance to any users of the basement. 
 
Although the 2012 scheme would be connected to the main public potable 
water supply it has been designed to eliminate potable water for non-potable 
consumption.  It is anticipated that the 2012 scheme would be sufficient in 
terms of water consumption and there would not be a significant increase in 
demand on supply of potable water compared to the pre-demolition uses and 
thus the potential effect would be negligible.  Should back up water be 
required from the underlying chalk this could lead to increased pressure on 
the aquifer; however, because a licence would be required from the EA and 
only utilised for back-up purposes, this would be used infrequently and 
potential effect of extracting water would be negligible. 
 
During construction temporary measures would be put in place as part of the 
CEMP to control surface water runoff and discharge rates would be agreed 
with the EA and Thames Water.  Dewatering during construction works would 
be undertaken following consultation with the EA and carried out using 
standard techniques with appropriate discharge rates agreed with the EA.  
During construction surface water run off and groundwater could contain 
contaminants prior to discharging settlement and oil interceptors would be 
used where necessary.  The CEMP would reflect relevant legislative 
requirements and best practice guidance with respect to the site’s drainage. 
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The basement would be appropriately waterproofed and would be unlikely to 
prevent groundwater flow and cause groundwater levels to rise significantly to 
increase flood risk off site; as such, no mitigation would be required.  
Attenuation features would reduce flows by a minimum of 50% obviating the 
need for mitigation.  Use of SuDS would ensure no mitigation required in 
relation to surface water quality.  No mitigation required in relation to 
overtopping of flood defences.  The inclusion of demountable barriers should 
protect vulnerable areas of the 2012 scheme in event of a breach of flood 
defences and a Flood Management Plan would outline how users would be 
evacuated during flood to safe ground.  Given the 2012 scheme has been 
designed to eliminate potable water use for non-potable consumption no 
mitigation is necessary. 
 
The likely residual effects during construction would all be negligible following 
mitigation.  For the completed scheme the residual effects range from 
negligible to beneficial effect of minor significance. 
 
A summary of the likely residual effects of the 2012 scheme compared to 
those identified in the 2009 scheme is included.  The potential effects are the 
same as those identified in the 2009 scheme.  However, owing to scheme 
alterations new mitigation measures have been incorporated to ensure the 
2012 scheme would remain safe and not increase flood risk off site. 
 
Ecology 
 
This chapter was written by Waterman Energy, Environment & Design Ltd and 
presents an assessment of likely significant effects of the 2012 scheme on the 
ecological and nature conservation resources on and close to the site.  A 
description of relevant legislation and planning policies is included together 
with methodology used for the assessment and baseline conditions.  The 
potential effects of the scheme during construction and completed operational 
development are outlined along with appropriate mitigation and the resulting 
likely residual effects. 
 
Potential effects during construction in terms of designated sites are of no or 
negligible effect given the distance to designated sites.  The loss of bare 
ground habitats is negligible in terms of biodiversity unless pioneer vegetation 
colonises the site in which case the effect would be temporary, short term, 
local adverse and of minor significance. 
 
For the completed 2012 scheme in relation to designated sites, again no or 
negligible effects are identified given the distance to designated sites.  In 
relation to habitats and species the landscaping of the scheme would result in 
a long term local beneficial effect of minor significance creating resources 
likely to be of site value. 
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Although no adverse effects identified during the construction works, the 
CEMP would be developed further to include limiting flood lighting, dust 
generation, surface water runoff.  No mitigation is identified as required for the 
completed scheme and the likely residual effects are the same as the effects 
previously identified. 
 
The construction works of the 2012 scheme would be expected to have less 
of a potential effect on the River Thames than reported in the 2009 ES.  
However, the assessment of the completed 2012 scheme shows the potential 
effects, likely residual effects and their significance would be the same as 
those identified for the 2009 scheme.  The assessment of the 2012 scheme 
did not identify any additional potentially significant ecological effects to those 
previously identified. 
 
Waste 
 
This chapter was prepared by Waterman Energy, Environment & Design Ltd 
and describes the likely nature and quantities of construction waste arising 
from the scheme and requirements for treatment.  Generation and 
management of waste are considered in the context of national and regional 
waste policies and waste disposal infrastructure.   
 
During construction approx. 113,800 cubic m of material would be removed 
through excavation and piling.  Waste arisings would be carefully controlled 
and managed to prevent release of residual contaminants.  Where possible 
geotechnically suitable inert waste would be reused on the site or exported for 
reuse.  Remaining material would be disposed of in line with legislation.  As 
such the potential effect of waste generated during excavation is considered 
to be negligible.  Waste material would be generated at all stages of 
construction and waste streams would be identified and managed by the 
Contractor.  The scheme would use prefabricated materials where possible to 
reduce material waste on site.  Colour coded skips would be provided to 
facilitate waste segregation.  Contractors would be required to seek to reduce 
waste and waste audits would be undertaken.  The SWMP would assist in 
reducing waste and ensure reuse and recycling where possible and it is 
considered that the potential effect of waste generated during the construction 
phase would therefore be negligible. 
 
Likely waste streams have been estimated for the completed development.  
Multiple waste and recyclable collection rooms would be located through the 
main Embassy Building.  Based on a large increase in waste and recycling the 
2012 scheme would be expected to have a negligible effect as a result of 
waste generation during its operation.   
 
No further mitigation is identified as required during construction phase and 
the likely residual effect is identified as negligible.  For the completed scheme 
the applicant is committed to minimising waste disposal to landfill and the 
likely residual effect is considered to be negligible. 
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No assessment was undertaken for the 2009 scheme in relation to 
construction and completed development waste arisings.   
 
 
 
Wind 
 
This chapter, which was written by RWDI, describes the methods used to 
assess the potential wind effects, together with the baseline conditions at and 
immediately surrounding the site.  Potential wind effects of the 2012 scheme 
are presented together with mitigation measures and resulting residual effects 
are described. 
 
During construction of the scheme there would be potential for wind to blow 
into the open construction site but presence of site hoardings would provide 
localised shelter around the perimeter of the site.  As construction proceeds 
wind conditions would tend towards those of the completed 2012 scheme.  
Potential effects would mostly be negligible with a temporary local beneficial 
effect of minor significance due to site hoarding. 
 
In the absence of any landscaping the wind microclimate of the completed 
scheme would be relatively calm with wind conditions suitable for leisure 
walking to sitting during the winter.  However, there are two locations which 
would be locally windier and suitable for business walking during winter. 
 
Entrances are expected to experience conditions suitable for or better than 
standing/entrance use and potential effects would range from negligible to 
long term beneficial and of minor significance.  The main entry courtyard 
would experience wind conditions suitable for the intended use of this area 
and represent a negligible effect in summer and a negligible to long term 
beneficial effect of minor and moderate significance during winter.  The event 
lawn would be exposed to south west and north east winds and the potential 
effect on pedestrian comfort of users would be long term adverse of moderate 
significance, long-term adverse and of minor significance and negligible 
respectively.  Embassy Park would have a suitable wind climate for standing 
with one exception suitable for leisure walking during the Summer, which 
represents a potential long-term adverse effect of minor significance however 
the majority of locations have a negligible effect.  During Winter the potential 
wind microclimate effect in embassy park would be negligible.  Lower and 
upper meadow mound would be accessible only to maintenance workers and 
potential effect is considered negligible. 
 
All pedestrian thoroughfares would be suitable for or better than leisure 
walking in Winter and potential effects range from negligible to long term 
beneficial and of moderate significance.  At the western end of the 
Promenade the wind microclimate would be suitable for business walking 
rather than leisure walking therefore during Winter the potential effect would 
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be at worst long term adverse and minor significance.  In Summer potential 
effects of wind microclimate on the pedestrian thoroughfares would be 
negligible, long-term beneficial and of minor significance and long-term 
beneficial and of moderate significance. 
 
Exterior terraces of the main Embassy Building would be suitable for sitting 
and potential effect would be negligible.   
 
No mitigation measures are necessary during construction and therefore the 
likely residual effect would remain as negligible within the site and temporary 
beneficial of minor significance along Nine Elms Lane.   
 
For the completed 2012 scheme taking account of landscaping proposals no 
mitigation is considered necessary.  Likely residual effects range from 
negligible through to long-term beneficial and of minor and moderate 
significance.  
 
A comparison of the 2012 scheme to the 2009 scheme does not reflect a 
particular improvement or worsening in the wind climate owing to the 
differences of potential effects on the wind microclimate arising from the detail 
on the 2012 scheme.  As the design of the 2012 scheme differs from the 2009 
scheme it is not possible to carry out a direct comparison.     
 
 
 
Daylight, Sunlight, Overshadowing, Light Pollution and Solar Glare 
 
This chapter was written by Gordon Ingram Associates (GIA) and presents an 
assessment of the likely significant effects of the 2012 scheme in terms of 
daylight and sunlight to existing residential properties, overshadowing of 
existing and proposed amenity areas, and solar glare and light pollution which 
could arise from the development.  A summary of legislation planning policy 
and guidance together with methodologies used in the assessment are 
outlined.  Baseline conditions are identified and potential effects described 
along with mitigation and likely residual effects. 
 
The potential effect caused by construction of the 2012 scheme would vary 
throughout the construction period, gradually having a greater effect as the 
development is built out.  
 
For the daylight assessment the 2012 scheme would have a negligible effect 
on daylight within the 211 rooms tested.  10 rooms in Elm Quay Court were 
tested further and found to meet No Sky Line Criteria and therefore the 
potential effect of the 2012 scheme in terms of daylight would likely be 
negligible. 
 
Once the 2012 scheme is completed 255 of the 256 windows tested would 
comply with BRE guidelines for sunlight and therefore in sunlight term the 
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potential effect of the 2012 scheme upon these properties would be negligible.  
The one window affected serves a kitchen and only receive marginally below 
the BRE recommendations and would receive good levels of sunlight 
throughout the year however there would be an adverse effect of minor 
significance.  
 
Of the 14 proposed amenity areas within the 2012 Scheme, 13 would satisfy 
BRE guidelines in terms of overshadowing and would represent negligible 
effect.  The promenade is predicted to fall marginally below BRE guidelines 
having an adverse effect of minor significance.  
 
The 2012 scheme would cause localised and brief transient overshadowing of 
the River Thames during spring having a negligible effect.  During winter this 
would be experienced to a greater extent the potential effect of the 2012 
scheme on transient overshadowing of the River Thames is considered to be 
adverse and of minor significance.  Overall the potential effect of the 2012 
scheme on amenity areas within the complex would be adverse and range 
from minor to moderate significance. 
 
The effects from solar glare are in the most instances negligible but in 3 view 
points have an adverse effect of minor to moderate significance.  The lighting 
design of the 2012 scheme overall remains compliant with suggested light 
pollution levels and would have a negligible effect on surrounding sensitive 
receptors. 
 
No mitigation is required in relation to daylight and sunlight to surrounding 
residential receptors and therefore the likely residual effect is negligible. 
 
No mitigation is suggested in relation to permanent overshadowing or 
transient overshadowing and therefore the likely residual effects would remain 
as negligible and adverse of minor to moderate significance. 
 
No mitigation is proposed in relation to solar glare and the likely residual effect 
is negligible to at worst adverse and of minor significance. 
 
No mitigation is required for light pollution and therefore the likely residual 
effect would be negligible. 
 
A comparison between the 2012 scheme and 2009 scheme demonstrate that 
there has been an overall improvement in the daylight, sunlight, permanent 
and transient overshadowing and solar glare assessments. 
 
Telecommunication 
 
This chapter was written by Waterman Energy, Environment & Design Ltd 
with input from EMC Consultants Ltd and presents an assessment of the likely 
significant effects of the 2012 scheme on airborne communication 
transmissions in relation to broadcast radio, satellite, digital terrestrial 
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television and cellular telephone users surrounding the site.  Relevant 
planning policy and methodology adopted is outlined together with baseline 
conditions, likely significant effects, mitigation measures required and likely 
residual effects. 
 
During construction tower cranes and rigs would temporarily be used on site; 
however, the potential effect on quality of radio signals would likely be 
negligible.  Tower cranes could lead to temporary and localised 
electromagnetic shadows leading to at worst a temporary, short-term local 
adverse effect of minor significance on terrestrial or satellite television signals.  
Construction works are expected to have a negligible effect on cellular 
communication signals. 
 
The completed 2012 scheme is expected to cause electromagnetic shadows 
due to the height of the building; however, due to physical properties of radio 
waves and that radio signals can be received from 3 separate transmitters the 
2012 scheme is not expected to significantly impair radio signals and would 
have a negligible effect.  The façade of the building is anticipated to result in 
reflection of television signals but this is considered to have a negligible effect 
on quality of digital television services.  The 2012 scheme would create 
electromagnetic shadows and a worst case scenario is likely to result in a 
signal reduction and the potential effect is considered to be local, long-term 
adverse and of minor significance for terrestrial and satellite television signals.  
Cellular communication base stations are located at a distance from the 2012 
scheme and their signals would not be significantly affected as such the effect 
of the scheme would be negligible. 
 
No mitigation is necessary for radio signals or cellular communication signals 
during construction or the completed scheme and so residual effects remain 
as negligible in these instances.  
 
During construction poor terrestrial or satellite television signals could be 
mitigated by the readjustment, realignment or relocation of antennae and 
satellite dishes which would be the responsibility of the receiver and would 
result in a negligible effect.  For the completed scheme mitigation would 
include installation of a local amplifier or upgrade to the aerial or realignment 
of the transmitter as well as relocation of satellite dish, which would be 
responsibility of the receiver and would result in a negligible effect. 
 
Comparison of the assessment of the 2009 scheme with the 2012 scheme 
shows that the potential effects and significance of potential effects and likely 
residual effects are largely the same; however, the electromagnetic field 
would be smaller in the 2012 scheme.  The assessment of the 2012 scheme 
has not identified any additional potential significant telecommunication effects 
to those previously identified. 
 
Cumulative effects 
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This chapter presents an assessment of the likely cumulative effects of the 
2012 scheme in terms of interactions between the residual effects identified in 
isolation (type 1) and in combination with those arising from permitted and 
reasonably feasible schemes (type 2). 
 
Type 1 cumulative effects: 
There is potential for type 1 effect interactions to occur during construction 
works although these would be of minor or negligible significance and 
temporary in nature.  A CEMP would be implemented during construction 
works. 
 
Type 2 cumulative effects: 
For socio-economics the cumulative schemes are expected to generate 
employment opportunities during demolition and construction and would have 
a temporary short-term beneficial effect of minor significance on the regional 
economy and temporary beneficial effect of moderate significance at local / 
district level.  Job creation from the cumulative completed schemes would 
result in a long-term beneficial effect of minor significance.  The 2012 scheme 
in combination with cumulative schemes would contribute to regeneration of 
the area and benefit the economy at local and district level. 
 
During construction there would be an overlap period with some or all of the 
cumulative schemes and a temporary increase in Heavy Goods Vehicles and 
other construction-related vehicles on the local road network the cumulative 
effects would be at worst temporary, adverse and of minor significance.  The 
cumulative effect of the completed cumulative schemes on traffic generation 
would be negligible with the exception of Ponton Road where there would be 
an adverse effect of minor significance.  In relation to the effect on public 
transport this is expected to be negligible.  The 2012 scheme and cumulative 
schemes would result in an increase in pedestrian and cycling facilities and 
have a long-term beneficial effect of minor significance. 
 
Where construction of the 2012 scheme coincides with cumulative schemes 
there would be potential for dust generation to cumulatively affect nearby 
sensitive receptors; the cumulative effect would likely be temporary, adverse 
and of minor significance.  The cumulative effect of construction-generated 
road traffic on air quality is also expected to be of temporary, adverse and 
minor significance.  For the completed development the cumulative schemes 
would introduce new sensitive receptors but at all these future receptors a 
negligible effect was predicted in relation to annual mean NO2 and PM10, and 
daily mean PM10. 
 
If the 2012 scheme and cumulative schemes were constructed concurrently 
cumulative noise and vibration could occur; however, with adoption of 
appropriate mitigation measures at all sites the effects would likely be 
temporary adverse and of minor significance and negligible, respectively.  
Given high background noise in the area the likely cumulative increase in 
noise levels from construction traffic would be negligible.  Likely residual 
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cumulative effect of road traffic noise is likely to be negligible as with noise 
from fixed mechanical plant at the completed developments. 
 
There is potential for cumulative effects to arise in relation to changes in 
surface water runoff and ground water flooding during construction.  However, 
in all cases potential effects would be mitigated by application of suitable 
construction methodologies and site-specific CEMPs, and as a consequent 
cumulative effects would be negligible although there could be short-term, 
local adverse effects of minor significance in case of unexpected and 
accidental release of polluting spillages.  The flood risk assessment was 
based on the assumption that all cumulative schemes would be approved by 
the EA and on this basis and that each cumulative scheme would ensure 
sufficient surface water attenuation achieved in the completed development, 
the cumulative effect on surface water run off and flood risk is likely to be long 
term beneficial and of minor significance.  Cumulative schemes would 
increase the local demand for potable water but it is expected all schemes 
would discuss with Thames Water to ensure suitable supply and adopt 
measures to minimise water consumption therefore cumulative effect on water 
supply would be negligible.  It is assumed that good practice in relation to 
adoption of oil interceptors and sediment traps would be included in 
cumulative schemes and the effect on surface water quality would therefore 
be negligible. 
 
If the cumulative schemes were constructed concurrently with the 2012 
scheme there could be a temporary increase in disturbance to fauna and flora, 
and as such there would be potential for at worse a temporary adverse 
cumulative effect of minor significance.  The 2012 scheme completed together 
with cumulative schemes would include a range of biodiversity enhancements 
and as such would have a long term, beneficial effect of moderate 
significance. 
 
Demolition and construction of the 2012 scheme together with cumulative 
schemes would give rise to waste but given that all sites would be required to 
implement site waste management pans the resulting cumulative effects 
would be negligible.  Similarly for completed schemes all cumulative schemes 
are expected to be designed to include sufficient waste storage to enable 
segregation of recyclable and general waste and have a negligible effect in 
relation to increased waste generation. 
 
During construction the presence of hoardings would provide localised shelter 
around the 2012 scheme and cumulative schemes and the effect on wind 
microclimate would likely be negligible.  In relation to completed schemes their 
proximity would largely shelter the southern and south-western parts of the 
2012 scheme and have a beneficial effect on local wind microclimate.  Wind 
microclimate of thoroughfares would generally be one category calmer than 
when considering the 2012 scheme in isolation and would be negligible or 
beneficial and of minor or moderate significance, depending on location.  
Wind microclimate at entrances would improve and represent a cumulative 
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beneficial effect of minor significance and negligible effects depending on 
location.  The exterior terraces would be suitable for intended use.  Predicted 
wind microclimate of amenity spaces would be calmer and represent at worst 
negligible cumulative effects particularly when landscaping is taken into 
consideration. 
 
The degree of cumulative effect in relation to daylight, sunlight, 
overshadowing, light pollution and solar glare during construction would vary 
throughout the construction phase and be less than that of the completed 
2012 scheme and cumulative schemes.  The cumulative assessment in 
relation to the completed development looks at two cumulative scenarios.  
The first assesses the cumulative effects of the 2012 scheme with permitted 
schemes on surrounding sensitive receptors, potential effects on residential 
accommodation in permitted schemes and likely overshadowing in the 2012 
scheme and immediate surrounding amenity areas.  In relation to daylight: 
98% of residential properties would experience negligible effects, 0.8% 
adverse effect of minor significance and 1.2% adverse effect of minor to 
moderate significance.  In relation to sunlight 95% would experience a 
negligible effect and 5% an adverse effect of minor to moderate significance.  
In relation to permanent overshadowing 94% of amenity areas would 
experience negligible effect and 6% an adverse effect of moderate 
significance.  In relation to transient overshadowing the likely cumulative effect 
would be negligible during summer months and adverse of moderate 
significance during winter months.  The effect on proposed amenity areas 
would be adverse and of minor to moderate significance.  Instances of solar 
glare would be negligible from 5 viewpoints and adverse effect of minor 
significance from one viewpoint.  The likely effect of light pollution would be 
negligible.  The second scenario assesses the likely cumulative effect of the 
2012 scheme with permitted schemes and reasonably foreseeable schemes 
on surrounding sensitive receptors, potential effect on residential 
accommodation with the reasonably foreseeable schemes and likely 
overshadowing effects within the 2012 scheme and immediate surrounding 
areas.  In relation to daylight 98% of surrounding residential properties would 
experience a negligible effect, 0.6% an adverse effect of minor significance 
and 1.3% an adverse effect of minor to moderate significance.  In relation to 
sunlight 96% of surrounding residential properties would experience a 
negligible effect, 1.5% an adverse effect of minor to moderate significance 
and 2.5% an adverse effect of moderate significance.  In relation to 
permanent overshadowing 94% of amenity areas would experience negligible 
effect and 6% an adverse effect of moderate significance.  In relation to 
transient overshadowing the likely effect would be negligible to adverse and of 
substantial significance.  The effect on proposed amenity areas would be 
adverse and of minor to moderate significance.  Potential instances of solar 
glare would be a negligible effect from 5 view points and adverse effect of 
minor significance from 1 viewpoint.  The likely effect of light pollution would 
be negligible. 
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There could be localised cumulative effects during construction to interference 
of digital and satellite television signals however tower cranes would be 
relatively mobile and together with adjustment of receiving antennae where 
necessary cumulative effects are likely to be negligible. 
 
No cumulative effects are expected in relation to the electromagnetic shadow 
resulting from the completed 2012 scheme and cumulative schemes or in 
relation to digital and satellite signals and the cumulative effect is considered 
to be negligible. 
 
The 2012 scheme in combination with the cumulative schemes would provide 
a cluster of tall buildings transporting the character and view of the area.  The 
2012 scheme would in general be largely hidden leading to no cumulative 
effects or to negligible and minor neutral cumulative effects in townscape 
views from a distance.  Cumulative effects from mid-distance views would 
generally range from non-existent / minor neutral to minor, moderate and 
major beneficial depending on the viewpoint.  From local views the potential 
effect would range from minor neutral to moderate and major beneficial.  With 
regards to views of the Palace of Westminster Work Heritage Site and other 
sensitive receptors within visual range, no adverse cumulative effects were 
identified. 
 
Townscape & Visual Effects 
 
This chapter was prepared by Francis Golding and Miller Hare and assesses 
the likely significant effect of the 2012 scheme on the townscape, built 
heritage and visual environment on both the site a wider area. The same 
views are used as for the assessment of the outline application with the 
addition of two closer viewpoints to consider the detail of the architecture.  
The two main changes since the assessment at outline stage are that the 
process of demolishing the industrial buildings on the site has begun, and that 
planning permission has now been granted for a number of other proposals in 
the vicinity of the site.  Cumulative views are now therefore also considered. 
 
The Chapter goes on to consider the planning policy context, the proposed 
development, the site and existing buildings, its history and surroundings.  
The site and its immediate surroundings do not contain any buildings of 
townscape or architectural significance.  Battersea Power Station which is 
Grade II* listed, and a number of conservation areas are located some 
distance away, as well as the Westminster Heritage site, and  the relevant 
viewpoints in the London View Management Framework are considered. 
 
The series of distant, mid-distant and local views as Accurate Visual 
Representation (AVR) views are prepared by Miller Hare, with each view 
considered as existing, existing and proposed, and cumulative, with a 
commentary on each, and an evaluation of the significance of the effect.  
Effects range from non-existent, minor neutral and negligible to moderate and 
major beneficial.  
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The assessment concludes that the proposed development would preserve 
the setting of the world heritage site, Battersea Power Station, and the 
Hospital and Cheyne Conservation Areas in Kensington and Chelsea and the 
Pimlico Conservation area in Westminster, would improve the immediate 
setting around Nine Elms Lane and could become a focus point and enhance 
townscape through the high quality design, and would lead to the 
regeneration of the Nine Elms neighbourhood along a number of other 
schemes nearby which have recently been granted consent or considered 
positively by Committee.   
 
In relation to construction works, hoardings and tower cranes would be 
present on the site and these could have locally negative effect from many 
views, but this would be temporary, not unusual in the area given the number 
of recent permissions, and the effects are therefore considered small. 
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Appendix 2 – Draft Decision Notice 
 

Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
 

PERMISSION FOR DEVELOPMENT 
 
The Council, in pursuance of its planning powers, hereby permits the 
development referred to in the schedule below in accordance with the plans 
submitted and subject to the conditions set out therein. 
 
Your attention is drawn to the General Information and to the Statement of 
Applicant's Rights enclosed. 
 

SCHEDULE 
 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 2012/2759 
 
LOCATION:  Land on south side of Nine Elms Lane 

incorporating Ponton Road, SW8 
 
DESCRIPTION:  Details of external appearance of the building, 

including facing materials, layout of the building, 
scale of the building and landscaping of the site 
(condition 3), site levels (condition 4), a scheme to 
implement mitigation measures within the flood risk 
assessment (condition 8), a surface water 
drainage scheme (condition 9), an inclusive access 
strategy (condition 13), establishment of a Design 
Review Panel (condition 18), detailed energy 
strategy (condition 19), details of docking station 
for cycle hire scheme (condition 20) of outline 
planning permission ref 2009/1506 dated 
12/10/2010 for the redevelopment of an area of 
2.15ha to provide a new United States Embassy, 
associated buildings and access from Nine Elms 
Lane.  Public Art Strategy and details of Design 
Review Panel pursuant to Schedule 4, Clause 2 
and Schedule 5, Clause 5 of the S106 agreement 
dated 12/10/2010 relating to planning permission 
2009/1506.  Details of visitor cycle parking 
pursuant to condition 9 of planning permission ref 
2009/1507 dated 12/10/2010 for formation of new 
junctions and new road to replace Ponton Road.  .  
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DRAWING NOS: 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106A, 106B, 106C, 107, 108, 
109, 110, 111, 112, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 300, 
301, 302, 303, 400, 401, 401A, 500, 600, 600A, 601, 
602, 602A, 602B, 603, 604, 701, 702. 

 
 
REASONS: 
 
  
 REASON FOR GRANTING PLANNING PERMISSION 

The Council has had regard to local development plan policies, the 
environmental information submitted with the application, to any 
representations received and to other material planning considerations.  
The following policies were considered relevant to the grant of planning 
permission:  
National Planning Policy Framework (March 2012)  
London Plan (Adopted July 2011): 5.1 - Climate change mitigation; 
5.2 - Minimising carbon dioxide emissions; 5.3 - Sustainable design and 
construction; 5.5 - Decentralised energy networks; 5.6 - Decentralised 
energy in development proposals; 5.7 - Renewable energy; 5.8 - 
Innovative energy technologies; 5.9 - Overheating and cooling; 5.10 - 
Urban greening; 5 5.12 - Flood risk management; 5.13 - Sustainable 
drainage; 5.14 - Water quality and wastewater infrastructure; 5.15 - 
Water use and supplies; 5.16 - Waste self-sufficiency; 6.9 – Cycling; 
6.10 - Walking; 7.1 - Building London’s neighbourhoods and 
communities; 7.2 - An inclusive environment; 7.3 - Designing out crime; 
7.4 - Local character; 7.5 - Public realm; 7.6 – Architecture; 7.7 - 
Location and design of tall and large buildings; 7.10 – World Heritage 
Sites; 7.11 - London View Management Framework; 7.12 - 
Implementing the London View Management Framework; 7.13 - Safety, 
security and resilience to emergency; 7.19 - Biodiversity and access to 
nature; 7.21 – Trees and woodlands;  
Core Strategy (Adopted October 2010):PL11 – Promoting 
regeneration of Nine Elms and north-east Battersea; IS3 – Promoting 
good quality design and townscape; PL1 – Promoting attractive and 
distinctive neighbourhoods and regeneration initiatives; PL2 – 
Assessing and managing flood risk; PL3 – 
 Supporting and promoting improvements to transport; PL4 – Protection 
and enhancement of open space and the natural environment; IS1 – 
Supporting measures to promote sustainable development; IS2 – 
Sustainable design, low carbon development and renewable energy; 
IS4 – Protecting and enhancing environmental quality;  
Development Management Policies Document (DMPD) (Adopted 
February 2012):DMS1 – Development criteria for sustainable urban 
design and the quality of the urban environment; DMS3 – Promoting 
sustainable design and low carbon energy; DMS4 – Locational and 
development criteria for tall buildings; DMS5 – Management of flood 
risk; DMS6 – Development criteria for Sustainable Drainage Systems; 
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DMS7 – Requirement to consult with Environment Agency for 
development adjacent to Rivers Thames and Wandle; DMO1 – 
Protection and enhancement of open spaces; DMO2 – Protection and 
enhancement of playing fields and pitches, sport, play and informal 
recreation; DMO3 – Contribution and enhancement  to open space 
through new development; DMO4 – Nature Conservation; DMO5 – Tree 
protection ; DMT2 – Parking and servicing requirements;  
Site Specific Allocations Document (SSAD) (Adopted February 
2012) 
The proposal has been granted planning permission for the following 
reasons: 
The layout, scale, external appearance including facing materials, and 
landscaping of the site would be of an appropriate visual appearance.  
The details of site levels, implementation of mitigation measures 
detailed in the flood risk assessment, surface water drainage strategy, 
access strategy, energy strategy and cycle hire docking station are 
considered to be appropriate.  A design review panel has been set up 
as required by condition and the S106 agreement and the public art 
strategy has been submitted in line with the S106 agreement with 
further consideration to be given to the document before its final 
approval. 
 

1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. 
 

INFORMATIVE: You are reminded that the requirements of Condition 9 
of planning permission 2009/1506, as amended by approval of minor 
‘non-material’ amendment 2011/5665, are only partially discharged. It is 
appropriate that further work is to be undertaken in conjunction with the 
Environment Agency and details are to be submitted for approval by the 
Council prior to the commencement of development. 
 
INFORMATIVE: You are reminded that the obligations in relation to the 
Public Art Strategy at Schedule 4 of the S106 agreement dated 12 
October 2012 are only partly discharged.   It is appropriate that further 
definition of the Public Art Strategy for the Embassy is developed to 
consider and recognise the work being done by the Public Realm 
Working Group and VNEB Strategy Board towards a cultural Masterplan 
and to be submitted for approval by the Council prior to the 
commencement of development. 
 
INFORMATIVE: You are reminded that, prior to the commencement of 
development the submission of a method statement to deal with 
invasive species, should these be found on the site, should be 
submitted to the Council for consideration. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2098 
              
  
04 May 2012 
CB 

11B  Oakhill Road, SW15 
 
  
 
East Putney 

Erection of single-storey side extension at 
raised ground floor level. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
 
 

SITE: Ground and lower ground floor maisonette within a previously extended 
four-storey detached building (fourth floor in roof) comprising four self-
contained flats; located on the northern side of Oakhill Road. Similar 
properties are situated east and west, residential properties of varying scale 
and character are located south and a railway line is situated at the rear within 
East Putney Conservation Area.  

HISTORY: Relevant to flat 11B:- 
2000: p.p. for two-storey rear extension on western side of property to provide 
a conservatory with bedroom below. 
2007: p.p. refused for demolition of side extension. Excavation of basement 
and erection of side/rear extension and basement and ground floor levels. 
(Side and rear extension by reason of its scale, mass and position would have 
a detrimental impact on the character and appearance of the existing dwelling 
and would have an adverse impact on the amenity of neighbouring 
properties.) 
2007: p.p. refused for demolition of side-extension. Excavation of basement 
and formation of front lightwell. Erection of side/rear extension at basement 
and ground floor levels with balconies at ground floor level. 
2007: p.p. demolition of side-extension. Excavation of basement and 
formation of front lightwell. Erection of side/rear extension at basement and 
ground floor levels with balconies at ground floor level. 
2010: p.p. retention of amendments to p.p. granted 23/10/07 ref. 2007/4754 to 
include: flat roof over ground floor rear extension with raised eaves; mono-
pitched roof increased in height with gable ends over ground floor side 
extension; metal balcony to living room extended up to screen fence and 
metal stairs installed to access rear garden; additional glazed panels to living 
room; lowered terrace extended into garden by 1 metre. 

DETAILS: Erection of single-storey side extension with glazed monopitch roof 
to existing side/rear extension at raised ground floor level 2.25m wide, 4.2m 
deep and 2.75m high on the boundary sloping up to 3.6m to the top of the 
parapet (0.35m increase in height of parapet) with French doors to rear 
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elevation. Existing French doors to rear ground floor elevation to be replaced 
like-for-like. 
 
Materials: brickwork and timber framed double glazed doors to match existing. 
 
The main difference from the previously refused applications is the height on 
the boundary which was 3.9m high (flat roof) in the scheme that was refused 
in April 2007 and 3-3.5m high (chamfered edge) in the July 2007 refusal. 
 
CIL exempt. 
 
CONSULTATION: Site and press notices, 26 neighbours. 1 objection: 
overlooking; objected to the existing extension on the basis of the size, which 
was larger than what was proposed and the council were sympathetic to that 
situation, disallowed a balcony and insisted on suitable screening between 9 
and 11B as the extension would overlook garden and affect our privacy and 
use of property, terrace and garden; the revised extension breached the 
planning permission and was higher than it should have been and whilst the 
council agreed, on the de minimis principle, the council neglected to do 
anything and now wonder whether the additional height was with a view to 
making the current application; new extension would be extremely ugly and 
would be effectively an odd block on the side of the house, whereas at the 
moment there is a sloping roof, which is just about acceptable and required by 
the council to fit in keeping with the property and so as not to be an eye sore; 
out of keeping with other properties in the street, over-development, 
unnecessary, would generally demean the area and impact on the view from 
first floor window and potentially affect the light to the side of property; would 
be against what the council authorised previously.   
 
1 comment: have some concerns about the effects of the works but do not 
oppose the application; ask that consideration be paid to noise and impact on 
circumstances and employment commitments of neighbours (i.e. those 
studying and who work shift-patterns), have mentioned some of these points 
to the applicants already and they appear to be in agreement. 

POLICY: NPPF; DMPD (February 2012): Policies DMS1 (Sustainable design), 
DMS2 (Managing the historic environment), DMH5 (Alterations and 
extensions) and DM05 (Trees). 
 
COMMENT: The main considerations are whether the design, scale and 
materials of the proposed extension would be in keeping with the property and 
the conservation area; and whether there would be a significantly greater 
impact on the amenities of the neighbouring properties in terms of loss of light, 
privacy and outlook than previously considered. 
 
The principle of the proposed extension has been refused planning 
permission in April 2007 and July 2007, however this application is being 
assessed in the context of the current circumstances at this site which 
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includes the existing side/rear extension and timber screening that is 2.5m 
high from upper ground floor level along part of the boundary with no. 9 
Oakhill Road. These factors have been taken on board in considering the 
acceptability of the proposal.  
 
In terms of design, scale and appearance, the proposed extension would be 
compatible with the character and appearance of the existing side/rear 
extension. Due to the different roof types of the side and rear elements, the 
development could appear piecemeal. While a flat roof design would create a 
more uniform appearance, this would require the roof of the existing side 
extension to be altered and indeed increased on the boundary. It is also 
arguable that a pitched roof sits more comfortably with the front elevation of 
the building. Matching materials would be used and the development would 
be confined to the rear of the property and thus would have little impact on the 
character and appearance of the conservation area. The proposal is 
considered to satisfy policies DMS1, DMS2 and DMH5. 
 
The increase in the height of the existing parapet would not constitute a large 
amount, and the location and scale of the extension would have a neutral 
impact on the neighbouring occupiers above and to the east. Infilling this 
corner has previously raised concerns about the impact on the amenity of no. 
9 Oakhill Road but in contrast to the previously refused schemes, the height 
on the boundary would be lower at 2.75m, which is not considered to be 
excessive, and would not be significantly higher than the existing 
fence/screening. The design also includes a pitched roof and it is considered 
that the extension would not be an unneighbourly addition or cause 
demonstrable harm to no. 9 through an unacceptable loss of light or outlook. 
Apart from a glazed roof, the proposed extension does not include side facing 
windows, and given the existing rear facing glazing and balcony at raised 
ground floor level, and the remainder of the screening that should be retained, 
there would not be a significant increase in overlooking or a loss of privacy to 
the neighbouring occupiers.  
 
The impact of the construction works cannot be controlled through planning 
although works outside of the permitted hours of construction could be dealt 
with by Environmental Services.  
 
An informative is proposed in case pruning works are required for the tree that 
is adjacent to the boundary.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing. 
03. Standard 28 In accordance with drawings. 
 
Informative: As the property is located in a conservation area, you may need 
to notify the Council in writing if pruning works to the adjacent tree(s) (within 
the curtilage of no. 9 Oakhill Road) are required. Please refer to the Tree 
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Management pages on the Council’s website: 
http://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/info/505/tree_management/1128/trees_and_pl
anted_areas or contact the Trees section on 020 8871 6346 for further 
guidance on this.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2011/5035 
               
14 
November 
2011 CS 

Land adjacent to 125 
Pendle Road, SW16  
 
 
Furzedown 

Demolition of the existing garages and the 
redevelopment of the land to provide two 
semi-detached houses with private gardens. 

 
COUNCIL’S OWN APPLICATION 

RECOMMENDATION:  Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 

SITE: 330sq.m. site currently comprising 6 garages and 5 car parking spaces 
accessed from Pendle Road.  Located on the south east side of Pendle Road 
between no. 125 and the rear of properties in Welham Road.  Pedestrian 
access from the site to the rear of between 115 and 125 Pendle Road. 

HISTORY:  Nothing specific to this site address.  
1968: Erection of 7 houses (implemented). 

DETAILS:  Demolition of existing garages and erection of two, two-storey, 
three bedroom semi-detached houses (approx. 128sq.m each) two-storey 
back additions and private gardens of approx 54sq.m.    Measuring 6m high to 
eaves, rising to 8.1m with a hipped roof.  Erection of a 0.7m high red brick 
boundary wall with metal gate to each house.  Erection of a 2m high timber 
gate adjacent to 125 Pendle Road maintaining access to the rear of adjacent 
houses. 
 
Materials:  Red brickwork to ground floor with white render at first floor white 
painted timber eaves overhang and red roof tiles. 
 
First amendment:  Side footpath to the rear of existing properties reinstated; 
basement omitted; dormer window to rear omitted; bedroom space to loft 
omitted; bin stores to front added; front elevation set back to form a recessed 
detail to match existing properties along same side of street.  Alterations to 
detailed design to include timber detail added over the house entrance and at 
eaves level.  Increase in the ridge height from 8.8m to 9m and eaves from 
5.5m to 6m. 
 
Second amendment received 16th August 2012:  Reduction in the ridge height 
from 9 meters to 8.2m incorporating a change in the profile of the hipped roof, 
and alterations to first floor layout replacing a first floor side facing bedroom to 
each house with an enlarged bathroom resulting in a reduction in the number 
of bedrooms from four to three.  
 
The applicant has submitted a Design and Access Statement: The 
predominant scale is two storeys with pitched roofs, some of which have been 
converted for use.  The terraced houses adjacent to the site are smaller in 
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scale compared to the houses opposite, and further along Pendle Road.  The 
established building line can be found in front of properties 73-111; the 
proposed houses follow this line.  The design of the new houses has been 
developed to repair the built fabric of the street and is arranged as a 
continuation of the existing semi-detached houses found along Pendle Road. 
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £8,973.00. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 

CONSULTATION:  40 neighbours, 21 responses including a petition with 27 
signatories objecting for the following reasons:  
PARKING:  Would create parking problems.  Great concerns as to the impact 
that this proposal will have on the availability of street parking on Pendle Road 
and Welham Road.  The proposal will remove garages that house vehicles 
that can be kept off the street and the land surrounding the garages are also 
used as overspill parking when there are no other spaces.   
DESIGN:   Too big, out of character; radically out of place, out of character 
and dominate the street: scale: the size, mass and height being too large for 
such a small site, being visually intrusive and overbearing. The design of 
these quite frankly monstrously sized properties is completely out of character 
with the rest of the area and would, to coin a phrase ‘stick out like a sore 
thumb’. Follows incorrect building line.  It is obvious to see from a site visit to 
Pendle Road and Welham Road that no other houses in the directly consulted 
area have basement extensions; basements are therefore not a characteristic 
feature of the area.  I further suggest that the proposal of a basement for this 
redevelopment would be prominent and dominate the front elevation of the 
house and is clearly not in keeping with the character of any buildings in the 
vicinity of the location, its adjoining properties or the surrounding area.  
Unsympathetic with the two architectural styles in the street, making it a 
visually unpleasant patchwork quilt of building styles and altering beyond 
repair the character of Pendle Road.  Basements inappropriate in terms of 
scale and mass.  Recent evidence to flooding of existing basements in area. 
Concern that occupiers will be council tenants and that houses would be 
converted into flats.  Existing garages contain asbestos, their removal could 
be a health hazard. 
AMENITY: Substantially reduce sunlight levels into garden, reduction in 
privacy.  As the owner and occupier of the First Floor Flat 20 Welham Road I 
am very distressed and anxious at the prospect of having three of the rooms 
to my flat looking out to an enormous brick wall that is higher in height than 
my first floor flat.  Visually intrusive, overbearing and un-neighbourly. 
Cllr Cooper: The houses proposed are not in scale with the surrounding 
dwellings, they provide too little external amenity space, they will create 
parking problems, and they will impact in a detrimental way on the 
surrounding properties in terms of light and overlooking.  In addition, a number 
of local residents were unhappy that they had not been properly consulted - I 
am aware that this is now being addressed to some extent, but it seems most 
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surprising that the consultation was supposed to be over the Christmas period 
when many people go away for some or all of it, and that consultation letters 
were not received by all affected. 
Cllr’s Farebrother and Thomas:  Excessive building density for a local 
amenity; the proposed development is completely out of character with the 
existing surrounding buildings and immediate area by both size and height; 
excessive height of the building [incorporating high ceilings on each floor 
consisting of a basement, ground and first floors and rooms in the roof]; the 
development will create a crowded feeling in the gardens of 18-24 Welham 
Road because of its overbearing nature, and there is a loss of outlook in the 
gardens and properties of 18-24 Welham Road and loss of light and further 
into the adjacent west facing Council built flats at 136 to 142 Pretoria Road; 
that properties between 18 -22 Welham Road will be overlooked from 
windows in the proposed development; loss of currently used parking places 
on the site; inadequate parking provision within the proposed development 
given the above loss of existing parking on the land and the heavy parking 
already existing in Pendle Road adjacent to the proposed development and 
surrounding streets. 
Thames Water:  Waste Comments: There are public sewers crossing or close 
to your development.  In order to protect public sewers and to ensure that 
Thames Water can gain access to those sewers for future repair and 
maintenance, approval should be sought from Thames Water where the 
erection of a building or an extension to a building or underpinning work would 
be over the line of, or would come within 3 metres of, a public sewer. 
Water Comments: No objection.  Recommends an informative advising 
customers about water pressure.  
First re-consultation following amendments.  Parking is a very big concern as 
this development will remove valuable parking and place additional demands 
on what has become a horrendous situation mainly as a result of the number 
of houses turned into flats.  While these new drawings for the proposed two 4-
bedroom houses are a vast improvement on the previous scheme in size and 
now take into account the existing access to the rear of 113-125 Pendle Road, 
they still fail to address 1) the already overstretched parking needs of the area 
(we and others have to regularly park by the garages)and 2) houses/gardens 
on both sides being overlooked by the new proposal (e.g. will the rear side 
windows be instructed to be obscured glass? It isn’t apparent from the plans). 
But for us, further stretched parking, more cars and much less space, is now 
the main issue that we don’t feel is adequately addressed in this proposal. 
Deprivation of privacy, light obstruction, parking, environment and the 
development not being in keeping with the area. The new plans are still not in 
keeping with the houses next to the site and are bigger than those which they 
will be next to on Pendle Road.  The parking situation is still not addressed – 
the plans remove garages and land which is used for overflow parking for 
Welham Rd and Pendle Rd. The new properties will mean more cars, less 
room to park. 
Second re-consultation: Any response will be reported to Committee. 
Thames Water: Waste: There are public sewers crossing or close to your 
development.  Approval should be sought from Thames Water. 
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Water: on the basis of information provided, Thames Water would advise that 
with regard to water infrastructure we would not have any objection. 

POLICY:  National Planning Policy Framework; Core Strategy: IS1 
(Sustainable development); IS2 (Sustainable Design); PL 5 (Provision for new 
homes); Development Management Policies Document: DMS1 (General 
Development Principles); DMS 3 Sustainable Design), DMH 4 (Residential 
development); DMH6 (Residential space standards); DMH7 (Residential 
gardens and amenity space); DMT1 (Transport impacts of development). 

COMMENT:  The main considerations are the loss of the existing off-street 
park spaces, the scale and design of the proposed houses and their impact on 
the amenity of neighbours. 
 
The site is currently occupied by six garages and associated forecourt area. 
Four of the garages are currently let on weekly tenancies the remaining two 
are vacant.  On the 29th November 2010, in accordance with the Draft 
Corporate Business Plan 2009, the Council resolved to declare the land and 
garages as surplus to the Council’s requirements as…‘this garage block is 
currently not utilised to its best potential and also provides a venue for anti 
social behaviour’.  This was in response to complaints from local residents 
about anti social behaviour at the application site. 
 
The proposed development is located in an area with a poor (2 – low) public 
transport accessibility level.  Although there is considerable parking pressure 
at this location with limited parking control while the applicant has not 
proposed any car parking space, the closure of the existing access would 
reinstate 1 on-street car parking space.  In addition, it is noted that the 
applicant has retained the exiting footpath leading to the rear of nos. 117-125.  
It is considered that the level of vehicular trips generated by this development 
would be negligible and movements, or indeed car parking demand, on the 
adjoining roads would not be subjected to additional pressure through 
approving the proposal.  Officers request that the applicant proposes a 
scheme for the reconstruction of the footway along the perimeter of this site.  
Consequently, there are no objections from a highway and transportation 
point of view, subject to the condition that the applicant shall pay for the 
removal of the disused vehicle crossover and reconstruction of the footway 
stretch abutting the perimeter of this site on Pendle Road.  Consequently, in 
principle the loss of off street parking would not be considered inappropriate 
within this context. 
 
Following bomb damage the application site and land to the north was 
redeveloped resulting in an infill development of a terrace of 7, two storey 
houses, incorporating 113 and 125 Pendle Road and the application site.   
 
The proposed houses, as amended, are a token to the original houses to the 
north east of the site, in terms of their scale and design, while incorporating 
lower ridge heights.  Including sash windows, protruding bays and timber 
detailing over entrance porches, the proposed houses would provide a 
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positive and adequately considered contribution to the location’s streetscene 
subject to slate rather than red tiles to cover the roof, which would be more 
consistent with the existing.  The front elevation picks up the building line from 
the more established terrace to the north east and shares a similar setback 
from the highway to the back addition of 24 Welham Road to the south west, 
thereby improving its coherence within the streetscene, while the overall 
massing and appearance of the back additions respond well to the 
architectural language of the more established houses to the north east. 
 
Policy DMH6 requires family sized houses to have a minimum of 74sqm and 
three separate bedrooms.  Both houses are in excess of 74sq.m. and have 
three bedrooms.  Amenity space exceeds guidance of 15sq.m. per unit with 
both housing having approx. 58sq.m. of private space.  Each house is dual 
aspect providing a good standard of living accommodation. 
 
House 1, to the north of the site, is situated 1m from the boundary with 125 
Pendle Road.  The proposed house has a two-storey back addition with its 
north facing wall being approx. 3.3m from the northern boundary.  The main 
part of House 1 would extend deeper into the garden than 125 Pendle Road 
by approx. 600mm with the inset back addition extending 5.3m from the main 
house.  In this situation occupiers of no. 125 Pendle Road would receive a 
good outlook from and daylight into their house.  Due to the orientation of the 
new houses, there would be limited reduction of sunlight between 11am and 
noon to the ground floor room adjacent the boundary wall, which would be 
acceptable. 
 
House 2, to the south of the site, is situated very close to the boundary with 
rear gardens in Welham Road with a gap of approx. 10.5m from rear facing 
window of back additions to houses.  There is no doubt that the proposed 
development would be visible from the rear windows of adjacent residential 
properties, however, following amendments reducing the overall height of the 
houses, officers consider that a reasonable outlook from and daylight into the 
houses would remain.  
 
First floor windows to side elevations are to bathrooms and wc’s; windows can 
be obscure glazed by planning condition to protect neighbours’ amenity, and 
as a result there would be no overlooking from first floors to adjacent 
properties.  First floor rear facing windows to bedrooms would look towards 
the rear of houses in Pretoria Road some 23m away, which is considered an 
appropriate distance protecting both future and existing occupiers amenity 
with regard to overlooking. 
 
The houses would be visible from the rear of houses in Pretoria Road albeit 
there is a distance of 23m between back additions, which is a reasonable 
distance to maintain a good outlook from existing windows. 
 
Following amendment, the existing pedestrian access to the rear of 115 and 
125 Pendle Road is to be retained.  Wandsworth Housing advises that access 
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to the garage to the rear of 122 Pretoria Road was never granted permission 
over the application site, consequently there is no loss of access. 
 
The applicant advises that the residential units would achieve Code for 
Sustainable Homes Level 3 which accords with policy objectives and is 
considered acceptable. 
 
To conclude, the replacement of the garages and forecourt with two houses 
would improve the quality of the local environment by preventing opportunist 
antisocial behaviour and achieve a more sustainable use of the site providing 
two family sized houses compatible with the local context with minimal impact 
on the amenity of local residents. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 06 Details of boundary treatments 
03. Standard 08 Details of materials.  
04. Standard 09 Details of refuse.  
05. Standard 25 Obscure glazing to first floor bathrooms and wc’s. 
06. Standard 28 In accordance with drawings. 
07. Standard 39  No additional windows in south west elevation of House 2 

(adjacent rear of Welham Road) 
08. The residential aspect of the development hereby approved shall be built 

to a minimum standard of Codes for Sustainable Homes level 3. Within 
three months of the first occupation of the approved building a post 
construction review carried out by a licensed assessor, confirming 
appropriate compliance shall be submitted to and approved in writing by 
the local planning authority.  

Informative: The new development will require the removal of a redundant 
vehicle crossover and reconstruction of the footway section adjacent to its 
boundary on Pendle Road, at the applicant’s expense. The applicant should 
contact the Council’s Engineering Consultancy Team on 020 8871 8246 to 
obtain a cost estimate and arrange for the works to be carried out. 
Informative: Thames Water will aim to provide customers with a minimum 
pressure of 10m head (approx 1 bar) and a flow rate of 9 lt/minute at the point 
where it leaves Thames Waters pipes. The developer should take account of 
this minimum pressure in the design of the proposed development. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3084 
               
 
 
26 June 
2012 AB 

22 Pentlow Street SW15  
 
 
 
 
Thamesfield 

Renewal of planning permission dated 
16/07/09 ref: 2009/1747 (Alterations to flat 
roof of three-storey back addition including 
erection of railings in connection with 
formation of roof terrace. Alterations to rear 
dormer to provide access to roof terrace). 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p subject to conditions.  
 
 
SITE: Four-story property comprising three flats with accommodation split 
over lower ground, first and roof level. Property forms one half of a pair of 
semi-detached houses located on the east side of Pentlow Street. Two-storey 
semi-detached properties located opposite, Barn Elms Park at rear. Adjoining 
to the north are a pair of three-storey semi-detached properties, both of which 
have rear dormer extensions and large terraces over the rear addition.  
 
HISTORY:  1981: p.p. use as 3 separate flats. 
1999: p.p. installation of velux roof light to front and rear slopes in connection 
with loft conversion. 
2004: p.p. erection of single-storey side extension with balcony over. 
2006: p.p. refused erection of rear roof extension and alteration to hipped roof 
to provide a half gable. Formation of roof terrace over three-storey back 
addition (the roof extensions by reason of their size, position and design are 
unduly bulky, obtrusive and out of character with the existing and 
neighbouring properties to the detriment of visual amenities of locality). 
2006: p.p. erection of rear roof extension and formation of roof terrace over 
three-storey back addition. 
2009: p.p. alterations to flat roof of three-storey back addition including 
erection of railings in connection with formation of roof terrace. Alterations to 
rear dormer to provide access to roof terrace. 
 
DETAILS:  Renewal of 2009 planning permission for the installation of railings 
(approximately 1m high) above raised brick parapet to form roof terrace 
(10.5sq.m.) over flat roof of three-storey back addition.  Alterations to rear 
dormer to include glazed door ‘sunken’ into eaves of main roof to provide 
access onto new terrace.  
 
Materials: brickwork to match existing, metal railings and timber-framed door.  
 
CIL Exempt. 
 
CONSULTATION:   3 neighbours. 1 objection: privacy, with an issue of 
overlooking being created. The fact the property has already been subject to 
development, the fact the application is a renewal questions the need of the 
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applicant for the development, and that balconies are contrary to 
Wandsworth's planning rules. 

POLICY:   NPPF (March 2012): DMPD (February 2012): DMS1 (Sustainable 
design) and DMH5 (Alterations and extensions). 

COMMENT:  The main considerations to arise from this application are the 
design of the roof terrace and whether it would have a detrimental impact on 
the amenity of the neighbouring properties and whether there has been any 
change in circumstance since the granting of the original permission in July 
2009. 
 
The principle of adding a roof terrace to this type of property and in this 
location has been established by a similar development at the adjoining 
property, no.24C, which was granted planning permission in 2006. The 
proposed roof terrace has been designed to match the design and size of this 
terrace and as it would add little additional mass/bulk at third floor level, it 
would not have a negative impact on the character and appearance of 
existing building or on the visual amenity of the surrounding area. The terrace 
would not lead to an unacceptable loss of outlook, sunlight or daylight for the 
neighbouring properties. On this basis the 2009 application was granted. 
Although the policies are now set out in the adopted DMPD, the policies seek 
that the design should be appropriate and that the amenity of neighbours 
should not be adversely affected.  
 
A recent site visit showed that no new development had occurred at the site 
since the original approval that would impact or change the circumstances of 
the original decision, and the development still meets the requirements of 
current policy. 
 
The proposed alterations including the formation of a roof terrace, due to the 
appropriateness of the design and the lack of detrimental affects caused to 
neighbouring amenity, the application is recommended for approval.   
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
1. Standard 01 3 years. 
2. Standard 21 Materials to match existing  
3. Standard 26  Screening to balcony 
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Ref. 

 
Address 

 
Proposal 

2012/1990 
               
 
16 April 2012 
MS 

Flat 5, 63 Putney Bridge 
Road, SW18  
 
Thamesfield 

Alterations including insertion of full height 
glazing to rear roof slope to provide access to 
new terrace and insertion of six rooflights 
(renewal of planning permission).  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.  
 
SITE: Three-storey residential property occupied as flats. The building was 
originally approved as part of a larger scheme including the adjoining three-
storey residential buildings and four-storey commercial building to the north. 
Mainline railway lines to the south with two-storey residential beyond and two-
storey residential to the west.  Wandsworth Park immediately to the north of 
Putney Bridge Road. 
 
HISTORY:  2002: p.p. replacement of existing buildings by a new part 
three/part four-storey building to provide 27 two-bedroom flats, offices and 
basement parking; formation of new access from western end of site. 
2009: p.p. alterations including insertion of full height glazing to rear roof slope 
to provide access to new terrace and insertion of six roof lights.  
 
DETAILS:  Renewal of 2009 p.p. for recessed dormer to form a rear elevation 
fully glazed: 4.1m wide x 2.3m high, 0.3m up from the eaves line and 0.1m 
below the ridge with access to a rear roof terrace of dimensions: 4m wide x 
1.8m deep. A 1.1m high glass balustrade would be provided with six roof 
lights installed in the main flat roof. The proposal would provide additional 
living accommodation for flat 5. 
 
CIL exempt.  
 
CONSULTATION:  32 neighbours; 2 objections. Overlooking and loss of 
privacy raised by residents of Fawe Park Mews; Procedural issues centred 
around the serving of the correct notices on those with an interest in the land 
and property at the site; concerns about consultation and lease arrangements 
that may prevent works taking place.  
 
POLICY:  NPPF; DMPD (February 2012): DMS1: (General development 
principles - Sustainable urban design and the quality of the environment); 
DMH5: (Alterations and Extensions). Supplementary Planning Guidance: 
Making More of Your Loft (June 1996). 
 
COMMENT:  The main considerations are the design of the proposed 
extension and whether this is in keeping with the character and appearance of 
the existing building and whether there would be any unacceptable impacts 
on the amenity of neighbouring properties and whether there has been any 
material change in circumstances since the time of the last approval.  
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The erection of a terrace to the rear roof slope would alter the shape of the 
roof. A recessed dormer would provide a glazed access onto the roof which 
would be set into the existing roof slope. In determining the application for the 
previously-approved scheme in April 2009, the Council considered that the 
proposals would not add bulk or massing to the property, while the rear roof 
slope would not be readily visible from the public realm. It was concluded that 
there would not be any impact on the streetscene.  
 
The nearest properties to the west are at Fawe Park Mews. These properties 
currently have roof terraces providing views over the rear of the buildings. 
These were approved prior to the determination of the previous application at 
this site. It has previously been concluded that there would not be an issue in 
terms of overlooking or loss of privacy to either the properties at Fawe Park 
Mews or the immediate neighbours at 63 Putney Bridge Road. The presence 
of the railway line to the rear of the property limits the opportunities for 
overlooking of neighbours to the rear/south of the site.  
 
The retention of the side roof slopes would limit views of these properties to 
the east and west and the set back from the rear elevation would restrict 
views of ground-floor properties and their gardens. In terms of the impact on 
neighbouring properties it is concluded that there would not be any greater 
impact on privacy or residential amenity as a result of this proposal which 
would not result in unacceptable levels of overlooking for neighbouring 
properties. As previously concluded, a condition requiring the retention of the 
approved screening will be required in order to ensure that there would be no 
increased overlooking or loss of privacy to neighbours.  
 
There has not been any material change in the circumstances at the 
application site which would be sufficient for the Council to reconsider its 
previous approval of planning consent for this development in April 2009.  An 
informative referring to possible restrictions in the title is suggested.  
 
It is therefore concluded that the proposals are acceptable in terms of their 
design and relationship with the property, and that the proposals would not 
result in any unacceptable impacts on privacy and overlooking. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing. 
03. Standard 26 Screening to balcony.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2698 
               
09 June 
2012 RB 

96 Salterford Road SW17 
 
 
Furzedown 

Erection of rear roof extension and extension 
over part of two-storey back addition.  

RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
 

SITE: First floor flat of two-storey mid-terrace building located on the eastern 
side of Salterford Road within a residential area. The property is not in a 
conservation area.  

HISTORY:  None.  

DETAILS:  Construction of rear roof extension extending over part of roof of 
existing two-storey back addition. Set 1m in from the edge of the roof and 
0.5m up from the eaves.  Width of 5.7m, 2.3m high and 5.5m deep with two 
side facing windows. Rear face to vertical dormer window with ‘juliet’ flush 
balcony and additional balcony to first floor. Three new rooflights to be 
inserted within the front roof slope.  
 
CIL Exempt 

CONSULTATION:  11 neighbours, 1 objection: Loss of privacy, lack of 
parking, noise and nuisance caused during construction.  

POLICY:  NPPF 2012. DMPD 2012: DMS1 (general development principles) 
and DMH5 (alterations and extensions). 

COMMENT:  The main issues concerning this application are whether the 
proposed ‘juliet’ flush balcony and additional windows would result in 
unacceptable levels of overlooking for neighbouring properties and whether 
the extension would have an overbearing impact on adjoining properties or 
dominate the host building.  
 
In terms of design, the proposed extension over the back addition would be 
set in by approx.0.5m from the eaves and would terminate approx. 1m from 
the end of the rear projection. Given that this element of the proposal is 
appropriately sited within the pitch of the roof, it would not result in over 
dominating the rear addition and is considered acceptable in this respect.  
 
Two windows are proposed on the side elevation which would have potential 
to create a loss of privacy for the adjacent upper floor flat. However there are 
existing side windows serving habitable rooms at the first floor of host building 
and any increase in this mutual overlooking situation would not be significantly 
more invasive than the existing situation. The proposed inclusion of a juliet 
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balcony is considered to be acceptable as the residential accommodation to 
the rear of the proposal are suitably located some 40m away.  
 
The objector’s concerns noise pollution and dust/dirt/construction issues are 
not considered to be material considerations which can be assessed in this 
application. As the proposal is for additional habitable accommodation for an 
existing flat, no parking or transport assessment is required as no new unit is 
being created. 
 
Furthermore, the adjoining dwelling at no. 98 has undergone an extension of 
a similar design as have other properties in the terrace and as such the 
application is in keeping with surrounding development.  
 
In conclusion, the proposed extensions would not result in any undue harm to 
the amenities of neighbouring occupiers and is acceptable in design terms.   
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3243 
               
 
 
 
06 July 2012 
NS 

1 Sispara Gardens, 
SW18  
 
 
 
 
 
East Putney 

Erection of two-storey side extension and 
single-storey rear extension. Erection of 
single-storey extension to front garage. 
Erection of rear roof extension with glazed 
doors and safety screen. Installation of bay 
window to first floor rear addition. (Renewal of 
planning permission ref.2008/2726) 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.  
 
 
 

SITE: Two-storey property with 25 metre long garden forming one half of a 
pair of semi-detached houses located on the west side of Sispara Gardens. 
Adjoining to the south and west are the rear gardens of West Hill Road. 
Facing opposite are properties of similar size and character.    

HISTORY:  2003: p.p. erection of two-storey side extension and single-storey 
rear extension. Erection of single-storey extension to front garage. Erection of 
rear roof extension. 
2008: p.p. erection of two-storey side extension and single-storey rear 
extension. Erection of single-storey extension to front garage. Erection of rear 
roof extension with glazed doors and safety screen. Installation of bay window 
to first floor rear addition. 

DETAILS:  Demolition of side garage and erection of two-storey side 
extension full depth of house. Extension 2.9m wide stepped in to 2.3m at rear 
addition. Erection of single-storey extension at front to form garage entrance 
3.1m wide x 1.2m deep x 3.7m high sloping down to 2.2m at eaves of hipped 
roof. Single-storey extension with flat roof at rear, 8.1m wide x 6m deep x 
2.9m high with glazed folding doors to rear elevation. Formation of new roof 
incorporating a gablet over proposed side addition to match existing slope and 
ridge height. Roof height of rear addition also extended over and increased in 
height with new gablet from 6.9m to 8.6m high. Increase in width of first floor 
rear projecting bay by 2.5m and 0.1m in depth. Installation of windows and 
doors into new side elevation and an oriel style window to new first floor front 
elevation. Erection of roof extension to rear roof slope, 3.4m deep x 2.4m high 
x 5.5m wide. Materials to match existing.      

The application is a renewal of the 2008 planning permission. 
 
CIL Exempt. 
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CONSULTATION:  11 neighbours. 2 objections: Such square, bulky roof 
extensions are unsightly and dominant, making houses out of proportion with 
others. Of no architectural merit. They result in great loss of privacy and a 
sense of being blocked in and overlooked, shutting neighbours in at the back, 
towering over them. Loss of light. Believe glazed doors in the roof in particular 
should not be permitted especially as many roof extensions are built to be 
rented out as self-contained rooms and flats and the resulting noise is 
unacceptable. 

POLICY: NPPF. Core Strategy: IS3 (Promoting good quality design and 
townscape). DMPD: DMS1 (General Development Principles); DMH5 
(Alterations and extensions).   
 
COMMENT:  The extensions are identical to that granted planning permission 
in September 2008. There have been no material changes to the site, its 
surroundings or the approach to house extensions within planning policy since 
2008 that would warrant a change in stance on the proposals. 
 
The reports assessing the 2003 and 2008 applications made the following 
observations:  
 
A number of two-storey side extensions of various scale and design are 
present within Sispara Gardens and nearby West Hill Road. The form of the 
proposed extension at 1 Sispara Gardens in this instance with its fairly large 
frontage is suitable for its end of row location with there being little potential of 
a ‘terracing’ effect. The balance of the pair of semi-detached houses is of 
some concern, however not an over riding factor given that the two-storey 
side extension would sit comfortably with the existing semi-detached house, 
with careful consideration having been given to proposed detailing, including 
the reinstatement of the stain glass window to new side elevation and the 
installation of an oriel window at front to match existing. The front garage 
extension with hipped roof would not be an alien feature amongst the Sispara 
Gardens street scene with neighbouring properties Nos. 7, 9 and 11 having 
similar frontages.  
 
Located to the north of the houses of West Hill Road and of sufficient distance 
away from the boundary with 3 Sispara Gardens, the proposed development 
would not result in an undue loss of light, outlook or over shadowing for the 
neighbouring properties. A condition stating that all glazed areas on the first-
floor of the proposed south elevation are to remain fixed shut and to be of 
obscured glass would ensure that there would be no loss of privacy. The 
gablet formed below the ridge of the roof would not reduce privacy.  
 
Set back from the boundary of the 10-14m long rear gardens of West Hill 
Road by a minimum of 1m, the proposed two-storey extension would not be 
considered to be unduly overbearing. Any impact the development may have 
on 41 West Hill Road would be reduced by the large amount of screening 
vegetation along the boundary, including the retained hornbeam tree.  
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The rear roof extension would be perhaps a little bulkier than what would 
normally be considered acceptable on houses of this type. In comparison, the 
roof extension approved in 2003 was of greater proportion and achieved some 
elegance. Since 2003, however, the other half of the semi-detached pair has 
erected a sizable rear roof extension under permitted development and 
therefore it would appear of little value to seek any further change or reduction 
in its design. Whilst large, the roof extension would be compatible with the 
adjoining and would go someway in balancing the pair as viewed from the 
rear.  
 
The glazed doors at roof level and the enlarged bay window to the first floor 
rear addition would provide further opportunities to overlook neighbouring 
properties. However, when taking into consideration the degree of mutual 
overlooking between sites, with the roof extension of no. 3 Sispara built with 
full height glazed doors, and the extent of screening from trees and vegetation 
on the boundaries it is not anticipated that the additions would result in 
significant loss of privacy.  
 
At ground floor the extension would be the same height and of very similar 
length (0.1m difference) to the adjoining properties granted planning 
permission in September 2007. Accordingly, they would balance well and the 
impact would be mutual. As the adjoining property is located to the north it 
would experience some additional overshadowing from the roof level 
extensions but the impact would not be considered significant. Overall, the 
proposals would not result in undue harm to the occupiers of the neighbouring 
properties.    

In summary, the design and appearance of the extensions would be 
compatible with the existing and neighbouring properties, would not harm the 
character and appearance of the area or result in undue harm to the amenities 
of the occupiers of the adjoining properties. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing. 
03. Standard 25 Obscured glazing in south elevation of first floor, roof 

extension and south window of projecting first floor bay.  
04. Standard 39 No additional windows in south facing elevation. 
05. Standard 43 No use of flats roofs as terraces. 
06. Standard 28 In accordance with approved drawings.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3211 
               
09 July 2012 
GB 

46 St James Drive SW17 
 
 
Nightingale 

Construction of a rear mansard style roof 
extension, and alterations to the windows, 
including insertion of new windows within the 
rear elevation at first floor level. 

RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 

SITE: First floor flat of a two storey mid terrace property, arranged as two 
flats, with a two storey rear addition, located on the east side of St James’ 
Drive.  Similar split level maisonettes adjoin north and south, and to the rear 
(east) are semi detached properties. 

HISTORY:  None. 

DETAILS:  Construction of a rear mansard style roof extension to provide an 
open plan kitchen area.  It would span the roof slope and build up the party 
walls and include floor to ceiling glazed doors and a window in the rear 
elevation, as well as two roof lights in the front roof slope. 
 
Blocking the two openings in the side elevation at the end of the rear addition 
and insertion of an additional window in the rear elevation.  Replacing the 
front windows with sash designs. 
 
Amendment: The proposal originally included a roof terrace over the full 
length of the rear addition. 
 
Materials would be conditioned match existing. 
 
CIL Exempt.  

CONSULTATION:  11 neighbours. 3 objections: loss of privacy, noise 
disturbance from potentially being the first floor flats only outdoor amenity 
space.  1 support from the ground floor flat: similar terraces in the vicinity, it 
would involve the transfer of the garden to the ground floor flat. 
 

POLICY:  DMPD: Policies DMS1 (general development principles) and DMH5 
(alterations and extensions). 

COMMENT:   
The main issues concerning this application are whether the alterations and 
roof extension are acceptable in terms of amenity and design.  It should be 
noted this property forms one of three adjoining that have unusually long flat 
roofed two storey rear additions, that have a separation of only 2m between 
facing elevations. 
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The extension to the rear of the main roof would be substantially in 
accordance with the Council’s guidelines as the extension would be no higher 
than the ridge line and would include a 70 degree mansard slope.  
 
It is acknowledged that the proposed glazed doors in the roof extension would 
provide access onto the flat roof of the rear addition, since an amendment is 
no longer proposed as a roof terrace.  The use of the existing large flat roof 
would be conditioned to prevent its use as a terrace in order to prevent 
excessive noise and disturbance. Therefore, the roof extension would not 
result in the loss of the surrounding neighbour’s amenities in terms of loss of 
privacy or light. 
 
No further windows are proposed within the side elevation facing no.50 and 
52, therefore the proposal is not considered to result in additional overlooking 
above the current levels.  The insertion of the window in the rear elevation is 
considered acceptable and would not result in additional loss of privacy above 
the current situation which is constrained and mutual. The replacement of the 
front windows are considered a positive change to this property and the 
streetscene. 
 
In summary, the proposed roof extension and alterations to windows are 
considered acceptable and would not result in the loss of the surrounding 
neighbour’s amenity. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing 
03. Standard 43 No use of the flat roof of the two storey rear addition as 

roof terrace 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2424 
 
             
23 May 2012 
MS 

137-139 St. John's Hill,  
SW11  
 
 
Fairfield 

Erection of a first-floor rear extension to form 
a two-bedroom flat with private amenity 
space. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.   
 
SITE: Three-storey building fronting onto the south side of St. John’s Hill. 
Commercial premises (class A3) at ground-floor level with residential 
accommodation on the upper floors.  Substantial flat-roofed ground-floor 
addition to the rear of the main building enclosed by extensions to 
neighbouring properties on St. John’s Hill and Spencer Road; residential 
properties to the rear (south), include those fronting onto Spencer Road and a 
recently constructed detached dwelling on a plot to the east of Spencer Road.  
A small shed currently occupies the south-western corner of the site adjacent 
to the boundary/party wall between the flat-roof of 137-139 St. John’s Hill and 
141B St. John’s Hill, directly to the west.  
 
The property is within the St John’s Hill Grove Conservation Area immediately 
adjacent to the boundary of this and the Wandsworth Common Conservation 
Area.  
 
HISTORY: 1956: p.p. use of ground floor of 139 St John’s Hill as a retail shop 
for the sale of motor cycle scooters and small cars. 
1969: p.p. erection of extension to the rear of the shop at 139 to provide a 
merchant’s store. 
1980: p.p. roofing over rear yard and linking no. 139 to provide increased 
space for glass merchant and alterations to shopfront. 
1990: p.p. new shopfront. 
1997: p.p. use of ground floor as a restaurant/bar. 
1997: use of ground floor as a doctor’s surgery. 
2000: p.p. use of a 2m wide strip of the pavement in front for putting out tables 
and chairs for use by patrons of the bar.  
2005: p.p. erection of mansard roof addition in connection with the formation 
of a 2-bedroom unit.  
2011: p.p. erection of first-floor rear extension to form a one-bedroom self-
contained flat with private amenity space.  
 
DETAILS:  The main changes from the scheme approved in 2011 are the 
addition of a second bedroom within the self-contained flat, and the joining-up 
of the area immediately adjacent to the existing rear elevation of the first floor 
flat, Flat 1 137-139 St John’s Hill.  
 
Extension above single-storey, flat-roofed rear addition: 5.25w wide x 13m 
long x 2.9m high with a flat roof and three skylights projecting 0.3m above the 
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roof height, together with a revised layout of existing and proposed flats at 
first-floor level. Existing first-floor flats are currently in the form of two studio 
properties which both have a front and rear outlook. Alterations to the rear 
elevation of the main building would extend the rear elevation of the existing 
kitchen by 1m and provide a new rear elevation/dividing wall to the rear of the 
existing rear elevation.  
 
2 glazed, double doors to the eastern elevation of the proposed extension 
(1.1m x 2.1m); a further opening consisting of 4 glazed panelled doors (3.0m 
wide x 2.1m high) in the eastern elevation, along with a single entrance door 
(1.0m x 2.1m high), adjacent to the boundary of the proposed extension and 
the main building.  
 
Proposed external terrace (4.4m wide x 6.2m long) with 1.8m trellis and 
planting on the north, south and east sides. A smaller terrace (2.0m wide x 
4.0m long) would be provided adjacent to the rear of the existing Flat 2.  
 
Amendments include changes to the rear elevation of Flat 1 including 
repositioning of wall/rear elevation and addition of rooflights to the existing 
kitchen. 
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £3,220.00. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 
 
CONSULTATION: Site & Press notices, 13 neighbours. 1 objection: potential 
impact on the neighbouring property, overdevelopment of the site, density of 
development and potential issues for car parking. The objector makes 
reference to their comments submitted prior to the previously-approved 
scheme in January 2012, but highlights particular concerns in relation to the 
impact on the window of the neighbouring property which directly overlooks 
the application site. 
 
POLICY:  NPPF; DMPD (February 2012): DMS1 (Sustainable design); DMS2 
(Managing the historic environment); DMH (Residential Development 
including conversions); DMH5 (Alterations and Extensions); DMH6 
(Residential space standards); DMH7 (Residential gardens and amenity 
space). 
 
COMMENT:  The main considerations are whether the design of the 
proposals would be appropriate in the context of the site and the wider 
conservation area, and whether there would be any unacceptable impacts on 
the amenity of neighbouring properties.  
 
The approval of the planning application for a single residential unit on this 
site has established the principle of such a use in this location. The main 
difference between the previously-approved scheme is the change from a 
one-bedroom unit to a two-bedroom unit. This requires compliance with the 
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minimum floorspace standards for a unit of this size set out in DMPD Policy 
DMH6. This proposal would provide 64.4 square metres which complies with 
the minimum requirement for this type of property.  
 
The previously-approved scheme provides for a gap of 3.5 metres between 
the northern elevation of the approved unit, and the rear (southern) elevation 
of the main three-storey building. This proposal would result in the removal of 
this gap directly to the rear of Flat 1 which would be part of an extended new 
dwelling. The gap was previously provided to reduce any impact on the 
existing flats, in particular the bedroom window in the rear elevation of the 
main building. Since this time, internal reconfiguration has taken place which 
has resulted in a change from a one-bedroom unit to a studio apartment. The 
studio bedroom/living room is now at the front of the property with the kitchen 
to the rear. Previous concerns about the loss of light to the bedroom window 
would not apply to a kitchen window. In addition, the proposed extension 
would provide new roof lights above the extended kitchen to compensate for 
the loss of a window in the rear elevation.   
 
The proposals would significantly increase the level of enclosure at the 
adjacent first-floor roof-terrace to the rear of 141 St John’s Hill. However, this 
terrace is raised above the floor-level of the roof at the subject site by 1.3m 
which would result in a vertical wall of 1.6m along the eastern boundary of the 
site. The change in levels would reduce the impact of the development on the 
proposed roof terrace and it is not considered that this would be detrimental to 
the amenity of the neighbouring properties.  
 
Access to the proposed residential unit would be via the existing stairs to the 
residential units on the first and second floors, which is separate from that 
provided to the commercial property on the ground-floor. In determining the 
previous application at this site it was deemed appropriate for a condition to 
be used to ensure that the access to the new residential unit would not 
impede access to existing flats within the main building. Given the similarities 
to the access arrangements provided in the previously approved scheme, it 
would be appropriate to retain this condition. 
 
The proposed development would be well screened by buildings on all sides 
which are between two and four-storeys high. These create a substantial 
means of enclosure and provide screening of the proposed development from 
all vantage points in the public realm. As a result, it is not considered that 
there would be any impact on the character and appearance of either the 
Wandsworth Common or St. John’s Hill Grove Conservation Areas.  
 
An objection has been received from the owner of the adjacent property 
immediately to the west of the site. The objection concerns the relationship 
between the proposed development and a window in the eastern elevation of 
141B St. John’s Hill 2.9m to the southern boundary of the site.  The impact on 
this secondary window is acknowledged, however the relationship between 
this window and the proposed development would be no different to that 
shown in the previously-approved scheme. It has been established that there 
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is no requirement for lighting and outlook to be maintained at this window and 
the impact on outlook would not be sufficient to warrant a reason for refusal of 
this planning application.  
 
The creation of an external terrace to the east of the proposed extension 
would result in the provision of approximately 27sq.m. of amenity space as 
well as the creation of a smaller terrace of approximately 8sq.m. for use by the 
residents of the existing flats. The provision of new amenity space associated 
with the new dwelling is in accordance with the requirements set out in 
Council Policy DMS7. The levels of screening shown on the submitted 
drawings should be retained in order to ensure that sufficient standards of 
privacy are maintained and that there is no overlooking of neighbouring 
properties as a result of the proposed development.  Whilst there may be 
some overlooking of the terrace from upper-floor properties, this situation 
already exists at neighbouring properties where similar terraces have been 
created without the levels of screening proposed as part of this development. 
 
Issues of noise arising from roof-mounted plant equipment in close proximity 
to the proposed dwelling could be controlled through the use of the same 
condition (Condition 5), attached to the previous planning permission. Given 
the similarities to the previously approved scheme, all other conditions 
attached to this consent have also been considered relevant to this proposal.  
 
It is concluded that the proposals, as amended by revised plans showing an 
extension to the existing kitchen of Flat 1, 137-139 St. John’s Hill, would be 
acceptable in terms of their design and external appearance, as well as their 
relationship with the existing buildings. It is not considered that there would be 
any unacceptable impacts on the amenity of neighbouring properties. The 
provision of an extension to new residential accommodation accords with the 
relevant areas of Council policies DMS4, DMS5 and DMS6.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing.  
03. Standard 26 Screening of terraces (including details of planting) 
04. Details of enclosure to the path to the new unit, to prevent access and 

loss of privacy/overlooking to the rear windows at the existing Flat 1 and 
Flat 2, shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority 
before the development begins. 

05. Standard 11 Details of soundproofing. 
06. Details of acoustic enclosures for the air conditioning and refrigeration 

units shall be submitted to and approved by the local authority. The 
approved measures shall be completed before the development begins. 

07. Details of the arrangements for access to the roof via the existing 
staircase, shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning 
authority before the development begins. This should not include any 
new additional structure on the flat roof nor loss of floorspace to the 
existing units.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3298 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
13 July 2012 
NS 

62 Standen Road, SW18  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Southfields 

Erection of first-floor rear extension with roof 
over. Alterations including erection of fencing 
in connection with use of part of first floor flat 
roof by nursery. Change of use of part of 
ground floor from social club to nursery and 
alterations to front elevation. Partial 
demolition of ground floor to form a new rear 
garden with access to first floor via external 
steps. (Amendment to p.p. reference 
2011/1085 dated 18.07.2011) 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.  
 

SITE: Two-storey building, used as a social club at ground floor and nursery 
at first, fronting Standen Road with an “L” shaped single-storey rear addition. 
An addition abuts the accessway/rear boundary of two-storey terraced 
properties of Longfield Street and extends between the back gardens and the 
rear of a two-storey former hall building now used as a house, also on 
Standen Road. A terrace of three bungalows lies to the north-west of the 
building, accessed from Longfield Street. There is a gap of some 6m between 
the flank wall of the social club and the former hall building. Adjoining the 
building to the west is a terrace of two-storey maisonettes. Fire exit via the 
first floor flat roof and along the north boundary to a garden area in the NW 
corner of the site. Garden currently used by nursery as play area subject to 
planning restrictions. Works on the July 2011 planning permission have 
commenced.  
 
HISTORY:   1961: p.p. conversion into a dwelling house. 
1969: p.p. erection of a single-storey extension to the club premises to be 
used as a games room. 
1973: p.p. refused for erection of a first floor extension at the rear to provide a 
committee room, toilets and secretary’s office. 
1974: p.p. refused for erection of a single-storey extension to the rear together 
with an extension at first floor level. 
1975: p.p. erection of a single-storey rear extension at ground floor level for 
use as administrative offices and a minor extension to the existing first floor 
bar. 
1979: p.p. erection of single-storey structure to provide bottle store-room. 
1999: application withdrawn for part single, part two, part three-storey building 
to provide a nursery and four, 2-bedroom flats, six parking spaces with vehicle 
access from Standen Road next to the boundary with 60 Standen Road 
including demolition of existing buildings. 
July 2002: p.p. refused for use of part of first floor flat roof as a play area in 
connection with the use of the first floor of the social club as a day nursery 
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including safety screens to enclose the play area. (The roof terrace by reason 
of its size, position and nature of use would result in undue noise and 
overlooking to the detriment of the amenities of neighbours). 
October 2002: p.p. use of first floor hall as nursery school and use of existing 
garden as play area accessed via flat roof and existing stairs. (The Gardens 
Childcare nursery shall only be open between the hours of 0830 - 1700 
Mondays to Fridays and at no other times. The garden shall only be used by 
and in connection with the nursery school between the hours of 0830 - 1600, 
Mondays to Fridays, and at no other times and shall not be used in connection 
with any other use of the premises including the social club.) 
2007: refused p.p. erection of 2.2m high timber fencing, raised floor and 
canopy to part of first floor roof in association with use as an 'out-door 
classroom' for nursery. (The outdoor 'classroom' by reason of its size, position 
and nature of use would constitute an unneighbourly development, resulting in 
undue noise, loss of outlook and additional overshadowing to the harm of 
local amenities.)  
2008: p.p. alterations including erection of fencing, raised floor and canopy in 
connection with use of part of first floor rear flat roof area as an outdoor 
classroom for use by the existing day care and nursery.     
July 2011: erection of first floor rear extension with hipped roof over; 
alterations including erection of fencing in connection with use of part of first 
floor flat roof by nursery; use of part of ground floor as nursery and alterations 
to front elevation; partial demolition of ground floor to form a new rear garden 
with access to first floor outdoor area via new external stairs. 
 

DETAILS:  Use of flat roof at first floor level to rear of the building, as an 
outdoor ‘classroom’ for children attending The Gardens Nursery. The outdoor 
area would measure a maximum 8.35m long x 5.5m to 10.5m wide (64sq.m.) 
and would be set back 7.7m from the north boundary and 2.1m from the west.  

First 4m part of the enclosure along the west elevation would consist of semi-
translucent safety glazing; the remainder would be 1.75m high fencing. New 
structural deck would be installed within enclosed part of roof. Emergency 
escape walkway provided between outdoor area and north boundary where 
existing external stairs lead to ground floor.  

Erection of first floor rear extension with roof over, 1.3m – 4.3m deep x 2.5m – 
8.3m wide. 1.3m deep section provided with hipped roof over rising to 0.5m 
below existing ridge height. 4.3m deep section provided with flat roof plus roof 
light, 2.5m high above flat roof. Slate tiles to roof, polyester powder coated 
aluminium framed windows to north and south elevations with brick low level 
below. Extension would provide access to outdoor area and stairs to ground 
floor. Existing external escape/access stairs from first to ground floor, 
redundant air conditioning units as well as roof lights are to be removed. 
Insertion of 4 roof lights to existing flat roof.   

Alteration and extensions to ground floor in connection with use of part of 
ground floor social club as nursery (214sq.m), including demolition of existing 
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single-storey part of social club extending 4m from north boundary and 8m 
wide and installation of new rear elevation comprising folding doors with brick 
surround to match existing. Newly created outdoor area (27sq.m) to be used 
as external patio for nursery. At front, a door would be replaced with a window 
to match existing and an existing window would be modified to provide double 
opening entrance door.   
 
The main changes from the 2011 permission include: 
 

• Alterations to the internal layout and configuration of the first floor 
extension;  

• Insertion of new fire exit to rear at ground level; 
• Omission of proposed spiral staircase and retention of the existing 

external staircase in garden area; 
• Part retention of existing external escape walkway at first floor,  
• Insertion of additional rooflights into existing flat roof;  
• Reconfiguration of screening on north-east corner of external area at 

first floor to remove ‘staggered’ panelling. 
• Retention of roof mounted air conditioning units.     

  
Transport Statement: Travel survey identified that 85% of all trips associated 
with the nursery are undertaken by foot, 11% by car and 4% use the tube and 
walk. All staff walk apart from two that drive and park on-street. Due to nature 
of development, trips associated with nursery vary according to time of day 
and day of week. Not all staff and children arrive at same time. It is anticipated 
that travel patterns will be the same with increase in children and staff.   
 
Planning, Design and Access Statement: Rather than create an outdoor 
‘playground’, the nursery seeks to create an outdoor ‘classroom’ where 
children will have the opportunity to participate in structured and supervised 
activities, undertaken in small groups. Area has been designed with different 
structures to create different zones of interest, for example, vegetable planters 
and willow hide. The garden comprises a traditional nursery school (term time 
only) and flexible day care for 45 children aged 1 to 5 years, Monday to 
Friday, plus after school and holiday care for children aged 5 to 8 years. The 
proposal to move into the ground floor will allow the nursery to expand its use 
to 70 children with the main increase being the intake of babies. This will allow 
for the creation of five jobs. The nursery operates from 0800 to 1900, 51 
weeks per year. The nursery is not open during weekends or on public 
holidays. Main periods when outdoor classroom used would be 0900-1000, 
1100-1200, 1400-1500 and 1530-1700. Use dependent on weather. 
 
From 2008, OFSTED regulations require all existing and new nursery and day 
care facilities to have access to an on site outside space for children with free-
flow provision. Free-flow arrangements are shown to remove the boisterous 
behaviour that can be associated with designated play times. Stairs to and 
location of existing small garden are not ideally suited for small children and 
teaching. Unlike first floor, garden not owned by nursery so has no control 
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over future access to it. The proposal has been designed to minimise visual 
impact and make a positive contribution to local environment. Consideration 
has been given to issues of residential amenity and proximity of local 
residents. The social club would not have access to it.  
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL): CIL exempt.  

CONSULTATION:  112 neighbours. 3 objections: Increased number of 
children will bring with it an increased level of noise pollution and traffic. Loss 
of privacy to residents. Concerned about the proposal to use the ground floor 
garden space as a play area. Little consideration as to the noise that will be 
generated by this number of children in a space that is immediately adjacent 
to residential properties. Holiday periods and daytime sleeping for nightshift 
workers will be disturbed by constant daytime noise. Have had issues in the 
past where the social club have used the garden space (outside of nursery 
hours) as a beer garden. Extremely good Sheringdale and Riversdale Primary 
nearby, have far less confined outdoor facilities. 
 
The OFSTED report for the nursery states that there are 88 children on roll; 
they offer out of hours and holiday clubs for children up to seven. These 
children are offered free choice of indoor and outdoor play which basically 
means that the neighbours to this facility can expect year round noise from 
8am to 7pm. The OFSTED report also states that the nursery is 'outstanding' 
as it is; there is no stated requirement to provide additional outdoor provision. 
 
In order to prevent loss of light to 66 Standen Road and the feeling of being 
'boxed-in' any fence/ glass wall should be set back from the edge by at least 
6ft. Object to air conditioning units that have already been installed along the 
edge of the flat roof, which are ugly eyesores. Floodlight has already been 
installed on the southwest corner of the roof a concern.  
 
POLICY:  Core Strategy: IS3 (Good quality design and townscape); IS6 
(Community services and infrastructure). Development Management Policies 
Document: DMS1 (General principles and sustainable design); DMS3 
(Sustainable design); DMC1 (Protection of existing community facilities); 
DMC2 (New and improved community facilities); DMT1 (Transport impacts of 
development).  

COMMENT:  The main considerations in the assessment of the application 
are the design and scale of the extensions and alterations, the impact to 
residential amenity and the change of use from a social club to a nursery.  

The creation of the first floor roof garden was permitted in 2008 and again in 
2011. As this element remains substantially unchanged and policy 
requirements not significantly altered since 2011, it is considered acceptable 
in principle.  
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In its development it is important that the space is used, as envisaged by the 
applicant, as an outdoor ‘classroom’ with more structured learning activities, 
rather than being an open play space. In the 2008 and 2011 planning 
assessments, the use of the space as an outside ‘classroom’ was on balance 
considered not to result in undue noise disturbance for those living nearby. 
This view was taken on the basis of the overall design and approach to its use 
being more closely regulated through its specific outdoor ‘classroom’ design 
and hours of use, not having the same propensity to harm amenity in 
accordance with policy DMS1.    

Full details of the learning through play equipment and landscaping was 
provided on the 2008 approved drawings. These plans included a rill, seating 
and table, vegetable planters, willow hide, water wall, planters, sandpit and 
potting shed. It is therefore recommended that a condition of any such 
permission be that the details be resubmitted for approval and be installed 
prior to use of the space with them thereafter permanently retained.    
 
Specialist Officer advice from: Environmental Services – Noise: The concern 
with this application is the possibility of noise disturbance from children using 
the outside spaces and from the opening of the proposed bi-folding doors at 
the rear. Would recommend that the use of the external areas be restricted to 
ensure it is not used too early in the morning or late in the day and not used at 
weekends or public holidays. Neighbouring properties and gardens are 
positioned close to the nursery and this would help prevent a loss of amenity 
to neighbouring properties and gardens through noise disturbance. 
 
The enclosure to the outside area is as per the 2011 application, with it set 
away from the north elevation and of sufficient distance from the west (2.1m) 
so as not to cause undue harm to the adjoining properties in terms of loss of 
light and outlook. The height of the timber and glazed surround to the outside 
‘classroom’ would also prevent overlooking and associated loss of privacy. On 
the basis that the enclosure would be constructed of a quality material, it 
would bring the benefit of tidying up what has historically been an unkempt 
area of roof.    
 
In terms of design, the first floor extensions would be set away from the 
nearest residential properties and would not impact on their amenities. The 
additions would be compatible in scale with the existing building and would 
not dominate or be considered obtrusive.  
 
As was the situation in the 2011 application, although approximately 250sq.m. 
of the existing social club floorspace is proposed to be altered for use as a 
nursery, the social club will still retain 190sq.m of floorspace and remain on 
site. Nurseries are also considered to be community facilities and given that 
there would be no loss of either premises it is considered in this case the 
change of use of 250sq.m would be acceptable and comply with policy DMC1.  
 
Pupil numbers are proposed to be raised and concerns have been received in 
relation to the traffic this may generate. The Council’s Engineers have been 
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consulted and consider that whilst trips to the site are likely to be increased 
this could be somewhat mitigated by cycles and walking in accordance with 
DMT1. Full details of a cycle and buggy storage area will need to be provided 
by condition.  
 
To minimise noise and disturbance opening hours of outside spaces are 
proposed to be controlled by way of condition. It is indicated that the garden 
rear of nos. 63 and 65 Longfield Street would not be used by the nursery as it 
is in ownership of the social club. Accordingly, the existing external stairs 
would only be used for emergency access. The use of the outside areas has 
also been proposed to be limited to the current occupier by condition to 
ensure no changes without formal planning consent. The air condition units 
recently installed on the west side of the flat roof are unauthorised and will 
require removing. Details of external security lighting will be requested by 
condition.  
 
In summary, the proposals are very similar to that granted planning 
permission in 2011. Subject to appropriate restrictions on use it is not 
considered that the design, scale and location of the outdoor ‘classroom’ and 
the ground floor patio area would unduly harm the amenities of the 
neighbouring properties. The intensification of use is not expected to result in 
an unacceptable impact on the highway parking and traffic conditions. The 
change of use from social club to nursery retains a community facility in line 
with adopted policy. Taking into account any representations received and 
other material considerations, it is not considered that demonstrable harm 
would be caused to interests of acknowledged importance sufficient to justify 
refusal of permission. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years.  
02. Standard 21 Materials to match existing. 
03. Standard 28  In accordance with drawings and completed in full prior to 

use.  
04. Details of the enclosure/screening to the outdoor classroom shall be 

submitted and approved in writing by the local planning authority prior 
to works commencing. The approved screening shall be completed 
before any use of the outdoor area commences and retained 
permanently afterwards and removed when the use ceases. 

05. The outdoor classroom area at first floor level and patio area at ground 
floor level shall only be used by and in connection with the nursery 
school between the hours of 0900 - 1700, Mondays to Fridays, 
excluding public holidays and at no other times and shall not be used in 
connection with any other use of the premises including the social club. 

06. The play area shall be restricted to that area shown on the approved 
drawings and shall not be extended to any other part of the roof. 

07. The use hereby permitted shall be carried on only by The Gardens 
Childcare Ltd, and shall be for the period during which the premises are 
occupied by The Gardens Childcare Ltd. 
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08. Details of the proposed bike/buggy storage area, including boundary 
treatments and security lighting shall be submitted to and approved in 
writing by the local planning authority prior to works commencing. The 
bike/buggy storage area shall be provided prior to use of the extended 
nursery.  

09. Full details of the landscaping and learning play equipment to the first 
floor outdoor ‘classroom’ shall be submitted to and approved in writing 
prior to its commencement of works. The approved details shall be 
provided in full prior to use of the outdoor area and permanently 
retained unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning 
authority.   
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3239 
               
 
 
 
 
05 July 2012 
CG 

Salesian College, 47 
Surrey Lane, SW11  
 
 
 
 
 
St. Mary's Park 

Renewal of extant outline p.p. (ref 2009/0633) 
granted on 08/07/2009 for demolition of 
existing buildings on site and construction of 
new buildings to provide a  new enlarged 
secondary school, together with a new 
Salesian Community House (19 rooms): with 
associated parking and sports/play areas. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant outline p.p. subject to conditions  
 

SITE: 1.52 ha school site on SW. side of Surrey Lane and S. side of Parkham 
Street. Part three/part two-storey buildings and two-storey chapel along 
Surrey Lane frontage with grassed area, single-storey pre-fabricated buildings 
and playing area in middle of site. Part three/part two-storey complex of 
buildings in western area of site, and cloister enclosure along whole of 
southern boundary. Main vehicular and pedestrian entrance on Parkham 
Street at south end of Granfield Street. Two-storey semi-detached houses, 
school and Grade II listed Church of the Sacred Heart adjoin south side of 
site. Mixture of high tower blocks and four-storey blocks of flats to west of site 
and on opposite sides of Parkham Street and Surrey Lane. Within Flood 
Zone. 
 
HISTORY: 1950: p.p. extension of pressroom over part of garden. 
1956: p.p. use as residential hostel to provide accommodation for community. 
1961: appeal allowed for permission to develop for education purposes. 
1964: p.p. erection of brick-built garage, aviary, toilets and transformer 
chamber. 
1976: p.p. erection of crafts block, two new vehicular accesses and concrete 
fence. 
1983: p.p. security fence on existing wall on western boundary. 
1984: p.p. permanent retention of portakabin. 
2001: p.p. single-storey extension to south elevation of gym to provide 
storage. 
July 2009: outline p.p. (for matters of scale. layout and access only) granted 
for demolition of existing buildings on site and construction of new buildings to 
provide a  new enlarged secondary school, together with a new Salesian 
Community House (19 rooms): with associated parking and sports/play areas 
(not implemented). 
 
DETAILS:  This application is for the renewal of the extant planning 
permission granted at the location site in July 2009 (ref 2009/0063) for 
demolition of the existing buildings on site and construction of new buildings to 
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provide a  new enlarged secondary school, together with a new Salesian 
Community House (19 rooms): with associated parking and sports/play areas.  
The outline proposal involved construction of new buildings to provide an 
enlarged secondary school (10,960sq.m. of  floorspace). The application 
seeks approval for the scale, layout and access for the new school. Matters to 
be reserved for subsequent approval are appearance (including materials) 
and landscaping.  
 
Scale and Layout: The indicative drawings show mostly three-storey school 
buildings along the Surrey Lane and Parkham Street frontages, approx. 12m 
in height, with a part two-storey/part single-storey annexe curving off the main 
building into the middle of the site. These buildings would contain the 
classrooms, administration core, assembly hall and sports hall, with a support 
unit at the east end of the site. The drawings show a ‘u-shaped’ part four/part 
three-storey block (Salesian Community House – 1,980sq.m. of  floorspace), 
up to approx. 14m in height, in the north-west corner of the site, fronting 
Parkham Street, that would provide new residential accommodation (19 
rooms). Floodlit games area in south-west corner of site with area of soft 
landscaping to rear of main school building. Parts of the cloister along the 
southern boundary to be removed and replaced with pergolas and paved 
areas. Plot ratio 0.85: 1 (existing 0.36:1). 
 
Access: The main school entrance would be located where Surrey Lane and 
Parkham Street meet, with the only vehicular entrance located at the west end 
of the site off Parkham Street, just to the east of Granfield Street, with another 
pedestrian entrance to the community/sports building further to the east. The 
Salesian Community House and the Support Unit will have their own 
entrances at the west and east ends of the site, respectively. There is a 
pedestrian access, used by staff, in the south boundary of the site between 
nos. 54 and 56 Orbel Street. Servicing and deliveries would be via the 
vehicular entrance. 30 parking spaces provided for school with a further 7 
spaces for the Salesian Community House, plus 40 cycle spaces, all located 
in north-west corner of the site under the Community House at ground floor 
level. The applicant has stated that the whole school, including all entrances, 
would be fully wheelchair accessible. The proposal would result in the 
amalgamation of the on site Salesian College with the John Paul II School in 
Putney, to form the Saint John Bosco School, increasing pupil’s numbers from 
the current 536 to 1200 pupils by 2017. Trees along Parkham Road frontage 
to be removed with trees adjacent to southern boundary and on existing 
grassed area to be retained. In support of the application,  
 
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
Subject to the Council’s acceptance of a completed ‘Exemption or Relief 
Form’, as a development owned by a charitable institution which will be used 
wholly or mainly for charitable purposes, this development could qualify for 
exemption from liability to pay CIL under Regulation 43 of the Community 
Infrastructure Levy Regulations (as amended by the 2011 Regulations) 
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The previous application included submission of a Design and Access 
Statement, a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA), a Transport Assessment, a 
Sunlight/Daylight Report (S/DR) and an Archaeological Desk-Based 
Assessment. The FRA concluded that the risk and impact of flooding is 
currently low. The S/DR concluded that, in terms of the Salesian Community 
House accommodation, whilst there may be some minor infringements of BRE 
Guidance to Pritchard Court and Bowstead Court, all the adjoining rooms that 
are affected remain exceedingly well lit for their position and location, and that 
the shadowing of the area in front of Pritchard Court does not appear to be to 
an area that is in use as an amenity space. 

CONSULTATION:  Site and press notices, 412 neighbours. I letter requiring 
further clarification of details of the application. 
 
Transport for London: TfL would expect conditions to be attached to secure 
provision of car parking and electrical vehicle charging points, cycle parking 
for staff and pupils, construction plan, delivery and service plan and travel 
plan.  The proposal should include a stand / turning facility to enable TfL to re-
route the two dedicated bus routes serving John Paul II School in Putney. This 
would serve all the pupils living in SW15 and approximately one third of pupils 
are expected to come from this catchment. Without such a facility TfL would 
be unable to use the existing double-deck vehicles on routes 639 and 670 and 
would need to fund 4 new single-deck vehicles, which would be much more 
expensive. Furthermore, in order to cater for additional demand generated by 
the expansion of the school, TfL requested a contribution of £90,000 for three 
years (total of £270,000) for an additional return journey on the route 170.  It is 
important for pupils to be able to conveniently and easily access the school by 
public transport, in line with national, regional and local planning policies to 
enable and promote sustainable travel patterns, reducing reliance on car trips. 
Furthermore, other users of bus routes including the 170 should not be 
inconvenienced through potential ‘crowding-off’ due to additional passengers 
generated by the relocation of pupils from John Paul II to the Surrey Lane site. 
   
 
Thames Water: No objection with regard to water infrastructure. With regard 
to surface water drainage it is the responsibility of a developer to make proper 
provision for drainage to ground, water courses or a suitable sewer. It is 
recommended that the applicant should ensure that storm flows are 
attenuated or regulated into the receiving public network through on or off site 
storage. Where the developer proposes to discharge to a public sewer, prior 
approval from Thames Water Developer Services will be required; with regard 
to sewerage infrastructure no objection. Groundwater permit enquiries should 
be directed to Thames Water's Risk Management Team.  
 
English Heritage (Archaeology): Do not consider that any archaeological 
fieldwork need be undertaken prior to determination of the application subject 
the archaeological position being preserved by condition.   
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Environment Agency:  No objection to the proposed development subject to 
conditions on flood risk assessment dated April 2009. 
 
DECS (trees): 19 of the trees on this site are protected under Tree 
Preservation (N0. 393) order 2009, Thirteen London Planes, four Cherries, a 
Lime and Horse Chestnut. As such the highest possible levels of protection 
must be afforded them when carrying out any works. A number of trees apart 
from the protected trees should be considered for retention including, a Liquid 
Amber, Acacias and Maples. Any of the non-protected trees put forward for 
removal should be replaced with something of the same species (where 
appropriate) and of the same maturity of the tree removed. Before any 
demolition or construction begins an arboriculture officer from Wandsworth 
Borough Council should be consulted on and approve the planned scheme of 
protection of all trees that will remain. All tree works must be carried out in 
accordance with BS 5837:2012 ‘trees in relation to design, demolition and 
construction’ 
 
DECS (refuse): Sufficient storage space must be provided to ensure that the 
weekly waste arising can be contained as refuse, with additional space to 
enable at least one stream of it to be stored separately for recycling. The 
Salesian Community House is likely to generate "commercial" waste in which 
case it must be stored separately from the school's household waste. 
Proposals showing reasonable space provision e.g. suitable space for two 
1100 litre bins or similar- one for refuse and one for recycling, is likely to be 
acceptable. Any proposals for waste collection and storage should comply 
with other aspects of the Council's Waste SPG. 

POLICY:  NPPF 2012; Core Strategy IS1 (Sustainable development), IS2 
(Sustainable design), IS6 (Community services); Development Management 
Policy Document (DMPD): DMS1 (General development principles); DMS3 
(Sustainable design and low carbon energy); DMS7 (Consultation with the 
Environment Agency); DMO 1 (Protection and enhancement of open spaces) 
DMO 2 (Playing fields and pitches, sport, play and informal recreation); DMO5 
(Trees); DMC2 (Provision of new and improved community facilities); DMT1 
(Transport impacts of development) DMT2 (Car parking and servicing).      

COMMENT:  This is an application for a renewal for an extant planning 
permission. The previous permission (ref 2009/0633) was resolved favourably 
by the PAC members in June 2009. It is therefore considered that the 
principle of the outline development has been established as acceptable to 
the Council. There has been no change in the immediate or surrounding site 
characteristics since the granting of planning permission. Following the 
emergency of the Local Development Framework and the adoption of the 
Core Strategy in October 2010, the previous Unitary Development Plan (used 
to determine the previous permission) has been replaced with the DMPD 
policy structure (adopted in February 2012) and which forms the statutory 
development plan for the borough. In addition the Government has produced 
the National Planning Framework Document (NPPF) to help to achieve 
sustainable development, in conjunction with local planning policy.  Guidance 
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set out by Government in ‘Greater flexibility for planning permissions’ 2010 
states…‘local planning authorities should take a positive and constructive 
approach towards applications which improve the prospect of sustainable 
development being taken forward quickly. The development proposed in an 
application for an extension will by definition have been judged to be 
acceptable in principle at an earlier date.’ The report goes on to state 
that…‘local planning authorities should focus their attention on development 
plan policies and other material considerations which may have changed 
significantly since the original grant of permission.’  In addition to these policy 
documents, in August 2011, Central Government issued a policy statement on 
‘planning for schools development’ which took immediate effect in guiding and 
ensuring flexibility for local planning authorities in their considerations on such 
matters. The report will assess the principle of the outline development in light 
of current policy requirements. 
 
Policies DMC1 and DMC2 of the DMPD seeks to protect community facilities 
and considers the intensification of existing facilities where they cater for an 
identified need. The aim of the policies are to ensure that replacement 
provision that suits current and future needs is provided in an appropriate 
location. The proposal for the intensification, upgrading and enhancement of 
education facilities on a site used for education purposes was initially 
supported in principle. The redevelopment of the school would allow for the 
whole school, including all entrances, to be fully wheelchair accessible, which 
is not currently the case. The proposal would make more efficient and 
coherent use of the site and therefore would comply with Council’s policies 
DMC1 and DMC2. 
 
The amount of development proposed was not considered to be excessive; 
and reflected in a plot ratio, less than 1:1. The policies which examine the loss 
of open space and sports facilities on this site are DMO 1 and DMO2. The aim 
of the policies is to consider the suitability of the replacement provision and to 
ensure that there are no unacceptable impacts on open space. This modest 
plot ratio was dictated by the nature of the use and need to provide outdoor 
sports or play facilities. The proposal included improvement of the games area 
and the external environment for pupils and was supported. The applicant 
stated that floodlighting to the hard play area would be subject to a separate 
planning application. The proposal would make more efficient and coherent 
use of the site and therefore are considered to comply with Council’s policies 
DMO1 and DMO2. 
 
Although some of the buildings on site are of some historic and architectural 
interest, as they are not listed and the site is not within a conservation area, 
their demolition cannot be prevented through existing statutory instruments. In 
assessing this application the merits of the existing buildings was considered 
but concluded that their protection is not warranted. English Heritage have not 
raised any objections subject to a condition to preserve the archaeological 
position on this site.  
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The relevant policy which assesses the scale and massing of the 
development and its relationship with the immediate surroundings is DMS1 of 
the DMPD; its aim is to ensure that the massing of developments reflects the 
local spatial character of the area, taking into account local distinctiveness, 
while ensuring that the best use is made of vacant sites in order to optimise 
the potential of the sites in terms of scale. Policy DMS2 looks at the impact of 
development on the historic environment, the aim to conserve and enhance 
the significance and appearance of the boroughs historic environment.  
 
The indicative plans suggested that the site could accommodate buildings of 
this size in the positions shown. In terms of their height and scale, the 
proposed buildings was assessed to be in keeping with the four-storey blocks 
of flats on the opposite sides of Parkham Street and Surrey Lane. In general, 
the principle of positioning of the new buildings away from the two-storey 
houses in Orbel Street, and the listed church to the south-east, and towards 
the similar scale blocks of flats to the north was considered acceptable and 
sensible. However, the most sensitive elements are the relationship of the 
proposed buildings with adjoining neighbours at the east and west ends of the 
site. To the east, the indicative drawings suggest that the buildings would 
extend approx. 3m closer to the houses in Orbel Street at first and second 
floor levels. However, it was considered that the impact on the amenities of 
these neighbours was likely to be balanced out by the overall height of the 
proposed building being shown as 1.3m lower than the existing buildings, and 
part of the new building adjacent to nos. 6-12 Orbel Street being reduced from 
three-storeys to two-storeys (11m in height to 8m).  
 
Daylight and outlook of the houses at nos. 2-16 Orbel Street was considered 
likely to be ‘neutral’ with no significant additional loss of sunlight to the Orbel 
Street properties given the differences between the existing and proposed 
buildings, and the orientation of the new buildings to the north of these 
neighbours. To the west, the Salesian Community House (SCH) would abut 
Pritchard Court in Granfield Street, and would have an impact on the lighting 
and outlook to the windows in the east elevation of Pritchard Court. The first 
and second floors of the SCH would be set back approx. 2m reducing the 
impact on the outlook. The properties in Pritchard Court are maisonettes that 
have dual aspect, and are split over ground/first floors and second/third floors. 
It was considered that there would also be some mid-morning overshadowing 
of the east elevation of Pritchard Court and therefore the proposal would have 
some impact on Pritchard Court. However, given the properties affected are 
split over different floors and are dual aspect; it was considered that it would 
be difficult to justify a refusal purely on amenity terms, particularly considering 
the benefits the enlarged school would provide to the greater community. The 
layout of the school buildings themselves and the overall layout of the site 
were considered to be acceptable. The principle of situating the buildings 
along the northern part of the site is still considered to be sound, and while 
there may be issues relating to noise and disturbance for the neighbours in 
Orbel Street due to the location of the landscaped and games areas, it was 
the opinion that there already existed a large games/grassed area in these 
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approximate positions. Therefore overall the proposal was considered to be 
acceptable in line with policies DMS1 and DMS3. 
  
The relevant policies used in assessing the transport impacts of development 
and parking and servicing are policies DMT1 and DMT2 which seeks to 
ensure that developments do not have a negative impact on the transport 
system and highway network and sufficient serving and parking facilities are 
provided   An issue with the original redevelopment of the school was the 
subsequent increase in pupil numbers and transport arrangements for pupils 
relocating from John Paul II School in Putney (with an estimated 36% of the 
pupils to attend the College site from the Putney and Wandsworth areas). 
Transport for London have raised a number of concerns regarding the 
application and have requested that a stand/turning facility to reroute existing 
buses serving the site be introduced in addition to a financial contribution to 
be made for the provision of more/different bus facilities to avoid overcrowding 
on the local service (Route 170).  The original developments was part of the 
“Building Schools for the Future” project to provide funds to spend on 
maintaining and improving school buildings and in deciding the original 
application it was questionable whether it would be possible or appropriate to 
divert money to providing transport improvements. No indication has been 
provided of the current funding programme. However, the Council’s 
Transportation officer has been consulted on the proposal and is of the view 
that a possible alternative to TfL suggestion of a turning facility could be a 
revised bus route to include Westbridge Road, Battersea Church Road and 
Battersea Bridge Road. In addition recent Central Government guidance now 
requires local authorities to demonstrate more flexibility, in order to facilitate 
the delivery and expansion of schools in an effort to improve facilities, which 
would again bring into question the issue of re-directing of funds which would 
normally go directly to delivering the school rather than for the purposes of 
road/bus service improvements.    
 
The proposed vehicle access and car parking for staff was considered to be 
acceptable. The previous proposal required several matters to be reserved by 
condition including details of the site boundary to safeguard 
pedestrian/vehicle movement and ensure greater visibility for vehicles 
entering and leaving the site; the Orbel Street pedestrian entrance to be 
restricted to staff only, to protect the amenities of neighbours in this street. In 
addition conditions requiring the inclusion of a school’s travel plan, to be 
updated to take into account the expansion of the school; details of the cycle 
parking for pupils; and the submission of a construction management plan to 
safeguard the development in light of comments from Environment Agency. 
Furthermore, details of car parking and electrical charging points and a 
delivery and service plan should also be included in light of current 
requirements in response to TfL comments. A condition should be imposed to 
protect existing trees on site and safeguard the development in light of the 
sites location within a flood zone  would be in line with the Council’s tree 
officers and comments from the Environment Agency. 
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The nature of the development will be encouraged to meet BREEAM 
“excellent” (in accordance with policy DMS3, which encourages sustainable 
design, low carbon development and renewable energy options to improve 
energy conservation and efficiency through a variety of techniques). The 
original proposal provided almost no information relating to how the scheme 
would address the requirements in relation to sustainable design and energy 
requirements outline within the Core Policy IS2. An energy/sustainability 
strategy should be developed at the earliest possible stage to maximise 
opportunities for energy efficiency, and details on this matter could be 
reserved. The energy statement should provide information on: predicted 
baseline energy consumption and associated CO2 emissions (regulated and 
unregulated), energy efficiency measures including passive design and 
decentralised energy options (including CHP/CCHP), predicted target for CO2 
reduction through renewable, and renewable energy options (assessing the 
feasibility for different renewable technologies on the site). Provided the 
details are provided the proposal would be in line with Council policy DMS3.  

RECOMMENDATION: Grant outline p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 02 2 years reserved matters. 
02. Standard 48 Work to begin within 3 years. 
03. Standard 04 Approval required for a) appearance, including materials; 

b) landscaping. 
04. Standard 05 Details required for parts of the site not covered by 

buildings (including car parking areas and electrical charging points) 
05. Standard 09 Details of refuse. 
06. Standard 14 Details of plant and ventilation equipment. 
07. Standard 18 Details of protection for trees. 
08. Standard 41  No structures on the roof. 
09. Notwithstanding that shown on the approved drawings, details of any 

works to the cloister enclosure along the southern boundary of the site, 
including demolition, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by 
the local planning authority before any works to the cloister are 
commenced.  

10. Notwithstanding that shown on the approved drawings, details of 
increased cycle facilities shall be submitted to and approved in writing 
by the local planning authority before they are implemented, and such 
detail as may be approved shall be implemented prior to 
commencement of the use. 

11. The pedestrian access to the southern boundary of the site from Orbel 
Street shall be restricted for the use of staff only. 

12. Before the development commences a "sustainability statement" shall 
be submitted to and shall be approved in writing by the local planning 
authority. The statement shall include predicted baseline energy 
consumption and associated CO2 emissions (regulated and 
unregulated), energy efficiency measures including passive design and 
decentralised energy options (including CHP/CCHP), predicted target 
for CO2 reduction through renewable, and renewable energy options 
(assessing the feasibility for different renewable technologies on the 
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site). The development shall be implemented in accordance with the 
approved sustainable development/renewable energy proposals and 
thereafter maintained, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local 
planning authority. 

13. A Green Travel Plan shall be submitted to and approved by the local 
planning authority before the use commences. 

14. No development shall take place within the application site until the 
developer has secured the implementation of a programme of 
archaeological recording of the standing historic buildings, in 
accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. 

15. No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the 
implementation of a programme of archaeological work in accordance 
with a written scheme for investigation which has been submitted by 
the applicant and approved by the local planning authority. The 
development shall only take place in accordance with the detailed 
scheme pursuant to this condition. The archaeological works shall be 
carried out by a suitably qualified investigating body acceptable to the 
local planning authority. 

16. Details of a Construction Management Plan shall be submitted to the 
local planning authority for prior approval before the development 
commences and implemented thereafter. 

17. Details of a delivery/servicing plan including hours of operation shall be 
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority before the 
development commences 

18. The development The development permitted by this planning 
permission shall only be carried out in accordance with the Flood Risk 
Assessment (FRA) (Produced by Ambiental ref 1258 dated April 2009) 
and the following mitigation measures detailed within the FRA: 

 
(1)  Limiting the surface water run off-generated by the 100 year climate 

change critical storm so that the run off generated from the developed  
site will equivalent to 70% of the calculated existing brownfield rate, 
confirmed in an email from Emma Roberts of Ambiental dated 
11/06/09, and will be submitted at detailed design stage and the final 
discharge rate will be no more than 14.371/s by way of SUDS 
measures discharge to sewer to 51/s for the site as a whole. 

(2) Raising of the proposed finished floor levels by at least 300mm 
(3) Provision of a safe refuge area to upper floor levels and a safe 

evacuation route fro source of flooding to Flood Zone 1. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2460 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2012/2697 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 May 2012 
AH 

98-100 Tooting Bec Road 
SW17  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          “Ditto” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bedford 

(a) Demolition of existing single-storey rear 
extension and construction of a new single-
storey rear extension to existing Lodge 
building to be occupied within a mixture of 
uses comprising retail and office, café and car 
showroom (Sui Generis use class) with the 
demolition of all existing outbuildings and 
construction of a new single-storey building to 
the north-west boundary (the café) and 
construction of single-storey covered storage 
units to the north-west and south-east 
boundaries (the car showroom).  
 
(b) Listed Building Consent for alterations and 
refurbishment to the existing Lodge building 
with demolition of existing single-storey rear 
extension and construction of a new single-
storey rear extension to existing Lodge 
building to be occupied within a mixture of 
uses comprising retail and office, café and car 
showroom (Sui Generis use class) with the 
demolition of all existing outbuildings and 
construction of a new single-storey building to 
the north-west boundary (the café) and 
construction of single-storey covered storage 
units to the north-west and south-east 
boundaries (the car showroom). 
 

RECOMMENDATION: (a) Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
                                     (b) Grant listed building consent subject to conditions. 

SITE: Grade II listed early 19th century stucco lodge.  The building is three 
bays wide with a tall, slightly advanced, two-storey centre, flanked by single-
storey wings, with a single-storey rear extension added in the 1980s.  It is 
located to the north-east of the site (approx. 0.7ha in total) fronting Tooting 
Bec Road, with a partially demolished greenhouse building along the north-
west boundary.  Land to the rear of the lodge (approx. 0.3ha) is currently 
open.  Residential properties adjoin to the north-west and south-west.  Tooting 
Bec Underground station is approximately 300m to north-west while Tooting 
Bec Common approximately 230m to south-east.  Located on Transport for 
London Road Network (TLRN). The Lodge is currently on the English Heritage 
Buildings at Risk Register.  The site is not within a conservation area, 
protected shopping parade or town centre. 
 
HISTORY:  1955: p.p. refused for establishment of petrol filling station. 
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1962: p.p. refused for erection of garage and petrol filling station. 
1964: p.p. refused for petrol filling station, showroom and four flats and 
garages. 
1965: p.p. refused for erection of petrol filling station and four flats and 
garages. 
1968: p.p. refused for three storey block comprising 4 shops and 8 flats. 
1972: p.p. refused for petrol station. 
1974: Building added to the Statutory list as Grade II. 
1979: p.p. and L.B.C for single-storey extension including demolition of 
existing single-storey back addition. 
1984: p.p. and L.B.C for erection of glasshouse and storage building. 
1985: p.p. for single-storey structure in north-west corner of site. 
1991: p.p. and L.B.C for part one/part two-storey extension. 
2002: L.B.C for re-roofing existing building. 
June 2011: p.p. and LBC  refused for construction of a single-storey rear 
extension to existing grade II listed lodge in connection with its use as a 2-
bedroom dwellinghouse (class C3); erection of 2no. single-storey detached 3-
bedroom dwellinghouses (class C3) at basement and ground floor level with 
associated parking. (reasons: two new houses within the curtilage of the 
Lodge, permanently subdividing and developing this land, would result in 
substantial harm to the setting of this grade II listed building with substantial 
loss of its significance as a heritage asset, and insufficient evidence has been 
submitted that would reasonably justify this; would include development of 
land excluded from the definition of Brownfield land and is inappropriate in 
principle; new houses would have an unacceptable standard of outlook; 
extension to the Lodge would be an incongruous addition detracting from the 
character and appearance of the building and harming its significance as a 
heritage asset; rear amenity space available to the future occupiers of the 
Lodge would be substandard). 
 
Enforcement history: 
 
May 2010: fixtures and fittings being removed from listed building (no breach). 
September 2010: unauthorised demolition of buildings within curtilage of 
Lodge (complaint open, partial demolition carried out). 
 
 
DETAILS:  (a) & (b) Demolition of existing single-storey rear extension and 
construction of a new single-storey rear extension to the Lodge building.  
Would feature obscure glazed vertical sections set within wider rendered 
surround, with a clear glazed connection to the Lodge building.  Rear doors 
would open onto a decking area.  Would measure approx. 5.7m wide (6.8m 
wide including surround), 3m high, 4m deep (4.6m deep with surround), with 
glazed connection a further 900mm deep.  In association with use of Lodge 
building as a retail unit, with ancillary office.  Extension would provide approx. 
20sq.m of additional floorspace, total floorspace for Lodge and extension 
approx. 95sq.m. 
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Demolition of partially demolished greenhouse building to north-west of site 
and construction of new single-storey building to provide a café.  The proposal 
would be located adjacent to the north-east and north-west boundaries, with a 
dual-pitched roof to the front of the site 2.9m high at eaves rising to 5m at 
ridge height, for a depth of approx. 9m, dropping down at the rear to a flat roof 
of 2.9m high for a depth of approx. 13m.  It would have a glazed frontage 
providing the main entrance, set back from the front building line by 1m to 
1.5m.  South-east elevation fronting the Lodge building would be 
predominantly glazed with sliding doors onto decking and outside seating 
area.  Floorspace of proposed building approx. 80sq.m.  To provide 
approximately 30 covers.  Opening times: 0700 to 2100 Mondays to Fridays, 
0800 to 2230 Saturdays, Sundays and Bank Holidays.  Café would provide 
primarily prior prepared products, sandwiches and drinks.  No air handling or 
associated extract flue proposed. 
 
Construction of 7 x single-storey covered storage units along the south-west 
boundary of the site, and part of the north-west boundary abutting the rear of 
the proposed café building.  The units would have dual-pitched roofs with 
hipped roofs to the rear measuring 2.8m at eaves rising to 4.3m.  To provide 
covered storage to cars, in association with use of the rear of the site as a car 
showroom.  Open area immediately to the front of the proposed storage units 
to provide vehicular hardstanding for 4no. cars, and single vehicle display 
area to the south-east corner of the site fronting Tooting Bec Road. A single-
storey office unit (approx. 11sq.m) would be located in the north-west corner 
of the site, in association with the proposed car showroom use. 
 
Boundary treatment: Replacement of existing iron railings with new black 
painted iron railings to the front, north-east boundary (approx. 18.7m wide) 
and part of the south-east boundary (approx. 10.6m wide), atop a plinth 
approx. 200mm high.  Total height would be approximately 1.8m high.  
Entrance gate to site to north-east corner adjacent to proposed café.   
 
On the south-east boundary an existing vehicular access at the rear of the site 
would be relocated approx. 5.5m to the east, with a timber faced electric 
sliding gate.   
 
(b) works to Lodge building consisting of replacement of timber entrance door 
in existing side entrance, with new timber double doors; refurbishment and 
replacement to match existing of windows to front, side and rear; internal 
refurbishment including provision of new W.C at ground floor level. 
 
Amendments:  first floor of the two-storey extension to the Lodge omitted, 
reducing the height from 5.8m to 2.9m; new front entrance door to Lodge 
omitted and original window retained & refurbished; entrance gate relocated 
from the centre of the front boundary to the north-east side; width of white 
aluminium fascia to front of café building reduced by approx. 600mm to 
300mm; height of single-storey storage units reduced from 3.5m to 4.8m (5m 
at parapet level), to 2.8m to 4.3m with hipped roof at rear (4.5m at parapet 
level). 
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Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £14,830.00 the 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 
 
Applicant’s Statement of Heritage Significance and Impact:    
Nature of Tooting was that of an outlying village and as such the site location 
had an open, semi-rural character that featured open fields and small wooded 
areas, site appears to have retained continuous horticultural or gardening 
related uses, latterly being used as the site of a somewhat ramshackle garden 
centre, as a site that escaped Victorian residential conversion, it  provides a 
break from the ranks of terraces, and importantly constitutes one of the last 
remaining vestiges of the early arrangement of a horticultural economy set in 
a landscape of fields, villages and the country estate.  The origins of a place 
can be very difficult to determine through a visual inspection of the streets 
alone, as such retention of this site as an open, green setting for it’s 
listed building can only help inform and engage the curiosity of viewers 
as to the history of Tooting. 
 
Whilst exact dated origins of the Lodge building not entirely 
clear, building is clearly important as a surviving example of a late 
Georgian entrance or gate lodge building in classical revival style. 
The bold use of symmetry and the tripartite elevations centred around 
the triumphal arch inspired composition to the front are worthy example of the 
strong classical influence extant during the Georgian period. The presence of 
the building on the Statutory list at Grade II defines the relative status of the 
building as having heritage value of national importance through it’s 
comparative rarity and architectural quality. 
 
The building is well known locally, by virtue of its history, it’s distinctiveness 
within the street scene and it’s relative accessibility. The building significance 
that is of local and national importance can be seen to lie within the original 
form of the building, in it’s simple and symmetrical plan and elevations as 
viewed externally and as experienced whilst walking from room to room. 
The elevations, when hoarding is removed, can be enjoyed openly 
from various viewpoints on Tooting Bec and Romberg roads. Previous 
and recent uses of the Lodge building were for nursery and garden centre 
purposes, uses which are likely to have allowed an element of 
greater public access to the building and, potentially, it’s interior, than 
it’s original uses as a gate house and gardeners lodge. The potential for 
the historic value of the building to be enjoyed in these ways can be 
seen to be of significant community benefit. 
 
As the building lies outside of any archaeological priority areas, we assume 
that the shallow excavations required for the proposed works are unlikely to 
expose any material of archaeological interest. 
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CONSULTATION:  98 neighbours: site & press notices: 19 objections (to 
original proposal): two-storey extension too large & overbearing , imposing for 
neighbouring residents altering character of building, particularly noticeable 
from street, involves removal of first floor window not leaving much green 
space behind lodge, smaller single-storey extension without decking seems 
acceptable; new front door to Lodge unacceptable, entrance to a gardener’s 
lodge or gatehouse traditionally from the side, would give lodge a more grand 
appearance than it had historically; front railings should be retained, new wall 
not in keeping with Lodge,  roof of café building too high, much steeper and 
higher than previous greenhouses, and set straight onto street rather than set 
back as previous greenhouses were, café would soon close down as would 
not be profitable; garages to car showroom have unnecessarily high and 
intrusive pitched roofs visible from Romberg Road, flat roofs just as effective, 
‘living roof’ could be used, notwithstanding quality of cars and presentation of 
covered area the proposed garages would detract from overall quality of site, 
parking area opposite to be built on hardcore, very unsympathetic for area 
that has always been gravelled, don’t support display of car on lawn in front of 
house,  will increase traffic, resident parking spaces limited, main entrance of 
showroom should not be onto Romberg Road,  no maintenance or repairs 
should be allowed on site,  should consider how cars, retail unit and café 
might be reconfigured to create more of a whole, making site more integrated 
allowing café users to view the cars, site should not be divided so espalier 
tree fence should not be allowed. 
 
3 support (to original proposal): in principle proposal looks good, like general 
aspect of what is being done,  whilst every proposed development will have its 
flaws this is reasonably sympathetic, fear if application is rejected site will 
remain vacant, loved previous garden centre but would be foolish to expect a 
return to that, request certain conditions applied to any consent, no signs on 
Romberg Road entrance, car showroom for display only & opening hours 
should be restricted, no new resident parking permits to be granted to owners. 
 
Wandsworth (Conservation Area) Advisory Committee: Overall, the 
Committee considers this to be a viable proposition that would ensure the 
retention and restoration of the listed building.  However, it is important to 
ensure that high quality details and materials are adequately specified; in 
particular details are required to show how the original railings will be retained 
and reused.  New railings on the boundary do appear rather high and could 
be intrusive and should be justified. 
 
Standard Consultee and Amenity Body Responses to original proposal. 
 
Transport for London: demand from this development can be accommodated 
on the local public transport and highway network, support that there will be 
no customer parking, recommend that business occupants rights to parking 
permits in surrounding CPZ be removed, request cycle parking be provided in 
line with London Plan standards; relocation of crossover on Romberg Road 
acceptable in principle, and is subject to detailed section 278 agreement with 
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either TfL or the Council, agreement must also be reached on relocation of 
parking bays.; request that Delivery and Servicing Plan (DSP), Construction 
Logistics Plan (CLP) are secured by condition to ensure all construction and 
servicing movements occur in a safe and efficient manner; also recommend a 
travel plan is implemented on the site. 
 
English Heritage:  no objection, significance of heritage asset lies in aesthetic 
value of lodge as a modified triumphal arch composition, and historic & 
evidential value associated with long use of the site as a market garden, a 
trade which borough of Wandsworth historically associated with, consider it 
important that visual and historic relationship between lodge & garden is 
maintained, recommend ‘tree fence’ between vehicle hardstanding & 
gatelodge is removed & should consider whether hardstanding could be 
softened to provide appearance more akin to garden character, appropriate 
mechanism should be attached to any consent to ensure relationship between 
lodge & garden is maintained in event of any future change of use. 
 
Georgian Group: objection, in principle proposed uses acceptable but 
concerns regarding how scheme to be delivered, proposals may remove The 
Lodge from buildings at risk register which is positive but should not outweigh 
need to conserve the significance of the building; proposed extension too 
large and competes with heritage asset for attention, effectively a full width 
and height extension built in a contemporary style, would unnecessarily alter 
its character as a small building, unacceptable to remove early 19th century 
windows and openings to facilitate an extension, similar proposals for front 
elevation where it is proposed to replace existing window with door, Gate and 
gardener’s lodges nearly always have entrance to side, would be major loss of 
both fabric and significance, if proposed use is not viable using building in its 
existing form then change of use should be considered inappropriate, 
proposal contravenes PPS5 Practice Guide which remains valid. 
 
Tooting History Group: object, extension and alteration to Lodge would 
entirely damage its historic and architectural significance, glass extension is 
excessively large and would fundamentally change nature of building, could 
not tolerate two-storey or single-storey extension that involves removal of 
windows; proposed front entrance suggests pastiche and pseudo grandness 
that is affront to nature and history of Lodge; concern proposal would cover a 
well; no objection in principle to proposed uses; object to additional entrances 
to front, original railings should be repaired & retained; proposed café building 
too high, suggest café building is set further back from Tooting Bec Road; 
height and pitch of  cart lodge roofs are significant and unwelcome visual 
addition to skyline interfering with view from Lodge. 
 
Balham Society: objection, extension would be too large and prominent, 
should be single-storey only and preferably in a traditional rather than starkly 
modern style, additional entrance to front unacceptable, existing railings 
should be retained; café building too large and should be set back from 
Tooting Bec Road, garage roofs are too high and prominent, proposed 
decking is unattractive feature. 
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London and Middlesex Archaeological Society:  café too close to Lodge and 
should be brought back from street frontage; extension detrimental to setting 
of Listed building. 
 
POLICY: National Planning Policy Framework 2012: Section 12 (Conserving 
and Enhancing the Historic Environment). 

Core Strategy 2010 IS3. Development Management Policies Document 
(DMPD) 2012: DMS1 (General Development Principles), DMS2 (Managing 
the Historic Environment), DMTS7 (Loss of Shops Outside Protected 
Parades), DMT1 (Transport Impacts of Development).   
 
COMMENT: The Gardener’s Lodge is a Grade II listed building, it has been 
vacant for some time and its condition is deteriorating.  On English Heritage’s 
Buildings at Risk Register, it is important to find a new beneficial use that will 
bring about its repair and restoration. However, this must also be balanced 
with preserving the historic and architectural elements of the building and its 
setting which affords this building its significance as a heritage asset, and to 
ensure that any new development does not have a significant detrimental 
impact on neighbouring amenity. 

Land Use: The site’s last use was as a garden centre (use class A1).  As a 
single site providing a mix of uses, with no primary use, the use class 
designation of the proposal is sui generis (in accordance with paragraph 13 of 
Circular 03/2005) and so a change of use would occur.  Policy DMTS7 applies 
in this case and provides protection to retail uses outside of protected 
parades, however, in this case the site would retain elements of retail within 
the Lodge building and the café, and is within 400m of alternative shopping 
facilities in the Tooting Bec Town Centre.  In this respect the proposal is 
compliant with DMTS7 and there is no policy objection in principle to the 
change of use.   
 
Conservation and Design: Development Management Policy DMS2 states 
that applications affecting heritage assets will be granted where they sustain, 
conserve and, where appropriate, enhance the significance, appearance, 
character and setting of the heritage asset itself, and the surrounding historic 
environment.  This policy must also be read in the context of the National 
Planning Policy Framework  which states that the particular significance of 
any heritage asset that may be affected (including by development affecting 
its setting) should be identified and assessed and that local authorities should 
take account of the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of 
the heritage asset; the positive contribution that its conservation can make to 
sustainable communities including economic vitality, and; the positive 
contribution to local character and distinctiveness.  Substantial harm to a 
Grade II listed building should be exceptional, and where a proposal will lead 
to less than substantial harm, this should be weighed against the public 
benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use. 
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The applicant has submitted a statement of heritage significance and impact 
which identifies the Lodge’s connection with the market garden trade, formerly 
part of a larger estate, and which now is one of the remaining features of the 
early horticultural economy in Wandsworth.  In this respect it is recognised 
that the setting the Lodge building sits within, of a largely open character, 
provides an important connection to this history, and contributes substantially 
to its significance as a heritage asset. The applicant’s statement also 
addresses the merits of the Lodge building itself. Identifying that the building is 
clearly important as a surviving example of a late Georgian entrance or gate 
lodge building in classical revival style, and that its Grade II listing defines the 
relative status of the building as having heritage value of national importance 
through its comparative rarity and architectural quality.  It is considered that 
this is a reasonable assessment of the significance of this heritage asset with 
the elements of most significance being the open setting the Lodge sits within, 
and its architectural quality and design.   
 
In terms of the layout of the site, the principle of having lower outbuildings 
around the perimeter of the site is considered acceptable, with the layout of 
the proposed new buildings closely resembling the historic arrangement of 
glasshouses that stood on the site for around a hundred years. With the new 
buildings limited to the boundaries of the site, retaining an open area to the 
rear free of development, forming the hardstanding to the proposed car 
showroom, the site would retain a largely open character, preserving the 
setting of the Lodge building and allowing it to stand as the prominent feature 
of the site.   
 
The proposed café building to the north-west boundary of the site would 
closely follow the plan form of the greenhouse that it would replace, and with 
glazed elevations to the front and side would evoke the connection with the 
historic plant nursery use.  It would be a new prominent feature in the 
streetscene, but in a simple contemporary style, subservient to and clearly 
distinct in appearance to the Lodge building, it is considered to introduce a 
suitably well considered feature to the streetscene, that should not compete 
with the character or prominence of the Lodge.  The café would open out onto 
a decked area to the side directly connecting with the proposed retail use in 
the Lodge building. 
 
The ‘cart lodge’ buildings to the rear of the site would be set back from the 
Lodge building, by approximately 19m.  Their design, a lightweight structure 
incorporating pitched roofs and timber facades, is an appropriate approach to 
echo the historic rural use of the site, and follow the footprint and orientation 
of 3 linked glasshouses that stood in this location.  The pitched roof design, 
whilst a prominent feature from the streetscene should provide a suitably 
attractive setting to the site, beyond which is the blank flank wall of no. 8 
Romberg Road, and neighbouring residential gardens, and with the 
substantial distance from the Lodge building itself should not be so prominent 
as to detract from its character or appearance.   Following the amendment, 
the ‘cart lodge’ buildings have been reduced in height with a hipped roof 
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introduced at the rear, to reduce the impact on the amenity of adjoining 
residential properties.   
 
In relation to the proposed extension and alteration to the Lodge building, 
following the amendment the proposed extension has been reduced from two 
storeys to single-storey.  Whilst the Lodge building is distinct in its form, 
design and architectural detailing, it is not a substantially large building and 
the impact of a two-storey extension, of a similar height to the building itself, 
was considered to unduly compete with and detract from the building’s setting, 
and its significance as a heritage asset.  Whilst the single-storey extension 
would still be quite deep, extending back approximately 5m from the rear of 
the Lodge, it remains subservient to the Lodge building, reasonable in its 
width, set in from the side elevations by approximately 2m on each side, and 
in a simple glazed design.  It is also noted that the existing Lodge building is 
modest in its size (approx. 60sq.m.) and an extension of this scale may 
support the viability of the proposed commercial use in this  building.   
 
The original proposal also included the removal of the existing ground floor 
central window and introduction of new glazed double doors, providing a 
central street entrance into the proposed retail use in the Lodge.  This has 
been omitted from the scheme, officers considering it represented substantial 
harm to the fabric of the listed building on this main front elevation, without a 
clear and convincing justification.  The original side entrance to the Lodge 
would be maintained but at present it is proposed to introduce new timber 
double doors to replace the existing timber entrance door.  It is not considered 
ideal to lose this original fabric of the listed building, although in this location in 
the side elevation, and in the context of the restoration and refurbishment of 
the Lodge,  this should not represent  a substantial impact on the significance 
of the heritage asset.  Other works to the Lodge consist of refurbishment or 
replacement as original of windows to the front, side and rear.  Internally the 
building is currently in a poor state of repair. The main layout of the Lodge 
would be maintained, consisting of three separate rooms at ground floor and 
one room at first floor, with the introduction of a W.C to the south side of the 
building.  The main works internally consist of refurbishment and detailed 
specifications of this can be secured by condition. 
 
To the front and side boundaries of the site the proposal would introduce new 
iron railings of a similar design to the original but increased in height from 
approximately 900mm to approximately 1.8m.  The applicant intends this to 
provide a greater level of security to the site than is currenty afforded by the 
existing 900mm railings, and has pointed to the fact that under the previous 
use as a garden centre the owners had unlawfully erected a high chain link 
fence behind the railings to ensure a reasonable level of security .  In order to 
ensure the appropriate design of the railings details should be reserved, and 
the total height of the railings can be agreed at this point.  However, it is 
recognised that the existing front railings are low in height and are considered 
to offer little deterrent to trespassing on the site when the businesses are 
closed, and in this respect their loss may be justified.  However, at 1.8m high 
these would be a substantial feature to the front of the property, and with a 
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proposed espalier tree fence providing security to the rear part of the site 
housing the cars, it is considered that a lower height than that currently 
proposed would be more appropriate in visual amenity terms and still afford a 
reasonable level of security. 
 
Amenity Issues: The site adjoins residential properties to the north-west and 
south-west, and as stated above, the proposed structures would occupy 
matching footprints of the previous buildings in this location.  The height of the 
proposed café building has been designed to account for the impact at no. 94 
& 96 Tooting Bec Road, to the north-west.  The higher pitched roof section 
would continue adjacent to the blank flank wall of this neighbouring property, 
and would drop down to a flat roof of 2.9m high at the point where the back 
addition of no. 94 & 96 begins.  In this respect, at this reasonable height, 
impact on no. 94 & 96 in terms of daylight, outlook and sunlight should not be 
substantial. 
 
Also on the north-west boundary nos. 100 to 104 Stapleton Road would adjoin 
the site.  These would front two of the cart lodge buildings, which whilst 
significant in height at the front, at the rear have a hipped roof, reduced 
following the amendment, to 2.8m at eaves.   In this context, whilst there 
would be some loss of daylight and outlook, and loss of sunlight in the late 
morning to the ground floor rear facing windows at these properties, with the 
reduced height of these cart lodge buildings, and their pitched design allowing 
gaps between each roof,  this should not be to a substantial degree. 
 
On the south-west boundary the site adjoins for the most part the blank flank 
wall and single-storey addition of no. 8 Romberg Road. There would be one 
cart lodge building and the single-storey office building that would directly 
adjoin the garden of no. 8 Romberg Road.  However, following the 
amendment these would be at a reasonable height of approx. 2.8m on the 
boundary, and would be set away from windows to habitable rooms in the rear 
of the property, so impact in terms of daylight, outlook and sense of enclosure 
should not be substantial. 
 
With regard to amenity issues from the proposed uses, the proposed café is 
acceptable in size and subject to appropriate restriction on opening hours, and 
use of the outside seating area, it is considered this should not result in 
substantial harm in terms of noise and disturbance.  The applicant does not 
propose an extract flue, with the nature of the café being to provide a retail 
and café provision of largely prior prepared items, sandwiches, and drinks. 
Due to the constraints of the site and the café building being single-storey, 
adjacent to residential properties, there is no location for a flue that would 
afford protection to the amenity of neighbouring properties and be suitable in 
terms of visual amenity.  The café is therefore considered acceptable as 
currently proposed, but any future use that would involve a greater degree of 
cooking and use of a flue would not be suitable in this location, and so an 
appropriate condition should be applied  to prevent cooking on site.  Specialist 
advice from the Council’s Environmental Health officer is that the proposed 
café use is acceptable in terms of potential for noise and disturbance subject 
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to the proposed opening hours, with the additional restriction of use of outside 
seating areas being limited to 0900 to 1900hrs Mondays to Sundays, and in 
this is considered reasonable in planning terms. 
 
The proposed car showroom use would be located primarily to the rear of the 
site, with one display area to the front south-east corner.  As a car showroom, 
for the display and sale of vehicles, distinct from a car repair garage, there 
should not be a significant impact on residential amenity in terms of noise or 
disturbance, and a relevant condition should be applied to prevent works and 
repairs to vehicles being carried out, in order to prevent any future change in 
the nature of the use.  It is also considered necessary in order to protect the 
setting of the listed building that parking  of vehicles be restricted to those 
areas shown on the submitted plan (12301_P_003), which consist of the cart 
lodge covered parking,  adjacent hardstanding, and vehicle display area to the 
front.  A condition should be imposed in this respect. 
 
Transport & Waste:  The site is located in an area with a good (Level 4) public 
transport accessibility level (PTAL), within a short walking distance of Tooting 
Bec Underground station and served directly by two bus services on Tooting 
Bec Road.  The site has historically been in a commercial use, previously as a 
garden centre, and it is considered that the proposed uses would not have a 
significantly greater impact on the existing transport network.  As regards with 
particular reference to the car showroom use, considering its modest size for 
a use of this nature and that this would strictly not involve movements of cars 
to and from the site for servicing and repairs, this should not substantially 
impact traffic movements or parking in the vicinity.  Specialist advice from the 
Council’s Transportation officers is that this development should not have any 
significant adverse impact on the existing traffic or car parking demand on the 
adjoining roads, although they would require six cycle racks.  The proposal 
includes 3 racks which is not ideal, but officers consider in the context of the 
site circumstances and setting of the listed building this is acceptable. 
 
The application involves relocation of the vehicular access and crossover on 
Romberg Road, and the relocation of parking bays.  There would be no loss in 
the number of parking bays on the road and the relocated access is a small 
change from its current position.  Transport for London (TfL) have no objection 
to these changes, but the applicant will need to enter into a Section 278 
agreement.  
 
TfL have requested that a Delivery and Servicing Plan (DSP) and 
Construction Logistics Plan (CLP) be secured by condition.  A construction 
management plan can be secured by condition and would be appropriate in 
this respect.  TfL have also advised a travel plan be secured, this has not 
been advised by the Council’s transportation officers and in the context of the 
modest size of the site, and that the uses are not considered to result in a 
significant number of vehicular movements, with significant public transport 
links this is not considered necessary in this location.  
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In terms of waste storage, following the amendments the applicants have 
provided an area adjacent to the rear of the café for bin storage.  This is a 
discreet location set behind the proposed espalier fence.  The applicants have 
indicated their intention to employ a private contractor for waste collection, as 
is typical for commercial uses. 
 
Conclusion: Overall, this proposal provides an opportunity for repair and 
renewal of this site, offering a number of uses with public access.  Following 
the amendments it is considered that the proposed outbuildings, and 
extension and alteration to the Lodge suitably protects the setting of the 
Lodge and its architectural integrity whilst facilitating viable uses on the site 
which should secure its future survival.  There should not be a significant 
impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties or the transport network, 
and it is considered that the current proposal is acceptable in planning terms. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 05 Details required for parts of the site not covered by 

buildings. 
03. Standard 08 Details of materials. 
04. Standard 15 Details of landscaping.   
05.   Standard 16     Completion of landscaping. 
06.   Standard 28 In strict accordance. 
07.   Standard 31     Limited opening hours. (Café, Mon to Fri, 0700 to 2100;  

Sat, Sun & Public Holidays 0800 to 2230; External Seating 0800 to 1900  
Mon to Sun) 

08.   Standard 41     No structures on the roof. (extension and outbuildings) 
09.   Standard 43 No use as terrace. (extension and outbuildings). 
10.   Standard 44     No extensions without permission.  
11.   The site as shown on Location Plan 12301_P_001, shall be used for  

a retail unit, café/retail unit and car showroom as identified in the 
approved plans, and shall be regarded as falling within a sui generis use 
class.  The site shall be used for no other purpose. 

12.   The car showroom use shall not include works or repairs to vehicles, or  
        any activity of a similar nature, unless otherwise approved in writing by   
        the local planning authority.  
13   Storage and parking of vehicles on the site shall be limited to those  
        areas on Proposed Site Plan no. 12301_P_003 Rev A labelled ‘Vintage  

Vehicle Display Area’, ‘Vehicle Area Hardstanding’ and ‘Cart Lodge  
           Covered Parking’, and no other areas, unless otherwise approved in  
           writing by the local planning authority.   
14. The proposed café shall not involve cooking of raw ingredients under or 

over a naked flame, or other heat source, and no table service shall be 
provided at the facility. 

15. External seating to café unit to be restricted to the areas identified  
           on Proposed Site Plan 12301_P_003 Rev A as ‘Outdoor seating area’  
           and ‘decking’. 
16.      A schedule of phasing relating to the implementation of the 
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           development, hereby approved, shall be submitted to the local planning  
           authority for approval before commencement of the approved works.   
           The works shall be implemented in accordance with the approved  
           schedule.  
17.  A Construction Management Plan shall be submitted to the local 

planning authority for approval prior to commencement of development.  
The works shall be carried out in line with that plan as may be 
approved. 

18. Notwithstanding what is shown on the approved drawings, details of 
proposed boundary treatment, including their heights, shall be 
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority.  Such details 
as may be approved shall be carried out prior to first use of the Lodge 
building. 

 
 
Grant Listed Building Consent subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 48 3 years. 
02. Standard 50  Works in complete accordance. 
03.      Notwithstanding what is shown on the approved plans details of the 

following shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning 
authority before the particular aspect of the development concerned is 
commenced: 

 a) details of all joinery including doors, skirting and covings of the 
Lodge building, to be submitted at a scale of no greater than 1:20. 

           b)details of floors and joists of the Lodge building including a 
specification of repair and replacement work. 

           c) details of replacement and repair work to the roofs of the Lodge 
building. 

 
04.      The position, type and method of installation of all new and relocated 

services and related fixtures (for the avoidance of doubt including 
wiring/cable runs, plumbing, communications, fire prevention, lighting 
and information technology serving), shall be specified in advance of 
any work being carried out, and the prior approval of the Local Planning 
Authority shall be obtained in writing wherever these installations are to 
be visible, or where ducts or other methods of concealment are 
proposed.  Any works carried out shall be in accordance with such 
approval. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2011/0294 
               
 
28 January 
2011 CG 

25 - 29 Tooting High 
Street, SW17  
 
 
Tooting 

Alterations involving two-storey side 
extension, conversion of the second floor 
office (Class B1) and introduction of new third 
floor level to form 9 self-contained flats.  

 
INTRODUCTION: This proposal was deferred from the February 2012 
meeting of Planning Application Committee to enable the developers to 
further explore attenuation measures to mitigate against sound and 
noise exposure to safeguard the proposed residential accommodation. 
The applicants have subsequently included details of an acoustic 
enclosure around the existing plant equipment and submitted a 
supplementary noise report which states that noise levels from the plant 
would be at an acceptable level. 
 
SITE: Part single, part three-storey 1970s semi-detached building comprising 
of supermarket (Iceland) on ground floor (Class A1), offices at first floor level 
(Class B1); the second floor is currently being used as a place of worship 
without planning consent, with parking area for customers and offices to the 
rear. To the north of the site lies Tooting Market, to the south lies Broadway 
Market, with a Royal Mail sorting office to the rear, opposite to the north are 
three/four-storey buildings consisting of commercial ground floors and variety 
uses above including residential. Located in Tooting Town Centre within 
Protected Core Shopping Frontage. 
 
HISTORY: Various history most relevant being:- 
1971: p.p. for erection of three-storey building comprising of shops on ground 
floor and offices on first and second floors. 
2009: p.p. refused for change of use of second floor office space into religious 
community space (Class D1) (reason: net loss of purpose built office 
floorspace within Tooting Town Centre; not satisfied that the premises are not 
suitable or not capable of being adapted for modern business use). 
2012: p.p. (2012/3513) for use of second floor level as religious place of 
worship (currently being decided). 
 
DETAILS: The proposal involves construction of a two-storey side extension 
approx. 4.4m wide, 13m long, level with the main building at first and second 
floor level and set back from the single storey supermarket entrance. The 
extension would have a flat roof level with the height of the main building and 
would adjoin the Broadway Market building to the south forming a new 
pedestrian/vehicle undercroft at ground floor level. Construction of a new third 
floor level, 2.8m high, above the main building and along the length of three-
storey back addition, raising the height of the building from 9.6m to 12.4m. 
The proposal would include changes to the building elevations at first floor 
level and above replacing existing glazing with a mix pallet rendered face, 
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punctuated by horizontal window openings with a vertical opening to the front 
staircase point.   
 
The proposal would involve formation of 9 flats: 2 one-bedroom flats (approx 
53qsm of floorspace) occupying the first and second floor levels of the two- 
storey side extension; 2 one-bedroom flats (approx 38 sq.m. of floorspace) 
and 2 two-bedroom flats (approx 64 sq.m. of floorspace) at second floor level 
and 1 three-bedroom flat (approx 75 sq.m. of floorspace) and 2 two-bedroom 
flats (approx 60 sq.m. floorspace) within the new third floor level. The roof 
above the proposed two-storey side extension would provide approx 53 sq.m 
of communal amenity space. The roof above the new third floor 
accommodation would comprise a green roof with solar panels. Access to the 
flats would be off Tooting High Street through a proposed communal lobby 
and shared with the first floor office with emergency access exiting into the 
rear yard/cycle storage area. Separate refuse stores and cycle storage for 10 
bicycles within rear yard with service access provision from the rear via the 
supermarket service yard.      
 
The proposal would include an acoustic enclosure around the existing plant 
equipment comprising of prefinished metal panel, details of which were 
submitted in July 2012.  
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £28,345.00. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 
 
The applicant has submitted the following documents to support the proposal:- 
 
Marketing Report: This explains the marketing of the second floor office 
accommodation in support of the change of use from offices in town centres. 
The report states: 
 
“…it is acknowledged that the requirements of Policy DMTS13 to carry out a 
full and proper marketing of the offices has not been met in its entirety 
although the space has been available in the market place for over 2 years via 
web based advertising and monthly circulation of details to all parties seeking 
office accommodation in this location and whilst there may be a departure 
from this policy it is necessary to make an assessment on whether any harm 
would result from that failure.”  
 
“…one must take into account the level of protection that is required and look 
at the current level of office space in the market place at the same time and 
make a judgement. The potential loss of this office space is not significant in 
my view to threaten the policy which is in place to protect all styles of 
employment space but in this instance the loss is sustainable.” 
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Low and Zero Carbon Energy Study:  This assesses the low and zero carbon 
energy options and technologies to be undertaken with the development. The 
report identifies energy efficient measures, energy saving measures, 
renewable technologies and technology assessment and concludes: 
 
“….the most appropriate technologies for the development are: Solar Hot 
Water, Solar PV (PhotoVoltaic), Air Source Heat Pumps. “ 
 
“the approach which will be adopted will be as follows:  PV Panels and High 
Efficiency Boiler…..it has been assessed that the greater impact on CO2 is 
provided by PV”.    
 
Code for Sustainable Homes Assessment Document: This identifies the 
criteria under the key category codes on a scale of level 1 to 6 and whether 
the development meets the set of mandatory standards for each level. The 
report states: 
 
“…This pre-assessment is intended to demonstrate to planning the intended 
approach for achieving Code level 3”.  
 
Supplementary Environmental Noise Assessment Report submitted in July 
2012: Report considering the impact from existing noise sources on the 
proposed development in accordance with Planning Policy Guidance Note 
(Planning and Noise) PPG 24. The noise survey places the site in noise 
exposure category C (where planning permission should not normally be 
granted, unless there are no alternative sites available) during the daytime 
and night-time periods and concludes: 
 
“…the provision of well sealed acoustic glazing to living rooms and a heavy 
acoustic double or secondary glazing system to bedrooms will ensure noise 
levels inside dwellings within the reasonable levels...” 
 
“…ventilation to Building Regulation requirements can be provided through 
acoustic airbricks or an acoustically treated individual or whole-building 
ventilation or air conditioning system. This allows windows to remain closed 
as a first available measure to ameliorate noise”. 
 
“Notwithstanding the above installation of an acoustic enclosure around the 
Iceland plat area will ensure that noise levels from the plant inside the 
dwellings are acceptable with the windows open for ventilation”. 
 
“The mitigation measures recommended would ensure the avoidance of any 
significant impact on health or quality of life for future residents resulting from 
noise”. 
 
CONSULTATION:  84 neighbours. No replies. 
 
Tooting Town Centre Partnership (TTCP): The location of this site is 
strategically significant. It is close to what is generally recognised as the heart 
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of the town centre (Tooting Broadway tube station) and sits directly between 
the two covered markets (Tooting Market and Broadway market). Both 
markets are popular attractions, and Tooting Market in particular is currently 
undergoing something of a renaissance, with the new owners making efforts 
to improve the quality and range of the retail offer. 
 
Both the quality and design of the present building at 25–29 Tooting High 
Street appear very poor and unattractive. It is important that any 
redevelopment offers a significantly better standard of build and design than 
what exists at present. The Council’s Tooting Together campaign continues to 
keep “improving the retail offer” as a particular focus, so any units with a large 
footprint (such as the unit at 25–29 Tooting High Street, currently occupied by 
Iceland) need to be refurbished to appropriately high standard specifications. 
The TTCP is not convinced that the external appearance will attract retailers 
in the mid-range bracket which Tooting residents have expressed a wish to 
see in the surveys carried out over the past couple of years. 
 
Residential units should be of equally high standards. The TTC is concerned 
that there is a rendered finish on the outside of the buildings. The scheme is 
of poor architectural quality and suggests over development in proposing 
family unit with no separate kitchen. There are already mixed use 
developments in the town centre area which have been left with partially 
rendered exteriors which look half-finished. It would be very undesirable if the 
number of these increased.  
 
The units appear to be small, with living/dining/kitchen space all combined. 
The TTC would like to see a commitment to high quality residential units 
which might attract young professionals for example. details of how the 
security, safety and maintenance of the rear service yard are to be managed 
should be provided. 
 
Car parking at this location has caused a number of problems, with visitors 
complaining of inadequate signage and subsequently getting clamped and 
fined. The TTC would like to see a proper barrier system installed so this 
cannot happen. 
 
DECS (refuse): Minimum requirement for 9 flats is 1 x110 litre plus 1 x 660 
litre bins for residual refuse plus 1 x 1280 bins for recycling. The space must 
allow these to be accommodated whilst maintaining unobstructed access to 
each for both usage and servicing.  Collection crews must also be able to gain 
access freely or by using an FB 2 or 4 key, there must be a smooth and level 
push route from the chamber to where collection vehicles can wait within 10 
metres. 
 
Thames Water: No objections 
 
POLICY:  Core strategy (Adopted October 2010): Policy IS1 (Sustainable 
Development); IS4 (Protecting and enhancing environmental quality). 
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Development Management Policy Document (Adopted February 2012): DMS1 
(General Development Principles); DMS 3 (Sustainable design and low 
carbon energy); DMH3 (Unit mix in new housing); DMH4 (Residential 
development including conversion); DMH6 (Residential space standards); 
DMH7 (Residential gardens and amenity space); DMTS13 (Offices). 
  
COMMENT:  The main issues with this proposal are the loss of office 
accommodation within a Town Centre location; the effect of the extensions 
and alterations on the appearance of the building and its impact on the street 
scene, the mix of units and the standard of accommodation provided including 
the size of the proposed flats, amenity provision and general living 
environment which occupiers would experience.  
 
Policy DMTS13 of the DMPD sets out the Council’s approach towards 
protecting office accommodation with Town Centre locations which it regards 
as encouraging activity, creating employment opportunities and benefitting 
town centre shops and services; while acknowledging the need for a flexible 
approach in order to respond to fluctuations in the local market, by offering 
what it considers as a realistic time frame (18 months) for establishing office 
demand through various marketing techniques based on current and 
comparative evidence.  The main aim and purpose of the policy is to prevent 
the loss of office space (official use of the upper floors of the building) within 
Town Centre location thus enabling the Borough to provide employment 
generating opportunities and a degree of self efficiency in this regard. The 
evidence accompanying the application demonstrates that the second floor 
level accommodation has been marketed with a mixture of traditional and 
web-based systems at a comparable rate with similar offices over a period of 
two-years without successful uptake. On balance, taking into consideration 
the available office stock in the region, the evidence would appear to 
demonstration to a satisfactory level that there is unlikely to be a large 
demand for such space in the foreseeable future, and complies with Council’s 
policy. Therefore, in principle, the loss of the second floor accommodation 
would be acceptable subject to design and amenity considerations relating to 
the remaining aspects of the scheme.  
 
This 1970’s building is not listed or located within a conservation area is now 
tired and outdated in terms of its appearance. The relevant policy which 
assesses the external appearance and impact of the proposed extensions on 
the building and the immediate surroundings is DMS1 of the DMPD; its aim is 
to ensure that the extensions, their massing and appearance are of a high 
quality and contribute positively to the local spatial character of the area and 
does not harm the amenity of occupiers/users and nearby properties, through 
outlook, overshadowing, overbearing, privacy or sunlight.  
 
In terms of the bulk and form the proposed extensions, they have been 
designed to complement with the height of surrounding buildings and street 
setting and would sit neatly within the envelop of the site, continuing the line of 
the existing terrace. The side infill of the building and the creation of the 
undercroft raise potential issues on servicing of the ground floor superstore 
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and fire appliance access which would require further detail. In terms of its 
appearance, the applicant has amended the proposal to replace the 1970’s 
glass frontage with a more familiar style of windows on a background of a 
solid rendered wall. While a more innovative approach such as the use of 
traditional brickwork would have provided a more improved appearance, it is 
nevertheless an improvement upon the existing building. The building would 
not result undue impact on neighbouring buildings either side and is 
sufficiently away from these neighbouring buildings, so as not to result in 
undue loss of sunlight or outlook.  
 
The relevant policy in assessing the unit mix of housing is Policy DMH3. This 
policy seeks to achieve a mix of housing to reflect the current and future 
needs of the boroughs population, while recognising that there is still a 
demand for smaller units in the Borough. Approximately 44% of the proposed 
flats would be one-bedroom units which would exceed the 20% market 
accommodation requirement of Policy DMH3. However, on balance, in view of 
the site’s inner urban location and the provision of two-bedroom and three-
bedroom accommodation, on this occasion this excess is considered to be an 
acceptable and therefore the proposal would not conflict with policy DMH3. 
 
A number of the Council’s policies are relevant in assessing elements 
concerned with the overall the standard of accommodation provided, including 
the size of the proposed flats, the amenity provision and general living 
environment which occupiers would experience. Policy DMH3 seeks to 
achieve a mix of housing to reflect the current and future needs of the 
boroughs population. Policy DMH4 sets out the overall criteria for appropriate 
residential development including satisfactory environment for housing, the 
provision of adequate amenity space (as outlined in Policy DMH7 which seeks 
to ensure that units have good access to private/communal outdoors space); 
the need to comply with internal floorspace standards (as outlined in Policy 
DMH6, which seeks to ensure that flats of a size which would satisfactorily 
meet the needs and aspirations of changing household size and composition); 
that residential units above shops and commercial premises have 
independent access from the street frontage; car and cycle provision is 
appropriate to the nature of the development and conversions of existing 
buildings will be encouraged to meet Eco Homes “very good” (in accordance 
with policy DMS3 , which encourages sustainable design, low carbon 
development and renewable energy options to improve energy conservation 
and efficiency through a variety of techniques).        
 
In terms of the overall size of flats, the proposed flats would comply with 
Council guidelines requirements providing sufficient floorspace for the flats 
created, although there is a discrepancy between measured values and those 
shown on the proposed drawings. The proposal would therefore comply with 
policy DMH6. No individual private amenity space is proposed for each flat. 
The proposal does include a 53 sq.m of communal space above the roof of 
the two storey side extension, however this will be below the 95sq.m. of 
amenity required for new accommodation and therefore would not comply with 
Council policy DMH7. Three of the nine flats (including the only family sized 
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flat) would have single north west facing aspect towards the busy Tooting 
High Street. Two further flats have single aspect; however this is less of an 
issue as the openings of these flats would face towards the south. Six of the 
flats would have living room and bedroom openings facing towards the rear 
car park and service area of the superstore, and would either be level or 
above the large plant refrigeration equipment at first floor level to the 
superstore.  
 
The applicants noise report states that the proposed development will be 
exposed to high external noise levels placing it within the Noise Exposure 
Category level C with rooms having windows facing onto Tooting High Street 
subject to high levels of traffic noise and those with windows facing onto the 
service yard at the rear exposed to high levels of plant noise from superstore 
refrigeration equipment and to noise from deliveries taking place during the 
early hours of the morning. The applicants propose well-sealed acoustic 
glazing to living rooms, heavy acoustic double or secondary glazing system to 
the bedrooms and the provision of acoustic screening to the existing plant 
equipment to ensure internal noise levels meet the reasonable standard.  
 
Expert advice from the Council’s Environmental Services- Noise: confirms the 
applicants approach to be true when the windows are closed and with 
mechanical or attenuated passive ventilation, but states that open windows 
will result in noise levels above the reasonable standard. This may be 
acceptable for rooms affected by traffic noise as occupiers will usually be 
more tolerant of anonymous sounds such as traffic noise but not high levels of 
noise from plant and deliveries which are likely to result in disturbance and 
complaint. The proposed windows overlooking the rear service yard (6 of the 
9 flats have windows in this position) will experience an unacceptable sound 
environment which can be mitigated against by permanently closed windows. 
However, when the windows are opened occupiers would suffer from noise 
disturbance during the day and to sleep at night. In order to improve the 
suitability for residential development of the flats the occupiers would either 
need to have permanently sealed windows, and/or substantial sound 
mitigation would need to be applied to the plant and equipment. In addition to 
this, a restriction on deliveries to reasonable times of the day would be 
required, which is outside of the developer’s control in this instance. As such, 
the above advice is considered clear, in that future residential occupiers would 
be expected to exist in an inhospitable and unacceptable sound environment 
to their ultimate harm which is contrary to policy objectives and the proposal is 
considered to be unacceptable in this regard. 
 
The Supplementary Environmental Noise Assessment confirms that Iceland 
does receive deliveries in the early hours of the morning and assumes from 
previous measurements of deliveries that the facades of some of the 
proposed residential units will be exposed to maximum noise levels of 85dB. 
In order to mitigate this noise and prevent disturbance they recommend a well 
sealed, heavy acoustic system of glazing or a propriety system of secondary 
glazing. Whilst this may be sufficient to achieve reasonable internal noise 
levels and avoid nuisance when the windows are closed, noise from deliveries 
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will cause a nuisance to residents should they choose to have the windows 
open for ventilation.  
 
It is the Environmental Health officers expert opinion that the Supplementary 
Environmental Assessment (July 2012) fails to recommend suitable mitigation 
against the noise from Iceland's deliveries and plant which would allow the 
opening for ventilation of the residential windows looking out onto the plant 
area, loading/unloading area and service road/yard. If the residential 
development as proposed were to gain permission all the windows onto the 
plant area, loading/unloading area and service road/yard must have a 
sufficient level of glazing and be permanently fixed shut to prevent noise 
nuisance. If residents were to have the option of opening these windows for 
ventilation they would have expect that they could do so without being 
disturbed by noise from Iceland's operations and equipment. If the windows 
were to be fixed a suitable means of ventilating the rooms would be required 
to meet Building Regulations. 
 
The Council’s expert advice states that the only way to mitigate against the 
unacceptable sound environment would be by permanently enclosing the 
residential accommodation. In terms of the use of the roof space to provide 
some external space, the value of this amenity provision would also be 
subjected to an unacceptable sound environment, which re-enforces the 
unacceptability of the site to provide suitable residential accommodation.  The 
proposed development would seek to reduce carbon emissions and provide a 
sustainable development in line with Code for Sustainable Homes Level 3 and 
therefore would comply DMS3. However, the applicant has failed to 
demonstrate that the proposal would provide a satisfactory environment for 
residential development and therefore would not comply with policies DMS1 
and DMH4. 
 
Further details would need to be submitted on bicycle parking arrangements, 
refuse collection (as the refuse storage would be more than 10m from the 
point of collection) and servicing particularly as both users of the offices and 
flats would share the same yard. The relevant policy in assessing this aspect 
is Policy DMT2. The proposed development is located in an area of excellent 
public transport accessibility (level- 6) and is within a short walking distance of 
Tooting Broadway tube station with Tooting Broadway control parking zone 
(CPZ) providing adequate parking control in this area from Monday to 
Saturday, between 0930hrs and 1730hrs. No parking has been provided with 
the development with 10 cycles spaces proposed in secured storage. 
Transport officers have been consulted on the proposal and considered that 
this development proposal would not have any significant adverse impact on 
the existing traffic or indeed car parking demand on the adjoining roads. 
Consequently, subject to a scheme for shared vehicle/pedestrian access to 
the development from Tooting High Street and adequate servicing 
arrangements there would be no objections from the highway and traffic 
points of view and would be in line with Council policy DMT2. 
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In summary while officers consider that the design, size and sitting of the 
proposed extensions to be acceptable and that the proposal has, on balance, 
demonstrated an acceptable case for the loss of the second floor level office 
accommodation with the Town Centre location. However, the proposal has not 
demonstrated successfully that a satisfactory environment for residential 
development would be provided taking into account any mitigation measures 
proposed. Furthermore the proposal would provide an insufficient level of 
amenity space for the number of flats proposed. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Refuse planning permission for the following reasons: 
 

 
1. The proposal has failed to demonstrate successfully that it would 

provide a satisfactory environment for housing development as 
occupiers of the proposed flats are likely to be subject to noise pollution 
to an unacceptable level during the day and night from traffic noise 
from the Tooting High Street, deliveries to the ground floor superstore 
and from high levels of plant noise from the superstore refrigeration 
equipment. As such the proposal is considered contrary to Policy IS4 of 
the Core Strategy (2010) and DMS1 (General Development Principles) 
and DMH4 (Residential Development including conversions) of the 
Development Management Policies Document (Adopted February 
2012).  

 
2. The proposal would provide an insufficient level of amenity space, and 

poor standard of amenity provision due to the unacceptable sound 
environment to the detriment of the amenity of the proposals future 
occupiers. As such the proposal is considered contrary to policies 
Policy DMS1 (General Development Principles), DMH4 (Residential 
Development including conversions) and DMH7 (Residential gardens 
and amenity spaces of the Development Management Policies 
Document (Adopted February 2012). 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2701 
               
 
 
 
11 June 
2012 CG 

79-89 Tooting High 
Street, SW17  
 
 
 
 
Graveney 

Demolition of six single-storey commercial 
buildings and construction of a new four-
storey building consisting of four retail shops 
(Class A1) and one restaurant (Class A3) at 
ground floor level and three floors of offices 
above with terraces; with cycle and refuse 
storage areas at ground floor level. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions 

SITE: 0.04 ha site consisting of six single-storey commercial buildings situated 
on the south-east side of Tooting High Street, to the north 4-storey building 
consisting of Sainsbury’s superstore and South Thames College with vehicle 
access road to superstore car park; to the south Ivy Road with three-storey 
Mansion Block Grade II listed building (nos. 93-101 Tooting High Street) 
opposite, leading to car park and Laurel Close which consists of residential 
care homes Wood House and Palladino House; three-storey 
commercial/residential properties lie opposite on the north-west side of 
Tooting High Street. The site is located in Tooting Town Centre within a 
Protected Secondary Frontages where a minimum of 50% of units are 
required to remain in retail use, and identified within the Specific Site 
Allocations Document (SSAD) for development involving either small shop 
units or one large unit of the ground-floor with two additional floors containing 
residential or offices above with the upper floors set back from the frontage to 
respect the setting of the adjacent listed buildings. 
 

HISTORY:  Several p.p.’s over a number of years involving various changes 
of use, advertisements and shopfronts to commercial premises.  Most relevant 
decisions: 
 
Dec 2006:  p.p. refused for demolition of existing 6 shops and construction of 
new three/four-storey building comprising 6 commercial units at ground floor 
with 13 flats on upper floors (reason: out of keeping, detrimental to 
appearance of streetscene, overdevelopment, limited amenity, poor and 
unsafe pedestrian access, noise, inadequate refuse storage, no details of 
extract duct). 
 
April 2008: p.p. refused for demolition of existing 6 shops and construction of 
a new four-storey building comprising 6 commercial units with 11 flats on 
upper floors (reason: inappropriate development, detrimental to appearance of 
street scene, some units limited amenity, poor outlook and limited privacy).
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DETAILS:  Demolition of existing single-storey buildings and construction of a 
new four-storey building approx 13.6m high, approx 31.5m wide narrowing to 
19.5m the further south it extends, with a maximum length of 22m. The 
building would be constructed in brick punctuated by glazed insertions at 
various levels, incorporating individual shop frontages at ground floor level. A 
central glazed atrium would run through the centre of the building with the 
upper floors set back to introduce a series of terraces with toughen glass 
screening at first, second  and third floor levels towards . The proposed 
building would provide 4 retail (Class A1) units (ranging from 50 sq.m. to 57 
sq.m.) and 1 restaurant (Class A3) unit (approx 100 sq.m.) at ground floor 
level with refuse storage and service area, cycle store (15 spaces) and plant 
rooms to the rear; and three floors of officer accommodation totalling approx 
691 sq.m. of floorspace. The office accommodation would include rubbish 
shoots, toilets (including disabled facilities), refreshment area and lift and 
staircase at each level. The building would incorporate an external extract 
duct for air handing equipment for the restaurant. The proposal would be 
constructed to BREEAM standards meeting  20% reduction in Carbon.  
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £41,845.00. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 
 
The following document has been submitted in support of the proposal:- 
 
Design Statement: “The development would maximise the use of passive 
solar gain whilst minimising the potential for overheating. The design 
incorporates a well insulated building to maximise efficiency; it is likely that air 
source heat pump heating and cooling will be used; the building maximises 
opportunities for natural ventilation. Almost 20% of the developments energy 
demand can be met by on site renewable technology (utilising air source heat 
pump.” 
 
Transport Statement: “The site lies within the defined Tooting Town Centre 
boundary and is on the east side of A24 Tooting High Street which is part of 
the Transport for London (TfL) Strategic Road Network . Estimates of likely 
trip attractions to the existing and proposed developments have been made 
and the proposed development will generally lead to a similar level of trips to 
and from the site. Only a very small number of car trips will be made and 
these are expected to be by visitors who will be able to sue the local short 
term on-street parking. The majority of visitors will travel on foot with a 
significant proportion travelling by bus and underground. An assessment of 
the likely attracted trips shows that there will be no material impact upon 
capacity of the local transport networks.”  
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CONSULTATION:  Site and press notice. 141 neighbours. 1 objection loss of 
mini-cab business. 
 
Transport for London (TfL) The site of the proposed development is on the 
A24 Tooting High Street, which forms part of the Transport for London Road 
Network (TLRN). Garratt Lane and Mitcham Road (A217) form part of the 
Strategic Road Network and are 50m north of the site. The site has a Public 
Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) of 6.  Fourteen bus services operate 
within acceptable walking distance of the site and the site is 50m from Tooting 
Broadway Underground Station which is on the Northern line.   
 
TfL confirms that adequate clarity has been provided on the walk and walk 
with public transport trip rates. TfL supports that there will be no car parking 
on the site; It is recommended that business occupants rights to parking 
permits in the surrounding CPZ are removed. In addition TfL recommends 
disabled parking is made available for occupants in the adjacent area. The 
commitment to install 15 cycle parking spaces at the development is 
welcomed and is considered to be in line with London Plan policy. It is 
accepted that restaurant and retail customers will be able to make use of 
existing on-street parking provision. Any works to the footway necessary to 
enable construction or upon completion, will require a section 278 agreement 
with TfL. TfL recommends a travel plan is implemented for the office use.  
 
TfL accepts that due to the constrained nature of the site, servicing is 
especially difficult. In this scenario despite the congested nature of the road, 
TfL accepts that servicing can take place from Tooting High Street. It is 
welcomed that all refuse activities in the building have been consolidated into 
one central location. It is suggested that refuse is picked up from the loading 
bay adjacent to the site.  A Delivery and Servicing Plan (DSP) should be 
secured by way of condition this should confirm the refuse collection 
arrangements and all other servicing movements at the site.   
 
TfL welcomes that a draft Construction Management Plan has been submitted 
with the application. The plan currently demonstrates that a permit to close the 
adjacent footway will be sought. Due to the surrounding key attractors, TfL 
requests that this footway should remain open throughout the construction 
period. A suggested revision to the plan would be to crane material from 
vehicles in the existing loading bay into the site over the top of a protected 
walkway. A final plan  should be secured by way of condition; this will 
demonstrate that construction materials can be delivered and waste removed 
in a safe efficient and environmentally friendly way for the build process. TfL 
considers that further discussions should take place with regard to the 
construction management and delivery and servicing matters. 
 
Thames Water: No objection with regard to water infrastructure. With regard 
to surface water drainage it is the responsibility of a developer to make proper 
provision for drainage to ground, water courses or a suitable sewer. In respect 
of surface water it is recommended that the applicant should ensure that 
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storm flows are attenuated or regulated into the receiving public network 
through on or off site storage. When it is proposed to connect to a combined 
public sewer, the site drainage should be separate and combined at the final 
manhole nearest the boundary. Connections are not permitted for the removal 
of Ground Water. Where the developer proposes to discharge to a public 
sewer, prior approval from Thames Water Developer Services will be 
required; with regard to sewerage infrastructure no objection. 
 
Groundwater permit enquiries should be directed to Thames Water's Risk 
Management Team. Thames Water recommends the installation of a properly 
maintained fat trap on all catering establishments. We further recommend, in 
line with best practice for the disposal of fats, oils and grease, the collection of 
waste oil by a contractor, particularly to recycle for the production of bio 
diesel. Failure to implement these recommendations may result in this and 
other properties suffering blocked drains, sewage flooding and pollution to 
local watercourses.  
 
DECS (refuse): No objection if the shops, restaurant and offices are intended 
to share a single waste store, provided that there is a unified collection 
arrangement from it. At least one of the bins should be for recycling. The total 
refuse bin capacity must be sufficient to store all this waste unless more 
frequent collections than weekly are protected by covenants attached to 
leases. There must be a smooth and level bin push route from the store to 
where collection vehicles can wait, a distance which should not significantly 
exceed 10 meters. 
 

POLICY:  NPPF 2012. Core Strategy PL8 (Town and local centres); 
Development Management Policy Document DMS1 (General development 
principles), DMS2 (Managing the historic environment), DMS3 (Sustainable 
design and low-carbon energy); DMTS4 (Secondary shopping frontages), 
DMST13 (Offices),  DMI 4 (Provision of flexible employment floorspace). 
 

COMMENT:  The main issues of this proposal involves the principle of the 
development including the loss of the existing buildings and the amount of 
development proposed; the design/appearance of the new building and 
impact on the street scene, amenity considerations; building standard and 
energy considerations, transport/highway issues including road 
improvements. 
 
Principle of Development: This is an awkwardly shaped site, and although the 
existing buildings appear traditional in character, they are not listed and not 
within a conservation area. The buildings are described as under used within 
the Council’s Site Allocation Document and therefore their removal to make 
more effective and efficiency use of this site is considered acceptable in 
principle.   
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The Council’s Core Strategy sets out the wider aspirations in promoting a 
range of facilities and activities in an effort to enhance and sustain vitality and 
viability in Town Centre locations. Core policy PL8 aims to ensure that the 
Town Centres continue to be the focus for shopping and complementary 
activities including business. Policy DMTS13 of the DMPD aims to encourage 
office development within Town Centres in line with Core Strategy and 
policies on protected parades and the extent to which the scheme will achieve 
the objectives of the area, such as townscape improvements, active frontages 
and the number of jobs being provided through redevelopment. The site forms 
part of a secondary shopping frontage where the emphasises is on protecting 
retail activity but also bringing about alternative activity through a variety of 
other uses. Policy DMTS4 aims to ensure this balance between the retail 
activity and non-retail units by ensuring a minimum of 50% of units remaining 
retail use, the proposed use complements with the vitality and viability of the 
area and a shopfront is provided. The proposed scheme by rebuilding the 
existing buildings would ensure that the percentage of retail units within this 
parade as a whole remains above 50% (57%). The inclusion of office use and 
restaurant uses would ensure that the activity is complementary to the 
shopping frontage and would contribute to the vitality and viability of the local 
parade. The proposal would therefore be compliant with Council policies PL8, 
DMTS4 and DMTS13. 
 
Design and Appearance: A series of Grade II listed buildings (Nos. 91-101) lie 
to the south of the site on the opposite side of Ivy Road.  The design of the 
new building which faces the main road has been carefully considered in 
order to preserve the setting of these heritage assets. DMS1 of the DMPD 
aims to ensure that the scale, massing and appearance of the development 
contribute positively to the local spatial character of the area. Policy DMS2 
aims to ensure that proposals enhance the significance, appearance, 
character and setting of the surrounding historic environment. At four-storeys 
the proposed building would be of comparative height with the 
superstore/college building to the north and the Grade II listed mansion block 
to the south. The proposed scale and massing is considered to be appropriate 
reflecting the nature and character of the area and streetscene. While the 
style of the proposed building is contemporary, the building has been 
designed with a series of recesses at first, second and third floor levels, 
setting the upper elevations back, in line with the recommendations identified 
in the SSAD,  to respect the setting of the listed buildings opposite. The 
building has been designed with a series of glazed protrusions and recesses 
emphasised by the large column thorough its centre with the remaining 
external surfaces of the building in brick, the details of which are to be 
controlled by condition to ensure a high quality finish. Overall the proposed 
design is not untypical for a modern office building within a town centre 
location and would be in line with Council polices DMS1 and DMS2.    
 
Amenity Considerations: The relevant policy which assesses the impact of the 
proposal on neighbours and their immediate surroundings is DMS1 of the 
DMPD; its aim is to ensure that the proposals do not harm the amenity of 
occupiers/users and nearby properties, through outlook, overshadowing, 
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privacy or sunlight, providing a safe and secure environment for existing 
occupiers. The proposed building will change the outlook from neighbouring 
and surrounding properties. The mixture of commercial and educational 
activity to the north means that outlook and light would be altered for students 
occupying the upper floors of the College building. The proposal however 
would only impact on the small front half of the College building part with the 
majority of the upper floors unaffected by the proposal. There are no windows 
in the flank elevations of the Mansion block to the south and although the front 
elevation of these blocks is set back from the road the proposed building 
would only be visible at an acute angle for these occupiers. The proposed 
building would be north of the Mansion block and unlikely to result in any 
significant loss of light for these occupiers. The rear of the proposed building 
would be approx. 50m from properties in Laurel Close to the south and 25m 
from properties in Tooting High Street directly opposite to the north west and 
while it would impact on the outlook for some of these occupants it is 
sufficiently away so as not to result in undue loss of amenity in terms of 
daylight/sunlight, overlooking or loss of privacy. Ultimately, the outlook of the 
streetscene in general will change particularly when viewed for the north and 
south approaches along Tooting High Street, however the proposal is unlikely 
to have any significant impact on the individual amenity of those properties 
immediately adjoining and surrounding the proposal. The Council’s 
Environmental Services officer has been consulted on the application and 
does not raise any concerns provided details of any external plant and 
equipment are provided  and the opening times of the commercial units are 
condition between 0800 and 2300hrs. Therefore the proposal is considered to 
be in line with policy DMS1.      
 
Building standard and energy considerations: Each of the proposed 
commercial units would have reasonable floorspace with staff/customer 
facilities and shared use of refuse and cycle storage facilities. Policy DMI 4 of 
the DMPD sets out the requirements for good quality office space, the aim is 
to enable flexible occupation of units for arrange of office purposes. Policy 
DMS3 sets out the Council approach to improving energy conservation and 
efficiency and contributions to renewable energy in line with the principles of 
the Core Strategy policy. The proposed building would be constructed with a 
series of open plan offices on three levels, with disabled access throughout, 
communal staffing facilities at all levels ensuring a flexible open plan layout 
with good circulation. The development aims to maximise the use of solar gain 
and energy efficiency with 20% of energy demand to be met with use of 
renewable technology. While in principle the approach would be in line with 
Council policy, more detail is required as to how this would be specifically 
achieved and would need to be verified independently. Subject to a condition 
requiring further clarification on energy and sustainability issues the proposal 
would be in line with Council policies DMI4 and DMS 3.    
 
Transport/highway issues: The site is located on A24 Tooting High Street 
which forms part of the TfL road network. The proposed development is 
located in an area of excellent (6-high) public transport accessibility and abuts 
Tooting Broadway Station. Tooting Broadway CPZ provides adequate parking 
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control in the area Monday to Saturday, between 0930–1730hrs. TfL supports 
that no car parking is associated with the development and accepts that 
restaurant and customers will be able to make use of existing on-street 
parking provision. The provision of cycle parking is also welcomed. TfL 
recommend that a travel plan is implemented for the office use and a delivery 
and service plan is also submitted for the site, the details of which are to be 
controlled by condition. TfL have raised concern over the possible enclosure 
of the adjacent footway as a result of the construction process and requires 
that further discussion take place to discuss the construction process involving 
the footway to remain open during the construction process. In order to 
facilitate such discussion it is recommended that the details of the 
construction process be controlled by condition. Any works to the footway 
necessary to enable construction will require a section 278 agreement with 
TfL.  
 
The relevant policy which assesses transport impact of developments is 
Policy DMT1 which enables the Council to fully assess the potential effects of 
development including the efficient functioning of the road network. The 
Council’s Transportation officers have been consulted on the proposal and 
consider that there would be no material difference between the traffic and car 
parking demand associated with the existing building and the proposed 
development. The Transportation officer would have preferred the proposal 
include the widening of the footway to 2m which tapers in south of the site on 
Ivy Road. However the developers have stated that the footway at this point 
leads to a residents’ car park with the main pedestrian access opposite, this 
aspect would require significant redevelopment of the scheme with no future 
plans for redevelopment of Laurel Close immediately imminent. Apart from 
that here are no objections from the highway and traffic points of view, subject 
to the conditions and would be in line with Council policy DMT2. 
 
Conclusion: The design, height and massing of the proposal is considered 
appropriate to the surrounding context including nearby listed buildings. This 
proposal provides a number of benefits in terms of its wider contribution to the 
Town Centre, introducing an active frontage and would make efficient use of 
the site, increasing employment potential promoting vitality and viability to this 
area. The overall benefits of redevelopment of this site would provide an 
acceptable scheme that officers regard as policy compliant.  
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years 
02. Standard 08  Details of materials. 
03. Standard 09  Details of refuse. 
04. Standard 10  Details of insulation against external noise. 
05. Standard 12  Details of facilities for people with disabilities. 
06. Standard 14     Details of ventilation equipment. 
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07. The screening to the terraces at first second and third floor levels, shown 
on the approved drawings, shall be completed before any use of the 
terrace commences, and retained permanently afterwards. 

08. Standard 28  In accordance with approved plan. 
09. Four of the ground floor commercial units shall be used for retail 

purposes within Class A1, the remaining ground floor unit as a restaurant 
for the purposes of Class A3 with the upper floors to be used as offices 
(Class B1) and for no other purpose without prior written consent from 
the local planning authority. 

10. The commercial premises shall not be open to customers other than 
between the hours of 07.30am and 11.00pm and at no other times 

11. Standard 40  No telecommunications equipment. 
12. Standard 41  No structures on roof. 
13. The cycle storage provision shown on the approved drawing shall be 

provided before the occupation of the building and shall be retained 
permanently thereafter for users of the development and no other 
purpose. 

14. Details of a “sustainability statement” to include predicted baseline 
energy consumption and associated carbon emissions, energy efficiency 
measures including passive design and predicted carbon reduction 
through renewable energy options (assessing the feasibility of different 
renewable technologies on the site shall be submitted to the local 
planning authority before the development commences. The 
development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved 
sustainable development/renewable energy report and thereafter 
maintained, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning 
authority 

15. The development here by approved shall be built to a minimum standard 
of BREEAM ‘excellent’. Prior to the occupation of the approved building a 
post construction review, carried out by a licensed assessor confirming 
appropriate compliance shall be submitted to and approved in writing by 
the local planning authority 

16. Details of a Green Travel Plan for the officer development shall be 
submitted to the local planning authority for prior approval and 
permanently retained in the future. 

17. Details of a delivery/servicing plan including hours of operation shall be 
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority before the 
development commences. 

18. Details of a Construction Management Plan shall be submitted to the 
local planning authority for prior approval before the development 
commences and implemented thereafter. 

 
INFORMATIVE: The occupants of the businesses of this development to be 
excluded from obtaining parking permit to park in this controlled parking zone, 
under the relevant traffic management order 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/2757 
               
14 June 
2012 KE 

6B Treport Street, SW18 
 
 
Earlsfield 

Erection of mansard style rear roof extension 
together with extension over part of rear 
addition. Roof terrace above with obscure 
glass balustrade.  

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
 
 
 

SITE: Two-storey mid terraced property on the north side of Treport Street 
containing four flats. Similar properties surround. 
 
HISTORY:  2005: p.p. erection of mansard style rear roof extension together 
with mansard style extension over roof of back addition. 
2012: application withdrawn for erection of mansard style rear roof extension 
to main roof and over part of back addition. 
 
DETAILS: Erection of rear roof extension over main roof measuring 5m in 
width, 2.6m in height and 4m in depth. Erection of roof extension over part of 
the back addition measuring 3.73m in width, 2.6m in height and 3.8m in depth.  
 
Erection of roof terrace above back addition measuring 3.5m x 3.25m with 
1.7m high obscured glass balustrades.  
 
Amendment: glass balustrades pull backed from the rear and side edge of the 
terrace.  
 
CIL exempt. 
 
CONSULTATION:  4 neighbours. 1 objection: concern regarding the roof 
extension being totally inappropriate for the building and very unnecessary in 
the area.   
 
POLICY: NPPF, DMPD (February 2012): Policies DMS1 (sustainable design), 
DMH5 (Alterations and extensions) and SPD ‘Making More of Your Loft (June 
1996). 
 
COMMENT: The main issues are whether the proposed extension and terrace 
are of a reasonable scale and design and whether they would harm the 
amenities of adjoining properties. 
 
The roof extension over the main roof would be in accordance with council 
guidelines as the extension would be no higher than the existing ridge line 
with a 70 degree mansard slope. The extension over the back addition is 
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raked back at 70 degrees and would project less than 50% of the length of the 
back addition. 
 
The roof terrace would be set back from the rear and side edge of the terrace 
area.  Due to the recessed nature, the terrace would not be highly visible from 
the garden of the host property or the surrounding gardens. Any views from 
the terrace would be hindered by the obscured screening which is of a 
suitable height that would limit views from the terrace. It is not considered that 
the terrace would result in any significant additional views into the 
neighbouring rear gardens than those already available from the second floor 
windows of the host property which currently benefit from unobstructed views 
into neighbouring gardens. Given the limited area of the terrace, it is unlikely 
to attract large groups of people and is therefore not considered that it would 
harm residential amenity in that respect.  It is also noted that a similar 
mansard style roof extension was granted planning permission by committee 
to No.6C Treport Street via application reference 2005/4551. 
 
In conclusion, the proposed development by virtue of its size and design 
would not cause undue harm to the host dwelling or the residential amenities 
of surrounding properties in accordance with the development plan. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years. 
02. Standard 21  Materials to match. 
03. Standard 26 Screening to terrace. 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3080 
               
26 June 2012 
RB 

52 Trevelyan Road SW17  
 
 
Graveney 

Revision to planning permission Ref.2012/0084 
granted 27/2/2012 for change to location of new 
spiral staircase with new ‘bridging’ element. 

RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions. 
 

SITE: Two-storey mid terraced property split into tow self-contained flats 
located on the southern side of Trevelyan Road in a residential area. The rear 
garden of the two properties is divided longitudinally with no physical division 
between the two. 
 
HISTORY:  p.p. for construction of external spiral staircase and replacement of 
existing first floor rear window with double doors, protected by mild steel railings and 
a new door opening leading to the proposed staircase. 

DETAILS:  Erection of 4.3m high spiral staircase with the platform ‘bridge’ 
level being 3.1m above ground.  The platform projects 2m back from rear wall 
(previously granted to be adjacent to rear wall) and the staircase is to give 
direct access to the rear garden from the first floor flat. The staircase is to be 
constructed of painted black steel. The existing internal staircase door is to be 
infilled with brickwork to match the existing. 
 
CIL Exempt 

CONSULTATION:  8 neighbours, 1 objection. Objection on the grounds of: 
loss of light and outlook, staircase would be out of character, creation of a 
fourth bedroom within the property, noise nuisance, parking provision, 
overshadowing, overlooking. 

POLICY:  NPPF 2012. DMPD 2012 Policies DMS1 (General development 
principles); DMH5 (Alterations and extensions). 
 
COMMENT:  The principle of a rear spiral staircase has been accepted as 
planning permission was granted under reference 2012/0084 in February of 
this year. This application seeks to amend the spiral staircase by increasing 
the length of the projecting platform from 0.85m to 2.0m from the rear wall.  
 
Therefore the main issues as to this application are whether the proposed 
changes to the design of the staircase would result in unacceptable harm to 
the amenities of neighbours and whether the changes are compatible with the 
appearance of the property.  
 
Although the platform of the spiral staircase has been increased this would not 
cause a detrimental impact to the host building or the character and 
appearance of the surrounding area. The size, scale and design of the 
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staircase are considered to be proportionate to the elevation to which it would 
be sited and is acceptable in this regard.  
 
By increasing the length of the platform would improve access through the 
right-of-way at ground level by increasing the distance between the building 
and the staircase. Any impact upon the privacy of neighbours would be 
minimal as the use of the staircase would be restricted to a means of access 
only and is not constructed in a solid form so as to restrict received daylight to 
adjacent occupiers. A condition restricting the use of the staircase, so that the 
bridge would not be used for sitting on as one would do for a terrace, is 
considered appropriate. Overall it is considered that the impact from the 
increase in size of the staircase would not be significantly greater than that 
previously approved and it would therefore be unreasonable to withhold 
planning permission.  
 
With regard to the objections that have been received, this application is not 
concerned with alterations to the internal layout of the property and these are 
not works that would be subject to planning control. This application is in 
relation to the external staircase and thus the objection relating to parking 
provision is not considered to be justified.  
 
In he proposed development would not have a detrimental impact on the amenities 
of neighbours and would not detract from the character and appearance of the 
surrounding area.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
Standard 01 3 years 
Non standard: The staircase and platform shall only be used for access 
purposes and that platform bridge shall not be used as a sitting out area or for 
any other purpose of a similar nature without the prior written consent from the 
Council.  
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2011/2650 
               
 
 
 
17 June 2011 
MR 

154 Upper Richmond, 
Road, SW15 
 
 
 
 
Thamesfield 

Variation of condition 3 of planning permission 
95/W/0393 dated 23/10/1995 to allow opening 
hours 0630-2200 Monday to Friday, to 
remove restrictions on the hours that classes 
can take place and the hours that the tannoy 
system can be used and music can be 
played. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant temporary variation of condition. 
 

SITE: Five-storey former office building on the north side of Upper Richmond 
Road. First, second and third floors used as a health club with basement car 
parking. Upper floors occupied by residential flats. The building is adjoined to 
the rear by a railway line. Within Putney Town Centre. 
 
HISTORY:  Extensive. Most recent and relevant 
1995: p.p. Change of use from offices to health club. Condition 3: ‘the health 
club shall not be open to the public other than between the hours of 0800 to 
2230 Monday to Saturday and 0900 to 2000 Sunday and at no other time’. 
1997: p.p. variation of condition 3 of planning permission dated 23rd Oct 1995 
to allow the health club to open between the hours of 0630 and 2230 Monday 
to Saturday and 0800 - 2000 on Sunday. 
2005: refused p.p. for variation of condition 3 of planning permission dated 
23/10/95 to extend hours of opening to 0630 - 2230 Mon - Sat and 0800 - 
2000 Sun. Appeal dismissed. 
2006: p.p. variation of condition 3 of planning permission dated 23rd October 
1995 (ref.95/W/0393) to alter the opening hours to 0630-2200 (previously 
0800-2230) Monday to Friday. Saturday and Sunday hours remain 
unchanged. (temporary permission for 1 year).  
2007: p.p. variation of condition 3 of planning permission dated 23rd October 
1995 (ref.95/W/0393) to alter the opening hours to 0630-2200 (previously 
0800-2230) Monday to Friday on a permanent basis. Saturday and Sunday 
hours remain unchanged. The relevant conditions of this permission are 2) no 
music would be played in the club before 0800 and the ‘tannoy’ system would 
remain switched off until 0800. Instead, staff would communicated throughout 
the club via ‘walkie talkie’ and 3) no aerobic group fitness (studio) classes 
would take place before 0800. 
2011: enforcement investigation opened regarding audible noise heard 
outside of the gym.  (The investigation is ongoing and running alongside this 
application).   
 
DETAILS:  Variation of condition 3 of planning permission 95/W/0393 dated 
23/10/1995 (to allow opening hours 0630-2200 Monday to Friday) as 
amended in planning permission 2007/3675 dated 30 August 2007 (variation 
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of condition 3 of p.p. 95/W/0393). This states: The sound insulation measures 
and noise reduction methods as detailed in the accompanying letter dated 
27.06.07 shall be implemented or continue to be implemented and thereafter 
permanently retained. 
 
There are nine points set out in the letter of the 27/06/2007; two points (points 
2 and 3) are subject to this application with the other points remaining the 
same.  Point 2 states that no music can be played before 0800 and the tannoy 
system cannot be used before 0800 and point 3 states that there can be no 
aerobic group fitness classes before 0800. 
 
The applicant has confirmed that the tannoy system is switched off until 0800 
and there is no background music played in communal areas.  The concerns 
raised in relation to music before 0800 are linked to the classes before 0800 
as it is this music that can be heard in the flats of the tenants.  It has been 
proposed that classes are allowed to happen before 0800 but with a condition 
regarding the level of the music to be played in the studios accommodating 
the classes: 
 
The following noise reduction methods shall be implemented and continue to 
be implemented and thereafter permanently retained:  
 

• No music shall be played above 79db within the main studio before 
0800 Monday to Friday 

• No music shall be played above 80db within the spin studio before 
0800 Monday to Friday 

• No music shall be played above 85db within the lower ground floor 
holistic studio before 0800 Monday to Friday 

 
Acoustic report: A subjective and objective assessment of the noise transfer at 
Virgin Active Putney has been done with Wandsworth Borough Council’s 
Environmental Health Officer present.  With music noise limits set at 85dB, all 
parties present agreed that the music noise from the studios is inaudible 
within the third floor apartments.  On this basis it is not considered that further 
noise control measures are necessary.  Having reviewed the outcomes of the 
two site assessments from the site visits with Wandsworth Council’s 
Environmental Health Officer, it is concluded that there should be no reason 
that the club should not play music or operate classes before 8.00am if Virgin 
Active agrees to a planning control that ensures all music is maintained at or 
below 85dB. It is also concluded that the noise limits agreed at the site visit on 
23 January 2012, namely 79dB in the main studio, 80dB in the spin studio, 
and 85dB in the lower ground floor holistic studio are acceptable.  
 
CONSULTATION: 33 neighbours, 15 objections: 
 
Noise: Noise is not just from amplified music but also impact noise, banging, 
shouting, screaming, vibrations, thumping of weights, noise, inconvenience, 
disruption, would make our lives hell, disrupt sleep, loss of value of homes, 
Up-to-date dynamic load structure required, all noise and vibration should be 
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tested/checked, meeting on 2nd June was requested to be rearranged as no 
classes were being held at the time the visit was scheduled, nature of gym 
equipment and classes has changed since the original consent was granted, 
Classes outside, windows open in ground floor studio while classes are on, 
should insulate their premises up to modern day requirements, original 
condition of consent is that no noise should be made that would disturb 
neighbours. Condition 5 is an absolute condition, no noise should be audible 
outside the premises, there are now stricter regulations for soundproofing to 
commercial premises since the original consent, 
 
Other issues: condition to restrict hours of use is necessary and reasonable, 
increased footfall of members to commercial premises and the effects of that 
increased usage on the building should be considered, wear and tear on the 
building, damage and deterioration to lifts, gym is operating outside the areas 
as approved originally, members use the lift waiting area before 0800 which 
the club had said they would not do, usage/caging off of communal areas – 
loss of cycle parking and open space, beneficial owners of the freehold of the 
building is Holmes Place so moving premises would not be an option for 
financial reasons, Virgin Active is capable of investing in more suitable 
premises if it wished to do so, service charges from residents are paid to the 
head lessee, fully support the continuation of gym/leisure centre for Putney as 
an amenity, 
 
Procedure: Surprised that Wandsworth are considering going against the 
principles and ethos of the 95/W/0393 permission and have failed to enforce 
the conditions relating to this consent. Sensible way forward would be to defer 
a decision to allow arbitration between Virgin Active/Holmes Place (VA/HP) & 
ourselves with a suggested agenda. Most problems are due to non-
compliance of VA/HP to operate within limitations of 95/W/0393 since that 
date, so they are entirely relevant to any planning decision now being taken. 
VA/HP have been able to presume that they can do as they like in this 
building with complete disregard for the health & welfare of their neighbours 
never mind the destruction of the fabric of the building & the passenger lifts 
being used almost wholly for commercial use. This building was built for the 
footfall & usage of office space & residential apartments and the decision to 
convert an unsuitable building into a leisure centre without taking in to account 
how the infrastructure was going to cope since there was no allowance as to 
how the maintenance and housekeeping of the leisure centre was to be done 
in the original permission, contain their usage of the building be required to re-
instate the entire building, lifts and exterior ground decision in this matter be 
held in abeyance until Christmas 2011, no assessment has been made from 
inside flats, regardless of the outcome of this application neighbours will 
pursue Wandsworth through the courts if required, Wandsworth have ignored 
justified complaints instead discussing and encouraging VA/HP to submit this 
application and withholding of enforcement action to facilitate this procedure, 
do not trust Virgin to comply with new conditions, Wandsworth underestimate 
the extent of this problem, neighbours are prepared to meet with Virgin when 
they provide proposal and assurance that they will comply with the condition 5 
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of 95/W/0393, Wandsworth should not consider the current application until 
this assurance is forthcoming. Council should have shut this club. 
2 Petitions each with 12 signatures: Request visit from council. Damage to 
residential amenity is caused by people exercising against the floors and walls 
and shouting as they do so as well as the amplified music. Use of building as 
gym not offices (as originally constructed) is a completely different use than 
originally contemplated by its design and construction. As the gym occupied 
the premises after the flats, cannot argue that reasonable protection for the 
interests of residents is unfair, unnecessary or unreasonable. The decision to 
impose the original opening hours was necessary and reasonable, council 
have established a precedent for carefully examining the impact on 
neighbours of extension of opening hours before allow extension of use of the 
health club. Noise is from amplified music, vigorous exercise groups, jumping 
on the floor, banging on walls, shouting and screaming, usage of heavy and 
noisy equipment to the detriment of the fabric of the building as well. 
Appropriate route to address the breach of condition would be to adhere to 
the 2007 consent. Current application fails to address anything other than 
noise and disturbance caused by music. Cannot limit noise made by people 
when exercising, so classes should not be held before 0800. Virgin Active are 
capable of investing in more suitable premises. Capable of operating the 
health club in a way that does not disturb residents. 
 
1 letter of comment querying timescales for a decision. 
 
POLICY: NPPF: DMPD: Policies DMS1 (Sustainable design). 
 
COMMENT:  The main issue to be considered is the impact of the increase in 
hours on neighbouring amenity (particularly noise). 
 
This site, and specifically concerns regarding noise, have been subject to an 
enforcement investigation since February 2011.  During the course of the 
enforcement investigation a site visit was arranged with representatives from 
Virgin Active Gym and tenants from the property (May 2011).  However, due 
to tenants pulling out of the meeting, access into their flats was not possible 
so the Council representatives could only assess the noise from communal 
corridor areas.  Sound limiters were set in the three studios to a level which 
was deemed acceptable from those communal areas.  Following the 
submission of the planning application various objections and concerns were 
raised which involved further requests for a meeting.  The Environmental 
Services officer attended a meeting with the tenants in November 2011 and 
confirmed that music could still be heard (as access was gained into their flats 
during this meeting).  During a meeting on 23 January 2012, and subsequent 
meetings attempts to measure the audible noise with and without the limiters 
from within the residential flats and agree on a suitable level to set the limiters 
so to provide minimal disturbance to the flats while allowing the functioning of 
the gym have been made.  There have been various difficulties in undertaking 
this task with the Applicants sound engineers not attending one meeting, 
tenants refusing entry into the flat which means that readings have only been 
taken from one side of the property, a continuous alarm at the adjacent 
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property during the last meeting and readings have only been taken when the 
studios are empty rather than when a class is happening due to the perceived 
disruption on the customers of the gym. 
 
The acoustic report written by Sandy Brown Associates – the acoustic 
consultants on behalf of Virgin Active (based on readings from the last 
meeting on 1 May 2012) concludes that the proposed sound limits are 
acceptable and do not adversely impact the residents above.  This report was 
based on those sound limits as set on 23 January 2012 which were tested out 
during the last meeting.  Specialist officer advice (Environmental Services) 
suggest that the results found within the acoustic report are not conclusive as 
the alarm was occurring at the same time as the sound readings and the tests 
had only ever been done when the studios were empty and from one side of 
the building.  To overcome these difficulties and shortcomings this report 
recommends a temporary one year permission so to formally analyse the 
impact of the variation of condition over this timeframe.  
 
During the timeframe of a year, in assessing the variation of condition it would 
be beneficial to have sound readings while classes are occurring in the gym 
(even though it is acknowledged that this may cause disturbance to customers 
of the gym) and readings from various parts of the building (although this is 
dependent on access provided by tenants).  The temporary permission is not 
ideal but the practical difficulties of this case have been demonstrated.   
 
The application also refers to the restriction of the use of a tannoy before 
0800.  However, as it has been confirmed that the tannoy is not switched on 
before 0800 there does not need to be a variation of condition regarding this.   
 
Condition 5 of the original (1995) consent reads ‘no amplified music shall be 
played or machinery or equipment installed which would result in noise which 
would be audible outside the health club or in the flats above’. It is 
acknowledged that if this application is approved it may allow some music to 
be heard in the flats above, however current sound readings indicate that it is 
not at a level to cause a statutory nuisance to the occupier and further 
assessments throughout the year will provide information on the matter.  
Therefore, subject to the noise limiting measures proposed, it would not be 
reasonable to refuse planning consent on this ground. Neighbours have 
commented that impact noise can be heard in the flats above contrary to this 
condition. As the current application only seeks variation of condition 3, which 
includes restrictions on the hours that music and tannoy can be used only, this 
could not be addressed via this application. However, any application to vary 
condition 5 must include measures to address noise mitigation methods. 
 
A number of comments have been made regarding the procedures for 
handling this application. The applicant has served certificate B to confirm that 
notice has been served on everyone with a freehold or long leasehold on the 
land to which this application relates. The council have written to all adjoining 
addresses. Following a complaint to the enforcement section the applicants 
were asked to submit an application to allow consideration of the proposed 
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variation of condition through the planning process. Further enforcement 
action would only be taken (depending on the outcome of this decision) when 
a decision is made. This follows the correct procedure. The application has 
been under consideration since its’ receipt and therefore while the decision 
has taken significantly longer than normal the difficulties associated with 
reaching the decision have been touched on during this report.   
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant variation of condition 8: 
 
8. No music would be played in communal areas of the club before 0800 

and the ‘tannoy’ system shall remain switched off until 0800.  Instead, 
staff shall communicate throughout the club via ‘walkie talkie’; Aerobic 
group fitness (studio) classes may take place before 0800 (Monday to 
Friday) subject to the following noise reduction methods which shall be 
implemented and continue to be implemented and therefore 
permanently retained; No music shall be played above 79db within the 
main studio before 0800 Monday to Friday; No music shall be played 
above 80db within the spin studio before 0800 Monday to Friday; No 
music shall be played above 85db within the lower ground floor holistic 
studio before 0800 Monday to Friday.  

 
 
ADDITIONAL CONDITION:  
 
This permission is for a limited period, and the use of the premises in 
accordance with condition 8 of this consent shall stop by 30/09/13 (unless a 
further application has been approved by the local planning authority). 
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Ref. Address Proposal 
2012/3356 
               
17 July 2012 
NS 

The Mission Hall, 
Walkers Place, SW15 
 
Thamesfield 

Demolition of south ground floor side addition 
to existing building. Erection of two, three-
storey houses plus basements on land to the 
south of the main building. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to conditions.  
 
SITE:  0.077ha site occupied on its north side by late 19th Century three-
storey Mission Hall, now a complex of 6-business studios and a cookery 
school, set back from the western side of Walkers Place. To its south and 
sides is open garden space with a mature Lime tree to its front, protected by a 
Tree Preservation Order. Immediately north of the property is a modern four-
storey residential block of flats with vacant commercial premises at ground 
floor. To the south is the two-storey Coat and Badge Public House. Fronting 
the premises, to the east is an open car park bordered by the rear of 
substantial two/three-storey commercial premises that serve Putney High 
Street. Adjoining the site to the west is the terraced properties of Mascotte 
Road, some of which are occupied as flats. Within Putney Town Centre and 
adjoins a SSAD site – 55-66 Putney High Street (6.1.1 – page 130). 
Designated as an Archaeological Priority Area.        

HISTORY: 1957: p.p. use of the former Putney Church of England School, 
Walker's Place, Wandsworth, as commercial art and photographic studios. 
1960: p.p. erection of single-storey extension to existing building. 
1980: p.p. erection of single-storey extension to south side of studio. 
1982: p.p. erection of single-storey Portakabin for office use on south side of 
studio. 
1986: p.p. use of Walkers Place as a street trading area. (Use to stop by 
31/12/88). 
1992: p.p. use of Walkers Place as a Saturday market for twenty stalls. (Use 
to stop by 31/07/93). 
May 2011: p.p. change of use of ground floor unit 3 from use Class B1 office 
to use Class D1 cookery school. 
May 2012: withdrawn application for demolition of existing building and 
erection of a terrace of four, four-storey houses and one office building (at 
northern end) with accommodation at roof level and office building having 
accommodation at roof and basement levels; rear roof terraces at first floor 
level. 

DETAILS:  Demolition of south ground-floor side addition to existing building 
(37sq.m. Use Class B1 offices and 34sq.m. Use Class D1 cookery school).  

Erection of two, three-storey, 4-bedroom houses plus basements on land to 
the south of the main building. Combined houses, 10.8m wide x 15m – 15.4m 
deep at ground level, 12.4m deep at first floor and 10.5m deep at second 
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floor. The houses would be 8m high. Basement provided with lightwells at 
front, 3.5m wide x 2.5m deep. Provision of first floor rear terrace (15.7sq.m.) 
with 2m high brick balustrade enclosure.   Houses each 244sq.m. Rear 
gardens, 35sq.m. and 42sq.m.  Replacement of existing high brick wall at 
front with railings on a low wall.  
 
Materials: ground and first floor, yellow stock brick, Portland stone window 
bays, plinth, door surrounds and copings. Grey finish aluminium windows. 
Second floor, charcoal grey finished aluminium cladding and windows.   
 
Installation of three new windows to south elevation of Mission Hall and three 
roof lights to existing single-storey rear addition.  
 
Sustainability Statement: Houses to Code for Sustainable Homes Level 3. The 
assessment of viable on-site renewable energy generation in relation to the 
design, site location and orientation concludes that the installtion of Air Source 
Heat Pumps and Photovoltaics will off-set 17.6% of predicted Carbon dioxide 
emission of site, based on predicted energy baseline. The residential units will 
achieve in excess of 25% improvement in dwelling emissions over a Building 
Regulation 2010 compliant design.   
 
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
 
The estimated amount of Mayoral CIL for this development is £23,065.00. The 
actual amount of CIL can only be confirmed once all relevant details are 
approved and any relief claimed. 

CONSULTATION:  72 neighbours. 5 objections: Loss of outlook, privacy and 
natural light to Mascotte Road properties. Loss of view. Outlook would be onto 
a brick wall which would be gloomy and daunting. Third storey would overlook 
gardens and homes. Will be a source of noise and disturbance. Loss of air 
circulation between buildings. No parking provided in an area of 
oversubscribed parking. Digging down for basement could damage 
neighbouring properties. Will cause disruption. Elderly resident will suffer from 
noise and dust. Loss of much needed commercial accommodation. Garden 
very important for the attractiveness of the offices with cookery school using it 
for eating and meetings. Cookery school a success. Tree should be retained.  
 
1 comment: previous reasons for objection have been addressed.   
 
POLICY:  National Planning Policy Framework, March 2012.  Core Strategy: 
IS1 and IS2 (Sustainable design); IS3 (Design).  DMPD: DMS1 (Sustainable 
urban design); DMS3 (Sustainable design and low-carbon energy); DMH4 
(Residential development); DMH6 (Residential space standards); DMH7 
(Residential gardens and amenity space); DMO5 (Trees); DMT1 (Transport 
impacts of development); DMT2 (Parking); DMTS13 (Offices); DMC1 
(Protection of existing community facilities).  
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COMMENT:  The main issues raised by this application are: whether the 
demolition of the single-storey south addition to Mission Hall is acceptable; 
whether the scale and design of the proposed houses would be appropriate 
for the location; whether there would be any adverse impact upon the 
amenities of the neighbouring properties; whether a satisfactory standard of 
accommodation would be provided for future occupiers, including satisfactory 
noise levels, amenity space provision, access and refuse; and whether 
parking arrangements are acceptable.     
 
The majority of the Mission Hall is currently used as offices (Use Class B1). 
This is with the exception of Unit 3, part of the accommodation that would 
need to be demolished if the proposed houses were to be built. Unit 3 was 
granted planning permission for a change of use from Use Class B1 Office to 
Use Class D1 Cookery School in May 2011. Policy DMC1 seeks the 
protection of community facilities unless it can be demonstrated that there is 
no current or future need, replacement provision is made or the premises are 
no longer suitable to continue in community use.  
 
Whilst none of these requirements have been fully demonstrated, the loss of 
Class D1 floorspace in this instance has been weighed against the loss being 
relatively minor, approximately 34sq.m. and the accommodation being of poor 
quality. It comprises a later 20th Century extension of very poor build standard 
and with little insulation. This results in space that is said to be too cold in the 
winter and too hot in the summer. The same applies to the Class B1 office 
that forms the front part of the single-storey building, office space that policy 
DMTS13 seeks to retain within town centre locations. The further mitigating 
factor in this instance, is that the existing retained accommodation within the 
main part of Mission Hall would be enhanced as a result of the development 
with windows provided to newly formed Suites 1, 2 and 3. The space occupied 
by Suite 3 at the rear of the building and part of Suite 2 in the centre is 
currently restricted in its use with no direct access to natural light and outlook.  
 
Given the relatively minor loss of Class B1 and D1 floor space, the existing 
poor quality extension to be demolished, the opportunity available to improve 
the retained ground floor accommodation and the benefits associated with 
providing two family sized dwellings, the loss and conflict with policy could be 
considered acceptable in this instance.      
 
As per comments received as part of the consultation, the open space 
adjoining the property is one of the factors that makes the property attractive 
to potential occupiers. As it serves a non-residential use within a town centre it 
would be difficult to insist on its retention for this reason alone where there is 
no policy justification.   
 
In terms of design, the retention of the Mission Hall building is viewed as a 
positive. This is a good quality building that makes an attractive addition to 
this backwater of Putney and contains commercial floorspace providing 
affordable business space. The addition of two houses is not entirely 
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inconsistent with the context which has a domestic scale deriving from the pub 
on the corner – The Coat and Badge – and the small houses in Mascotte 
Road that adjoin to the rear.   
 
At two full storeys with an additional floor set back on top, the proposed 
houses will sit comfortably between the pub and the Mission Hall. Both 
neighbours have large pitched roofs and this flat roof design will contrast with 
these but this will reinforce the variety in building heights that is a 
characteristic feature of the buildings in Walker’s Place. Similarly, the 
elevations are traditionally proportioned with a simple contemporary 
architectural style and would not look out of place. The scale and form of the 
houses is substantially consistent with policy DMS1.   
 
The removal of the high wall at the back edge of the footway and its 
replacement with a low wall and railing to form the front boundary of the new 
houses is welcomed. This would enliven the otherwise blank frontage and 
provide a degree of natural surveillance to the street. Full details of the front 
boundary should be subject to approval by condition.  
 
The infilling of the space between the public house and the Mission Hall would 
be a notable change for the occupiers of the Mascotte Road properties that 
overlook the site and currently enjoy and uninterrupted views from the upper 
floors. Under planning legislation, however, there is no right to view across 
neighbouring land and as such cannot be preserved if a reasonable scheme 
is presented. In its design the building is located 9.8m - 11.8m away from the 
staggered rear building line of the Mascotte Road houses at first floor and 
12.8m – 15.5m at second floor. The proximity between the properties is close 
but as it is characteristic of terraced streets nearby, is not considered out of 
sync with the location or unreasonable. The distance between the rear of the 
Mascotte Road houses and Olivette Street is significantly less than this.     
 
The houses have been designed to take into account the guidance of the 
Building Research Establishment on Daylight and Sunlight. The BRE 
Guidance sets out a base test taking a line at 25degrees from the horizontal 
on the mid point of the lowest windows within the adjoining property. This line 
is shown not to subtend the proposed houses and therefore indicates that the 
impact to light would be within acceptable limits set by the BRE Guidance.  
 
With regards to overlooking, the view from ground floor of the proposed 
houses would be limited by the high rear boundary wall. The view from first 
floor would be restricted by the proposed terrace and its 2m high brick 
enclosure. The terrace and enclosure would act as lightwell for the bedrooms 
that open onto it along with some additional private amenity space but would 
also prevent overlooking to the rear. The elevation drawing annotates that the 
second floor rear windows would have their lower half fixed shut and fitted 
with obscured glass, again restricting views towards the Mascotte Road 
houses.        
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Given the residential character of Mascotte Road, the proximity of the public 
house with beer garden and the use of the existing garden by the office’s and 
cookery school, it is not expected that the houses would give rise to a notable 
increase in noise or disturbance for existing nearby residents. For the reasons 
above, it is not considered that the development would unduly harm the 
amenities of neighbouring properties in accordance with policy DMS1.     
 
The size of accommodation provided by the houses would exceed minimum 
guidelines and provide a layout for occupiers with good access to 
sunlight/daylight and outlook. The private rear gardens would be in excess of 
minimum space standards. The houses would be built to Lifetime Home 
Standards meeting policies DMH4, DMH6 and DMH7. 
 
Being located in a town centre and adjoining business units and a public 
house, there are concerns over the relationship of the residential use to the 
commercial activities and their associated noise and disturbance. It is 
acknowledged that there are numerous examples of where pubs, offices and 
residential accommodation co-exist side by side without problems. However, 
the public house does get very lively and particularly on summer weekends 
when the beer garden is very popular. To ensure that future occupants are 
provided with a suitable internal noise environment it is considered that a 
condition be attached requiring an acoustic survey is undertaken to establish 
into which Noise Exposure Category the facades of the new buildings will fall into.  
The results of the survey will indicate the level of glazing/construction required to 
meet the recommended internal noise levels stated in table 5 of BS: 8233 Sound 
Insulation and Noise Reduction for Buildings – Code of Practice. The acoustic 
survey will also take account of the traffic noise from Putney High Street and also 
from commercial and private vehicles using Lacy Road to access the car park and 
delivery yard of the Putney Exchange and other local businesses.  
 
Walkers Place is pedestrianised and therefore the houses cannot have 
parking on site. However, the site is located in an area with excellent (6 – 
High) public transport accessibility level and within a walking distance of 
Putney station. In addition, Putney CPZ provides adequate parking control at 
this location from Monday to Saturday, between 0930hrs and 1830hrs. As the 
level of vehicular trips generated by this development would be negligible, 
they would not have any significant adverse impact on the existing vehicle 
movements or indeed car parking demand on the adjoining roads, in 
accordance with DMT1 and DMT2. Cycle parking spaces are provided. 
 
Owing to the constraint with this site, compounded by the proposed 
excavation to create basement levels for these houses, a construction 
management plan will be required. 
 
In terms of sustainability, it is the intention of the development to meet Level 3 
of Code for Sustainable Homes. The Sustainability Statement has considered 
options for including renewable sources of energy and indicates that the 
installation of Air Source Heat Pumps and Photovoltaics is the most feasible 
with them off-setting 17.6% of predicted site Carbon dioxide emission, based 
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on predicted energy baseline. Furthermore, the residential units will achieve in 
excess of 25% improvement in dwelling emissions over a Building Regulation 
2010 compliant design. Further details would be sought is condition, but as 
presented the proposals substantially comply with policy DMS3. 
 
Landscaping proposals to front and rear gardens, along with the first floor 
terrace are limited art this stage. Further details would be required by 
condition. To soften the appearance of the rear of the houses at first floor level 
the options for climbers or green wall should be investigated. The mature lime 
tree to the front of Mission Hall would be retained. The corner of the front 
basement lightwell would infringe slightly on the root protection area but as 
the vast majority of the protection area would remain undisturbed, its health 
would be preserved as required by policy DMO5.   
 
In conclusion, taking all factors into consideration, on balance there is no 
objection in principle to the demolition of the existing extension resulting in 
loss of Class D1 and B1 floorspace.   
 
The design of the houses is specific to the location and should not harm local 
visual amenity or the character and appearance of the area. Subject to 
appropriate noise insulation measures being adopted, the standard of 
accommodation would be acceptable and the properties would meet Level 3 
of Code for Sustainable Homes.     
 
The scale, massing and design of proposals take a contemporary form that 
should not harm local visual amenity or the character and appearance of the 
area. 
 
Whilst the houses would be located in close proximity to the Mascotte Road 
properties, the development would not have a significant impact on the 
amenities of the occupiers though loss of light, privacy or other intrusion.  
 
Being located in an area of excellent accessibility to public transport, it is not 
anticipated that the development would result in problems on the road network 
from additional car journeys or increase in parking demand. The existing 
mature Lime tree would be retained.  
    
 
RECOMMENDATION: Grant p.p. subject to the following conditions:- 
 
01. Standard 01 3 years.  
02. Standard 06 Details of boundary treatment.  
03. Standard 07 Details of site levels (including finished floor levels). 
04. Standard 08 Details of materials and lightwell enclosures. 
05. Standard 15 Details of landscaping. 
06. Standard 17 Replacement of landscaping. 
07. Standard 18 Details of tree protection measures.  
08. Standard 20 Archaeological investigations required.  
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09. Standard 25 Obscured glazing to lower half of second floor rear 
windows.   

10. Standard 28 In accordance with approved drawings and completed in 
full.  

11. Standard 39 No additional windows.  
12. Standard 44 No extensions without permission.  
13. The development hereby approved shall be implemented in accordance 

with the approved sustainability measures and be built to a minimum 
standard of level 3 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. Prior to the 
commencement of the use (or occupation) of the approved building a 
copy of the Post Construction Certificate verifying that a minimum level 3 
of the Code for Sustainable Homes and details of reduction in CO2 
emissions has been achieved shall be submitted to the local planning 
authority. 

14. Prior to works commencing a Construction Management Plan shall be 
submitted and approved by the local planning authority. The Plan should 
detail the routing of construction vehicles, time of arrival and departure, 
and any proposed temporary traffic and pedestrian management 
measures during the course of construction works shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved plan. 

15. Prior to commencement of development an acoustic survey shall be 
undertaken to establish into which Noise Exposure Category the facades of 
the new buildings will fall into. Following this, full details of a scheme to 
insulate the approved development against external noise, including 
details of glazing and ventilation, shall be submitted to and approved by 
the local planning authority. The approved measures shall be installed 
prior to the commencement of the occupation of the buildings. 

16. Community Infrastructure Levy.  
 
Background papers: 
 
The background papers referred to in reports are available online at: 
Wandsworth Core Strategy, Adopted August 2010: 
www.wandsworth.gov.uk/downloads/file/3674/core_strategy_adopted_version
_october_2010  
Wandsworth Development Management Policies Document, Adopted 
February 2012: 
www.wandsworth.gov.uk/downloads/file/5938/development_management_poli
cies_document_dmpd_adopted_version_february_2012 
Site Specific Allocations Document, Adopted February 2012: 
www.wandsworth.gov.uk/downloads/file/5940/site_specific_allocations_docu
ment_ssad_adopted_version_february_2012 
Local Development Framework Proposals Map, Adopted February 2012: 
www.wandsworth.gov.uk/downloads/file/5953/ldf_proposals_map_front_incor
porating_adopted_core_strategy_dmpd_and_ssad_february_2012  
Wandsworth Supplementary Planning Guidance: 
www.wandsworth.gov.uk/info/856/local_development_framework/1225/supple
mentary_planning_documents_spds  
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The London Plan (2011) and Mayor of London Supplementary Planning 
Guidance: www.london.gov.uk/thelondonplan/ 
Central Government planning policies and guidance, including the National 
Planning Policy Framework, March 2012: 
www.communities.gov.uk/planningandbuilding/planningsystem/planningpolicy/ 
Wandsworth and Mayor of London Community Infrastructure Levy Charging 
Schedules: www.wandsworth.gov.uk/cil  
The planning application, representations, supporting information provided by 
applicants, Site Surveys, Environmental Impact Assessments and other 
application specific information: 
www.wandsworth.gov.uk/gis/search/Search.aspx 
 
Consideration has been given to the policies contained in the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), which came into effect in March 2012 in 
the assessment of planning applications. Under paragraph 214 of Annex 1 of 
the NPPF, the Council can accord full weight to its own local policy even if 
there is limited conflict with the NPPF.  The Council has reviewed its policies 
against the NPPF and has not identified any areas where there is serious 
conflict.  Full weight will therefore be accorded to the policies in Council’s 
LDF, alongside the NPPF. 
 
 




